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Gabriel Ciobanu and Maciej Koutny
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The 4th Workshop on Membrane Computing and Biologically Inspired Process Calculi (MeCBIC
2010) is organized in Jena as a satellite event of the 11th International Conference on Membrane Com-
puting (CMC11).

Biological membranes play a fundamental role in the complexreactions which take place in cells of
living organisms. The importance of this role has been considered in two different types of formalisms
introduced recently. Membrane systems were introduced as aclass of distributed parallel computing
devices inspired by the observation that any biological system is a complex hierarchical structure, with
a flow of biochemical substances and information that underlies their functioning. The modeling and
analysis of biological systems has also attracted considerable interest of the process algebra research
community. Thus the notions of membranes and compartments have been explicitly represented in a
family of calculi, such as Ambients and Brane Calculi. A cross fertilization of these two research areas
has recently started. A deeper investigation of the relationships between these related formalisms is
interesting, as it is important to understand the crucial similarities and the differences.

The main aim of the workshop is to bring together researchersworking on membrane computing, in
biologically inspired process calculi, and in other related fields, in order to present recent results and to
discuss new ideas concerning such formalisms, their properties and relationships. In the call-for papers,
original research papers (including significant work-in-progress) on the membrane systems or biologi-
cally inspired process calculi had been sought. All submitted papers were reviewed by three referees.
As a result, 10 papers were accepted for presentation at the workshop, and we thank the reviewers and
authors for doing an outstanding job. We also wish to expressour gratitude to the invited speaker Andrew
Phillips for his lecture on stochastic simulation of process calculi.

Finally, we would like to thank Friedrich Schiller Universitaet for hosting the workshop and pro-
viding financial support. Many thanks to the local organizers coordinated by Thomas Hinze and Joern
Behre. We also thank the team of EasyChair system used to manage our submissions and reviews, and
Rob van Glabbeek for his kind help in preparing the pre-proceedings.
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Stochastic Simulation of Process Calculi

Andrew Phillips
Microsoft Research

Cambridge, United Kingdom

andrew.phillips@microsoft.com

Abstract:

Biological systems typically involve large numbers of components with complex, highly parallel interac-
tions and intrinsic stochasticity. Numerous programming languages have been developed for modelling
such systems, many of which are based on process calculi. Most of these calculi, particularly those
involving membrane interactions, are expressive enough togenerate potentially unbounded numbers of
species and reactions. As a result, they cannot rely on standard reaction-based simulation algorithms
or tools, since these require a fixed number of species and reactions. Therefore, most calculi generally
require a custom algorithm to be developed. To help address this issue, we propose a generic abstract
machine that can be instantiated to a broad range of process calculi and a range of reaction-based sim-
ulation algorithms. This is achieved by means of a just-in-time compiler, which dynamically updates
the set of possible reactions and chooses the next reaction in an iterative cycle. The abstract machine
is instantiated to a particular calculus by defining two functions: one for transforming a process of the
calculus to a set of species, and another for computing the set of possible reactions between species.
As a proof of concept, the generic abstract machine is instantiated to the stochastic pi-calculus, and the
instantiation is implemented as part of the SPiM stochasticsimulator. The implementation is used to
simulate a stochastic pi-calculus model of plasmid co-transfection, where plasmids can form aggregates
of arbitrary size and where rates of mRNA degradation are non-exponential. The example illustrates
the flexibility of our framework, which allows an appropriate high-level language to be paired with the
required simulation algorithm, based on the biological system under consideration. To illustrate the
broader applicability of the approach, we outline how the generic abstract machine can be instantiated to
a variant of the stochastic bioambient calculus for simulating mobile compartments, and to a variant of
the DNA strand displacement calculus for simulating computation in DNA.
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Measurable Stochastics for Brane Calculus∗

Giorgio Bacci Marino Miculan

Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Udine, Italy

giorgio.bacci@uniud.it marino.miculan@uniud.it

We give a stochastic extension of the Brane Calculus, along the lines of recent work by Cardelli and

Mardare [6]. In this presentation, the semantics of a Brane process is a measure of the stochastic

distribution of possible derivations. To this end, we first introduce a labelled transition system for

Brane Calculus, proving its adequacy w.r.t. the usual reduction semantics. Then, brane systems

are presented as Markov processes over the measurable space generated by terms up-to syntactic

congruence, and where the measures are indexed by the actions of this new LTS. Finally, we provide

a SOS presentation of this stochastic semantics, which is compositional and syntax-driven.

1 Introduction

The Brane Calculus (BC) [5] is a calculus of mobile processes designed for modeling membrane in-

teractions within a cell. A process of this calculus represents a system of nested membranes, carrying

their active components on membranes, not inside them. Membranes interact according to three reaction

rules, corresponding to phagocytosis, endo/exocytosis, and pinocytosis.

In the original definition, reaction rules do not consider quantitative aspects like rates, volumes,

etc. However, it is important to address these aspects, e.g. for implementing stochastic simulations, or

for connecting Brane Calculus with quantitative models at lower abstraction levels (such as stochastic

π-calculus and κ-calculus for protein interactions).

In this paper, we introduce a stochastic semantics for the Brane Calculus. Clearly, a stochastic

calculus could be obtained just by adding rates to reaction rules; however, the resulting “pointwise”

rated reduction semantics is not fully satisfactory for several reasons. First, it is not compositional, i.e.,

reaction rates of a process are not given in terms of the rates of its components. Secondly, stochastic

reaction rules are not easy to deal with in presence of large populations of agents (as it is often the case

in biological systems), because we have to count large number of occurrences for calculating the effective

reaction rates. Third, it does not generalize easily to other quantitative (e.g. geometric) aspects.

To overcome these issues, we adopt a novel approach recently introduced by Cardelli and Mardare

[6], which is particularly suited when a measure of similarity of behaviours is important (similar ideas

have been proposed for probabilistic automata [8, 12], and Markov processes [7, 3, 10]). The main

point of this approach is that the semantics of a process is a measure of the stochastic distribution of

the possible outcomes. Thus, processes form a measurable space, and each process is given an action-

indexed family of measures on this space. For an action a, the measure µa associated to a process P

specifies for each measurable set S of processes, the rate µa(S)∈R+ of a-transitions from P to (elements

of) S. The resulting structures, called Markov processes (MPs), are not continuous-time Markov chains

because each transition is from a state to a possibly infinite class of states (closed to the congruence

relation over processes) and consequently cannot be described in a pointwise style. An advantage of

this approach is that we can apply results from measure theory for solving otherwise difficult issues,

∗Work funded by MIUR PRIN project “SisteR”, prot. 20088HXMYN.
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2 Measurable Stochastics for Brane Calculus

like instance-counting problems; moreover, process measures are defined compositionally, and can be

characterized also by means of operational semantics in GSOS form. Finally, other measurable aspects

of processes (e.g., volumes) can be dealt with along the same lines.

However, the approach of [6] has been applied to CCS only, and in order to adapt it to BC, we

have to solve some problems. First, in order to define systems of BC as Markov processes, we need

to define actions for brane systems, which corresponds to define a labelled transition system (LTS) for

BC. Defining correctly a labelled transition system for a complex calculus like BC is notoriously a

difficult task, because labels should describe precisely how a system can interact with the surrounding

environment. In our case, we have been inspired by the so-called IPO construction [9], following the

approach of [11, 1] for the case of Mobile Ambients. As a result, in Section 3 we introduce the first

labelled transition system for BC, and prove its adequacy with respect to the original reduction semantics.

A peculiar feature of this LTS is that after a transition, a system can yield a higher-order term, i.e.,

a system with “holes” (like π-calculus’ “abstractions”). This has several consequences on our work.

First, we have to define a suitable syntax for these higher-order terms; for this reason, in Section 2 we

introduce a simply typed version of brane calculus from the beginning, extended with metavariables, λ -

abstractions and applications. Well-formedness of terms is guaranteed by a suitable typing system; e.g.,

membranes and systems are represented by ground terms of type mem and sys, respectively. Secondly,

the bisimulation definition has to be accommodated in order to deal with transitions yielding higher-order

terms (Section 3). Finally, also the definition of Markov kernel is affected, as we will see in Section 4: the

kernel cannot be defined simply on the space of brane systems, but must consider also these higher-order

terms—in fact, the measure will be defined over all well-typed terms, also those higher-order.

After that these issues have been addressed and the Markov kernel has been defined, we can look for

a simpler presentation of the semantics of Markov processes. In Section 5 we present a SOS system for

processes, capturing the Markov kernel over processes: the stochastic bisimilarity induced by this SOS

semantics corresponds to the Markov bisimilarity defined in Section 4. Therefore, this semantics can be

fruitfully used for simulations, or for verifying system equivalences.

Some concluding remarks and directions for further work are in Section 6.

2 Brane Calculus

In this section we recall Cardelli’s Brane Calculus [5] focusing on its basic and finite version (without

communication primitives, molecular complexes and replication). Here we adopt an alternative presenta-

tion of the calculus: instead of the traditional term grammar of [5], we introduce an unstructured version

but equipped with a type system. Although typed terms may seem unnecessary now, they will be useful

in Section 3, where a labelled transition semantics will be introduced.

Syntax The grammars for terms and types are specified below.

(Terms) M ::= 0 | k | X | α.M | M|M | M mM | MhMi

α ::= Jn | JI
n (M) | Kn | KI

n | Gn(M)

(Types) t ::= sys | mem | act

The subscripted names n are taken from a countable set Λ, while term variables X are taken from a

countable set X , assumed to be disjoint from each other.
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Γ(X) = t

Γ ⊢ X : t
(var)

a ∈ {Jn,Kn,K
I
n}

Γ ⊢ a : act
(act)

a ∈ {JI
n ,Gn} Γ ⊢ M : mem

Γ ⊢ a(M) : act
(act-arg)

Γ ⊢ 0 : mem
(zero)

Γ1 ⊢ α : act Γ2 ⊢ M : mem

Γ1,Γ2 ⊢ α.M : mem
(α-pref)

Γ1 ⊢ M : mem Γ2 ⊢ N : mem

Γ1,Γ2 ⊢ M|N : mem
(par)

Γ ⊢ k : sys
(void)

Γ1 ⊢ M : mem Γ2 ⊢ N : sys

Γ1,Γ2 ⊢ MhNi : sys
(loc)

Γ1 ⊢ M : sys Γ2 ⊢ N : sys

Γ1,Γ2 ⊢ M mN : sys
(comp)

Table 1: Typing system for Brane Calculus

Types are assigned to terms as usual. A type environment Γ is a finite map from term variables to

types. If Γ is an environment and X a variable not in the domain of Γ, we denote by Γ,X : t the environ-

ment which assigns type Γ(Y ) to each variable Y ∈ dom(Γ) and type t to X ; if Γ1 and Γ2 have disjoint

domains, Γ1,Γ2 denotes the environment which assigns type Γ1(X) to variables X ∈ dom(Γ1) and Γ2(Y )
to variables Y ∈ dom(Γ2). The type inference rules are given in Table 1. Notice that this type system ad-

mits only linear terms, that is, each variable can occur at most once. Indeed, in rules (α-pref), (par), (loc),

and (comp), the environment extension Γ1,Γ2 is defined only when Γ1 and Γ2 have disjoint domains.

In the rest of the paper we assume to work only with well-typed terms. The set of well-typed terms

will be denoted as T, while P and M denote the set of terms of type sys and mem, respectively. By

convention we shall use x, y . . . for variables of type mem, and X , Y . . . for variables of type sys. A

similar convention is used for base type terms: σ , τ , . . . are terms inM, while P, Q, . . . are terms in P.

Systems can be rearranged according to a structural congruence relation; the intended meaning is

that two congruent terms actually denote the same system. Structural congruence, ≡, is the smallest

equivalence relation on (possibly open) terms of the language which contains the axioms and rules listed

below. We write Γ ⊢ M ≡ N as shorthand for Γ ⊢ M : t and Γ ⊢ N : t and M ≡ N. Notice that this notation

implicitly assumes that structural equivalent terms must be of the same type.

Γ ⊢ PmQ ≡ QmP Γ ⊢ Pm (QmR) ≡ (PmQ)mR Γ ⊢ Pmk≡ P Γ ⊢ 0hki≡ k

Γ ⊢ σ |τ ≡ τ|σ Γ ⊢ σ |(τ|ρ) ≡ (σ |τ)|ρ Γ ⊢ σ |0 ≡ σ

Γ ⊢ P ≡ Q

Γ ⊢ PmR ≡ QmR

Γ ⊢ σ ≡ τ

Γ ⊢ σ |ρ ≡ τ|ρ

Γ ⊢ P ≡ Q Γ ⊢ σ ≡ τ

Γ ⊢ σhPi≡ τhQi

Γ ⊢ α ≡ β Γ ⊢ σ ≡ τ

Γ ⊢ α.σ ≡ β .τ

Γ ⊢ σ ≡ τ

Γ ⊢ G(σ) ≡ G(τ)

Γ ⊢ σ ≡ τ

Γ ⊢ JI
n (σ) ≡ JI

n (τ)

With respect to the structural congruence of [5], we have added the possibility of rearranging the sub-

membranes contained in co-phago and pino actions (the last three rules of the table above).

Reduction Semantics The dynamic behaviour of Brane Calculus is specified by means of a reduction

semantics, defined by means of a reduction relation (“reaction”) } ⊆ P×P, whose rules are listed in

Table 2. It is easy to see that subject reduction holds. Note that the presence of (red-equiv) makes this

not a structural presentation, since term structure can change according with ≡.
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JI
n (ρ).τ|τ0hQimJn.σ |σ0hPi} τ|τ0hρhσ |σ0hPiimQi

(red-phago)

KI
n .τ|τ0hKn.σ |σ0hPimQi}σ |σ0|τ|τ0hQimP

(red-exo)

G(ρ).σ |σ0hPi}σ |σ0hρhkimPi
(red-pino)

P}Q

σhPi}σhQi
(red-loc)

P}Q

PmR}QmR
(red-comp)

P ≡ P′ P′}Q′ Q′ ≡ Q

P}Q
(red-equiv)

Table 2: Reduction semantics for the Brane Calculus.

3 A Labelled Transition Semantics for Brane Calculus

In this section we introduce a labeled transition system (LTS) for the Brane calculus, along the lines of

[11] where a LTS is outlined in the case of Mobile Ambients. A SOS style presentation of the semantics

will help in the definition of the stochastic semantics of Section 4.

We shall use a meta-syntax for simple syntactic manipulation of terms. The meta-syntax is a simply

typed λ -calculus and can be thought as a primitive system of higher order abstract syntax. We extend

the base types with function types, in order to type terms in the meta-syntax. We also add to the term

signature the λ -abstraction and application constructs, which should not be considered as a language

extension: their function is to allow for a structural definition of a labelled transition system, and as such

they have no computational meaning.

M ::= . . . | λX : t. M | M(M) t ::= . . . | t → t

The λ -abstraction binds variables. Terms are taken up-to α-equivalence on bound variables.

Terms in the meta-language are typed using the standard typing rules for typed λ -terms, and the two

rules below are added to the set of of type rules of Table 1.

Γ,X : t ⊢ M : t ′

Γ ⊢ λX : t. M : t → t ′
(lambda)

Γ ⊢ M : t → t ′ Γ ⊢ N : t

Γ ⊢ M(N) : t ′
(app)

We consider terms to be syntactically equal up-to βη-equivalence, i.e., the smallest congruence

that contains the two axioms (λX : t. M)(N) = M{N/X} and λX : t. M(X) = M. Thus, for instance,

(λX : sys. σhXi)(P) and σhPi are the same term. In the remainder of the paper, when we write a meta-

syntax term of base type (sys, mem or act), we mean the syntactic term that corresponds to the complete

βη-evaluation of it. This assumption will ease the description avoiding many technicalities which are

out of the scope of the paper.

We extend structural congruence to meta-syntactic terms by adding the following rule.

Γ,X : t ⊢ P ≡ Q

Γ ⊢ λX : t. P ≡ λX : t. Q

Structural congruence is compatible with λ -terms evaluation in the following sense:

Lemma 3.1. If M ≡ N : t → t ′ and T ≡ S : t then it follows that M(T ) ≡ N(S) : t ′.
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Jn.σ
Jn−→ σ

(J-pref)

JI
n (ρ).σ

JI
n (ρ)

−−−→ σ
(JI-pref)

Gn(ρ).σ
Gn(ρ)
−−−→ σ

(G-pref)

Kn.σ
Kn−→ σ

(K-pref)

KI
n .σ

KI
n−→ σ

(KI-pref)
σ

α
−→ σ ′

σ |τ
α
−→ σ ′|τ

(L-par)
σ

α
−→ σ ′

τ|σ
α
−→ τ|σ ′

(R-par)

σ
Jn−→ σ ′

σhPi
phagon−−−−→ λZ. Z(σ ′hPi)

(phago)
P

phagon−−−−→ F

PmQ
phagon−−−−→ λZ. (F(Z)mQ)

(Lm-phago)

σ
JI

n (ρ)
−−−→ σ ′

σhPi
phagon−−−−→ λX . σ ′hρhXimPi

(phago)
P

phagon−−−−→ A

PmQ
phagon−−−−→ λX . (A(X)mQ)

(Lm-phago)

σ
Kn−→ σ ′

σhPi
exon−−→ λXy. σ ′|yhXimP

(exo)
P

exon−−→ S

PmQ
exon−−→ λXy. S(X mQ)(y)

(Lm-exo)

P
phagon−−−−→ F Q

phagon−−−−→ A

PmQ
id
−→ F(A)

(id-phago-L)
P

exon−−→ S σ
KI

n−→ σ ′

σhPi
id
−→ S(k)(σ ′)

(id-exo)
σ

Gn(ρ)
−−−→ σ ′

σhPi
id
−→ σ ′hρhkimPi

(id-pino)

P
id
−→ P′

σhPi
id
−→ σhP′i

(id-loc)
P

id
−→ P′

PmQ
id
−→ P′ mQ

(Lm-id)

Table 3: Labelled transition system (LTS) for Brane Calculus. By convention F : (sys → sys) → sys,

A : sys → sys and S : sys → mem → sys. Symmetric rules (Rm-phago), (Rm-phago), (Rm-exo), (Rm-id),

and (id-phago-R) are omitted.

We can now define a labelled transition system for the Brane Calculus. Although its definition is

similar to the LtS for Mobile Ambients in [11], to our knowledge this is the first time a structural op-

erational semantics (SOS) is given for the Brane Calculus. The rules of our LTS are given in Table 3,

and are organized into two parts: rules for membrane terms and for system terms. In the definition we

have omitted types since the upper/lower case notation for sys/mem typed variables makes the presenta-

tion clearer. The only exception in using this notation is on (phago) and (L/Rm-phago) rules, where the

variable Z has type (sys → sys).
An example of how labelled transitions are derived using the rules in Table 3, is shown in Figure 1:

the derivation leads to the (red-phago) reaction of Table 2; note, in particular, how the (id-phago) rule

is applied. Similar derivations hold for all rules in Table 2 except for (red-equiv) (which makes the

reduction semantics “not structural”). Hence, it is easy to see that
id
−→⊆}. The converse follows by an

inductive analysis of the structure of the source processes of an id-transition.

Proposition 3.2. If P
id
−→ Q then P}Q. If P}Q then P

id
−→ Q′ for some Q′ ≡ Q.

Labelled transitions are compatible with structural congruence in the following sense:

Lemma 3.3. If P
α
−→ P′ and P ≡ Q then there exists Q′ such that Q′ ≡ P′ and Q

α
−→ Q′.

The labelled transition systems, as usual, induces a bisimulation relation on terms. Due to the gen-

eralization to meta-syntactic terms, the canonical bisimulation considers also λ -terms. Since in Brane
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Jn.σ
Jn−→ σ

(J-pref)

Jn.σ |σ0
Jn−→ σ |σ0

(L-par)

Jn.σ |σ0hPi
phagon−−−−→ λZ. Z(σ |σ0hPi)

(phago)

JI
n (ρ).τ

JI
n (ρ)

−−−→ τ

(JI-pref)

JI
n (ρ).τ|τ0

JI
n (ρ)

−−−→ τ|τ0

(L-par)

JI
n (ρ).τ|τ0hQi

phagon−−−−→ λX . τ|τ0hρhXimQi

(phago)

Jn.σ |σ0hPimJI
n (ρ).τ|τ0hQi

id
−→ τ|τ0hρhσ |σ0hPiimQi

(id-phago-L)

Figure 1: Derivation for the (red-phago) reaction.

Calculus the dynamics can happen only at the level of system terms P ∈ P, we specialize the definition

of bisimulation considering only labels in {id,phagon,phagon,exon | n ∈ Λ} as follows:

Definition 3.4 (Strong bisimulation). A bisimulation on Brane Calculus systems is an equivalence

relation R ⊆ P×P such that for arbitrary P,Q ∈ P, (P,Q) ∈ R if and only if

– if P
id
−→ P′ then ∃Q′ such that Q

id
−→ Q′ and (P′,Q′) ∈ R;

– if P
phago
−−−→ F then ∃G such that Q

phagon−−−−→ G and (F(R),G(R)) ∈ R for all σ ,ρ : mem and R′ : sys,

where R = λX . σhρhXimR′i;

– if P
phago
−−−→ A then ∃B such that Q

phagon−−−−→ B and (A(R),B(R)) ∈ R for all R : sys;

– if P
exo
−−→ T then ∃S such that Q

exon−−→ S and (T (R)(ρ),S(R)(ρ)) ∈ R for all R : sys and ρ : mem;

Two systems P,Q ∈ P are said bisimilar, written P ∼ Q, iff there exists a bisimulation relation R such

that (P,Q) ∈ R.

In the definition above, when a transition yields a λ -abstracted term M, this term is instantiated

according to its form. The idea is to recover a bisimulation on only system terms by sufficiently instanti-

ating the λ -abstraction in order to recover a sys-typed term, hence a term in P. This definition is slightly

different from that in [11] for Ambient Calculus, where Rathke and Sobocinski prefer to add to the LTS

derivation rules for explicit instantiation. Although this design choice is equivalent from the point of

view of the resulting bisimulation relation, it leads to an infinitely-branching LTS, since they chose to

endow labels with the instantiation parameters. In the definition of the stochastic semantics for the Brane

Calculus we need the LTS to be finitely-branching, hence we do not add instantiation rules.

The next lemma follows directly from Lemma 3.3.

Lemma 3.5. For arbitrary P,Q ∈ P, if P ≡ Q then P ∼ Q.

This ensures that the structural equivalence ≡ is contained in ∼, but we can prove also a stronger

result, that is ≡  ∼. Let P = 0hJnhii; it is easy to see that P ∼ k, however P 6≡ k, hence structural

equivalence does not coincide with strong bisimulation, and in particular ∼ equates more terms than ≡.

4 A Stochastic Semantics for Brane Calculus

In this section we present a stochastic semantics for the Brane calculus, following the construction of

[6]. We assume the reader to be familiar with basic notions from measure theory (see Appendix A for a

brief summary of the used definitions). We start introducing the notation used hereafter and recalling the

definition of Markov process (MP) and stochastic bisimulation on them (more details are in [6]).
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For arbitrary sets A and B, 2A denotes the powerset of A, and both [A → B] and BA will be used to

denote the class of functions from A to B. As usual N, Q, and R denote the sets of natural, rational, and

real numbers, and Q+ and R+ the sets of positive rational and real numbers (with zero), respectively.

Given a measurable space (M,Σ), the elements of Σ are called measurable sets and M the support-set.

Let ∆(M,Σ) be the class of measures µ : Σ →R+ on (M,Σ). From ∆(M,Σ) we distinguish two measures:

the null measure ω for which ω(A) = 0 for all A ∈ Σ, and, for a fixed r ∈ R+, the r-Dirac measure on

N, D(r,N), defined by D(r,N)(
⋃

i∈I Ni) = ∑i∈I fN(Ni), for N and Ni∈I elements of a base for (M,Σ) (thus
⋃

i∈I Ni ∈ Σ), where fN(N′) = r if N′ = N, otherwise 0. Given two measurable spaces (M,Σ) and (N,Θ),
we use JM → NK to denote the class of measurable functions f : M → N from (M,Σ) to (N,Θ).

Definition 4.1 (Markov kernels and Markov processes). Let (M,Σ) be an measurable space, and A a

denumerable set of labels. An A-Markov kernel is a tuple M = (M,Σ,θ), with

θ : A → JM → ∆(M,Σ)K.

An A-Markov process of M with m ∈ M as initial state, written (M ,m), is the tuple (M,Σ,θ ,m).

A MP involves a set A of labels which represent all possible interactions with the environment. If

α ∈ A is a label, m is the current state of the system, and N is a measurable set of states, the function

θ(α)(m) is a measure on the state space and θ(α)(m)(N) ∈ R+ represents the rate of an exponentially

distributed random variable characterizing the duration of the α-transition from m to arbitrary n ∈ N.

Given a binary relation R ⊆ M ×M, we call a subset N ⊆ M R-closed iff R ∩ (N ×M) ⊆ N ×N.

Given (M,Σ) a measurable space and R ⊆ M ×M a binary relation over M, with Σ(R) we denote the

set of measurable R-closed subsets of M.

Definition 4.2 (Stochastic bisimulation). For an A-Markov kernel M = (M,Σ,θ) a rate-bisimulation

relation is an equivalence relation R ⊆ M×M such that (m,n) ∈ R iff for any C ∈ Σ(R) and α ∈ A,

θ(α)(m)(C) = θ(α)(n)(C).

Two Markov processes (M ,m) and (M ,n) are stochastic bisimilar, written m ∼M n, if m and n are

related by a rate-bisimulation relation.

In the rest of the section we define the analytic space of terms, and we show how it can be organized

as an A-Markov kernel. This will implicitly give a stochastic structural operational semantics such that

the canonical behavioral equivalence coincides with the bisimulation of MPs.

Let us define the measurable space of terms. The construction takes place at the level of the meta-

syntactic terms, hence we will assume to work with terms in T. Let T/≡ be the set of ≡-equivalence

classes on T. For arbitrary M ∈ T, we denote by [M]≡ the ≡-equivalence class of M. Note that T/≡ is a

denumerable partition of T, hence it is a generator for a σ -algebra on T.

Definition 4.3 (Measurable space of terms). The measurable space of terms (T,Σ) is the measurable

space on T where Σ is the σ -algebra on T generated by T/≡.

The measurable sets are (possibly denumerable) reunions of ≡-equivalence classes on T. In the

following we use T , S , . . . to denote arbitrary measurable sets of Σ.

In order to define an A-Markov kernel on (T,Σ) we first need to define the set of labels.

Definition 4.4 (Transition labels). The set of transition labels for (meta-syntactic) terms is given by the

pair (A, ι), where A, Asys∪Amem and

(SYSTEM LABELS) Asys , {phagon,phagon,exon | n ∈ Λ}

(MEMBRANE LABELS) Amem , {Jn,J
I
n (ρ),Kn,K

I
n ,Gn(ρ) | n ∈ Λ and ρ ∈M}
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The internal action label id is not in A; we extend A by defining A+ , A∪{id}. It is no accident

that the chosen labels are the same of the LTS of Section 3; indeed, the construction of the Markov kernel

will be guided by the derivation rules listed in Table 3.

Since we are defining the semantics of a stochastic calculus, we equip the set of actions Act =
{Jn,J

I
n ,Kn,K

I
n ,Gn | n ∈ Λ} with a weight function ι : Act → Q+ \ {0}, which assigns to each action

the rate of an exponentially distributed random variable that characterizes the duration of the transition

induced by the execution of that particular action. The weight function is such that ι(Jn) = ι(JI
n ) and

ι(Kn) = ι(KI
n ); this characterizes the fact that two cooperating actions have the same execution rate.

Now, we aim to define the function θ : A+ → JT→ ∆(T,Σ)K, which will conclude the construction

of an A+-Markov process for (T,Σ). To this end, it is useful to give some operations on measurable sets,

which will ease the exposition of the inductive construction of θ . For arbitrary T ,S ∈ Σ and M ∈ T,

T (S) ,
⋃

M:t→t ′∈T
N:t∈S

[M(N)]≡ T |M ,
⋃

N|M∈T

[N]≡ T mM ,
⋃

NmM∈T

[N]≡ TMhi ,
⋃

MhNi∈T

[N]≡

The next definition constructs the function θ : A+ → JT→ ∆(T,Σ)K by induction on the structure of

terms. The intuition is that for arbitrary M ∈ T, M ∈ Σ and α ∈ A+, θ(α)(M)(M ) represents the total

rate of the α actions from M to (elements of) M .

Definition 4.5. Let θ : A+ → JT→ ∆(T,Σ)K be defined by induction on the structure of terms:

Case 0: For any a ∈ A+, let θ(a)(0) = ω .

Case α.M: For any a ∈ A+ let θ(a)(α.M) = D(ι(act(α)), [M]≡) if a = α , θ(a)(α.M) = ω otherwise.

Case M|N: For any a ∈ A+ let θ(a)(M|N)(T ) = θ(a)(N)(T |M)+θ(a)(M)(T |N).

Case λX .M: For any a ∈ A+, let θ(a)(λX . M) = ω .

Case k: For any a ∈ A+, let θ(a)(k) = ω .

Case MhNi: For any a ∈ Amem let θ(a)(MhNi) = ω . For all other labels in A+ \Amem

θ(phagon)(MhNi)(T ) = θ(Jn)(M)([{σ ∈M | λZ : sys → sys. Z(σhNi) ∈ T }]≡)

θ(phagon)(MhNi)(T ) = ∑
ρ∈M

θ(JI
n (ρ))(M)({σ ∈M | λX . σhρhXimNi ∈ T }/≡)

θ(exon)(MhNi)(T ) = θ(Kn)(M)({σ ∈M | λXy. σ |yhXimN ∈ T }/≡)

θ(id)(MhNi)(T ) = θ(id)(N)(TMhi)+

n∈Λ

∑
ρ∈M

θ(Gn(ρ))(M)({σ ∈M | σhρhkimNi ∈ T }/≡)+

∑
S([k]≡)(T ′)⊆T

θ(exon)(N)(S) ·θ(JI
n )(M)(T ′)

ι(KI
n )
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Case M mN: For any a ∈ Amem let θ(a)(M mN) = ω . For all other labels in A+ \Amem

θ(phagon)(M mN)(T ) = θ(phagon)(N)({F : (sys → sys) → sys | λZ. (F(Z)mM) ∈ T )}/≡)+

θ(phagon)(M)({F : (sys → sys) → sys | λZ. (F(Z)mN) ∈ T )}/≡)

θ(phagon)(M mN)(T ) = θ(phagon)(N)({A : sys → sys | λX . (A(X)mM) ∈ T )}/≡)+

θ(phagon)(M)({A : sys → sys | λX . (A(X)mN) ∈ T )}/≡)

θ(exon)(M mN)(T ) = θ(exon)(N)({T : sys → mem → sys | λXy. T (X mM)(y) ∈ T }/≡)+

θ(exon)(M)({T : sys → mem → sys | λXy. T (X mN)(y) ∈ T }/≡)

θ(id)(M mN)(T ) = θ(id)(N)(M mM)+θ(id)(M)(M mN)+

n∈Λ

∑
F (A)⊆T

θ(phagon)(M)(F ) ·θ(phagon)(N)(A)

ι(Jn)
+

n∈Λ

∑
F (A)⊆T

θ(phagon)(N)(F ) ·θ(phagon)(M)(A)

ι(Jn)

The intuition behind this definition is that each summand corresponds to a derivation rule of the LTS

of Section 3. For example, in θ(id)(M mN)(T ) the last summand corresponds to (id-phago-R) rule.

Similarly, if there are no a-transitions for a term M in the LTS, θ(a)(M) = ω; this is the case of 0, k,

and λX . M. Note that for each σ ∈M, θ(a)(σ) 6= ω iff a ∈ act(σ). Consequently each infinitary sum

involved in Definition 4.5 has a finite number of non-zero summands.

In particular we have a correspondence between the LTS and the function θ in the following sense.

Proposition 4.6. For arbitrary M ∈ T and α ∈ A+
sys

the following statements hold

1. if θ(α)(M)(T ) > 0 then there exists M′ ∈ T such that M
α
−→ M′,

2. if M
α
−→ M′ then there exists M ∈ Π such that M′ ∈ T and θ(α)(M)(T ) > 0.

In the proposition above, (1) can be proven by induction on the structure of the term M (assumed

to be well-typed); while the prove for (2) is by induction on the derivation of M
α
−→ M′. Note that

Proposition 4.6 reflects the similarity between Definition 4.5 and the definition of the LTS of Section 3.

A direct consequence of Proposition 4.6 is the following.

Corollary 4.7. M
α
−→ M′ iff θ(α)(M)([M′]≡) > 0.

The next theorem states that (T,Σ,θ) is an A+-Markov kernel. Proving this will implicitly show

the correctness of our construction, indeed it suffices to prove that for each M ∈ T and each α ∈ A+,

θ(α)(P) : Σ → R+ is a measure on the measurable space (T,Σ).

Theorem 4.8 (Markov kernel for the measurable space of terms). (T,Σ,θ) is an A+-Markov kernel.

A consequence of this theorem is that for each M ∈ T, (T,Σ,θ ,M) is a Markov process, hence we

can define a stochastic bisimulation for Brane Calculus meta-syntactic terms, simply as the stochastic

bisimulation of Markov processes in (T,Σ,θ).

From the measurable space (T,Σ) we can recover the measurable subspaces (M,Θ) and (P,Π),
respectively for membrane and system terms. Indeed, if Θ is the σ -algebra generated from the base

M/≡, and Π the one generated from the base P/≡, both Θ and Π are contained in Σ, hence (M,Θ) and

(P,Π) are two subspaces of (T,Σ).
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One may be led to think that by a suitable restriction on θ we can also recover two A-Markov kernels

respectively on the sets Amem and A+
sys

of labels. Of course, it is possible to define two Markov kernels

by letting θmem : A+
mem

→ JM→ ∆(M,Θ)K and θ ′
sys

: A+
sys

→ JP→ ∆(P,Π)K as

θmem(a)(σ)(M ) = θ(a)(σ)(M ) for all M ∈ Θ

θ ′
sys

(b)(P)(P ) = θ(b)(P)(P ) for all P ∈ Π.

Although this definition works well for (M,Θ), it does not straightforwardly work for (P,Π). In fact

θ ′
sys

does not enjoy a result similar to Proposition 4.6, and moreover the stochastic bisimulation is

not the equivalence that one may expect. For example, it is easy to see that for all α ∈ A+
sys

and

P ∈ Π, θ(α)(Knhki)(P ) = 0. The same thing happen for Jmhki, that is, θ(α)(Jnhki)(P ) = 0, hence

(P,Π,θ ′
sys

,Knhki) and (P,Π,θ ′
sys

,Jmhki) are stochastic bisimilar. By a simple analysis on the structure

of Knhki and Jmhki, it is easy to see that

θ(exon)(Knhki)([λXy. 0|yhXimk)]≡) = θ(exon)(Knhki)([λXy. 0|yhXi)]≡) = ι(Kn) > 0

θ(phagom)(Jmhki)([λZ. Z(0hki)]≡) = θ(phagom)(Jmhki)([λZ. Z(k)]≡) = ι(Jm) > 0.

We can prove that θ(exon)(Knhki)(T ) > 0 iff λXy. 0|yhXi ∈ T , and θ(phagom)(Jmhki)(T ) > 0 iff

λZ. Z(k) ∈ T (remember that both θ(exon)(Knhki) and θ(phagom)(Jmhki) are measures). This ex-

ample points out the problem: the two measurable spaces “are not of the right type”. Indeed, in Definin-

tion 4.5 it easy to see that for labels in Asys (see cases MhNi and M mN) θ contributes to the rate with a

nonzero value only if the the measurable space given as (last) parameter contains terms of nonbase type.

In particular, for label phagon the type is (sys → sys) → sys, for label phagon is sys → sys, and for label

exon is sys → mem → sys.

This simple consideration induces the definition of another function:

Definition 4.9. Let θ̃sys : A+
sys

→ JP→ ∆(P,Π)K be defined as follows, where P ∈ P and P ∈ Π.

θ̃sys(id)(P)(P ) = θ(id)(P)(P )

θ̃sys(phagon)(P)(P ) = θ(phagon)(P)(F )

where F = {F : (sys → sys) → sys | ∃A : sys → sys. F(A) ∈ P}/≡

θ̃sys(phagon)(P)(P ) = θ(phagon)(P)(A)

where A = {A : sys → sys | ∃F : (sys → sys) → sys. F(A) ∈ P}/≡

θ̃sys(exon)(P)(P ) = θ(exon)(P)(S)

where S = {S : sys → mem → sys | ∃Q ∈ P,σ ∈M. S(Q)(σ) ∈ P}/≡

Again (P,Σ, θ̃sys) is an A+
sys

-Markov kernel, and in particular the stochastic bisimulation on Markov

processes is the one that we need. It is easy to see that (P,Π, θ̃sys,Knhki) and (P,Π, θ̃sys,Jmhki) are no

more stochastic bisimilar (assuming ι(K)n 6= ι(J)n).

However, the above definition is not defined inductively on the structure of terms. To this end, we

provide another function θsys : A+
sys

→ JP→ ∆(P,Π)K, defined by induction on the structure of system

terms, and we prove that θsys is an alternative characterization of θ̃sys, i.e., θsys and θ̃sys coincide.

Definition 4.10. Let θsys : A+
sys

→ JP→ ∆(P,Π)K be defined on the structure of P ∈ P, as follows.

Case P = k: For any α ∈ A+
sys

, let θsys(α) = ω .
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Case P = σhQi: For any P ∈ Π,

θsys(phagon)(σhQi)(P ) = θmem(Jn)(σ)({σ ′ | τhρhσ ′
hQiimRi ∈ P}/≡)

θsys(phagon)(σhQi)(P ) = ∑
ρ∈M

θmem(JI
n (ρ))(σ)({σ ′ | σ ′

hρhτhRiimQi ∈ P}/≡)

θsys(exon)(σhQi)(P ) = θmem(Kn)(σ)({σ ′ | σ ′|τhRimQ ∈ P}/≡)

θsys(id)(σhQi)(P ) = θsys(id)(Q)(Pσhi)+

n∈Λ

∑
ρ∈M

θmem(Gn(ρ))(σ)({σ ′ | σ ′
hρhkimQi ∈ P}/≡)+

∑
n∈Λ

θmem(KI
n )(σ)({σ ′ | σ ′|τhQimR ∈ P}/≡) ·θsys(exon)(Q)(P )

ι(Jn)

Case P = QmR: For all α ∈ Asys and P ∈ Π

θsys(α)(QmR)(P ) = θsys(α)(R)(P mQ)+θsys(α)(Q)(P mR)

θsys(id)(QmR)(P ) = θsys(id)(R)(P mQ)+θsys(id)(Q)(P mR)+

∑
n∈Λ

θsys(phagon)(R)(P ) ·θsys(phagon)(Q)(P )

ι(Jn)
+

∑
n∈Λ

θsys(phagon)(Q)(P ) ·θsys(phagon)(R)(P )

ι(Jn)

The next theorem states that θsys precisely characterizes the function θ̃sys defined before.

Theorem 4.11. For all α ∈ A+
sys

, P ∈ P, and P ∈ Π, θsys(α)(P)(P ) = θ̃sys(α)(P)(P ).

A consequence of the previous theorem is that (P,Π,θsys) is an A+
sys

-Markov kernel, and that the

stochastic bisimulation on Markov processes coincides with that induced by (P,Π, θ̃sys).

5 Stochastic Structural Operational Semantics and Bisimulation

In this section we introduce the stochastic structural operational semantics for the Brane Calculus, with

the aim of defining a behavioral equivalence on system terms that coincides with their bisimulation as

Markov processes on (P,Π,θsys). Notably, it is directly induced from the definition of the function θsys

(Definition 4.10), following the pattern of [6]. Since this is an unusual construction for a structural oper-

ational semantics, some preliminary discussions are needed. Typically, a structural operational semantics

for a stochastic process algebra associates a rate r with transitions: P
α
−→r P′. Instead, in [6] transitions

are not between two processes, but from a process to an infinite measurable set of processes. In order

to maintain “the spirit” of process algebras Cardelli and Mardare replace the classic rules of the form

P
α
−→ P′ with rules of the form P → µ , where µ is a function from action labels to measures on the

measurable space of processes. Let us see how this construction can be applied to the Brane Calculus.

For simplifying the rules of the operational semantics, we first define some operations on the func-

tions in ∆(M,Θ)Amem and ∆(P,Π)A
+
sys , and analyze their properties. We say that a function µ ∈∆(P,Π)A

+
sys

has finite support if A+
sys

\µ−1(ω) is finite or empty (recall that ω is the null measure).

Definition 5.1. Consider the following constants and operations on ∆(M,Θ)Amem defined as follows.
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• ωmem : Amem → ∆(M,Θ) defined as ωmem(α) = ω , for arbitrary α ∈ Amem;

• For arbitrary a ∈ Amem and σ ,ρ ∈M, let ασ : Amem → ∆(M,Θ) be defined by

[ε]σ (a) =

{

D(ι(ε), [σ ]≡) if a = ε

ω if a 6= ε
(for ε ∈ {Jn,Kn,K

I
n | n ∈ Λ})

[ε(ρ)]σ (a) =

{

D(ι(ε), [σ ]≡) if a = ε(ρ)

ω if a 6= ε(ρ)
(for ε ∈ {JI

n ,Gn | n ∈ Λ})

• For arbitrary µ,µ ′ ∈ ∆(M,Θ)Amem with finite support, a ∈ Amem, σ ,τ ∈M, and M ∈ Θ, let the

function µσ�τ µ ′Amem → ∆(M,Θ) be defined by

(µσ�τ µ ′)(a)(M ) = µ(a)(Mτ)+ µ ′(a)(Mσ )

Consider the following constants and operations on ∆(P,Π)A
+
sys and ∆(M,Θ)Amem defined as follows.

• ωsys : A+
sys

→ ∆(P,Π) defined as ωsys(α) = ω , for arbitrary α ∈ A+
sys

;

• For arbitrary µ ∈ ∆(P,Π)A
+
sys , µ ′ ∈ ∆(M,Θ)Amem with finite support, σ ∈M, P ∈ P, and P ∈ Π let

the function µ@σ
P µ ′ : A+

sys
→ ∆(P,Π) be defined by:

(µ@σ
P µ ′)(phagon)(P ) = µ ′(Jn)({σ ′ | τhρhσ ′

hPiimQi ∈ P}/≡)

(µ@σ
P µ ′)(phagon)(P ) = ∑

ρ∈M

µ ′(JI
n (ρ))({σ ′ | σ ′

hρhτhQiimPi ∈ P}/≡)

(µ@σ
P µ ′)(exon)(P ) = µ ′(Kn)({σ ′ | σ ′|τhQimP ∈ P}/≡)

(µ@σ
P µ ′)(id)(P ) = µ(id)(Pσhi)+

n∈Λ

∑
ρ∈M

µ ′(Gn(ρ))({σ ′ | σ ′
hρhkimQi ∈ P}/≡)+

∑
n∈Λ

µ ′(KI
n )({σ ′ | σ ′|τhPimQ ∈ P}/≡) ·µ(exon)(P )

ι(Jn)

• For arbitrary µ,µ ′ ∈ ∆(P,Π)A
+
sys with finite support, a ∈Asys, P,Q ∈ P, and P ∈ Π, let the function

µP⊗Q µ ′ : A+
sys

→ ∆(P,Π) be defined by

(µP⊗Q µ ′)(a)(P ) = µ(a)(PQ)+ µ ′(a)(PP)

(µP⊗Q µ ′)(id)(P ) = µ(id)(PQ)+ µ ′(id)(PP)+

∑
n∈Λ

(

µ(phagon)(P ) ·µ ′(phagon)(P )
)

+
(

µ(phagon)(P ) ·µ ′(phagon)(P )
)

ι(Jn)

Notice that since µ and µ ′ have finite support, each infinite sum involved in Definition 5.1 has a finite

number of nonzero summands. The next two lemmata prove that the definitions of σ�τ , P⊗Q, and @σ
P ,

for arbitrary σ ,τ ∈M and P,Q ∈ P are correct; they also state some basic properties of these operators.

Lemma 5.2. The following statements hold.

1. For arbitrary σ ,τ,ρ ∈M and µ ′,µ ′′,µ ′′′ ∈ ∆(M,Θ)Amem with finite support

(a) µ ′
σ�τ µ ′′ = µ ′′

τ�σ µ ′,
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0 → ωmem
(zero)

ε ∈ {Jn,Kn,K
I
n}

ε.σ → [ε]σ
(pref)

ε ∈ {JI
n ,Gn}

ε(ρ).σ → [ε(ρ)]σ
(pref-arg)

σ → µ ′ τ → µ ′′

σ |τ → µ ′
σ�τ µ ′′

(par)

k→ ωsys
(void)

σ → ν P → µ

σhPi→ µ@σ
P ν

(loc)
P → µ ′ Q → µ ′′

PmQ → µ ′
P⊗Q µ ′′

(comp)

Table 4: Structural operational semantics for Brane Calculus

(b) (µ ′
σ�τ µ ′′)σ |τ�ρ µ ′′′ = µ ′

σ�τ|ρ (µ ′′
τ�ρ µ ′′′),

(c) µ ′
σ�0 ωmem = µ ′.

2. For arbitrary P,Q,R ∈ P and µ ′,µ ′′,µ ′′′ ∈ ∆(P,Π)A
+
sys with finite support

(a) µ ′
P⊗Q µ ′′ = µ ′′

Q⊗P µ ′,

(b) (µ ′
P⊗Q µ ′′)P|Q⊗R µ ′′′ = µ ′

P⊗Q|R (µ ′′
Q⊗R µ ′′′),

(c) µ ′
P⊗k ωsys = µ ′.

3. ωsys@0
kωmem = ωsys.

Lemma 5.3. The following statements hold.

1. For arbitrary σ ,σ ′,τ,τ ′ ∈M and µ ′,µ ′′ : Amem → ∆(M,Θ) with finite support

(a) for ε ∈ {Jn,Kn,K
I
n | n ∈ Λ}, σ ≡ τ implies [ε]σ = [ε]τ ,

(b) for ε ∈ {JI
n ,Gn | n ∈ Λ}, σ ≡ τ and ρ ≡ ρ ′ imply [ε(ρ)]σ = [ε(ρ ′)]τ ,

(c) σ ≡ σ ′ and τ ≡ τ ′ imply µ ′
σ�τ µ ′′ = µ ′

σ ′�τ ′ µ ′′.

2. For arbitrary P,P′,Q,Q′ ∈ P, σ ,τ ∈M, µ,µ ′,µ ′′ : A+
sys

→ ∆(P,Π), and ν : Amem → ∆(M,Θ) with

finite support

(a) P ≡ Q and σ ≡ τ imply µ@σ
P ν = µ@τ

Qν ,

(b) P ≡ P′ and Q ≡ Q′ imply µ ′
P⊗Q µ ′′ = µ ′

P′⊗Q′ µ ′′.

The rules of the operational semantics are listed in Table 4. The operational semantics associates with

each membrane σ a mapping ν ∈ ∆(M,Θ)Amem , and with each system P ∈ P a mapping µ ∈ ∆(P,Π)A
+
sys .

For each ≡-closed set M ∈ Θ and each label α ∈ Amem, ν(α)(M ) ∈ R+ represents the total rate of an

α-transition of σ to some arbitrary element in M ; and for each set P ∈ Π and label α ′ ∈ A+
sys

, similarly

µ(α ′)(P ) ∈ R+ represents the total rate of an α ′-transition of P to some arbitrary element in P .

The next lemma guarantees the consistency of the stochastic transition relation →, and as a conse-

quence the consistency of the operational semantics.

Lemma 5.4 (Uniqueness of the measure). For each σ ∈M and P ∈ P:

1. there exists a unique µ ∈ ∆(M,Θ)Amem such that σ → µ; moreover, µ has finite support;

2. there exists a unique µ ∈ ∆(P,Π)Asys such that P → µ; moreover, µ has finite support.

This operational semantics can be further used to define various pointwise semantics as, e.g.:

P
α,r
−−→ Q iff P → µ and µ(α)([Q]≡) = r

Example 5.5. Suppose ι(Jn) = r, and τ,ρ ∈M, Q ∈ P; it is easy to see that
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1. Jn.σhPi
phagon,r−−−−→ τhρhσhPiimQi

2. Jn.σhPimJn.σhPi
phagon,2r
−−−−−→ τhρhσhPiimQimJn.σhPi

3. Jn.σhPimJnhki
phagon,r−−−−→ τhρhσhPiimQimJnhki

4. Jn.σhPimJnhki
phagon,r−−−−→ Jn.σhPim τhρhkimQi

5. Jn.σhPimJI
n (ρ).τhQi

id,r
−−→ τhρhσhPiimQi

Note that in (1) the chosen τ , ρ , and Q are not relevant, indeed the “same” transition holds also

for different choices of them. At first sight (1) seems curious, but the intuition behind it is that it is

not important where a cell goes once it is phagocytized, but that eventually it could be phagocytized.

Examples 5.5 (2 – 4) show that the total rate is correctly summed up, while (5) exhibits an internal action

and how it influences the total rate.

The next lemma states that operational semantics does not distinguish structurally equivalent terms:

Lemma 5.6. Stochastic transitions are up-to structural equivalence:

1. if σ ≡ τ and σ → µ then τ → µ ,

2. if P ≡ Q and P → µ then Q → µ .

Notice that the converse does not hold in general, that is, if for some P,Q ∈ P, P → µ ′ and Q → µ ′′,

and µ ′ = µ ′′, this does not imply that P ≡ Q. For example, let P = 0hJnhii and Q = k, then

P →
(

µ1 = (ωsys@
Jn
k [Jn]0)@

0
Jnhi

ωmem
)

Q →
(

µ2 = ωsys
)

It is trivial to verify that µ1 = µ2, however P 6≡ Q. In fact for each α ∈ Asys, µ1(α)(P ) = 0 (for all P ),

since µ1 is of the form µ ′
1@

ρ
Rωmem and its result depends only on ωmem. In order to prove µ1(id)(P ) = 0

it suffices to verify that (ωsys@
Jn
k [Jn]0)(id)(P 0hi) = 0, but again it is easy because the result depends

only on ωsys, hence µ1 = µ2.

Now, we introduce the stochastic bisimulation for the Brane Calculus as the stochastic bisimulation

on the Markov kernel (P,Π,θsys). We show that systems which are associated with the same function by

our SOS are bisimilar, and that the bisimulation extends the structural equivalence.

Lemma 5.4 shows that the operational semantics induces a function ϑ : P→ ∆(P,Π)A
+
sys defined by

ϑ(P) = µ iff P → µ

The next lemma shows that there is a relation between ϑ and the function θsys that organizes P as a

Markov kernel. Indeed, it reflects the similarity between Definition 4.10 and Definition 5.1.

Lemma 5.7. If (P,Π,θsys) is the Markov kernel of system terms and ϑ : P→ ∆(P,Π)A
+
sys is the function

induced by the SOS, then for any P ∈ P, α ∈ A+
sys

, and P ∈ Π,

θsys(α)(P)(P ) = ϑ(P)(α)(P ).

A direct consequence of the previous lemma is that if our SOS assigns to different systems the same

function, then they are stochastic bisimilar with respect to the bisimulation on Markov processes.

Corollary 5.8. For arbitrary P,Q ∈ P, if P → µ and Q → µ , then P ∼(P,Π,θsys) Q.
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This guarantees that we can safely define the stochastic bisimulation for the Brane Calculus as the

stochastic bisimulation on (P,Π,θsys), as we do in the next definition.

Definition 5.9 (Stochastic bisimulation on systems). A rate-bisimulation relation on systems in an

equivalence relation R ⊆ P×P such that for arbitrary P,Q ∈ P such that P → µ and Q → µ ′,

(P,Q) ∈ R iff µ(α)(C) = µ ′(α)(C) for any C ∈ Π(R) and any α ∈ A+
sys

Two systems P,Q ∈ P are stochastic bisimilar, written P ≈ Q, iff there exists a rate bisimulation relation

R such that (P,Q) ∈ R.

The next theorem provides a characterization of stochastic bisimulation stating that ≈ is the smallest

rate-bisimulation relation on P.

Theorem 5.10. The stochastic bisimulation relation ≈ is the smallest equivalence relation on P such

that for arbitrary P,Q ∈ P with P → µ and Q → µ ′,

P ≈ Q iff µ(α)(C) = µ ′(α)(C) for any C ∈ Π(≈) and any α ∈ A+
sys

.

Example 5.11. For arbitrary σ ∈M

1. 0hσhkii≈ k

2. Gn(σ)|Gn(σ)hki 6≈ Gn(σ).Gn(σ)hki

3. JI
n (0)|KI

mhki≈ JI
n (0).KI

mhki≈ JI
n (0)hki

Examples 5.11(1) and (3) are peculiar to the Brane Calculus; (2) is interesting because in the seman-

tics without stochastic features the two processes are bisimilar: Gn(σ)|Gn(σ)hki∼ Gn(σ).Gn(σ)hki.

The next theorem shows that our stochastic bisimulation behaves correctly with respect to structural

equivalence; it is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.6 and Theorem 5.10.

Theorem 5.12. For arbitrary P,Q ∈ P, if P ≡ Q, then P ≈ Q.

In addition to to the result of the previous theorem, notice that ≈ is strictly larger then ≡, indeed

from Example 5.11(1) we have that, for any σ ∈M, 0hσhii≈ k, however 0hσhii 6≡ k.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a stochastic extension of the Brane Calculus; brane systems are inter-

preted as Markov processes over the measurable space generated by terms up-to syntactic congruence,

and where the measures are indexed by the actions of Brane Calculus. For finding the correct actions,

we have introduced a labelled transition system for Brane Calculus. Finally, we have provided a SOS

presentation of this stochastic semantics, which is compositional and syntax-driven.

Stochastic semantics for calculi of biological compartments (but not Brane Calculus) have been given

in literature; see [4, 2] for stochastic versions of BioAmbients and [13] for a stochastic π-calculus with

polyadic synchronisation. However, these semantics are “pointwise” and not structural, tailored for

stochastic simulations using Gillepie algorithm. As shown in Section 5, a “pointwise” semantics can be

readily obtained from the SOS given in this paper. An interesting future work is to investigate how these

simulation algorithms and techniques can be adapted to our setting.

There are several directions for further work. First, we would like to prove that the stochastic bisim-

ilarity (which corresponds to Markov bisimilarity) is a congruence. Then, we want to extend the theory
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to cover a notion of “approximate behaviour”, in order to measure how much two systems are bisimilar;

this is important in biological contexts, where usually we can compare only with approximate data (e.g.

coming from experiments).

We can consider also to add further constructs to the Brane Calculus, like “bind&release” and repli-

cation. For the latter, we should add rules like P◦!P
α
−→P′

!P
α
−→P′

to the LTS of Table 3; on the stochastic side,

these rules would lead to a new case in Definition 4.5, which we expect to be a fixed point equation to be

solved in a suitable domain (e.g., complete metric spaces).

Finally, we would like to apply the present approach to other measurable aspects; in particular,

geometric (e.g. volumes), physic (e.g. pressure, temperature) and chemical aspects are of great interest

in the biological domain.
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A Some measure theory

Given a set M, a family Σ of subsets of M is called a σ -algebra if it contains M and is closed under the

formation of complements and (infinite) countable unions:

1. M ∈ Σ;

2. A ∈ Σ implies Ac ∈ Σ, where Ac = M \A;

3. {Ai}i∈N ⊂ Σ implies
⋃

i∈NAi ∈ Σ.

Since M ∈Σ and Mc = /0, /0∈Σ, hence Σ is nonempty by definition. A σ -algebra is closed under countable

set-theoretic operations: is closed under finite unions (A,B ∈ Σ implies A∪B = A∪B∪ /0∪ /0∪ ·· · ∈ Σ),

countable intersections (by DeMorgan’s law A∩ B = (Ac ∪ Bc)c in its finite and inifite version), and

countable subtractions (A,B ∈ Σ implies A\B = A∩Bc ∈ Σ).

Definition A.1 (Measurable Space). Given a set M, and a σ -algebra on M, the tuple (M,Σ) is called a

measurable space, the elements of Σ measurable sets, and M the support-set.

A set Ω ⊆ 2M is a generator for the σ -algebra Σ on M if Σ is the closure of Ω under complement

and countable union; we write σ(Ω) = Σ and say that Σ is generated by Ω. A generator Ω for Σ is

a base of Σ if it has disjoin elements. Note that the σ -algebra generated by a Ω is also the smallest

σ -algebra containing Ω, that is, the intersection of all σ -algebras that contain Ω. In particular it holds

that a completely arbitrary intersection of σ -algebras is it self a σ -algebra. A σ -algebra generated by Ω,

denoted by σ(Ω), is minimal in the sense that if Ω ⊂ Σ and Σ is a σ -algebra, then σ(Ω)⊂ Σ. Some facts

about a generators are that, if Ω is a σ -algebra then obviously σ(Ω) = Ω; if Ω is empty or Ω = { /0}, or

Ω = {M}, then σ(Ω) = { /0,M}; if Ω ⊂ Σ and Σ is a σ -algebra, then σ(Ω) ⊂ Σ.

A measure on a measurable space (M,Σ) is a function µ : Σ → R+ such that

1. µ( /0) = 0;

2. for any disjoint sequence {Ni}i∈I ⊆ Σ with I ⊆ N, it holds µ(
⋃

i∈I Ni) = ∑i∈I µ(Ni).

The triple (M,Σ,µ) is called a measure space. A measure space (M,Σ,µ) is called finite if µ(M) is a

finite real number; it is called σ -finite if M can be decomposed into a countable union of measurable sets

of finite measure. A set in a measure space has σ -finite measure if it is a countable union of sets with

finite measure. Specifying a measure includes specifying its domain. If µ is a measure on a measurable

space (M,Σ) and Σ′ is a σ -field contained in Σ, then the restriction µ ′ of µ to Σ′ is also a measure, and in

particular a measure on (M′,Σ′), for some M′ ⊆ M for which Σ′ is a σ -algebra on M′.

A notable measure is the Dirac measure. If Ω is a base for (M,Σ), N ∈ Ω and r ∈ R+, then the function

f : Ω → R+

f (N′) =

{

r if N′ = N

0 if N′ 6= N

can be extended, by f (
⋃

i∈I Ni) = ∑i∈I f (Ni), to a measure on (M,Σ) denoted by D(r,N) and called the

r-Dirac measure on N.

Let ∆(M,Σ) be the class of measures on (M,Σ). It can be organized as a measurable space by

considering the σ -algebra generated by the sets NS,r = {µ ∈ ∆(M,Σ) : µ(S)≥ r}, for arbitrary S ∈ Σ and

r > 0 (the support-set is ∆(M,Σ) and the σ -algebra is σ(
⋃

S∈Σ,r∈R+ NS,r)).
Given two measurable spaces (M,Σ) and (N,Θ) a mapping f : M → N is measurable if for any

T ∈Θ, f−1(T )∈ Σ. Measurable functions are closed under composition: given f : M →N and g : N →O

measurable functions then g◦ f : M → O is also measurable.
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Multi-valued network models are an important qualitative modelling approach used widely by the
biological community. In this paper we consider developingan abstraction theory for multi-valued
network models that allows the state space of a model to be reduced while preserving key properties
of the model. This is important as it aids the analysis and comparison of multi-valued networks
and in particular, helps address the well–known problem of state space explosion associated with
such analysis. We also consider developing techniques for efficiently identifying abstractions and so
provide a basis for the automation of this task. We illustrate the theory and techniques developed by
investigating the identification of abstractions for two published MVN models of the lysis–lysogeny
switch in the bacteriophageλ .

1 Introduction

In order to understand and analyse the complex control mechanisms inherent in biological systems a
range of formal modelling techniques have been applied by biologists (for an overview see for example
[4, 7]). In particular, qualitative modelling techniques have emerged as an important modelling approach
due to the lack of quantitative data on reaction rates and thenoise associated with such data.Multi-valued
networks(MVNs) [15, 18, 19] are a promising qualitative modelling approach for biological systems.
They extend the well–knownBoolean networkapproach [1, 4] by allowing the state of each regulatory
entity to be within a range of discrete values instead of juston/off. In this way they are able to provide
a compromise between the simplicity of Boolean networks andthe more detailed differential equational
models.

However, the analysis of MVNs is not without problems. They suffer from the well–known state
space explosion problem, a problem which is exacerbated in MVNs by the possibly large set of states
associated with each individual entity. Another importantshortcoming is the lack of any techniques for
relating MVN models at different levels of abstraction. This hinders the comparison of MVN models
and means there is no basis for the incremental development of MVNs.

In this paper we begin to address these problems by developing an abstraction theory for MVNs.
Abstraction techniques are a well established approach in the area of formal verification (see for example
[6, 3]) which allow a simpler model to be identified which can then be used to provide insight into
the more complex original model. The abstraction theory we present is based on using an abstraction
mapping to relate the reduced state space of an abstraction to the original MVN model. We develop a
notion of what it means for one MVN to correctly abstract another and investigate the scope and limits of
the analysis properties that can be inferred from an abstraction model. We show that abstractions allow
sound analysis inferences about reachability properties in the sense that any reachability result shown on
the abstraction must hold on the original model. Importantly, we show that all attractors of an abstraction
correspond to attractors in the original model.
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We illustrate the theory and techniques developed by investigating the existence of abstractions for
two published MVN models for the genetic regulatory networkcontrolling the lysis–lysogeny switch
in the bacteriophageλ [17, 5]. Bacteriophageλ [18, 14] is a virus which after infecting the bacteria
Escherichia colimakes a decision to switch to one of two possible reproductive phases. It can enter the
lytic cyclewhere the virus generates as many new viral particles as the infected cell’s resources allow
and then lyse the cell wall to release the new phage. Alternatively, it can enter thelysogenic cyclewhere
the λ DNA integrates into the host DNA providing it with immunity from other phages and allowing
it to be replicated with each cell division. We consider a twoand four entity MVN model [17] of the
lysis–lysogeny switching mechanism and using the techniques we have developed identify corresponding
abstractions for these models.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide a brief overview of the MVN modelling
approach and present a simple illustrative example. In Section 3 we develop an abstraction theory for
multi-valued networks and present a range of results concerning this theory. In Section 4 we consider
the identification of abstractions and develop a basis for automating the abstraction process. In Section
5 we illustrate the theory and techniques developed by presenting two abstraction examples for pub-
lished models of the lysis–lysogeny switch in bacteriophage λ . Finally, in Section 6 we present some
concluding remarks and consider directions for future work.

2 Multi-valued Network Models

In this section, we introducemulti-valued networks(MVNs) [15, 18, 19], a qualitative modelling ap-
proach which extends the well-knownBoolean network[1] approach by allowing the state of each regu-
latory entity to be within a range of discrete values. MVNs have been extensively studied in circuit design
(for example, see [15, 12]) and successfully applied to modelling biological systems (for example, see
[19, 5, 16]).

An MVN consists of a set of logically linked entitiesG = {g1, . . . ,gk} which regulate each other in
a positive or negative way. Each entitygi in an MVN has an associated set of discrete statesY(gi) =
{0, . . . ,mi}, for somemi ≥ 1, from which its current state is taken. Note that a Boolean network is
therefore simply an MVN in which each entitygi has a Boolean set of statesY(gi) = {0,1}. Each entity
gi also has a neighbourhoodN(gi) = {gi1, . . . ,gil (i)} which is the set of all entities that can directly affect
its state. (Note thatgi may or may not be a member ofN(gi).) Furthermore, interactions between one
entity and another only become functional if the state of thesource entity has reached some threshold
state level (this threshold state level is always at least one). MVNs can therefore discriminate between
the strengths of different interactions, something which Boolean networks are unable to capture. The
behaviour of each entitygi based on these neighbourhood interactions is formally defined by a logical
next-state functionfgi which calculates the next-state ofgi given the current states of the entities in its
neighbourhood.

We can now define an MVN more formally as follows.

Definition 1. An MVN MV is a four-tupleMV = (G,Y,N,F) where:
i) G = {g1, . . . ,gk} is a non-empty, finite set of entities;
ii) Y = (Y(g1), . . . ,Y(gk)) is a tuple of state sets, where eachY(gi) = {0, . . . ,mi}, for somemi ≥ 1, is the
state space for entitygi ;
iii) N = (N(g1), . . . ,N(gk)) is a tuple of neighbourhoods, such thatN(gi) ⊆ G is the neighbourhood of
gi ; and
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iv) F = ( fg1, . . . , fgk) is a tuple of next-state multi-valued functions, such that if N(gi) = {gi1, . . . ,gin}
then the functionfgi : Y(gi1)×·· ·×Y(gin) →Y(gi) defines the next state ofgi . 2

In the sequel, letMV= (G,Y,N,F) be an arbitrary MVN. In a slight abuse of notation we letgi ∈MV
represent thatgi ∈ G is an entity inMV.

As an example, consider the MVNEx1 defined in Figure 1 which consists of two entitiesg1 andg2,
such thatY(g1) = {0,1} andY(g2) = {0,1,2}. The update functions for each entity are defined using
state transition tables (see Figure 1.(b)) where[gi ] is used to denote the next state of an entitygi . It can
be seen that entityg1 inhibits g2 and that entityg2 inhibits g1 but only when it reaches state 2 (this is
represented in Figure 1.(a) by labelling the correspondingedge with a 2). Note that althoughg2 ∈ N(g2)
we have not drawn an edge for this in Figure 1.(a) sinceg2 has no regulatory affect on itself and is needed
simply to allow the affect ofg1 to be precisely defined.

2

gg 21
g2 [g1]

0 1
1 1
2 0

g1 g2 [g2]

0 0 1
0 1 2
0 2 2
1 0 0
1 1 0
1 2 1

(a) (b)

Figure 1: An example MVNEx1 which consists of two entitiesg1 and g2, including: (a) network
structure; and (b) the state transition tables representing the corresponding next-state functions.

A global stateof an MVN MV with k entities is represented by a tuple of states(s1, . . . ,sk), where
si ∈Y(gi) represents the state of entitygi ∈MV. Note as a notational convenience we often uses1 . . .sk to
represent a global state(s1, . . . ,sk). When the current state of an MVN is clear from the context we allow
gi to denote both the name of an entity and its corresponding current state. The state space of an MVN
MV, denotedSMV, is therefore the set of all possible global statesSMV =Y(g1)×·· ·×Y(gk). The state of
an MVN can be updated eithersynchronously, where the state of all entities is updated simultaneously in
a single update step, orasynchronously, where entities update their state independently (see [9]). In the
following we focus on the synchronous update semantics since this has received considerable attention
from the biological community. Given two statesS1,S2 ∈ SMV, let S1 → S2 represent asynchronous
update stepsuch thatS2 is the state that results from simultaneously updating the state of each entitygi

using its associated update functionfgi and the appropriate neighbourhood of states fromS1.
As an example, consider the global state 01 forEx1 (see Figure 1) in whichg1 has state 0 andg2

has state 1. Then 01→ 12 is a single synchronous update step on this state resulting in the new state 12.
The sequence of global states throughSMV from some initial state is called atrace. Note that in the case
of a synchronous update semantics such traces are infinite. However, given that the global state space
is finite, this implies that a trace must eventually enter a cycle, known formally as anattractor cycle
[11, 19]. We make use of this fact to define a finite canonical representation for traces which specifies a
trace up to the first repeated state.

Definition 2. Let S0 ∈ SMV be a global state forMV. A trace is a list of global statesσ(S0) =
〈S0,S1, . . . ,Sn〉 such that:
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i) Si → Si+1, for 0≤ i < n;
ii) S0, . . . ,Sn−1 are unique states; and
iii) Sn = Si for somei ∈ {0, . . . ,n−1}. 2

The set of all tracesTr(MV) = {σ(S) | S∈ SMV} therefore completely characterizes the behaviour of
an MVN model under the synchronous semantics and is referredto as thetrace semanticsof MV.

In our running example,Ex1 has a state space of size|SEx1| = 6 and so (under a synchronous update
semantics)Tr(Ex1) consists of the six traces presented in Figure 2.(a) below.

σ(00) = 〈00,11,10,10〉 σ(10) = 〈10,10〉
σ(01) = 〈01,12,01〉 σ(11) = 〈11,10,10〉
σ(02) = 〈02,02〉 σ(12) = 〈12,01,12〉

00 11 10

01

02

12

(a) (b)

Figure 2: The trace semantics forEx1: (a) the set of formal traces; and (b) a graphical representation of
the traces.

As mentioned above, each trace leads to a cyclic sequence of states known as anattractor cycle
[11, 19]. For example, in Figure 2.(b) we can see thatEx1 has three attractors: 10→ 10 and 02→ 02
known aspoint attractors; and 01→ 02→ 01 which is an attractor cycle of period 2 [11].

Given a traceσ = 〈S1, . . . ,Sn〉 ∈ Tr(MV) for an MVN MV we let att(σ) denote the attractor cycle
that must occur in traceσ , i.e. att(σ) = 〈Sk, Sk+1, . . . ,Sn〉, for some 1≤ k < n andSk = Sn. We let
ATT(MV) denote the set of all attractors forMV, i.e.

ATT(MV) = {att(σ) | σ ∈ Tr(MV)}.

Attractor cycles are very important biologically where they are seen as representing different biolog-
ical states or functions (e.g. different cellular types such as proliferation, apoptosis and differentiation
[10]). Thus, the identification and analysis of attractor cycles for MVNs is an important subject which
has warranted much attention in the literature (for example, see [11, 19, 8]).

3 An Abstraction Theory for MVNs

In this section we develop a notion of abstraction for MVNs byconsidering what it means for one MVN
to abstractly implement the behaviour of another. This is based around the idea of showing that the
trace semantics of one MVN is consistent with the trace semantics of a more complex MVN under an
appropriate mapping of states.

We begin by defining how an entity’s state space can be simplified using a mapping to merge states.

Definition 3. Let MV be an MVN and letgi ∈ MV be an entity such thatY(gi) = {0, . . . ,m} for some
m> 1. Then astate mappingφ(gi) for entity gi is a surjective mappingφ(gi) : {0, . . . ,m}→ {0, . . . ,n},
where 0< n < m. 2

The idea is that a state mapping reduces the set of states an entity can be in by merging appropriate
states. The state mapping must be surjective to ensure that all states in the new reduced state space are
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used. Note we only consider state mappings with a codomain larger than one, since a singular state entity
does not appear to be of biological interest.

As an example, consider entityg2 ∈Ex1 (see Figure 1) which has the state spaceY(g2) = {0,1,2}. It
is only meaningful to simplifyg2 ∈ Ex1 to a Boolean entity and so one possible state mapping to achieve
this would be:

φ(g2) = {0 7→ 0,1 7→ 0,2 7→ 1},

which merges states 0 and 1 into a single state 0, and translates state 2 into 1.
Clearly, there are a number of different possible state mappings which can be applied to reduce a

node’s state space fromm to n states, for 1< n < m. The complete set of all such state mappings is
denotedMS(m,n) = { φ | φ : {0, . . . ,m−1} → {0, . . . ,n−1} and φ is sur jective}. For example, the
mapping setMS(3,2) consists of the following six mappings:

(1) {0 7→ 0,1 7→ 0,2 7→ 1} (4) {0 7→ 1,1 7→ 1,2 7→ 0}
(2) {0 7→ 0,1 7→ 1,2 7→ 1} (5) {0 7→ 1,1 7→ 0,2 7→ 0}
(3) {0 7→ 0,1 7→ 1,2 7→ 0} (6) {0 7→ 1,1 7→ 0,2 7→ 1}

In order to be able to consider simplifying several entitiesat the same time during the abstraction
process we introduce the notion of a family of state mappingsas follows.

Definition 4. Let MV = (G,Y,N,F) be an MVN with entitiesG = {g1, . . . ,gk}. Then anabstraction
mappingφ for MV is a family of mappingsφ = 〈φ(g1), . . . ,φ(gk)〉 such that for each 1≤ i ≤ k we have
φ(gi) is either a state mapping for entitygi or is the identity mappingIgi : Y(gi)→Y(gi) whereIgi (s) = s,
for all s∈Y(gi). Furthermore, forφ to be well–defined we insist that at least one of the mappingsφ(gi)
is a state mapping. 2

Note in the sequel given a state mappingφ(gi) we let it denote both itself and the corresponding
abstraction mapping containing only the single state mapping φ(gi).

An abstraction mapping can be lifted and applied to the tracesemantics of an MVN as follows.

Definition 5. An abstraction mappingφ = 〈φ(g1) . . .φ(gk)〉 for MV can be used to abstract a global
states1 . . .sk ∈ SMV by applying it pointwise, i.e.φ(s1 . . .sk) = φ(g1)(s1) . . .φ(gk)(sk). We can lift an
abstraction mappingφ to a traceσ(S0) = 〈S0, . . . ,Sn〉 ∈ Tr(MV) by applyingφ to each global state in the
trace as follows

φ(σ(S0)) = 〈φ(S0), . . . ,φ(Sn)〉 .

However,φ(σ(S0)) may contain contradictory steps and thus not represent a meaningful abstracted trace.
We say an abstracted traceφ(σ(S0)) is valid iff there does not exist two identical statesφ(Si) = φ(Sj ),
for somei, j ∈ {0, . . . ,n−1}, such thatφ(Si+1) 6= φ(Sj+1). If φ(σ(S0)) is a valid abstracted trace then
we need to ensure it is in the canonical form introduced in Definition 2. We do this by removing any
repeating tail that may have been introduced by the abstraction mapping, i.e. choose the smallestk,
0 < k≤ n such thatφ(S0), . . . ,φ(Sk−1) are unique states andφ(Si) = φ(Sk), for somei ∈ {0, . . . ,k−1}.
(Note whenever we talk about a valid abstracted trace we willassume it is in its canonical form.)

We can liftφ to the trace semantics of a modelMV:

φ(Tr(MV)) = {φ(σ(S)) | σ(S) ∈ Tr(MV) andφ(σ(S)) is valid}.

2
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Continuing with our running example,φ(g2) can be applied as an abstraction mapping to the trace
semanticsTr(Ex1) (see Figure 2) resulting in the abstracted trace semanticsφ(g2)(Tr(Ex1)), shown
below in Figure 3, in which the states ofg2 have been reduced accordingly.

φ(g2)(σ(00)) = 〈00,10,10〉 φ(g2)(σ(10)) = 〈10,10〉
φ(g2)(σ(01)) = 〈00,11,00〉 φ(g2)(σ(11)) = 〈10,10〉
φ(g2)(σ(02)) = 〈01,01〉 φ(g2)(σ(12)) = 〈11,00,11〉

Figure 3: The trace semanticsφ(g2)(Tr(Ex1)) resulting from abstractingTr(Ex1) usingφ(g2).

Note thatφ(g2)(Tr(Ex1)) is non–deterministic in the sense that we have two differenttraces begin-
ning with the same state 00 (i.e. starting in state 00 we have anon-deterministic choice between two
abstracted traces,〈00,10,10〉 and〈00,11,00〉). This occurs as we are viewing the more complex set of
behaviours captured byTr(Ex1) from a simpler perspective.

To illustrate how invalid abstracted traces arise consideran MVN with two entities that has the
following traceσ(00) = 〈00,11,01,02,02〉. Whenσ(00) is abstracted with the standard abstraction
mappingφ(g2) = {0 7→ 0,1 7→ 0,2 7→ 1} the result is the following

φ(g2)(σ(00)) = 〈00,10,00,01,01〉 .

However, it can be observed that this is not a valid trace according to Definition 5 because global state
00 can lead to two different states and will therefore be omitted from the abstracted trace semantics.

We are now ready to define what it means for one MVN to be an abstraction of another.

Definition 6. Let MV1 = (G1,Y1,N1,F1) andMV2 = (G2,Y2,N2,F2) be two MVNs with the same struc-
ture, i.e.G1 = G2 andN1(gi) = N2(gi), for all gi ∈ MV1. Let φ be an abstraction mapping forMV2. Then
we say thatMV1 abstracts MV2 underφ, denotedMV1�

φ MV2, if, and only if,Tr(MV1)⊆ φ(Tr(MV2)).
2

An abstractionMV1 �
φ MV2 indicates that the modelMV1 consistently abstracts the behaviour of

a more complex modelMV2 by reducing the state space of those entities identified in the abstraction
mappingφ. Note alternatively, we could considerMV2 to be arefinementof MV1 in the sense thatMV2

consistently extendsMV1 with the addition of further states. Such a notion of refinement is useful as it
provides a framework for the incremental development of MVNmodels.

As an abstraction example, consider the MVNEx2 defined in Figure 4 which has the same structure
asEx1 (see Figure 1) but is a Boolean model. Then clearly, given the abstraction mappingφ(g2) intro-

g2 [g1]

0 1
1 0

g1 g2 [g2]

0 0 1
0 1 1
1 0 0
1 1 0

σ(00) = 〈00,11,00〉
σ(01) = 〈01,01〉
σ(10) = 〈10,10〉
σ(11) = 〈11,00,11〉

Figure 4: State transition tables definingEx2 and its associated trace semanticsTr(Ex2).

duced earlier, we can see thatTr(Ex2) ⊆ φ(g2)(Tr(Ex1)) holds and soEx2 is an abstraction ofEx1, i.e.
Ex2�

φ(g2) Ex1 holds.
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In special cases, an abstraction may exactly capture the behaviour of the original MVN model under
the given abstraction mapping. We distinguish this stronger case with the notion of anexact abstraction.

Definition 7. Let MV1 and MV2 be two MVNs such thatMV1 �
φ MV2 for some abstraction map-

ping φ. Then we say thatMV1 exactly abstracts MV2 underφ, denotedMV1 =φ MV2, if, and only if,
Tr(MV1) = φ(Tr(MV2)) and for everyσ ∈ Tr(MV2), the abstracted traceφ(σ) is valid. 2

Exact abstractions are interesting as they indicate redundant states (normally corresponding to en-
tity thresholds) which have no affect on the qualitative behaviour of an MVN. Subsequently, an exact
abstraction provides a simpler representation of an MVN whilst preserving all its behaviour under the
given abstraction mapping.

It is natural to consider whether every (non–Boolean)1 MVN has an abstraction. In other words, do
there exist MVNs which contain regulatory interactions which are too subtle to be represented in a sim-
pler state domain. This is an interesting question since it provides insight into the need for non-Boolean
MVN models. Unsurprisingly, it turns out that abstractionsdo not always exist, as formalized in the
following theorem.

Theorem 8. Not every non–Boolean MVN has an abstraction.

Proof. We simply construct a non–Boolean MVN which we show has no abstractions. LetEx3 be
defined by extendingEx1 (Figure 1) with a third Boolean entityg3 which is inhibited wheneverg2 is
in a state greater than or equal to 1. The complete definition for Ex3 is given in Figure 5. We can see

g2 [g1]

0 1
1 1
2 0

g1 g2 [g2]

0 0 1
0 1 2
0 2 2
1 0 0
1 1 0
1 2 1

g2 [g3]

0 1
1 0
2 0

Figure 5: The state transition tables definingEx3 (used to prove Theorem 8).

that g2 ∈ Ex3 now acts in two subtly different ways: on one handg1 is inhibited wheng2 = 2; and on
the other hand,g3 is inhibited wheng2 ≥ 1. We can show that no abstraction exists for this model by
exhaustively considering each possible abstraction mapping φ(g2) and showing that for every possible
candidate abstraction modelMVA we haveTr(MVA) 6⊆ φ(g2)(Tr(Ex3)). 2

This is an important result which, although centered aroundthe relationship assumption formalized
by our abstraction theory, provides insight into the expressive power of MVNs and in particular, motivates
the need for multi-valued modelling techniques.

One of the main motivations for defining an abstraction theory is to allow simplified models of an
MVN to be identified to aid the analysis process. This therefore raises the question of what properties of
an abstraction are preserved by the original MVN and we end this section by considering this question.

1An MVN is said to be non–Boolean if it contains at least one entity which has more than two possible states.
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We begin by introducing a notion of corresponding states andtraces.

Definition 9. Let MV be an MVN with an abstractionMVA under a given abstraction mappingφ,
i.e. MVA �

φ MV. Let SA ∈ SMVA be some global state of abstractionMVA andS∈ SMV be a global state
of the original modelMV. Then we say thatSA and S correspond with respect toφ, denotedSA

�
φ S,

if, and only if, SA = φ(S). Furthermore, given tracesσA ∈ Tr(MVA) andσ ∈ Tr(MV) we sayσA andσ
correspond with respect toφ, denotedσA

�
φ σ , if, and only if,φ(σ) is valid andσA = φ(σ). 2

Let S1
∗
→ S2 denote the fact that global stateS2 ∈ SMV is reachable from global stateS1 ∈ SMV in

the modelMV. We now clarify the relationship between reachability properties in an abstraction and its
corresponding original MVN model.

Theorem 10. Let MVA �
φ MV for some mapping abstractionφ and letSA

1 ,SA
2 ∈ SMVA. If SA

1
∗
→ SA

2

in MVA then there must exist statesS1,S2 ∈ SMV such thatSA
1 �

φ S1, SA
2 �

φ S2, andS1
∗
→ S2 in MV.

Proof. SinceSA
1

∗
→ SA

2 there must exist a traceσ(SA
1) ∈ Tr(MVA) containingSA

2 . From Definition 6,
we know thatTr(MVA) ⊆ φ(Tr(MV)) must hold. Therefore there must exist a stateS1 ∈ SMV such that
σ(SA

1)�
φ σ(S1), i.e. φ(σ(S1)) = σ(SA

1). From this it is straightforward to see that there must existthe
required stateS2 in traceσ(S1) such thatSA

2 �
φ S2 andS1

∗
→ S2. 2

In other words, reachability properties of abstractions have corresponding reachability properties in
the original MVN. However, since abstractions normally capture less behaviour than the original model,
there are limitation on what can be deduced from an abstraction. It turns out that determining reachability
in a model using an abstraction is asemi-decidableproperty: (i) By Theorem 10 we know that if one
state is reachable from another in an abstraction then a corresponding reachability property must hold
in the original model; (ii) However, if one state is not reachable from another in an abstraction then a
corresponding reachability property in the original MVN may or may not hold and more analysis will be
required.

The final result we present is important as it shows that the attractor cycles found in an abstraction
are preserved by the original MVN.

Theorem 11. Let MVA �
φ MV for some abstraction mappingφ. Then

ATT(MVA) ⊆ φ(ATT(MV)).

Proof. Let τ ∈ ATT(MVA) then we need to show thatτ ∈ φ(ATT(MV)). By definition we know there
must exist a traceσA ∈ Tr(MVA) such thatatt(σA) = τ . SinceMVA �

φ MV we know there must exist
a traceσ ∈ Tr(MV) such thatφ(σ) is valid andσA = φ(σ). It follows that τ = φ(att(σ)) and so by
definition we know thatτ ∈ φ(ATT(MV)) as required. 2

4 Identifying Model Abstractions

In the previous section we defined a formal notion of what it means for one MVN to be a correct ab-
straction of another. Given an MVNMV and an abstraction mappingφ we can therefore define the set
AS(MV,φ) of all abstractions ofMV underφ, i.e.

AS(MV,φ) = {MVA | MVA �
φ MV}.
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Finding abstractions, i.e. members ofAS(MV,φ), is clearly an important task given that they provide a
means of simplifying the analysis of a model and can help address the well-known problem of state space
explosion. However, in practice, the brute force derivation of this refinement set becomes intractable for
all but the smallest MVN. Specifically, if we havek entities each withn states, then we have a worst case
upper bound of(nnk

)k possible candidate models to consider for any abstraction mapping. For instance,
there are(223

)3 = 16777216 possible Boolean networks consisting of just three entities! The rest of this
section considers techniques for efficiently identifying abstractions and provides a basis for automating
this task. Initial ideas for implementing these techniquesare presented in [2].

We begin by considering how an abstraction mapping can be applied to an MVN to produce a set of
potential abstraction models.

Definition 12. Let φ = 〈φ(g1), . . . ,φ(gk)〉 be an abstraction mapping for an MVNMV. For each
entity gi ∈ MV we can abstract the next-state functionfgi : Y(gi1)×·· ·×Y(gin) →Y(gi) to a (possibly)
non-deterministic next-state function

φ( fgi ) : φ(gi1)(Y(gi1))×·· ·×φ(gin)(Y(gin)) → φ(gi)(Y(gi))

by applyingφ to its definition in the obvious way. We say thatMVA results from applyingφ to MV iff:
(1) MVA has the same entities and neighbourhood structure asMV;
(2) The state space of each entitygi ∈ MVA is the setφ(gi)(Y(gi));
(3) For eachgi ∈MVA its next-state functionf MVA

gi
: φ(gi1)(Y(gi1))×·· ·×φ(gin)(Y(gin))→ φ(gi)(Y(gi))

is a deterministic restriction ofφ( fgi ).

We defineφ(MV) to be the set of all such MVNs, i.e.

φ(MV) = {MVA | MVA results from applyingφ to MV}

The trace semantics ofφ(MV) is then defined byTr(φ(MV)) =
⋃

MVA∈φ(MV) Tr(MVA) 2

To illustrate this idea, consider applying the abstractionmappingφ(g2) = {0 7→ 0,1 7→ 0,2 7→ 1}
to the example MVNEx1 introduced in Section 2 (see Figure 1). The resulting abstracted next-state
functions are presented in Figure 6. The setφ(g2)(Ex1) will contain two candidate abstractions in which
the state space forg2 is reduced to{0,1} and whose next-state functions are given by the two possible
interpretations (highlighted in bold) for the abstracted state transition table forg2 given in Figure 6.

g2 [g1]

0 1
1 1
2 0

g1 g2 [g2]

0 0 1
0 1 2
0 2 2
1 0 0
1 1 0
1 2 1

φ(g2)−→ g2 [g1]

0 1
1 0

g1 g2 [g2]

0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 1
1 0 0
1 1 0

Ex1 φ(g2)(Ex1)

Figure 6: The (non–deterministic) state transition tablesfor φ(g2)(Ex1) which result from applying
φ(g2) to the state transition tables ofEx1 (Figure 1).
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An interesting observation arises by noting that for a givenmodelMV and abstraction mappingφ,
the trace semantics of the abstracted MVNTr(φ(MV)) is not in general the same as the abstracted trace
semanticsφ(Tr(MV)). In fact, it turns out that an important relationship existsbetween the two, in that
Tr(φ(MV)) will always contain at least the traces ofφ(Tr(MV)), as shown by the following theorem.

Theorem 13. Let φ = 〈φ(g1), . . . ,φ(gk)〉 be an abstraction mapping forMV. Then we have

φ(Tr(MV)) ⊆ Tr(φ(MV)).

Proof. Let σ = 〈S0, . . . ,Sn〉 ∈ Tr(MV) be an arbitrary trace, then we need to show that ifφ(σ) is a valid
abstracted trace thenφ(σ)∈ Tr(φ(MV)). LetSi →Si+1 be an arbitrary state step inσ . AssumingMV has
k entities then this state step can be broken up intok componentsSi → Sj

i+1, for j = 1, . . . ,k. Applying

the abstraction mapping to each component givesφ(Si) → φ(g j)(S
j
i+1). Clearly, by Definition 12 there

must existMVA ∈φ(MV) whose next-state functions reproduce each of these abstracted component steps
and so is able to reproduce the complete abstracted state step φ(Si) → φ(Si+1). Sinceφ(σ) is a valid
abstracted trace it follows that we must be able to findMVA ∈ φ(MV) which is able to reproduce all the
abstracted state stepsφ(Si) → φ(Si+1), for i = 0, . . . ,n−1. Thus, we knowφ(σ) ∈ Tr(MVA) and so by
Definition 12 we haveφ(σ) ∈ Tr(φ(MV)) as required. 2

From this result, it follows that any abstraction of an MVNMV must be contained within the set of
potential abstractionsφ(MV) as formalized in the corollary below.

Corollary 14. Given two MVNsMV1 andMV2 we have that

MV1 �
φ MV2 =⇒ MV1 ∈ φ(MV2).

Proof. By Definition 6 we knowTr(MV1) ⊆ φ(Tr(MV2)) and so by Theorem 13 we haveTr(MV1) ⊆
Tr(φ(MV2)). It therefore follows by Definition 12 thatMV1 ∈ φ(MV2). 2

Corollary 14 provides an important necessary condition foran MVN to be an abstraction of another
for a given abstraction mapping. It gives us a way of restricting the models that need to be considered
when iterating through possible candidate abstractions for an MVN; we simply apply the abstraction
mapping to the MVN in question and then consider each possible deterministic model that results from
this application. This observation results in an exponentially smaller search space and provides the basis
for a more efficient abstraction finding algorithm.

To illustrate the above ideas let us consider finding all the abstractions forEx1 underφ(g2), i.e. cal-
culating the abstraction setAS(Ex1,φ(g2)). Using the results from Corollary 14, we begin by abstracting
the state transition tables forEx1 using the given abstraction mapping (shown previously in Figure 6)
and identifying the potential abstractions contained inφ(g2)(Ex1). We can see that the behaviour ofg2

is non-deterministic wheng1 = 0 andg2 = 0. As such, we have just two possible candidate modelsAB1

andAB2 to consider, shown respectively by Figure 7.(a) and Figure 7.(b) (where the rules highlighted in
bold are the only ones that differ).

In order to verify whetherAB1 andAB2 are indeed abstractions according to our theory, we check
if their trace semantics are contained withinφ(g2)(Tr(Ex1)). By considering Figure 3 and Figure 7 we
can observe thatAB1 is not an abstraction according to Definition 6, sinceTr(AB1) 6⊆ φ(g2)(Tr(Ex1));
in other words, its behaviour is not regarded as being consistent withEx1. On the other hand, we find
thatAB2 is a correct abstraction asTr(AB2)⊆φ(g2)(Tr(Ex1)). (Indeed, we can see thatAB2 is precisely
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g2 [g1]

0 1
1 0

g1 g2 [g2]

0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 0
1 1 0

g2 [g1]

0 1
1 0

g1 g2 [g2]

0 0 1
0 1 1
1 0 0
1 1 0

σ(00) = 〈00,10,10〉
σ(01) = 〈01,01〉
σ(10) = 〈10,10〉
σ(11) = 〈11,00,10,10〉

σ(00) = 〈00,11,00〉
σ(01) = 〈01,01〉
σ(10) = 〈10,10〉
σ(11) = 〈11,00,11〉

(a) Candidate modelAB1 (b) Candidate modelAB2

Figure 7: The state transition tables and trace semantics for candidate modelsAB1 andAB2.

the same MVN asEx2 which was introduced as an abstraction in the previous section.) Thus, we have
shown that the refinement setAS(Ex1,φ(gi)) = {AB2}.

It can be observed that exact refinements occur precisely when the translated MVN has a singleton
set of candidate abstraction models, as shown by the following theorem.

Theorem 15. Let φ be an abstraction mapping for some MVNMV. Then we know the following:

(1) if φ(MV) = {MVA} is a singleton set, thenMVA =φ MV;

(2) if φ(MV) is not a singleton set, then no exact abstraction forMV can exist underφ.

Proof. To prove (1), we observe that ifφ(MV) = {MVA} is a singleton set then for eachgi ∈ MV
the abstracted next-state functionφ( fgi ) must be deterministic. This implies that all abstracted traces
φ(σ), for σ ∈ Tr(MV) must be valid. Furthermore, by Definition 12 and Theorem 13 itfollows that
Tr(MVA) = φ(Tr(MV)) as required.

To prove (2), note that ifφ(MV) contains more than one potential abstraction model then there must
exist at least one abstracted next-state functionφ( fgi ) which is non–deterministic. This implies there
must exist at least one abstracted global state which leads to two or more different traces. Clearly,
either some of these abstracted traces are invalid orφ(Tr(MV)) must contain more traces than any single
abstraction model could capture. Therefore, there cannot exist an exact abstraction forMV. 2

5 Illustrative Biological Examples

In this section we illustrate the theory and techniques developed in the previous sections by investigating
the existence of abstractions for two published MVN models for the genetic regulatory network control-
ling the lysis–lysogeny switch in the bacteriophageλ [17, 5]. We begin with a brief introduction to the
bacteriophageλ (see [14] for a more detailed introduction).

The temperate bacteriophageλ is a virus which infects the bacteriaEscherichia coli[18, 14]. After
infection of the host cell, a decision is made byλ based on environmental factors between two very
different methods of reproduction, namely thelytic and lysogeniccycles [18]. In most cases,λ enters
the lytic cycle, where it generates as many new viral particles as the host cell resources allow before
producing an enzyme to lyse the cell wall, releasing the new phage into the environment. Alternatively,
theλ DNA may integrate into the host DNA and enter thelysogenic cycle. Importantly, genes expressed
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in the λ DNA synthesize a repressor which blocks expression of otherphage genes including those
involved in its own excision. As such, the host cell establishes an immunity to external infection from
other phages, and the phageλ is able to lie dormant, replicating with each subsequent cell division of
the host.

5.1 The Two Entity Core Regulatory Model

A simple MVN model of the core regulatory mechanism for the lysis–lysogeny switch was proposed
in [17]. This model, which we denote asPL2, is presented in Figure 8 and is based on the cross–
regulation between two regulatory genes,CI (the repressor gene) andCro. It can be seen thatCro
inhibits the expression ofCI and at higher levels of expression, also inhibits itself. The geneCI inhibits
the expression ofCrowhile promoting its own expression. The full synchronous trace semanticsTr(PL2)
for this MVN is presented in Figure 8.(c). We can see from the state transition graph in Figure 8.(d) that
PL2has three attractor cycles, where the attractor cycle 10→ 10 represents the lysogenic cycle since the
repressor geneCI is fully expressed and 01→ 02→ 01 represents the lytic cycle.

2CroCI
σ(00) = 〈00,11,00〉 σ(10) = 〈10,10〉
σ(01) = 〈01,02,01〉 σ(11) = 〈11,00,11〉
σ(02) = 〈02,01,02〉 σ(12) = 〈12,01,02,01〉

(a) Network structure (c) Trace semantics

CI Cro [CI]
0 0 1
0 1 0
0 2 0
1 0 1
1 1 0
1 2 0

CI Cro [Cro]

0 0 1
0 1 2
0 2 1
1 0 0
1 1 0
1 2 1

00 11

01 0212

10

(b) State transition tables (d) Graphical representation of traces

Figure 8: Formal definition and trace semantics for the MVN model PL2of the core regulatory mecha-
nism for the lysis-lysogeny switch in bacteriophageλ (taken from [17]).

In order to identify an abstraction forPL2 we begin by selecting an appropriate state mapping
φ(Cro) : {0,1,2} → {0,1} for the only non-Boolean entityCro. We use our understanding of the be-
haviour ofCro to define the following state mapping

φ(Cro) = {0 7→ 0,1 7→ 1,2 7→ 1}.

We can then viewφ(Cro) as an abstraction mapping and following the approach in Section 4, we restrict
the abstraction search space by applying the abstraction mapping φ(Cro) to PL2. This results in a set
φ(Cro)(PL2) which contains two candidate abstraction models. It turns out that only one of these is a
correct abstraction and we present this abstraction modelAPL2in Figure 9. It is straightforward to check
that the trace semantics ofAPL2 (see Figure 9) is indeed consistent with the abstracted trace semantics
of PL2 (see Figure 10), i.e.Tr(APL2) ⊆ φ(Cro)(Tr(PL2)). Thus, we knowAPL2�

φ(Cro) PL2holds.
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CI Cro [CI]
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 1
1 1 0

CI Cro [Cro]

0 0 1
0 1 1
1 0 0
1 1 0

σ(00) = 〈00,11,00〉
σ(01) = 〈01,01〉
σ(10) = 〈10,10〉
σ(11) = 〈11,00,11〉

Figure 9: Abstraction modelAPL2for PL2and associated trace semanticsTr(APL2).

φ(Cro)(σ(00)) = 〈00,11,00〉 φ(Cro)(σ(10)) = 〈10,10〉
φ(Cro)(σ(01)) = 〈01,01〉 φ(Cro)(σ(11)) = 〈11,00,11〉
φ(Cro)(σ(02)) = 〈01,01〉 φ(Cro)(σ(12)) = 〈11,01,01〉

Figure 10: The tracesφ(Cro)(Tr(PL2)) resulting from abstracting the traces ofPL2usingφ(Cro).

It can be seen that the abstractionAPL2acts as a good approximation to the behaviour of the original
MVN PL2 and in particular, we can see that the abstraction has captured all three attractor cycles that
were present inPL2.

5.2 The Four Entity Regulatory Model

The core regulatory model presented above was extended in [17] to take account of the actions of two
further regulatory genes,CII andN. The resulting four entity MVN modelPL4 is presented in Figure
11 (note that the state transition tables presented use a shorthand notation where an entity is allowed
to be in any of the states listed for it in a particular row). This MVN is more detailed thanPL2 and

3CroCI

CII N

2

2

2

3

2

CI Cro [N]

0 0,1 1
0 2,3 0

1,2 0,1,2,3 0

CI Cro CII [CI]
0 0 0,1 1
0 1,2,3 0,1 0
1 0 0,1 2
1 1,2,3 0,1 0
2 0 0,1 2
2 1,2,3 0,1 1

CI Cro [Cro]

0,1 0 1
0,1 1 2
0,1 2 3

0,1,2 3 2
2 0,1 0
2 2 1

CI Cro N [CII ]
0,1,2 0,1,2,3 0 0

0 0,1,2 1 1
0 3 1 0
1 0,1,2 1 1
1 3 1 0
2 0,1,2,3 1 0

Figure 11: An extended MVN modelPL4 of the control mechanism for the lysis-lysogeny switch in
bacteriophageλ (taken from [17]).

contains two entities with non-Boolean state spaces, namely CI with states{0, . . . ,2} andCro with states
{0, . . . ,3}. The resulting state space for the model consists of 48 global states and for this reason we do
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not reproduce its trace semantics here. Instead, we simply note thatPL4has the following three attractor
cycles (where the first corresponds to the lytic cycle and theremaining two to the lysogenic cycle)

0300→ 0200→ 0300, 1000→ 2100→ 1000, 2000→ 2000

We begin by looking to abstract the non-Boolean entitiesCI andCro by defining appropriate state
mappings. After considering the model, we define the following state mappings

φ(CI) = {0 7→ 0,1 7→ 1,2 7→ 1}, φ(Cro) = {0 7→ 0,1 7→ 1,2 7→ 1,3 7→ 1}.

which we use to define the abstraction mappingφ = 〈φ(CI),φ(Cro), ICII , IN〉. Again, following the
approach presented in Section 4 we first apply this abstraction mapping toPL4resulting in the setφ(PL4)
of candidate abstraction models. By analysingφ(PL4) we are able to establish that there are 256 possible
candidate abstraction models (we have 4 choices forCI, 4 choices forCro, 8 choices forCII , and 2
choices forN). After investigating these candidate models we were able to identify two abstractions for
PL4underφ, denotedAPL41�

φ PL4andAPL42�
φ PL4, which are presented in Figure 12. Interestingly,

both abstractions appear to capture the key behaviour ofPL4 in the sense that both contain the attractor
cycles 0100→ 0100 and 1000→ 1000 which correspond to those present inPL4.

CI Cro CII [CI]
0 0 0,1 1
0 1 0,1 0
1 0 0,1 1
1 1 0,1 0

CI Cro [N]

0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0,1 0

CI Cro [Cro]

0 0,1 1
1 0 0
1 1 1

CI Cro N [CII ]
0,1 0,1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 or 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1

Figure 12: The transition tables for the two abstractionsAPL41 andAPL42 identified forPL4 under
φ, where all the transition tables are the same except forCII where 011→ 1 for abstractionAPL41 but
011→ 0 for abstractionAPL42.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have developed an abstraction theory for MVNmodels based on the idea of using an
abstraction mapping to relate the reduced state space of an abstraction to the original model. The problem
of identifying suitable abstractions for an MVN was discussed and some initial ideas for restricting the
number of candidate abstraction models that need to be considered were proposed. We showed that
abstractions can be used to analyse an MVN since they preserve reachability properties and importantly,
since all the attractor cycles of an abstraction will correspond to attractor cycles in the original model.
This work was motivated by the need to be able to relate MVN models at different levels of abstraction
and in particular, the idea of abstracting an MVN to a simplermodel which is more amenable to analysis
and visualization techniques. The abstraction theory presented can also be seen as providing a framework
for an incremental refinement approach to constructing MVNs.
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We illustrated the abstraction theory and techniques developed by considering two examples based
on published MVN models of the genetic regulatory network for the lysis-lysogeny switch in phage
λ [17, 5]. We considered a simple two entity model and then an extended model that contained four
entities (two of which were non-Boolean). In both cases we were able to identify meaningful Boolean
abstractions which captured the key attractor cycles contained in the original models.

Further work is now needed to build on the ideas presented in Section 4 to develop tool support
for automatically checking and identifying abstractions.Initial ideas for such tool support have been
presented in [2] and work is on going to develop efficient algorithmic solutions to support the abstraction
process. Other researchers have considered abstracting MVNs by reducing the number of regulatory
entities while preserving important model dynamics (see for example [13, 20]). It would be interesting
to consider combining such an approach with the abstractiontheory we have developed here. Finally, we
note that extending the abstraction theory to asynchronousMVN models is an interesting but challenging
area of future work. In particular, ways of coping with the non-deterministic choices inherent in the
dynamic behaviour of asynchronous models will be needed.
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In this paper, we survey five different computational modeling methods. For comparison, we use

the activation cycle of G-proteins that regulate cellular signaling events downstream of G-protein-

coupled receptors (GPCRs) as a driving example. Starting from an existing Ordinary Differential

Equations (ODEs) model, we implement the G-protein cycle in the stochastic Pi-calculus using

SPiM, as Petri-nets using Cell Illustrator, in the Kappa Language using Cellucidate, and in Bio-

PEPA using the Bio-PEPA eclipse plug in. We also provide a high-level notation to abstract away

from communication primitives that may be unfamiliar to the average biologist, and we show how to

translate high-level programs into stochastic Pi-calculus processes and chemical reactions.

1 Introduction

Traditionally, biologists have used ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to model biological processes

and simulate the evolution of species over time. However, the past decade has seen the emergence of a

family of formalisms dedicated to modeling biological behavior (kinetics). Stemming from formal lan-

guages designed to capture concurrent computation and communicating processes, these new formalisms

range from graphical formalisms to algebraic languages.

In this paper we survey five different computational modeling formalisms, and we show how to

simulate the activation cycle of G-proteins by G-protein coupled receptors in each of them.

1.1 The G-protein cycle

G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are seven-pass transmembrane receptors [23] that mediate extra-

cellular signaling molecules and intracellular signal transduction pathways via trimeric GTP binding

proteins (G proteins) [17]. It is estimated that over half of all marketed pharmaceuticals target GPCRs

[14].
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G-protein-coupled receptor’s primary function is to transduce extracellular stimuli into intracellular
signals [2, 16](Fig. 1). These receptors’ intracellular domains interact with heterotrimeric G-proteins [2].
G-protein-coupled receptors are commanded both by a wealth of stimuli to which they respond, as well
as by the assortment of intracellular signaling pathways they activate. These include light, neurotrans-
mitters, odorants, biogenic amines, lipids, ligands, hormones, nucleotides, and chemokines [16].

G-proteins are composed of α,β , and γ subunits. βandγ form the βγ subcomplex, and the α subunit
can be bound to GDP or GTP. When a ligand activates the G-protein-coupled receptor, it induces a
conformational change in the receptor that exchanges GDP for GTP on the α subunit and this triggers
the dissociation of the α subunit, which is bound to GTP, from the βγ dimer and the receptor [2, 16].
Then the α subunit will act on the target proteins. After that, the bound GTP will be hydrolyzed to GDP,
and the α unit, which is bound to GDP, will bind the βγ dimer and the receptor again. From step 5 to step
1(Fig. 1), hydrolysis from GTP to GDP happens, and is enhanced by binding a regulator of G-protein
signaling(RGS) [16, 18].

Receptor

Receptor Receptor

Receptor Receptor

1

2

3

45

a
GDP

a
GDP

a

GTP

a
GTP

a

GTP

RGS

Figure 1: Activation cycle of G-proteins by G-protein-coupled receptors. When a ligand activates the receptor, a conformation
change occurs in the receptor that exchanges GDP for GTP on the α subunit and this triggers the dissociation of the α subunit
from βγ dimer and the receptor. After the free α unit works on target proteins, GTP will be hydrolyzed to GDP. The GTPase
activity is enhanced by binding of the RGS.

While the mechanism of G-protein signaling is highly conserved, the diversity of signaling targets is
immense [26]. Thus, the ability to swiftly model the dynamics of G-protein signaling is advantageous to
both drug development and basic research.

1.2 Modeling

Two recent studies use ODEs to model the receptor and ligand binding dynamics and the G-protein
cycle. Yi. et. al. [28] used an ODEs model together with fluorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET)
measurement to characterize the heterotrimeric G-protein cycle in yeast. Hao, et. al. [12] also used an
ODEs model to indicate the role of Sst2, an RGS protein, in G-protein cycling.
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In our study, we build four new models using the stochastic Pi-calculus, stochastic Petri Nets, the
Kappa language, and Bio-PEPA. Furthermore, we show that we obtain consistent results when compared
with the ODEs model of Yi, et. al. [28] (Fig. 5). The simulators for stochastic Petri Nets [20] and the
Kappa language [10], Cell Illustrator and Cellucidate, respectively, have an interface which is intuitive for
biologists, and the syntax of Bio-PEPA is close to the chemical reactions notation and relatively easy to
use, unlike SPiM, which requires understanding of communications primitives and concurrent processes.
In order to hide such communication details we develop a high level notation that uses terminology
directly obtained from biological processes, and we show how to systematically translate a process in
high level notation into a SPiM process. (See Section 4.). Kahramanogullari. et. al. [15] and Guerriero.
et. al. [11] have provided the narrative languages for SPiM and Bio-PEPA, respectively. Our high level
notation is an alternative to their narrative languages.

1.3 Outline

In Section 2, we show how to implement the model for the G-protein cycle using five different meth-
ods. In Section 3, we compare the simulation results from the different implementations. In Section 4,
we introduce a high level notations and the translations from high level notation to chemical reactions
and SPiM code. Section 5 contains our conclusions and a comparison of the simulation and modeling
approaches of the five methods considered in Section 2.

2 Method

2.1 ODEs modeling

The ODEs modeling approach is a traditional method applied by biologists to explore dynamic biological
processes by numerical integration. Yi. et. al. [28] give a computational model of the G-Protein cycle by
means of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). The individual reactions comprising the key dynamics
of heterotrimeric G-proteins in yeast are represented, along with their rate constants, in Table 1.

Table 1: The reactions used to model the G-protein cycle and the corresponding rate constants (rate parameters) for each
reaction (G-protein tutorial from www.MathWorks.com).

No. Reaction Rate Parameters
1 L + R↔ RL KRL = 2 ·106M−1 · s−1, KRLm = 1 ·10−2s−1

2 Gd + Gbg→ G KG1 = 1s−1

3 RL + G→ Ga + Gbg + RL KGa = 1 ·10−5s−1

4 R↔ null KRd0 = 4 ·10−4s−1,KRs = 4s−1

5 RL→ null KRd1 = 4 ·10−3s−1

6 Ga→ Gd KGd = 0.11s−1

Reaction No. 1 is receptor-ligand interaction which corresponds to the transition from step 2 to step
3 in Fig. 1. R represents receptor; L represents ligand; and RL represents receptor and ligand bound
together. Reaction No. 2 is heterotrimeric G-protein formation which can be found in the transition
from step 1 to step 2 in Fig. 1. Gd represents the deactivated α subunit, which is bound to GDP; Gbg
represents the βγ sub-complex, and G represents α bound to βγ and GDP. Notice that from step 1 to 2,
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the α subunit also binds to the receptor. However, the original paper does not consider it as a species,
and consequently the ODEs model does not reflect that binding. Reaction No. 3 is G-protein activation
which corresponds to the transition from step 3 to step 4 in Fig. 1. After the ligand and receptor interact
with each other, the α subunit will be activated and bound to GTP, and it will dissociate from the βγ

sub-complex. Ga represents the activated α subunit, which is bound to GTP. Reaction No. 4 is receptor
synthesis and degradation. Reaction No. 5 is receptor-ligand degradation. Reaction No. 6 is G-protein
inactivation which corresponds to the transition from step 5 to step 1 in Fig. 1.

The ODEs of the model are as follows:

i. d[R]/dt=−KRL[L][R]+KRLm[RL]−KRd0[R]+KRs;

ii. d[RL]/dt=KRL[L][R]−KRLm[RL]−KRd1[RL];

iii. d[G]/dt=−KGa[RL][G]+KG1[Gd][Gbg];

iv. d[Ga]/dt=KGa[RL][G]−KGd [Ga];

v. d[Gd]/dt=−KG1[Gd][Gbg]+KGd [Ga];

vi. d[Gbg]/dt=KGa[RL][G]−KG1[Gd][Gbg];

vii. d[L]/dt=−KRL[L][R]+KRLm[RL];

According to Table 1, derived from the reactions diagram from Yi. et. al. [28], there are seven species
in the model. However, they only describe the first four equations. In order to have one differential equa-
tion for each species, we build the last three equations. They also provide two conservation relationships:
[Gbg] = Gt− [G] and [Gd] = Gt− [G]− [Ga] which are satisfied by our simulations. (See Section 3).

2.2 Stochastic Pi-calculus modeling

Process algebras are formal languages originally designed to model complex reactive computer sys-
tems where heterogeneous agents interact concurrently exchanging information through communication
channels. Because of the similarities between reactive computer systems and biological systems, process
algebras have recently been used to model biological systems [6, 25].

The stochastic Pi-calculus [25] is a process algebra where stochastic rates are imposed on processes,
allowing for more accurate description of biological systems [6]. A process can be depicted as a collec-
tion of interacting automata with two kinds of reactions: delay@r and interaction@r on ch. A delay is a
spontaneous change of state performed by a single automaton at a specified reaction rate r. Interaction,
on the other hand, consists of a send/receive handshake between two automata over a channel ch, written
!ch for send and ?ch for receive.1 The channel ch has an associated reaction rate r. Reaction rates are
used to determine stochastically the reaction to be executed next [5]. For our modeling, we use SPiM, an
implementation of the stochastic Pi-calculus that can be used to run in-silico simulations displaying the
change in the populations of different species over time [22].

Fig. 2 depicts the stochastic Pi-calculus model we build for the G-protein cycle using SPiM. We
divide the system into two parts that correspond to two viewpoints. The left hand side is the viewpoint
of ligand and receptor, and the right hand side is the viewpoint of the G-protein. The initial numbers of
different species are assigned in square brackets. For example, the initial concentration of R is 10000 and
of G is 7000. Notice that RL and Ga are not initialized. All the reaction rates are also extracted from the
literature [28] and continuous reactions are converted to discrete reactions according to standard rules[4].

1Note that it is sufficient to use the simplest form of communication where !ch and ?ch exchange an empty message.
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of Pi-calculus modeling

For example, the pair !bindR/?bindR represents step 2 to 3 in Fig. 1, and it corresponds to reaction No. 1
in Table 1, and the pair !switch/?switch represents the step 3 to 4 in Fig. 1, and it corresponds to reaction
No. 3 of Table 1. The corresponding SPiM code is in Table 2. The “directive plot” statement declares the
species that will be plotted, in this case RL, G, and Ga. At the end of the program, each “run” statement
declares the initial amount for different species. In the ODEs model, the amount of R is initialized to
be 6.022E17 and the rate of the reaction No. 1 in Table 1 is 3.32E-18 with the assumed reaction volume
1 L (M = mol ·L−1, mol ∼= 6.022×1023). Because simulating stochastic models is slower than solving
ODEs, we scale the reaction volume down to 1.0E-12 L in order to speed up the stochastic simulation.
Given this new reaction volume, the initial amount of R is 6.022E5, and the new reaction rate is 3.32E-
6[4]. The other reaction rates remain unchanged, because they are discrete and do not depend on the
volume. Assuming that pressure and temperature are unchanged, proportionally scaling reaction rates
and reagent concentrations preserves the correctness of the modeling. We do not model the receptor
generation aspect of reaction No. 4 in Table 1 (null → R), because on the one hand, this reaction is
inconsequential to the whole system, as suggested by the result of Fig. 5, and on the other hand, the
stochastic pi-calculus can not describe the generation of a process from the empty process. Furthermore,
the initial amounts of receptor and G-protein guarantee abundance of receptor to enable the activation of
G-protein. More details about our model can be found in the companion technical report [1].

2.3 Petri Nets modeling

A Petri Net is a mathematical concept developed in the early 1960s by Carl Adam Petri to describe
discrete distributed systems. Petri Nets are suitable for modeling and analyzing the dynamics of con-
current systems whose behavior could be described by finite sets of atomic processes and atomic states
[20]. Petri Nets have subsequently been adapted and extended in many directions, including quantitative
analysis of biological networks [24].

The basic Petri Net is a directed bipartite graph with two kinds of nodes which are either places
or transitions and directed arcs which connect nodes. In modeling biological processes, place nodes
represent molecular species and transition nodes represent reactions. We use Cell Illustrator to develop
our model of the G-protein cycle (www.cellillustrator.com).

http://www.cellillustrator.com
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Table 2: SPiM code for G-protein Cycle

directive sample 600.0 new bindR@rl:chan and L()=( !bindR(); () )
directive plot RL(); G(); Ga() new switch@ga:chan

let Gd()= ( !bindb(); G() )
val rl = 3.32E-6 let R()= and G()= ( ?switch(); (Ga() | Gbg() ) )
val rlm= 0.01 ( and Ga()= ( delay@gd1; Gd())
val rs= 4.0 do ?bindR(); RL() and Gbg()= ( ?bindb(); () )
val rd0= 4.0E-4 or delay@rd0; ()
val rd1= 4.0E-3 ) run 602200 of L()
val ga= 1.0E-5 and RL()= run 10000 of R()
val gd1= 0.11 ( run 7000 of G()
val g1= 1.0 do delay@rlm; ( R() | L() ) run 3000 of Gd()

or delay@rd1; () run 3000 of Gbg()
new bindb@ or !switch(); RL() )

Fig. 3 is the Petri Net we build to model the G-protein cycle. Place nodes are represented as circles,
and transition nodes are represented as boxes. The arcs are labeled with an integer weight, which rep-
resents the minimum value of input entities needed for the reactions to happen. The initial number of
species and reaction rates can be read from the graph. For example, the initial amount of Receptor is
10000 and the initial amount of βγ sub-complex is 3000, while Ga and RL are initialized to 0. Here we
scale the reaction volume to be 1.0E-12 L, which is the same as in the SPiM model. The numbers in red
correspond to the No. column in Table 1.

2.4 Kappa language modeling

Table 3: G-protein cycle is represented in Kappa language.

No. Kappa Statement
1 R(r), L(l)↔ R(r!1), L(l!1) @ 3.32e-06,0.01
2 Gbg(bg), Gd(alpha ∼ GDP,a)→ Gbg(bg!1), Gd(alpha ∼ GDP,a!1) @ 1.0
3 Gbg(bg!1), Gd(alpha ∼ GDP,a!1), R(r!2), L(l!2)→ Gbg(bg),

Gd(alpha ∼ GTP,a), R(r!1), L(l!1) @ 1.0e-05
4 R(r)↔@4e-04,4
5 L(l!1), R(r!1)→@ 0.004
6 Gd(alpha ∼ GTP,a)→ Gd(alpha ∼ GDP,a) @ 0.11

Kappa is a formal language for defining agents (typically meant to represent proteins) as sets of
sites that constitute abstract resources for interaction. It is used to express rules of interactions between
proteins characterized by discrete modification and binding states [10]. The Kappa language modeling
platform Cellucidate is available at www.cellucidate.com.

In the Kappa language, reaction rules are described by rewriting rules between lists of agents. Each
agent has a name and binding sites. For example, in R(r), R is the agent and r is its binding site. Agents
can become bound, and the two end points of a link between two agents is indicated by !i, for some
index i. ∼value specifies the internal state of a site on the agent,↔ specifies a bidirectional reaction,→
specifies an unidirectional reaction, and @value specifies the reaction rate. For example,

R(r), L(l)↔ R(r!1), L(l!1) @ 3.32e-06,0.01

http://www.cellucidate.com
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Figure 3: Petri Nets modeling

is a bidirectional reaction, where R and L are agent names, r is the binding site of R, l is the binding
site of L; 0.01 is the reaction rate from left to right, and 3.32e-06 is the reaction rate from right to left.
In R(r!1) and L(l!1), 1 is the index of the link that binds R and L at their binding sites. In our G-protein
example, it corresponds to the binding of receptor and ligand. Gd( α∼GDP,a) represents the deactivated
G-protein. ∼GDP represents the internal state of the α subunit where it is bound to GDP.

The Kappa language processes for the G-protein cycle are described in Table 3. The statements
correspond to the reactions and rates in Table 12. The initial number of species can not be read from
Table 3, but in fact, we use the same number as the Petri Nets model and SPiM model. For example
the initial number for ligand is 6.022E5. Fig. 4 is the graphical representation of the processes described
in Table 3 automatically generated by Cellucidate. R + LRL means R + L→ RL, and R + LRL op is
the opposite direction: R + L← RL. NullR means R→ null, and NullR op is the opposite direction:
R← null. The reactions with red arrows will consume R or RL, having a negative effect on the reaction
R+RL→ Ga+Gbg+RL, while the green arrows have positive effects.

2.5 Bio-PEPA modeling

Bio-PEPA[9] is an extension of PEPA[13], which is specifically designed for modeling biochemical net-
works by explicitly defining the stoichiometry of reactions. The two existing tools for working with
Bio-PEPA models are the Bio-PEPA Workbench and the Bio-PEPA Eclipse Plug-in[8]. We use the Bio-
PEPA Eclipse Plug-in to model the G-protein Cycle, shown in Table 4. In Table 4, Parameter Definitions
consist of rate constant declarations; Functional Rates are declarations of reaction names and the corre-
sponding reaction rates. For example, in kineticLawO f bindRL : f MA(rl), the name of the reaction is
bindRL, the function for the law of Mass-Action is denoted by f MA, and rl is the rate constant; under

2Note that the initial amount of different species can be set in Cellucidate.
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R+LRL_op

R+LRL

Gbg+Gd->G

RL+G->RL+Gbg+Ga

Ga->Gd

RL->NULL

NullR_op

NullR

Simulations Story Contact Map Influence Map

Figure 4: Graphical representation of Kappa language modeling

Species Components there is a representation of the reactions matching the corresponding differential
equations of the ODEs model. For example,

G = bindAB >> G+activ << G

indicates the role of reagent G in the related reactions. bindAB >> G means G is produced in reaction
bindAB and activ << G means G is consumed in reaction activ. It also corresponds to

d[G]/dt=−KGa[RL][G]+KG1[Gd][Gbg],

where g1 is the rate constant of reaction bindAB, and ga is the rate constant of reaction activ, corre-
sponding to KG1 and KGa respectively.

Finally, the initial concentrations for each species are declared under Model Components. Because
in our example the reactions are in the same cell, and the locations are the same for all species, the default
location is used and left implicit.

The reaction rates and initial concentrations are all consistent with the other three models we built.

3 Simulation Results and Comparison

Although we are not proposing a theoretical comparison of the five modeling techniques, or the five im-
plementations in different formalisms, we show here consistent experimental simulation results. SPiM,
Cell Illustrator, Cellucidate, and Bio-PEPA all use Gillespie’s algorithm for simulation. Fig. 5 shows
that the results from those four simulations are consistent with the result of the original ODEs modeling.
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Table 4: Bio-PEPA code for G-protein Cycle

// Parameter Definitions
rl = 3.32E−6;
rlm = 0.01;
ga = 1.0E−5;
gd1 = 0.11;
g1 = 1.0;
rd1 = 4.0E−3;
rs = 4.0;
rd0 = 4.0E−4;

// Functional Rates
kineticLawO f bindRL : f MA(rl);
kineticLawO f bindAB : f MA(g1);
kineticLawO f disRL : f MA(rlm);
kineticLawO f activ : f MA(ga);
kineticLawO f hydro : f MA(gd1);
kineticLawO f degRL : f MA(rd1);
kineticLawO f degR : f MA(rd0);
kineticLawO f proR : rs;

// Species Components
L = disRL >> L+bindRL << L;
R = disRL >> R+bindRL << R+degR << R+ proR >> R;
RL = disRL << RL+bindRL >> RL+activ(+)RL+degRL << RL;
G = bindAB >> G+activ << G;
Ga = activ >> Ga+hydro << Ga;
Gd = bindAB << Gd +hydro >> Gd;
Gbg = bindAB << Gbg+activ >> Gbg;

// Model Components
L[602200] < ∗> R[10000] < ∗> RL[0] < ∗> G[7000]
< ∗> Gd[3000] < ∗> Gbg[3000] < ∗> Ga[0]

The plots show that RL is consumed as the reaction proceeds. The curves of G and Ga decline and
increase oppositely, and the sum of these two species is a constant, which is equal to the initial amount
of G-protein, so the conservation relationships mentioned by Yi. et. al. are confirmed ([Gbg] = Gt− [G],
[Gd] = Gt− [G]− [Ga]) [28].

These computational models can be classified according to different properties.
Simulation Approach. The simulation approach can be stochastic or deterministic. While the de-

terministic approach is faster, the stochastic approach is more accurate. In particular, because of the
randomness of dynamic biological systems, the stochastic approach can make the simulation of biolog-
ical processes more faithful. Furthermore, while a deterministic system may get stuck into a specific
state, stochastic noise allows the system to oscillate in and out of that state [27].

Our four models of the G-protein cycle in the stochastic Pi-calculus, stochastic Petri Nets, the Kappa
language, and Bio-PEPA fall into the category of stochastic simulation, while the traditional ODEs model
is deterministic.
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Far from competing with each other, both modeling approaches are complementary, and often it is
possible to derive one model from the other. In particular, Feret, et. al. show how to convert a rule-based
model, such as a Kappa model, into a reduced systems of differential equations [10], Priami, et. al. show
how to translate an ODEs model into a Stochastic Pi-calculus model [19], and Cardelli, et. al. show how
to convert processes to ODEs [3].

Modeling Approach. The five models discussed here are either chemical reaction centric or process
centric. The ODEs, Petri Nets, Kappa, and Bio-PEPA models are chemical reaction centric. In particular,
Kappa takes a rule based approach that corresponds to high level chemical reactions. For each chemical
reaction there is an equation, a transition or a rule in the corresponding model. On the other hand, the
stochastic Pi-calculus model is process centric; there is one process for each component or observable
product, leading to a much simpler model. Andrew Phillips shows the simplicity of the SPiM process
model in contrast with the chemical reactions model [21].

While ODEs are low level and close to chemical reactions, Petri Nets constitute a graphical represen-
tation of chemical reactions. A SPiM model is a low level representation of individual protein behavior
using send and receive communication primitives over a channel, and Kappa is a graphical high level
abstraction of chemical reactions.

4 High Level Notation

Both ODEs and Petri Nets correspond closely to chemical reactions, and for the average biologist, they
are relatively easy to understand. However, according to our experience in the classroom and in the lab,
communicating with biology students and scientists, understanding the stochastic Pi-calculus, the Kappa
language and Bio-PEPA (to a lesser extent) to be able to model molecular processes, requires a con-
siderable initial effort. While Kappa has a user friendly graphical syntax available through Cellucidate.
SPiM, on the other hand, still needs encoding in the stochastic Pi-calculus. To address this issue and
enable modeling using descriptions directly obtained from biological processes, a narrative language has
been proposed for SPiM [15]. Here we propose an alternative high level notation, and we show how to
systematically translate it into SPiM programs and also chemical reactions.

We write a, b, c, d, etc. for species, r for reaction rate constants, A for actions, and P for a process
consisting of a possibly empty sequence of actions. Table 5 shows a list of actions representing familiar
biological processes. bind(a, b, c, r) means two reagents a and b bind together to generate the prod-
uct c at rate r. Similarly, dimerize(a, b, c, r) means that a and b form a dimer denoted by c at rate r.
dissociate(a, b, c, r) is the opposite action to bind(a, b, c, r); a is broken down into b and c at rate r.
activate(a, b, c, r) and activateAnddissociate(a, b, c, d, r) basically represent the same biological pro-
cess where the reagent a becomes activated in the presence of another reagent b at rate r. The difference
is that activate only generates the activated state product c while activateAnddissociate generates the
activated product, and the product simultaneously dissociates into two products c and d. phosphory-
late(a, b, c, r) represents phosphorylation at rate r, where a is the protein reagent, b is the kinase, and c
is the product. hydrolyze(a, b, r) represents the hydrolysis at rate r, where a is the reagent and b is the
product. degrade(a, r) means a degrades at rate r. Notice that bind(a, b, c, r) and dimerize(a, b, c, r)
are basically the same operation, but in order to distinguish these two different biological processes, we
have two names. In biology, dimerization is the binding which can generate a dimer.

Table 5 also defines the translation function SPiM, that given an action in high level notation returns
the corresponding SPiM process, and SPiM*, its homomorphic extension to processes. To aide read-
ability, instead of using stochastic Pi-calculus code, we use the equivalent graph representation of SPiM
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Figure 5: (a). Simulation result of ODEs model from MathWorks. (b). Simulation result of process model from SPiM. (c).
Simulation result of Petri Nets model from Cell Illustrator. (d). Simulation result of Kappa language from Cellucidate. (e).
Simulation result of Bio-PEPA from Eclipse Plug-in. In all five cases, RL represents receptor bound to ligand, Ga represents
the activated G-protein, and G represents the deactivated G-protein. The x axis is time in seconds, and the y axis is intensity of
states.
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Table 5: High Level Notation

Action A ::= bind(a, b, c, r) | dimerize(a, b, c, r)
| activate(a, b, c, r) | activateAnddissociate(a, b, c, d, r)
| phosphorylate(a, b, c, r) | dissociate (a, b, c, r)
| degrade(a, r) | hydrolyze(a, b, r)

Process P ::= A; P | ()

SPiM(bind(a, b, c, r)) = {a→!ch@r c;b→?ch@r ()}= SPiM(dimerize(a, b, c, r)) where ch is new
SPiM(phosphorylate(a, b, c, r)) = {a→!ch@r c;b→?ch@r b} where ch is new
SPiM(dimerize(a, b, c, r)) = {a→!ch@r c;b→?ch@r ()}= SPiM(bind(a, b, c, r)) where ch is new
SPiM(activate(a, b, c, r)) = {a→!ch@r c;b→?ch@r b} where ch is new
SPiM(activateAnddissociate(a, b, c, d, r)) = {a→!ch@r c | d ;b→?ch@r b} where ch is new
SPiM(dissociate(a, b, c, r)) = {a→delay@r b | c}
SPiM(hydrolyze(a, b, r)= {a→delay@r b}
SPiM(degrade(a, r)= {a→delay@r ()}

SPiM* (()) = /0
SPiM* (A; P) = SPiM(A) ∪ SPiM* (P)

Table 6: Translation of High Level Notation into Chemical Reactions

Reaction(bind(a, b, c, r)) = a+b→r c
Reaction(phosphorylate(a, b, c, r))) = a+b→r c+b
Reaction(dimerize(a, b, c, r)) = a+b→r c
Reaction(activate(a, b, c, r)) = a+b→r c+b
Reaction(activateAnddissociate(a, b, c, d, r)) = a+b→r c+d +b
Reaction(dissociate(a, b, c, r)) = a→r b+ c
Reaction(hydrolyze(a, b, r))) = a→r b
Reaction(degrade(a, r)) = a→r null

Reaction* (()) = /0
Reaction* (A; P) = Reaction(A) ∪ Reaction* (P)

processes [7]. Similarly, Table 6 defines the translation functions Reaction and Reaction* that translate
processes in high level notation into chemical reactions.

Going back to our G-Protein example in Fig. 1, bind(Gd, Gbg, G, 1.0) corresponds to step 1 to
2, bind(R, L, RL, 3.32e-6) to step 2 to 3, activateAnddissociate(G, RL, Ga, Gbg, 1.0e-5) to the
activation in steps 2 to 3 and the dissociation in step 3 to 4, dissociate(RL, R, L, 0.01) represents step
4 to 5 and hydrolyze(Ga, Gd, 0.11); degrade(R, 4e-4); degrade(RL, 4e-3) correspond to step 5 to 1
completing the cycle.

The translation of the high level notation of the G-protein cycle into SPiM is as follows:
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SPiM*(bind(Gd, Gbg, G, 1.0); bind(R, L, RL, 3.32e-6);
activateAnddissociate(G, RL, Ga, Gbg,1.0e-5); dissociate(RL, R, L, 0.01);
hydrolyze(Ga, Gd, 0.11); degrade(R, 4e-4); degrade(RL, 4e-3))
=
{Gd→!bindb@1.0 G;Gbg→?bindb@1.0 ()}∪SPiM*(bind(R, L, RL, 3.32e-6);
activateAnddissociate(G, RL, Ga, Gbg,1.0e-5); dissociate(RL, R, L, 0.01);
hydrolyze(Ga, Gd, 0.11); degrade(R, 4e-4); degrade(RL, 4e-3))
=

...
=
{Gd→!bindb@1.0 G;Gbg→?bindb@1.0 ()}∪{R→!bindR@3.32e−6 RL;L→?bindR@3.32e−6 ()}∪
{G→?switch@1.0e−5 Ga | Gbg ;RL→!switch@1.0e−5 RL}∪{RL→delay@0.01 R | L}∪
{Ga→delay@0.11 Gd}∪{R→delay@4e−4 ()}∪{RL→delay@4e−3 ()}

Finally, the translation of the high level notation of the G-protein cycle into chemical reactions is as
follows:

Reaction*(bind(Gd, Gbg, G, 1.0); bind(R, L, RL, 3.32e-6);
activateAnddissociate(G, RL, Ga, Gbg,1.0e-5); dissociate(RL, R, L, 0.01);
hydrolyze(Ga, Gd, 0.11); degrade(R, 4e-4); degrade(RL, 4e-3))
=
Gd +Gbg→1.0 G∪Reaction*(bind(R, L, RL, 3.32e-6);
activateAnddissociate(G, RL, Ga, Gbg,1.0e-5); dissociate(RL, R, L, 0.01);
hydrolyze(Ga, Gd, 0.11); degrade(R, 4e-4); degrade(RL, 4e-3))
=

...
=
Gd +Gbg→1.0 G∪R+L→3.32e−6 RL∪
G+RL→1.0e−5 Ga+Gbg+RL∪RL→0.01 R+L∪
Ga→0.11 Gd∪R→4e−4 null∪RL→4e−3 null

Kahramanogullari. et. al. [15], propose a narrative language that is translated into a model with three
kinds of sentences (association, dissociation and transformation), where species have explicit binding
sites (as in Kappa). They also show how to translate models into SPiM and how to obtain a model using
the narrative language. Our high level notation is an alternative to their narrative language, however we
translate it directly into SPiM, and we do not need a notion of model. In their example of Appendix A,
the generated code for processes FcR2 and FcR3, for example, does not correspond to any species in the
biological example being modeled.

5 Conclusion

Starting from an exiting ODEs model of the activation cycle of G-proteins by G-protein coupled recep-
tors, we construct four simulations in four different formalisms: Stochastic Pi-Calculus, Stochastic Petri
Nets, Kappa, and Bio-PEPA. We also show how to scale initial concentrations and reaction rates for this
specific example to compensate for the fact that solving differential equations in MatLab is faster than
executing a concurrent model.

Finally, our high level notation is an abstraction for both SPiM and chemical reactions. Our high
level notation corresponds to commonly-occurring reaction schemes easily identifiable by biologists,
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and it is an alternative to the narrative language proposed for SPiM. Our high level notation represents
the G-protein cycle quite concisely, it is accessible to the average biologist, and it translates naturally
into SPiM and chemical reactions, suggesting that our models could be effective instruments to assist in
biomedical research.

This notation naturally induces a typed modeling language that is currently being explored, where
a,b ` bind@r;P reduces to complex(a,b) ` P, where complex is only defined for specific species, for
example.
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We propose a variant of the CCS process algebra with new features aiming at allowing multiscale
modelling of biological systems. In the usual semantics of process algebras for modelling biological
systems actions are instantaneous. When different scale levels of biological systems are considered
in a single model, one should take into account that actions at a level may take much more time
than actions at a lower level. Moreover, it might happen thatwhile a component is involved in one
long lasting high level action, it is involved also in several faster lower level actions. Hence, we
propose a process algebra with operations and with a semantics aimed at dealing with these aspects
of multiscale modelling. We study behavioural equivalences for such an algebra and give some
examples.

1 Introduction

Formal modelling notations of computer science are nowadays often applied to the description of bi-
ological systems. Such notations can be used to unambiguously describe the structure and the events
governing the dynamics of the systems of interest, thus allowing development of analysis tools such as
simulators and of formal analysis techniques based, for instance, on model checking or on behavioural
equivalences.

As examples of formalisms that have been applied to the description of biological systems we
mention Bio-PEPA [15, 16], the (stochastic)π-calculus [29, 30, 32], Bioambients [31], theκ -calculus
[17], the Language for Biological Systems (LBS) [27], and the Calculus of Looping Sequences (CLS)
[22, 7, 8]. In these formalisms the dynamics of a biological system consists of a sequence of events (usu-
ally biochemical reactions) described either as communications between processes of a process algebra,
or as applications of some rewrite rules. In the stochastic extension of these formalisms, the dynamics
of a system is described by taking also into account the different rates of occurrence of the events. Rates
depend on some parameters associated with the events (e.g. kinetic constants of the corresponding bio-
chemical reactions) and on the abundance (or concentration) of the entities (or reactants) that can cause
such events. The rates are then used, as in Gillespie’s algorithm [18], to describe both the exponentially
distributed time elapsing between two subsequent events, and the probability of an event to occur.
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This way of describing the dynamics of biological systems with sequences of events, however, as-
sumes that the occurrence of one of such events can be described as an instantaneous change in the
system state. In fact, even in the stochastic approach, the only notion of time that is considered is given
by the frequency of the events, rather than by their duration. The duration of an event is usually ignored
if it is negligible with respect to the time interval betweentwo events, or hidden in such a time interval
by chosing a rate for the event that is small enough to take into account both of its frequency and of its
duration.

Phenomena of interest in the study of biological systems often include processes at different levels
of abstraction. A typical example is cell signalling, that involves gene regulation and protein interaction
processes at the intra-cellular level, a signal diffusion process at the inter-cellular level, and some macro-
scopic change at the tissue level. The processes at the different levels influence each other. However, they
involve system components of very different sizes and are characterized by events having very different
durations. This motivates themultiscale approach to modelling, whose application to biological systems
seems to be promising [4, 2, 9, 13, 33, 34].

The description of the dynamics of biological systems by means of sequences of instantaneous events
is not suitable for multiscale models. When different scalelevels of biological systems are considered in
a single model, one should take into account that events at a level may take much more time than events
at a lower level. Moreover, it might happen that while a component (e.g. a cell) is involved in a long
lasting high level event (e.g. mitosis), it is involved alsoin several faster lower level events (e.g. protein
sinthesis) that neither consume such a component nor interrupt the higher level event. Consequently, the
distinction between the time scales of the events, the possibility of having the same component involved
in several events at different time scales, and the fact thatthe completion of some events may (or may
not) interfere with other events in which the same componentis involved require new notions of system
dynamics to be considered.

In this paper, we propose a process algebra with operations and with a semantics aimed at dealing
with these aspects of multiscale modelling. Actually, we aim at undertaking a foundational study. Hence,
we consider a minimal process algebra for the description ofbiological systems (a fragment of CCS [23]
and of the Chemical Ground Form [14]) and we make the minimal changes we think to be necessary to
describe the new aspects of interest.

As regards the syntax of the new process algebra (calledProcess Algebra with Preemptive and Con-
servative actions), we propose a new action prefixing operator that allows an action to be executed in a
conservative(or non-consuming) manner, namely without removing the process that performed it. As
regards the semantics, we define it as a labelled transition system by following theST semanticsapproach
(see [21, 19, 20, 12]) in which actions are not instantaneous, but described by two separate starting and
ending transitions. This will permit to have processes in which multiple actions are running in parallel
and competing for their completion. Indeed, we change the usual interpretation of the summation op-
erator (by making it slightly similar to a parallel composition) order to allow a process to be involved
in several actions at the same time. The termination of an action in a summation may interrupt (in a
preemptiveway) the others that are concurrently executed in the same summation, depending on which
action prefixing operator is used.

The semantics of the process algebra is given in a compositional way, and this allows us to study
behavioural equivalences. In particular, we define a notionof bisimulation for the process algebra and
we prove a congruence result for it. Some examples are given of use of the process algebra and of the
bisimulation relation.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introducethe syntax of the processes, process
configurations and some auxiliary functions to define the semantics, given in Section 3 with an exam-
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ple. In Section 4 a behavioural equivalence for the processes is presented. Finally, we end with some
conclusions and future work in Section 5.

2 A Process Algebra with Preemptive and Conservative actions

In this section we present the syntax of aProcess Algebra with Preemptive and Conservative actions, in
the following shortly denoted as PAPC.

2.1 The Syntax

PAPC is a process algebra with dyadic communication in the style of CCS [23] and of theπ-calculus
[24, 25]. Hence, communications involve exactly two processes at a time. As in the cases of CCS and
of theπ-calculus, the description of biological systems with PAPCis based on aprocesses-as-molecules
view: the modeling of a molecular speciesSoccurringn times in a system includesn copies of a process
PS modeling a single molecule.

Differently with respect to the approach of classical process algebras, where actions are instanta-
neous, in PAPC we assume that actions can consume time and that the instants of start and completion of
an action can be detached. An action that has already startedbut not yet completed is said to berunning.

Let us assume an infinite set of actionsAct ranged over byα ,β , . . . and a function( ) : Act → Act
such thatα = α . We also denote withActτ the set of actions enriched with the special internal actionτ ,
Actτ = Act∪{τ} . The abstract syntax of PAPC is a follows.

Definition Processes of PAPC are defined by the following grammar:

P := 0
∣

∣ α .P
∣

∣ α : P
∣

∣ P+P
∣

∣ P | P
∣

∣ A

whereα ∈ Act. We denote the set of all processes byP.

As usual, 0 denotes the classical idle process that can perform no action. PAPC processes can perform
actions inAct in two different ways (represented by two different action prefixing operators). Bothα .P
andα : P can perform the actionα . However, after performing such an action, the first processsimply
behaves asP, while the second process continues its execution asP | α : P, namely it produces a copy
of P, but it is also availabe again to performα . This difference in the behaviour allowsα .P to model a
molecule that can be involved in a reaction that transforms it into another molecule, andα : P to model
a molecule that can be involved in a reaction that does not consume nor transform it. Another difference
betweenα .P andα : P is related with the fact that actions are not instantaneous and that a process can
start several actions concurrently. When an action used as in α .P completes, it interrupts all other running
actions for the same process. This agrees with the intuitionthatα .P represents a transformation of the
described molecule into a different one. On the other hand, when an action used as inα : P completes, it
does not interrupt the other running actions of the same process. Again, this agrees with the intuition that
the described molecule is neither consumed nor transformedinto something different. We say thatα is
preemptivewith respect toα .P and that it isconservativewith respect toα : P. Notice that in PAPC the
composition of these two approaches is possible, since an action α may be conservative for a process,
and the complementary actionα may be preemptive.

A processP+ Q is able to start actions of bothP or Q, but notice that, because of the difference
between conservative and preemptive actions and the fact that actions are not instantaneous, this summa-
tion operator does not correspond to the choice operator of classical process algebras. In fact, starting an
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action inP (resp.Q) does not imply that processQ (resp.P) is discarded. As a consequence,P+Q may
start several actions, which are said to be incompetition, meaning that they run concurrently until one of
them completes. When an actionα in P (resp.Q) completes, then all actions inQ (resp.P) competing
with it have to be interrupted only ifα is preemptive. If this is the case, thenQ (resp. P) is discarded.
Differently, if a conservative action completes, then the summation is not discharged and, consequently,
all the running actions in the summation are still running.

A processP | Q is the parallel composition of processesP andQ. Handshaking is possible between
any actionα in P and its complementary actionα in Q. The handshaking is to be performed to assign to
an instance of communication a unique identifier which may beused to interrupt the communication. An
interesting case here is when an actionα in P and its complementary actionα in Q have been coupled
with an handshaking, have started and not yet terminated, and some preemptive action inP competing
with α completes, so thatα must be interrupted. In fact, in this case also the complementary actionα in
Q must be interrupted.

Finally, constantsA are used to specify recursive systems. In general, systems are specified as a set of

constant defining equations of the formA
def
= P. As usual, we assume that all processes in these equations

areclosedandguarded.
Some further considerations are worth in order to introducethe differences between PAPC and the

classical process algebras. The capability of having competing actions is at the basis for the choices we

made in the definition of PAPC. A processP
def
= P1+ ...+Pn can startmultiple actions in parallel, but can

be involved ineach action at most once at a time. Notice that, in classical process algebras, this is not
possible since an action, when starts, determines the future process to transformP in. Hence, the choice
is resolved at the time of the starting of an action. In this sense, the summation operator of PAPC is not
a classical choice for the reason that the competing actionscompete for their completion, and, then, the
semantics of the completion, and hence the semantics of the PAPC summation, will depend on the type
of the action to be completed, namely whether it is conservative or preemptive.

Consequently, at any time of a computation,P could be in a configuration in which some of its actions
are currently running. More precisely, the competition of the running actions is due to the fact that they
are waiting to complete. Practically, the time for completion may be modeled by general distributions
as in [12], or by delays as in [5, 6]. However, in this first definition of the algebra we do not consider
quantitative timing and stochasticity.

In order to define the semantics of PAPC we need to model a process with possibly running actions.
We do this by introducing a notion of process configuration.

Definition Process configurations of PAPC are defined by the following grammar:

CP := [α ]l .P
∣

∣ [α ]l : P
∣

∣ CP +CP
∣

∣ CP |CP
∣

∣ P

whereα ∈ Act andl ∈ N. We denote the set of all possible process configurations asC .

Any processP∈P is also in a valid configuration, henceP ⊂ C . However, a process configuration
may contain actions denoted by a different prefix. In particular, the configuration[α ]l .P is the config-
uration reached byα .P after α has started, and[α ]l : P is the configuration reached byα : P after α
has started. For both the action prefixes, the new argumentl ∈ N is a natural number that identifies the
running action. Notice that these identifiers, which have tobe unique, are computed by the handshaking
performed before the start of an action and, once a preemptive action is completed, they may be used
to interrupt all other competing actions. Then, if one of these competing actions isα and it has started
an handshaking with another actionα in a process running in parallel, then also this actionα will be
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interrupted. This can be obtained by assigning the same identifier to these two actions when the hand-
shaking begins. By the definition of the semantics it will be clear how both the partners will share the
same identifier for the actions.

Let us define by structural recursion an auxiliary functionId : C 7→ N as follows:

Id([α ]l .P) = Id([α ]l : P) = {l}

Id(CP +C′
P) = Id(CP |C′

P) = Id(CP)∪ Id(C′
P)

Id(P) = /0.

The valueId(CP) denotes the set of the identifiers of the actions in the configurationCP that are running.

For instance, given a configurationCP
def
= [α ]l .P+ β : Q| [γ]l

′

.T, the identifiers collected by functionId
are given byId(CP) = {l , l ′}.

Finally, we define a functionAction : N×C 7→ ℘ (Act) such thatAction(l ,CP) collects the set of
actions currently running inCP and with assigned identifierl , if any. The functionAction is defined as
follows:

Action(l , [α ]l .P) = Action(l , [α ]l : P) = {α}

Action(l , [α ]l
′

.P) = Action(l , [α ]l
′

: P) = /0 if l 6= l ′

Action(l ,CP +C′
P) = Action(l ,CP |C′

P) = Action(l ,CP)∪Action(l ,C′
P)

Action(l ,P) = /0.

The definition of this function is similar to the definition ofId. For instance, given the configuration

CP
def
= [α ]l .P+β : Q| [γ]l

′

.T, the actions collected by functionActionare given byAction(l ,CP) = {α},
Action(l ′,CP) = {γ} and, for alll ′′ 6= l andl ′′ 6= l ′, Action(l ′′,CP) = /0.

In the next sections we define the semantics of PAPC by using the notions of process, process con-
figurations and these auxiliary functions.

3 A Structural Operational Semantics for PAPC

In this section we define a Structural Operational Semantics(SOS) [28] for PAPC. The aim of the SOS is

to equip PAPC with a Labeled Transition System (LTS), namelya set of transitions of the formP
ℓ
→r P′

representing a move fromP∈ C to P′ ∈ C , with the label ℓ carrying some information about the move
and the indexr used to group transitions describing a particular aspect ofthe behavior of the processes.
The LTS is defined by a set of SOS transition rules of the formpremises

conclusion. Intuitively, each of these rules
explains how a move of a process is obtained from moves of its subprocesses. All our rules are in Figures
1–6. We assume the standard way for assigning an LTS with sucha set of transition rules (see, e.g., [1]).

The main features of the SOS we want are the following. Firstly, it must have a mechanism to
interrupt competing actions and this mechanism is activated by the completion of a preemptive action.
Secondly, the style of the semantics must be ST-like, as thispermits to easily observe detached events as
the start and the completion of an action.

In order to get this features, we define a relation for modeling the start of an action and the coupling of
processes; this will be named as thehandshaking relation. Furthermore, we define acompletion relation
for modeling the finishing of both preemptive and conservative actions. These two relations will make
use of aninterruption relationto model the interruption of currently running actions, as required by the
notion of preemptive actions.
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(H1) α .P
1,α +

−−−→H [α ]1 .P (H2) α : P
1,α +

−−−→H [α ]1 : P

(H3)
P

l ,α +

−−→H P′ l 6∈ Id(Q)

P+Q
l ,α +

−−→H P′ +Q

(H4)
P

l ,α +

−−→H P′ l ∈ Id(Q) l ′ = min{N− Id(P+Q)}

P+Q
l ′,α +

−−−→H P′[l ′/l ]+Q

(H5)
P

l ,α +

−−→H P′ l 6∈ Id(Q) α ∈ Actτ

P | Q
l ,α +

−−→H P′ | Q

(H6)
P

l ,α +

−−→H P′ l ∈ Id(Q) l ′ = min{N− Id(P | Q)} α ∈ Actτ

P | Q
l ′,α +

−−−→H P′[l ′/l ] | Q

(H7)
P

l ,α +

−−→H P′ Q
l ′,α +

−−−→H Q′ l ′′ = min{N− Id(P | Q)}

P | Q
l ′′,τ +

−−−→H P′[l ′′/l ] | Q′[l ′′/l ′]

Figure 1: The handshaking relation−→H⊆ C ×Θ+×C .

The handshaking relation

This relation is used to model the starting of an action and the coupling of the processes starting comple-
mentary actions. The handshaking relation is−→H⊆ C ×Θ+ ×C , whereΘ+ contains labelsθ+ of the
form

θ+ = (l ,α +)

wherel ∈N represents the identifier assigned to the started actionα ∈Actτ , and the use of the superscript
“+” comes from the definition of the semantics in the ST style,in order to denote the start of an action.
The SOS rules in Figure 1 are at the basis of the definition of−→H . We implicitly assume the rules
symmetric to(H3),(H4),(H5),(H6).

Rules(H1) and (H2) model the starting of an actionα . At any time a process with prefixα can
start actionα moving to a configuration in which it cannot perform the same action anymore, i.e. the
configuration[α ]1 .P or, analogously, the configuration[α ]1 : P. Such a configuration, together with
the one describing the process performing the complementary action, has to be uniquely identified by
a natural number representing the identifier of the just started action. At this step, the process simply
chooses 1 as unique identifier. All our choices for assigningidentifiers to actions are inspired to those
of [11], which ensure that the portion of LTS rooted in a givenprocess is finite. The rules for binary
operators+ and| will solve conflicts of colliding identifiers, if any. Noticethat both preemptive actions
and conservative actions start in the same way.

Rules(H3) and(H4) combine the start of an action with operator+. In rule (H3) the identifierl of
the actionα started by processP has no conflicts with the identifiers of the competing actionsrunning in
processQ. Differently, in the case of rule(H4) a conflict does exist, which implies that a fresh identifier
l ′ replacesl . Again, the policy by which we choose the new fresh identifier, along the line of [11], is such
that the resulting LTS is finite. More precisely, the use of the setN− Id(P+Q) is such that we consider,
in the process of renaming an identifier inP′, the only set of identifiers not used in a processP+Q and,
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(I1) [α ]l .P
{l}
−→I α .P (I2) [α ]l : P

{l}
−→I α : P

(I3) [α ]l .P
/0
−→I [α ]l .P (I4) [α ]l : P

/0
−→I [α ]l : P

(I5) α .P
/0
−→I α .P (I6) α : P

/0
−→I α : P

(I7)
P

L
−→I P′ Q

M
−→I Q′

P+Q
L∪M
−−→I P′ +Q′

Figure 2: The interruption relation−→I⊆ C ×℘ (N)×C .

from that, the choice of extracting the minimum value is suchthat the LTS is finite. We use this strategy
in all the rules where we have to resolve some conflicts.

Rules(H5), (H6) and(H7) combine the start of an action with the operator|. Rules(H5) and(H6)
model an autonomous move by one of the two processes, and dealwith identifiers as(H3) and (H4),
respectively. As in classical process algebras, we do not force P andQ to handshake, sinceP could
handshake with a further process composed in parallel withP | Q.

Notice that here we may have a conflict even if inQ the action associated with the colliding identifier
is the complementary actionα . Rule(H7) models the handshaking by assigning to this particular instance
of synchronization a new fresh identifierl ′′ chosen with the same policy used to resolve conflicts in the
previous rules. The renaming of both old identifiers with thenewly generated is due to the fact that, in
general, the two processes will have two different candidate identifiers, i.e.l and l ′. The system in this
case exhibits the internal actionτ +. By applying this rule, the two processes terminated thishandshaking
phase.

The interruption relation

This relation, differently from those found in classical process algebras, is used to model the interruption
of a set of actions currently running in a process. The interruption is caused by the completion of
competing preemptive actions. The interruption relation is−→I⊆C ×℘ (N)×C , where a labelM ∈ ℘ (N)
contains the identifiers of the actions that have been interrupted. The rules presented in Figure 2 are at
the basis of the definition of−→I .

At any time, a process either in configuration[α ]l .P or [α ]l : P may interrupt the action it is currently
performing. In these cases, treated with rules(I1) and (I2), it moves to a configuration in which the
interrupted actionα may start again, namely to configurationα .P or α : P, respectively. In both the rules,
the identifierl of the interrupted action is exhibited as a label of this transition. Again, this information
will be used to interrupt also the partner of this action, as we are assuming that there is a partner in the
system which, after terminating the handshaking phase, hasbeen coupled with the same labell .

In some cases not all the actions have to be interrupted, so the processes in configuration[α ]l .P or
[α ]l : P must be able also to non-deterministically decide whether to interrupt or not. This second case is
described by rules(I3) and(I4), which may seem controversial at first glance. In particular, it may not be
clear why a process may independently decide whether to interrupt or not some of the currently running
actions. The need of this autonomy for the process can be clarified by an example. Let us assume a
process configuration(P+Σ) | (Q+Σ′) | S| R, where bothP andQ successfully complete a preemptive
action. The actions to be interrupted are those currently running in bothΣ andΣ′, namely those with
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(C1) [α ]l .P
l ,α−, /0
−−−→CP P (C2)

P
l ,α−,L
−−−→CP P′

P+Q
l ,α−,L∪Id(Q)
−−−−−−−→CP P′

(C3)
P

l ,α−,L
−−−→CP P′ Q

M
−→I Q′ M ⊇ (Id(Q)∩L) V = (L∪M)\ (L∩ Id(Q)) α ∈ Actτ

P | Q
l ,α−,V
−−−−→CP P′ | Q′

(C4)
P

l ,α−,L
−−−→CP P′ Q

l ,α−,M
−−−−→CP Q′ N = L∩M

P | Q
l ,τ−,(L∪M)\N
−−−−−−−−→CP P′ | Q′

Figure 3: The completion relation for preemptive actions−→CP⊆ C ×Θ−
CP×C .

identifiers denoted byId(Σ)∪ Id(Σ′). Let us assume that some of the actions that have to be interrupted
in Σ andΣ′ were coupled with some actions inS. In this case, also these actions inSshould be interrupted
as well. Moreover,Smay be involved in other actions currently running and coupled with actions inR.
Indeed, these actions must not be interrupted. This means that from S the correct derivation with the
interruption relation, in general, will not exhibit as label Id(S), indeed it will exhibit a strict subset of
Id(S). This implies thatSmust be able to autonomously decide which actions to interrupt, and this can
be done by properly combining derivations of the interruption relation. The composition of the relations
of the whole semantics will provide the correctness, namelythe fact that all and only those to interrupt
are actually interrupted.

Also, a process which is not performing any action, namely a process in a configurationα .P or α : P,
does not interrupt any action, as stated by rules(I5) and(I6).

Finally, rule(I7) simply collects the labels of the interrupted actions in a summation. Notice that this
relation is not defined for process configurations of the formPC | P′

C as the use of this relation is limited
to the level of the summation.

The completion relation for preemptive actions

This relation is used to model the completion of a preemptiveaction. We will define completion relations
also for conservative actions as well as the combination of both preemptive and conservative actions.

The completion relation for preemptive actions is−→CP⊆ C ×Θ−
CP×C , with Θ−

CP containing labels
of the form

θ− := (l ,α−,N)

wherel ∈ N represents the identifier that was assigned to the completedactionα ∈ Actτ when it was
started,N ∈ ℘ (N) is the set of the identifiers of the competing actions that areinterrupted by the termi-
nation ofα , and the use of the superscript “-” comes from the definition of the semantics in the ST style.
The rules presented in Figure 3 are at the basis of the definition of −→CP. We implicitly assume rules
symmetric to(C2) and(C3).

Rule (C1) describes the completion of a preemptive action. When it completes, as the action is
preemptive, the process is substituted by its continuationP. In the label, the identifierl is needed to
couple this process with the one performing the corresponding complementary actionα , which will have
the same identifierl because of the handshaking, and /0 states that no action is interrupted.
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(C5) [α ]l : P
l ,α−, /0,P
−−−−−→CC α : P (C6)

P
l ,α−,L,P′′

−−−−−→CC P′ Q
M
−→I Q′

P+Q
l ,α−,L∪M,P′′

−−−−−−−→CC P′ +Q′

(C7)
P

l ,α−,L,P′′

−−−−−→CC P′

P | Q
l ,α−,L,P′′

−−−−−→CC P′ | Q
(C8)

P
l ,α−, /0,P′′

−−−−−→CC P′ Q
l ,α−, /0,Q′′

−−−−−→CC Q′

P | Q
l ,τ−, /0
−−−→CP P′ | Q′ | P′′ | Q′′

Figure 4: The completion relation for conservative actions−→CC⊆ C ×Θ−
CC×C .

Rule (C2) states that the completion of a preemptive action inP affects a summationP+ Q so that
all actions running inQ should be interrupted. This is obtained by adding to the set of labels of actions
interruptedL, the set of actions currently running in the processQ which disappears by the completion
of the action inP, hence the exhibited set of labels becomesL∪ Id(Q).

Rule(C3) states that the completion of a preemptive action inP affects a parallel compositionP | Q
so that all actions running inQ that are coupled with actions interrupted inP, must be interrupted as well.

Rule(C4) models the case in which bothP andQ complete preemptive actions that were coupled. As
in classical process algebras, the whole systemP | Q exhibits an internal actionτ . Some of the actions
required to be interrupted outsideP, may be also required to be interrupted byQ. Such a set is denoted
by N and can be removed from the set of actions that can be interrupted outsideP | Q. The remaining
set of actions, which have to be still interrupted by furthercomposition with the parallel operator outside
P | Q, is the set of those belonging toP and not toQ, and viceversa.

The completion relation for conservative actions

This relation is used to model the completion of a conservative action. This relation is−→CC⊆ C ×Θ−
CC×

C , whereΘ−
CC contains labels of the form

θ− := (l ,α−,N,P)

wherel ∈ N represents the identifier assigned to the completed actionα ∈ Actτ , N ∈ ℘ (N) is the set of
identifiers of the interrupted actions, andP∈ P is the continuation of the action which terminated and
that, syntactically, must be propagated at the level of a parallel composition. At first sight it could sound
strange that we need the componentN. The idea is that we have to take care that a processQ terminating
a conservative actionα could be composed in parallel with another processQ′ terminating the action
α coupled withα . Now, if α is preemptive, there may be some running actionsβ in Q′ that should be
interrupted, which implies that if there is an actionβ in Q coupled withβ , alsoβ must be interrupted.
For this reason, such aβ must appear inN. Of course, if alsoα is conservative, then in the transition by
Q used to infer the transition ofQ | Q′, N will be empty.

The rules presented in Figure 4 are at the basis of the definition of relation−→CP. We implicitly
assume rules symmetric to(C6) and(C7).

Rule (C5) deals with termination of a conservative actionα in configuration[α ]l : P. The process
becomes able to perform the terminated action again, namelyit rolls back to configurationα : P. Also,
as expected by a conservative action, it produces the continuation P, which, because of the inductive
approach of the SOS semantics, cannot appear at the same syntactic level of the configurationα : P.
Specifically, the continuationP will have to appear at the level of a parallel composition. ToforwardP
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(C9)
P

l ,α−,L,P′′

−−−−−→CC P′ Q
l ,α−,M
−−−−→CP Q′ L ⊆ M

P | Q
l ,τ−,M\L
−−−−−→CP P′ | Q′ | P′′

Figure 5: The completion relation for hybrid actions obtained by means of the other completion relations.

(R1)
P

ℓ
→r P′

A
ℓ

→r P′
if A

def
= P

Figure 6: The standard rule for recursion.

at the correct syntactic level,P is exhibited as a label of the transition. The empty set used in the label
denotes that no action is interrupted by completion ofα .

Rule(C6) clearly justifies the terminology “conservative”. When a conservative actionα completes
in a processP being part of a configurationP+Q, it is required neither that actions inQ are interrupted,
nor thatQ is canceled. This is clearly different from what happens when a preemptive action is completed
(rule (C2)). More precisely, the set of actions interrupted inQ, namelyM, is a subset ofId(Q) since here
not all the actions inQ have to be interrupted. Furthermore, the continuation of the action, namelyP′′ in
the rule, is exhibited as a transition label, since also in this case we are not yet at the syntactic level of a
parallel composition.

Rule(C7) describes the case in whichP completes a conservative actionα and the coupled actionα
is not inQ, since it runs in some other process running in parallel withP | Q.

Rule (C8) deals with the completion of two coupled conservative actions. As expected, the system
exhibits an internal actionτ , the label shows that no action has to be interrupted, and both the continua-
tions appearing in the labels of the transitions of both processesP andQ, namelyP′′ andQ′′, are put in
parallel with the continuationsP′ andQ′. Notice that this last derivation is a derivation for→CP rather
than→CC. The reason for this is thatP′′ andQ′′ are already at the correct syntactic level and do not
require to be lifted anymore.

Completion of both conservative and preemptive actions

We have to deal with the completion of two coupled actionsα andα such that one of them is conservative
and the other preemptive. To this purpose, we add the rule shown in Figure 5 and we implicitly assume
a symmetric rule.

Notice thatL ⊆ M expresses that the actions running in the processQ performing the conservative
actions and that have to be interrupted are those that were coupled with actions running in the processP
performing the preemptive action. In fact, such a coupling is the only reason we have to interrupt actions
running inQ.

Recursive definitions

As far as the naming of processes is concerned, we define the standard rule for recursion, showed in
Figure 6, for all the relations we defined.
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A toy example

In this section we discuss the modeling of a multiscale system where we consider two populations. At
a higher level of abstraction we consider a cellC, and at a lower level a generic proteinP. A cell C can
be involved in a process leading to its duplication. Also, itcan be involved in some low–level reactions
(i.e. DNA transcription inside its nucleus) leading to the creation, in the environment outsideC, of a
protein of speciesP. Of course, we consider this model at a level of detail such that we do not need to
take into account any other possible population of either cells or proteins which could be involved in the
dynamics.

In the context of chemically reacting systems such a system may be described by two populationsC
andP, and by two reactionsR1 andR2 such that

R1 : C−→C+C R2 : C −→C+P.

ReactionsR1 andR2 model the non linear growth of cellC and the production of a proteinP by a cellC,
respectively. Notice that, at this level of detail, the production of proteinP depends on the cellC where
all the details of the biological process leading to the creation of the protein are abstracted away. The
initial state of the system can be defined to have a precise initial number of cellsC and proteinsP in the
environment.

We model now such a system in PAPC, and we show how the semantics models the behavior of the
populations. As PAPC is based on the paradigm processes-as-molecules, we start by assuming two types
of processes for each species which, for clarity, are namedC andP. As we want to model two reactions,
we assume the following set of actions{α ,α ,γ,γ} whereα (resp. α ) andγ (resp. γ) model reaction
R1 andR2, respectively. Also, as in PAPC the communication is dyadicand the reactions use a single
reactant, we define two auxiliary processXα andXγ, used to model the communications onα andγ,
respectively.

ReactionR1 creates two new different cells able to start again, if possible, the duplication process.
In the context of PAPC we modelR1 by using preemptive actions for bothα andα since the duplication
of a cell interrupts all the low-level protein-transcription event inside the duplicated cell. Differently, the
actions modeling reactionR2 are conservative since the protein-transcription event does not interrupt the
duplication process started by a cell.

The PAPC processes are defined as

C
def
= α .(C |C)+γ : P Xα def

= α .(Xα | Xα ) Xγ def
= γ : 0.

Notice that we do not give a definition of the processP since it appears only as a product of the events
we want to model, and hence we are not interested in the interactions it may have in the system.

ProcessC as expected can perform two actions. Actionα produces the two new copies ofC. Such
an action is performed by synchronizing with the auxiliary processXα which will produce two copies of
itself to permit the duplication of the new cell. Indeed, thenumber of copies of the auxiliary processXα

must grow with the same law of growth for the cellsC. BothC andXα behave as preemptive inα and
α , as expected. ProcessC can also perform, by synchronizing withXγ, the actionγ. The result of such
action is to produce a new proteinB without interrupting its running duplication, if any. The number of
processesXγ in the system bounds the number of cells which can simultaneously produce a protein of
typeB. This is obtained by producing, inXγ, the nil process. If this were a too strong constraint, it would
have been possible to add aXγ process in the continuation of the actionα in C, as done forXα . For the
sake of simplicity in this model we consider this constraintto be reasonable.
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We discuss now some features of the semantics of PAPC for a simple systemS described by the
process

S
def
= C | Xα | Xγ .

In Sboth the reactions may fire. We assume reactionR1 to fire first. To this extent, the semantics permits
to observe handshaking derivations as

C
1,α +

−−−→H [α ]1 .(C |C)+γ : P Xα 1,α +

−−−→H [α ]1 .(Xα | Xα ) .

Then the whole processSperforms a derivation as

S
1,τ +

−−→H [α ]1 .(C |C)+γ : P | [α ]1 .(Xα | Xα ) | Xγ ≡ S′

where the new processS′ is such that the actionα is now running inC and inXα , with identifier 1. InS′

actionα can not start, but just complete, we assume reactionR2 to fire. The semantics permits to observe
the handshaking derivations

γ : P
1,γ+

−−→H [γ]1 : P Xγ 1,γ+

−−→H [γ]1 : 0.

The composition of these derivations resolves the conflictsof the colliding identifiers such that the deriva-
tion for C will be

[α ]1 .(C |C)+γ : P
2,γ+

−−→H [α ]1 .(C |C)+ [γ]2 : P

and the whole system performs the following derivation

S′
2,τ +

−−→H [α ]1 .(C |C)+ [γ]2 : P | [α ]1 .(Xα | Xα ) | [γ]2 : 0≡ S′′

where inS′′ all the possible actions are running. We consider now two different cases:(a) R1 completes
beforeR2 and(b) viceversa.

(a) ReactionR1 completes beforeR2: in this case actionα (resp.α ) completes before actionγ (resp.
γ), interrupting it. The semantics permits to derive transitions as

[α ]1 .(C |C)
1,α−, /0
−−−−→CP C |C [α ]1 .(Xα | Xα )

1,α−, /0
−−−−→CP Xα | Xα .

Actions inC and inXγ have to be interrupted, hence we derive

[α ]1 .(C |C)+ [γ]2 : P
1,α−,{2}
−−−−−→CP C |C [γ]2 : 0

{2}
−−→I Xγ

where{2} denotes the actions to be interrupted. Consequently, the whole processS′′ will perform
the transition

S′′
1,τ−, /0
−−−→CP C |C | Xα | Xα | Xγ

where in the resulting process no actions are running, as expected, and there are two cells and two
auxiliary processesXα .
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(b) ReactionR2 completes beforeR1: in this case actionγ (resp.γ) completes before actionα (resp.
α ). The semantics permits to derive transitions as

[γ]2 : 0
2,γ−, /0,0
−−−−→CC γ : 0 [γ]2 : P

2,γ−, /0,P
−−−−→CC γ : P.

No actions have to be interrupted in any process, hence we derive

[α ]1 .(C |C)
/0
−→I [α ]1 .(C |C) [α ]1 .(C |C)+ [γ]2 : P

2,γ−, /0,0
−−−−→CC [α ]1 .(C |C)+γ : P.

The whole processS′′ will then perform the transition

S′′
2,τ−, /0
−−−→CP [α ]1 .(C |C)+γ : P | [α ]1 .(Xα | Xα ) | Xγ | P | 0

where, as expected, in the resulting process only one actionis still running (cell division) and a
single proteinP has been produced.

4 Bisimulation equivalence for PAPC

Bisimulation equivalence is a central notion in concurrency theory. For processes with a higher order
behaviour, namely processes whose behaviour is described by portions of transition systems in which
processes appear in the labels, the notion of bisimulation is usually replaced by a higher order notion of
bisimulation [3, 10, 35], which can be rephrased in our setting as follows:

Definition A symmetric relationR ⊆ C ×C is a bisimulation iff whenever(P,Q) ∈ R, then it holds
that:

• if P
ℓ

→r P′ for any P′ ∈ C , r ∈ {H, I ,CP} and labelℓ, thenQ
ℓ

→r Q′ for someQ′ ∈ C such that
(P′,Q′) ∈ R.

• if P
l ,α−,L,P′′

−−−−−→CC P′ for anyP′ ∈ C , l ∈ N, α ∈ Act, L ⊆ N andP′′ ∈ C , thenQ
l ,α−,L,Q′′

−−−−−→CC Q′ for
someQ′,Q′′ ∈ C such that(P′,Q′) ∈ R and(P′′,Q′′) ∈ R.

The union of all bisimulations is, in turn, a bisimulation, which is denoted with≈ and is called as “the
bisimulation”.

For an algebric treatment of bisimulation equivalence and to reason in a compositional way, a bisim-
ulation is required to be a congruence. By taking the standard notion of contextC[ ], a bisimulationR is
a congruence with respect to all operations of the process algebra if and only if, given any pair(P,Q)∈R

and any contextC[ ], it holds that(C[P],C[R]) ∈ R.

Theorem Bisimulation is a congruence w.r.t. all PAPC operations.

Proof. If we consider PAPC without recursion, then the proof comes for free. In fact, in [26] it is shown
that higher order bisimulation is a congruence with respectto all process algebra operations whose se-
mantics is defined through transition rules respecting somesyntactical constraints, and it can be checked
that the transition rules we use respect such constraints. The extension of the proof to the case of recur-
sion is standard.
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The bisimulation relation for PAPC is a very fine behavioral equivalence. This can be seen as a dis-
advantage, since with behavioral equivalences it is often desirable to be able to equate as many processes
as possible. On the other hand, the fact that bisimulation turns out to be fine may have another meaning,
namely that all the ingredients used in the process algebra play an important role. This does not hap-
pen, for instance, for the parallel composition in some variants of CCS where it can be reduced into an
equivalent summation of processes.

We go through this last consideration via an example. Let us consider the following two PAPC
processes

C
def
= α .(C |C) C′ def

= α : C′ .

The behaviour of the two processes is similar: both of them perform an actionα and then continue
as with copies of the initial process (in the case ofC′ one of such two copies is not indicated in the
continuation ofα since it is obtained from the semantics of conservative actions). Even if the behaviour
of the two processes seems to be the same, it is immediate to see that the two processes are not bisimilar.

In fact, they repeatedly perform the same handshaking transition
l ,α +

−−→H , but followed by two different

completion transitions, namely
l ,α−, /0
−−−→CP and

l ,α−, /0,C′

−−−−−→CC. This permits to state that, in general,C 6≈C′.
This is exactly what we expect from our bisimulation relation since, when the two processes are put
in a summation context, their behavior would determine the behavior of the whole context. In fact,
the completion of the action in a processC+ Σ would interrupt any action currently running inΣ and,
differently, for the case ofC′+Σ no actions inΣ would be interrupted. This is due to the fact that the two
processes perform the same action but with different prefix operators.

In order to see whether this is important, is enough to consider the toy example given in the previous

section where actions are modeled by a processC
def
= α .(C |C)+ γ : P. In that example the creation of

two new cells should be an event which interrupts, when completes, the production of proteinP by the

cell. Of course, if the process used in the model would have beenC
def
= α : C+γ : P, then the completion

of the duplication process for the cell would not have interrupted the production ofP.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we considered the problem of modeling biological systems in which different scale levels
are taken into account resulting in the fact that actions at ahigher level may take more time than actions
at a lower one.

In order to model such systems we defined PAPC, a variant of theCCS process algebra in which a
process may be simultaneously involved in one long lasting high level action and in several faster lower
level actions. In order to model this, we added in the algebratwo different prefix operators to model
the role of a process in an action. A process can either act as conservative or preemptive in an action,
resulting in two different behaviors for the process and theother actions which currently are started and
not completed.

We gave a compositional Structural Operations Semantics for PAPC by means of different relations,
one for each of the possible events which may change the stateof a process, namely the start and the
completion of the actions. The semantics we gave is in ST style as this permits to observe the start and
the completion of an action as two detached events. This style of the semantics permits also to observe
processes in configurations in which multiple actions are started and not completed.
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We also defined a notion of behavioral equivalence for PAPC processes based on the ideas of higher-
order bisimulations for process calculi. We proved that ourbisimulation is a congruence for all PAPC
operators.

In the paper, we also showed some simple example of PAPC processes such that their semantics
permits to observe the key features of the algebra. We also discussed the notion of bisimulation we
introduced by analyzing two simple PAPC processes.

As a future work we will apply PAPC to the modeling of multiscale systems in order to prove the
utility of the formalism. Also, we may consider to enrich PAPC with biologically inspired operators
to easily model complexation, de-complexation or more complex biological structures as membranes
or compartments as it has been previously done with other calculi. Moreover, we may consider the
definition of more biologically inspired notions of equivalence for PAPC processes.
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Many biological phenomena are inherently multiscale, i.e. they are characterized by interactions in-

volving different spatial and temporal scales simultaneously. Though several approaches have been

proposed to provide “multilayer” models, only Complex Automata, derived from Cellular Automata,

naturally embed spatial information and realize multiscaling with well-established inter-scale inte-

gration schemas. Spatial P systems, a variant of P systems in which a more geometric concept of

space has been added, have several characteristics in common with Cellular Automata. We propose

such a formalism as a basis to rephrase the Complex Automata multiscaling approach and, in this

perspective, provide a 2-scale Spatial P system describing bone remodelling. The proposed model

not only results to be highly faithful and expressive in a multiscale scenario, but also highlights the

need of a deep and formal expressiveness study involving Complex Automata, Spatial P systems and

other promising multiscale approaches, such as our shape-based one already resulted to be highly

faithful.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, it is possible to observe biological systems in great detail: with a light microscope one can

distinguish the compartments of a human cell, and with an electron microscope one can even see very

small details such as proteins. At the same time, models for describing and simulating biological systems

have comparable resolution regimes and work on different spatial and temporal scales.

Actually, a characteristic of biological complexity is the intimate connection that exists between such

scales. The bone remodelling [12], concerning the continuous replacement of old bone by new tissue, is

just an exemplar multiscale phenomenon, where macroscopic behaviour (at organ and tissue scale) and

microstructure (at cell scale) strongly influence each other (see Fig. 1).

At tissutal scale, two macroscopically different bone tissue types are distinguished: the cortical one

- which is a rather dense tissue although it is penetrated by blood vessels through a network of canaliculi

- and the trabecular one - which is porous and primarily found near joint surfaces, at the end of long

bones and within vertebrae. It is well-known that external mechanical loading allows bone to adapt its

structure in response to the mechanical demands; in particular, collagen fibers in bone tend to align with

maximum stresses in many bones and greatly increase their load-carrying capacity without increasing

mass, thus improving structural efficiency.

At cellular scale1, two main kinds of cells, namely osteoclasts (Oc) and osteoblasts (Ob), closely

collaborate in the remodelling process in what is called a Basic Multicellular Unit (BMU). The remod-

elling process begins at a quiescent bone surface (either cortical or trabecular) with the appearance of

Ocs, which attach to the bone tissue matrix, form a ruffled border, create an isolated microenvironment,

acidify it and dissolve the organic and inorganic matrices of the bone.

∗This work was partially supported by the Italian FIRB-MIUR LITBIO: Laboratory for Interdisciplinary Technologies in

Bioinformatics.
1For a more detailed description, see http://courses.washington.edu/bonephys/physremod.html.
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Figure 1: Multiscale view of a human femur.

Briefly after this resorptive process stops, Obs appear at the same surface site, deposit osteoid and

mineralize it. Some Obs are encapsulated in the osteoid matrix and differentiate to osteocytes (Oy).

Remaining Obs continue to synthesize bone until they eventually stop and transform to quiescent lining

cells (Lc) that completely cover the newly formed bone surface and connect with the Oys in the bone

matrix through a network of canaliculi.

Bone remodelling has been subject of extensive studies in many fields of research: much of the

proposed approaches are based on reduction - i.e. isolating the various components to unravel their indi-

vidual behaviour - without taking into account how mechanical forces are translated to structural adap-

tation of the internal cellular architecture [2, 14], while other approaches relate density changes in bone

directly to local strain magnitudes, abstracting from the underlying cellular processes (i.e. morphology

and metabolic activity) [7, 8, 17]. On the contrary, the actual knowledge about bone remodelling shows

several gaps at different resolution degrees at the same time [9]. For instance:

- (Tissue level) There are some questions as to whether the orientation of collagen fibers in bone

occurs through functional adaptation as the bone is being remodelled or is under genetic influence

during development.

- (Cell level) BMU existence indicates that a coupling mechanism must exist between formation and

resorption, i.e. among Obs and Ocs. However, the nature of this mechanism is not known.

- (Cell-Tissue level) It is not so clear how mechanical forces can be expressed in cell activity and

whether they are enough to explain remodelling. The current concept is that the bone architecture

is also controlled by local regulators and hormones (mainly insulin-like growth factors, cytokines

interleukin-1, interleukin-6 and RANKL) and that both local mechanical and metabolic signals are

detected from Oys. Whether this is true remains to be proven.

1.1 Motivations and contribution of the paper

Computational science is becoming more ambitious by moving beyond the traditional approach of mod-

elling individual isolated systems, towards integrated systems having numerous mutually interacting

components. Multiscale models just fall in this category as coupled models, where coupling is often

supported by domain specific (only in few cases, slightly more general) solutions. Although multiscale

models allow a high expressive description of a system, they are not always more “faithful” 2 than single-

2Informally, a model describing a complex system is considered “faithful” whenever the abstract representation it provides

is so close to the real system that allowing (the most of) system properties to be correctly inferred from it.
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scale ones. In fact, such a “faithfulness” is invalidated whenever spatial information is fully ignored and

approximation techniques are used to integrate the different components.

The need of spatial information. Space is fundamental to add “faithfulness” to biological models

(not only multiscale) [3, 4, 24, 11, 13, 18]. In the case of bone remodelling, for instance, the coalescence

process, i.e. the formation of Ocs, is possible only when a sufficient number of pre-osteoclasts (Pc) are

available and quite close to each other. The need of making explicit space in both single and multiscale

models has been already stressed - just taking into account bone remodelling - in [4], where a cell and

tissue scale model of the phenomenon have been defined and integrated in terms of shapes equipped

with perception, interaction and movement capabilities. Space has been there exploited to better under-

stand the blurry synergy between mechanical and metabolic factors triggering bone remodelling, both in

qualitative and in quantitative terms.

Obviously, bone remodelling is not the only biological phenomenon where space plays a crucial role.

For instance, cytoplasm (of even the simplest cell) and enzymes are other excellent examples. The first

contains many distinct compartments. In each compartment, localization of molecules can be influenced

in many different ways, such as by anchoring to structures like the plasma membrane or the cytoskeleton.

The latter, acting in the same pathway, are often found co-localized; as the product of one reaction is the

substrate for the next reaction along the pathway, this co-localization increases substrate availability and

concomitantly enhances catalytic activity by giving rise to increased local concentration of substrates.

The need of uniform modelling components. A multiscale model can be more or less “faithful”

according to what “single-scale” components are taken into account (for each scale) and how they are

“homogenized” (i.e. integrated) [15, 10, 3, 4, 5]. Homogenization is a very delicate and complex task

which can often lead to loss of information between scales - in particular when both “single-scale”

components are specifically heterogeneous (so that needing approximation techniques to be integrated)

and inter-scale synergies are particularly complex (so that admitting different homogenization schemas).

Just to give an idea of such a complexity, the simplest systems to homogenize are only those in

which a fine scale model can be coarsened (averaged) to produce key data for a coarser level model. For

instance, an atomistic model of a metal can be used to evaluate, ab initio, its shear and bulk moduli:

having found these two parameters, the coarse grained model (the equations of elasticity) can then be

solved, without further reference to the fine scale atomistic model.

On the contrary, in most of the cases the microscale problem depends on the macroscale variables,

hence systems do not decouple so easily and different homogenization schemas can arbitrarily been

applied. Consider, for instance, the fluid flow through a vessel network, where the fine scale structure

of the flow depends on the (coarse scale) pressure gradient. In this case, two different homogenization

schemas (respectively Matched asymptotic expansion method and Multiple scale method) could be taken

into account. According to the first, a fine scale could correspond to the flow through a single vessel,

an intermediate scale to vessels acting as discrete network, and a coarse scale to vessels acting as an

effective porous material. According to the latter, a fine scale could correspond to the flow through a

periodic network of vessels, and a coarse scale to vessels acting as an effective porous material.

As a consequence, a high uniformity degree among “single-scale” components implies the possibility

of defining well-established homogenization rules and increasing the “faithfulness” of a multiscale model

in the whole.

This aspect has been discussed in [4] where the shape-based approach, adopted for defining both

tissutal and cellular scales of bone remodelling, is crucial for easily achieving their integration. In detail,

the coupling is realized discretizing the trabecular tissue as a grid of cells, associating a shape-based

(and very detailed) BMU cellular model to each cell and dynamically alternating in it shapes, taken from

a finite family of basic shapes associated to specific mineralisation density values, in according to the
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density value computed by the underlying cellular model.

Contribution of the paper. Complex Automata (CxA) [16] are very close to what we consider to

be a “faithful” multiscale modelling paradigm (see Section 2). In fact, they naturally embed spatial

information and realize multiscaling on uniform components (namely Cellular Automata (CA) [21]) by

different and well-established integration schemas. Any CxA building block is composed of a finite

grid of cells, where each cell has an associated state taken from a finite set of different states. All the

cells change state in accordance with a rule, which is characteristic of the particular block. The rule is

deterministic and “local” - in the sense that the new state of a cell is determined only on the basis of the

previous states of cell itself and of nearby cells. For this reason, CxA rely on a rigid concept of space,

being directly inherited from the CA notation.

This aspect has been already taken into account in [5], where a 2-component CxA, based on a micro-

macro integration scheme, has been first defined for describing bone remodelling and then executed in

BIOSHAPE
3. In particular, the possibility in BIOSHAPE to associate to each shape its own physical

movement law (which can be different from that one associated to any neighbour) already raised the

need of investigating the CxA expressiveness about spatial heterogeneity.

Spatial P systems [1] (SP), a variant of P systems where a more geometric concept of space has

been added, have several characteristics in common with CA. SPs (see Section 3) embed a geometric

grid-based 2D concept of space. Cells in a SP contain objects and can be organized in a hierarchy of

membranes. Interactions in a cell occur between objects and are described with evolution rules defined

in the membrane to which every cell belongs. The evolution rules are space-based, i.e. their applicability

can depend on the presence of certain objects in the same cell or in neighbour cells. Moreover, each

cell of an SP can accommodate any number of objects, but only one of the so-called Mutually Exclusive

(ME) objects. This feature is useful to represent particular kind of objects that are larger than normal

ones and that create a context in a cell such that other objects with the same characteristics cannot be

created. ME objects, in conjunction with membranes, can also be used to represent physical obstacles

and to enclose certain compartments in which specific activities occur. However, differently from CxA,

SPs lack of well-established integration schemas.

Bone remodelling just becomes the pivot for facing both approaches. The SP paradigm could easily

rephrase the CxA proposed in [5], being both SPs and CxA able to describe spatial lattices and to model

different spatial and temporal layers. For this reason, the SP paradigm is instead exercised stressing

directly those modelling features which seem to characterize only SPs but not CxA (see Section 3.1).

In this perspective, the cellular scale is depicted by explicitly modelling local regulators, Obs, Ocs, pre-

osteoblasts (Pb) and pre-osteoclasts (Pc), as well as by emphasizing affinity and perceptual relations.

Undoubtedly the resulting SP allows a more complex and faithful description at cellular scale than

in [5] - where the rigid spatial approach inherited from CA approximates BMUs as simple spatial grids

of Ocs without local regulators - but, at the same time, very similar to that one depicted in [4]. For this

reason, the proposed SP for bone remodelling can be considered the first step of a formal expressiveness

study pivoting on CxA and involving SPs, as well as the shape-based multiscale approach that, previously

exploited for bone remodelling in [4], resulted to be also highly faithful.

3BIOSHAPE modelling and simulation environment can be found at http://cosy.cs.unicam.it/bioshape

http://cosy.cs.unicam.it/bioshape
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Figure 2: a. Scale Separation Map; b. CA execution flow.

2 The Complex Automata modelling paradigm

The Complex Automata (CxA) [16] paradigm has been recently introduced for modelling and simulating

multiscale systems and, in particular, the process of development of stenosis in a stented coronary artery

[10].

In the modelling phase, CxA building blocks are Cellular Automata (CA) [21] (i) representing pro-

cesses operating on different spatio-temporal scales, (ii) characterized by a uniform Lattice Boltzmann

Model-like (LBM) update rule - and, as a consequence, execution flow (see Fig. 2 (b)) - (iii) mutually

interacting across the scales by well-defined composition patterns4 (see Fig. 3). The simulation phase

mainly relies on agent-based models (ABM) [27, 26], where each ABM corresponds to a specific CA in

the CxA model.

More in detail, the update rule of any CA is uniformly defined as a composition of three operators:

boundary condition B[·] and collision C[·], both depending on external parameters, and propagation P,

depending on the topology of the domain. The B operator is needed to specify the values of the variable

that are defined by its external environment (in the case of a LBM fluid simulation, the missing density

distributions at the wall). The C operator represents the state update for each cell. The P operator

sends the local states of each cell to the neighbors that need it, assuming an underlying topology of

interconnection.

In an ABM, the same fundamental operations are also performed with cells replaced by agents. The

propagation procedure sends the local states of each agent to the neighbors that need it. A special agent

can be defined as a centralized information repository. The data structure is a set of agents which is

traversed in any order because all the above operation are, in nature, parallel operations.

Being the update rule of any CA uniformly defined, such composition patterns only depend on the

CA spatio-temporal “positions” in a Scale Separation Map (SSM), where each CA is represented as an

area according to its spatial and temporal scales (see Fig. 2 (a)). Formally:

Definition 2.1 A CxA A is a graph (V,E), where V - the set of vertices - and E - the set of edges - are

4Due to the lack of space, composition patterns are not discussed here and we refer to [6] for further details.
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Figure 3: SSM and Composition patterns.

defined as follows:

- V = {Ck =def 〈(∆xk,∆tk,Xk,Tk),Sk,Φk,s
0
k ,uk〉|Ck is a CA} where ∀Ck ∈V ,

- (∆xk,∆tk,Xk,Tk) denotes the spatio-temporal domain of Ck, i.e. ∆xk is the cell spatial size, Xk is

the space region size, ∆tk is the time step and Tk is the end of the simulated time interval of Ck;

- Sk denote the set of states;

- s0
k ∈ Sk is the initial state;

- uk is a field collecting the external data of Ck;

- Φk is the update rule encoded in LBM style as follows

s
nk+∆tk
k = P◦C[uk][s

nk

k ]◦B[uk]

where s
nk

k ,snk+∆tk
k ∈ Sk denote resp. the state of Ck obtained as the numerical solution at the nk-th

time step and the one at the (nk +1)-th time step, while ◦ denotes, as usual, the operator of function

composition.

- E = {Ehk|Ehk is a composition pattern between Ch and Ck}.

Finally, the numerical outcome of each Ck is denoted by sTk ∈ Sk.

2.1 A multiscale trabecular bone remodelling model based on CxA

In the following, we briefly recall the key elements of the model proposed (and fully described) in [5].

Assuming that Oys act as mechano-sensors, the model - for simplicity proposed in 2D - consists of a

CA, whose cells are in turn CAs: the “macro” CA (denoted by C1) models a portion of trabecular bone

as a lattice of BMUs (macroscopic slow process), while each “micro” CA (denoted by C(i,2), where i

corresponds to the cell i in C1) models a single BMU as a lattice of Oys and their surrounding mineralized

tissue (microscopic fast process).
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The “macro” cell size linearly depends on the “micro” cell one, which is in turn derived from the Oys

estimated density in bone. Assuming that a cubic millimeter of fully mineralized tissue contains 16000

Oys, then a 3D lattice representing this unit volume should contain 25 (≈ 160001/3) cells in each side.

Therefore, a cubic millimeter of bone could be modeled as a 3D lattice of 253 cells, matching with the

data reported in [20]. As a consequence, a 2D cell lattice with a thickness of 1/25mm can be structured

in 252 cells, matching also with the data presented in [19].

The “macro” neighborhood layout can be defined either as the simplest 2D Von Neumann neighbor-

hood (4 cells) or as the 2D Moore one (8 cells), depending on how “local” we consider the remodelling

process on a trabecular region (i.e., in other terms, how “local” we consider the propagation of remod-

elling activation state among BMUs). The “micro” neighborhood layout can be defined as the 2D Moore

neighborhood.

Micro execution flow. The state of each cell j in C(i,2) at a time t(i,2) is defined by its mass frac-

tion m
j

(i,2)(t(i,2)), varying from 0 (bone marrow) to 1 (fully mineralized). The mechanical stimulus

F
j

(i,2)(t(i,2)) = U
j

(i,2)(t(i,2))/m
j

(i,2)(t(i,2)) - being U
j

(i,2)(t(i,2)) the strain energy density of j at time t(i,2) -

is calculated by the Meshless Cell Method [9] (MCM). Each cell j modifies its mass according to the

error signal e
j

(i,2)(t(i,2)) between the mechanical stimulus and the internal equilibrium state, determined

by the condition e
j

(i,2)(t(i,2)) = 0; when this condition does not hold, a local collision formula5 modifies

the mass fraction (m
j

(i,2)(t(i,2) + ∆t(i,2))) to restore the equilibrium condition. Consequently, the change

in mass modifies the stress/strain field in the bone and, therefore, the stimulus operating on j. This pro-

cesses continues until the error signal is zero or no possible mass change can be made. The convergence

is satisfied when the change in density is small: if there is no convergence, the process continues with a

new MCM analysis.

Macro execution flow. Similarly to the micro execution flow, the state of each cell i in C1 is defined

by the apparent density mi
1(t1), which can vary from 0 (void) to 1 (fully mineralized tissue). An homo-

geneous apparent density distribution for any i corresponds to an isotropic material, while intermediate

values represent trabecular architecture.

A global MCM analysis evaluates the stress field F i
1(t1) on i at a time t1, so defining the loading

conditions operating on each i. We know that i modifies the microstructure by processes of forma-

tion/resorption (corresponding to sT(i,2) , see below); this process results in formation and adaptation of

trabeculae. Hence, the global MCM analysis is performed over the resulting structure to update the stress

field until there is no change in the relative densities and there is no change in the stress field.

Micro-Macro composition pattern. Each C(i,2) is linked to C1 by the “micro-macro” composition

pattern, defined in Fig. 4. More in detail, C1 takes input from explicit simulations of C(i,2) on each lattice

site i at each time step ∆t1, while each C(i,2) runs to completion, assuming that all C(i,2) are much faster

than the macroscopic process and therefore are in quasi-equilibrium on the macroscopic time scale.

A close inspection of this coupling template shows indeed that upon each C1’s iteration each C(i,2)

executes a complete simulation, taking input from C1. In turn, each C(i,2) output (sT(i,2)) is fed into the C1

collision operator.

3 The Spatial P system paradigm

Spatial P systems [1] are a variant of P systems [25]. Since their introduction, P systems have been

widely studied [22] as “biological” computing devices. A P system contains a hierarchy of membranes

- logical compartments that have a defined containment relationship - each of them equipped with a

5The formula can be selected from the approaches presented in [23]
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Figure 4: Micro-Macro composition pattern

multiset of different objects and a set of evolution rules of the form u → v. The original biological

intuition is that objects represent molecules, membranes represent cell compartments and evolution rules

represent biochemical reactions between objects, possibly different in different compartments. At each

evolution step a non-deterministic choice is made between possible future states of the system. Each of

the possible next states is determined applying the principle of maximal parallelism. This means that a

state is considered if and only if all possible applicable rules in all membranes are applied, that is to say

that no rule exists in a membrane such that the objects u (a string of symbols representing a multiset of

objects) that it needs to be activated are still available in the membrane (when a rule is activated then the

objects it needs are taken from the available ones in that membrane). When the non-deterministic choice

is made, the whole system performs an update according to the applied rules (note that a rule can be

applied more than once). The effects are the destruction of the objects taken by the applied (instances of)

rules and the generation of the new objects v created by the rules sent (1) in the same membrane, (2) in

one of the immediately inner membranes or (3) out of the surrounding membrane. The skin membrane

is the one that surrounds all the hierarchy.

The different structure of rules (cooperating or not), the number of membranes or the number of

objects used, the possibility of defining priority between rules and the possibility to dissolve some mem-

branes are only some of the studied features of P systems w.r.t. their computability power (they are

indeed Turing equivalent) and their capabilities to represent different biological scenarios. For a more

formal and comprehensive description of this formalism we refer to [25, 22] and references therein.

Let us now introduce Spatial P systems (SP) at the level of detail needed for the purpose of this

paper. For a more formal introduction we refer to [1]. SPs extend P systems by embedding membranes

and objects into the two-dimensional space with natural coordinates N
2. Membranes have rectangular

shape and, as for normal P systems, can be nested. The spatial description of a membrane is given in

terms of (i) the position p ∈ N
2 of its bottom-left corner w.r.t. the parent membrane, (ii) the membrane

extents along the two dimensions, i.e. its width w and height h, w,h∈N
+. There is always a distinguished

skin membrane, which contains all other membranes and objects. The skin membrane is assumed to be

labeled with 1 positioned in (0,0) with respect to the global coordinate system.

An example of Spatial P system is shown in Fig. 5. Membrane 1, having width 12 and height 5,

contains four membranes labeled 2,3,4 and 5. The spatial extension of membrane 2 is described by

its bottom-left corner in (1,1), its width 3 and height 3. For membrane 3, its position is (6,3), and its

dimensions are (3,1). Four objects a are contained in membrane 2, two at positions (1,0), one at (1,1)
and one at (2,2), where also an object b resides. Membrane 3 contains an object a in position (0,0).
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Figure 5: An example of a Spatial P system with some objects, some mutually exclusive objects and two

wrongly located membranes.

Membrane 1 contains four mutually exclusive objects: three objects e1 in positions (10,4),(9,3) and

(10,2) and one object e in position (10,3). All other positions, in all regions, are empty.

Nesting of membranes has to satisfy some intuitive spatial constraints: sibling membranes must not

overlap and membranes cannot exceed the bounds of their parent membranes. Moreover, we do not allow

membrane edges to be adjacent (for instance, membranes 4 and 5 of Fig. 5 are adjacent and not allowed).

The membrane structure is a partition of the space bounded by the skin membrane. A position

belongs to a membrane if and only if it is contained within its bounds and not contained in any other

child membrane. The set of all positions belonging to a membrane is called a region. For example, the

region of membrane 2 of Fig. 5 is the set reg(2) = {(x,y) | 1 ≤ x,y ≤ 3}.

Each object in a Spatial P system model is located at a position in the region of a membrane. There

are two kinds of objects, ordinary objects and mutually exclusive (ME) objects, which are represented

by two disjoint sets V and E, respectively. The difference between them is that two ME objects are

not allowed to occupy the same position at the same time, while any number of ordinary objects can

be positioned at the same cell. In Fig. 5, there are three ME objects e1 and one ME object e. They are

represented with a little circle around them in the cell. In this case, the rule imposes that the object e

could not stay at any of the positions of the objects e1.

A set of evolution rules is associated with each membrane. Evolution rules are either of the form (i)

u → v or (ii) u1 −u2 → v1 − v2, where u,u1 and u2 are strings over objects, and v,v1 and v2 are strings of

messages (where each message is composed of a multiset of objects, and a target indication). A rule of

the form u→ v is meant to be applied to each position forming the membrane region, provided that all the

objects u appear in that position. String v specifies the products of the rule and their resulting positions.

A rule of the form u1 − u2 → v1 − v2 describes a simultaneous application of two rules, u1 → v1 and

u2 → v2, to two adjacent positions inside the membrane region. Two positions are adjacent if and only

if their Manhattan distance is exactly 16.

Rules can send an object either into an inner membrane or out of the membrane. Moreover they can

specify a displacement for the objects that remain in the same membrane (thus any velocity is allowed

within the same membrane). Messages are of the following forms:

- vδ p, with δ p ∈ Z
2, the multisets of objects v are added to position p + δ p relative to the position

6The Manhattan distance between two positions (x1,y1),(x2,y2) ∈ Z
2 is |x1 − x2|+ |y1 − y2|.
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p in which the rule is applied;

- vout , the multisets of objects v are to be sent out of the membrane;

- vinl
, the multisets of objects v are to be sent into the child membrane identified by l.

Note that there is not an explicit target here, used in conventional P systems for messages of the form

vhere. In Spatial P systems target here means “in the current position” (inside membrane region), and

thus it has a narrower meaning than in conventional P systems. It can be defined as an alias for the null

position here = (0,0). We also use the following abbreviations for the relative positions δ p denoting

adjacent positions: N = (0,1), S = (0,−1), E = (1,0), W = (−1,0)7.

For example, the rule A→ (b)(2,0) (c)out (d)in2
can be applied to an object A, which results in an object

b in position p+(2,0) relative to the current position p; an object c being sent out of the membrane; and

an object d being sent into the inner membrane labeled 2.

Let TAR denote the set of message targets Z
2 ∪{out}∪{ini | i ∈ N}. Given a set of objects O we

denote with Otar the corresponding set of messages O×TAR. Hence, in evolution rules (i) u → v and (ii)

u1−u2 → v1−v2, we have u,u1,u2 ∈ (V ∪E)∗ and v,v1,v2 ∈ ((V ∪E)tar)
∗. A Spatial P system is a tuple

(V,E,µ,σ ,W (1), . . . ,W (n),R1, . . . ,Rn) where V and E are disjoint alphabets, µ is a description of the

tree-structure of membranes, σ is a description of the spatial distribution of membranes, W (i) = {w
(i)
x,y}

with 1 ≤ i ≤ n are sets of strings w
(i)
x,y ∈ (V ∪E)∗ each string w

(i)
x,y representing a multiset over V ∪E

associated with position (x,y) inside membrane i, Ri is the finite sets of evolution rules associated with

membrane i.

Given a position p = (x,y) in membrane i, an evolution rule u → v is p-enabled iff (i) whenever the

rule specifies any out target, then p is adjacent to an edge of membrane i; (ii) whenever the rule specifies

a target in j, then j is a child membrane of i, and p is adjacent to it; (iii) for any target position δ p, the

resulting position p′ = p+δ p with respect to the current position p is contained in membrane region. A

multiset of evolution rules of the form u → v is applicable to a position p inside a region of the system

iff each evolution rule is p-enabled, and all reactant objects (with their multiplicities) are present in p.

In each step of the evolution of a Spatial P system, some evolution rules are chosen according to the

principle of maximal parallelism, just as in the case of P systems. However, some additional restrictions,

regarding spatial consistency, apply. First, the chosen multisets of rules must be applicable on the whole,

namely for each position x in membrane region, the multiset of rules M
(x)
1 ∪{u1 → v1 | ∃q. u1 − u2 →

v1 − v2 ∈ M
(x,q)
2 }∪{u2 → v2 | ∃q. u1 − u2 → v1 − v2 ∈ M

(q,x)
2 } must be applicable. Moreover, they are

required to be valid, namely two ME objects are forbidden to end up occupying the same position p′ at

the end of the step8.

There are also some additional sources of non-determinism. For a message vin j
, the objects are placed

in the nearest position p′ in the region of j, with respect to the current position. For a message vout , the

objects are placed in one of the nearest positions outside the membrane. In case the output position for

a vout message is not unique, as is the case when the rule is applied to a vertex position, then the output

position is chosen non-deterministically along the horizontal and vertical direction. In Fig. 5 the object

a in membrane 3 can end up in one of the three positions indicated by the arrows if it has been sent out

of the membrane by a rule.

The definitions of computation and successful computation from standard P systems also apply to

Spatial P systems (see [1]). However, for our purposes, an approach to termination more close to the

simulation world, w.r.t. a termination condition suitable for showing the universality of the formalism,

7North, South, East, West.
8However, note that, during the step, a ME object can disappear from a position and another one can take its place.
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can be taken. Thus we say, for simplicity, that a given P system terminates whenever it performed a

predetermined number of evolution steps MAX_SIM. This simplification can, in any case, be removed

to obtain a more reliable model in which every Spatial P system has to reach a sort of “equilibrium”

condition (similar to the termination defined in [1]) to terminate.

3.1 A multiscale trabecular bone remodelling model based on SP

Following the approach of CxA presented in Section 2 we define a micro-macro coupling scheme be-

tween two different scales (tissue and cellular/BMU) of the bone remodelling phenomenon for which a

CxA model has been presented in Section 2.1. As discussed in the introduction, in this case the lower

level model (BMU) is richer because it fully exploits the native spatial aspects and individual-based

nature of Spatial P systems.

Macro model. To implement with SPs the micro-macro composition pattern we define a SP S1

representing the tissue level. It consists of only the skin membrane. Making all the simplifications

described in Section 2.1, we consider a square grid of about 252 cells. Each of them contains, at any

moment, a number of objects c proportional to their mineralisation value (expressed as a density in

a certain interval). Moreover, depending on the mineralisation of every cell, an “activator object” a,

inserted in every cell, starts a process that determines if the cell is on the surface of the bone. The

evolution rules are the following:

cma → b1d1 cnb1 → cn+mb d1 → d db → λ 9 db1 → cm f

A cell is on the surface iff the number of ‘c’s is in the interval [m,m + n). This interval models the

given threshold above which a cell is considered fully mineralized (here one object c represents a certain

amount of density that is taken small enough to model the threshold with the wanted precision). The

given rules are such that iff after 2 evolution steps an object f is present in a cell, than that cell is on

the surface of the bone (this means that it is possibly subject to remodelling). After this check, some

of the cells will be surely selected if an object g, representing a microdamage, is present in the cell

(objects g are distributed initially over the grid according to the forces applied to the tissue and the

current mineralisation). If not, a cell with an f could still be activated if selected randomly for that. For

this purpose an object h is inserted at the beginning on a certain percentage of the cells. Concluding, the

third step of evolution of S1 will apply one of these other rules:

f g → r f h → r

The presence of an object r in a cell after the third evolution step signals the activation of remodelling on

that cell. Note that in rule-based systems like SPs the modelling of a simple concept like sequentiality or

conditional choice can be tricky, as the above example shows. Indeed, each paradigm has its own strong

points, but also its weakenesses.

Micro model. For every cell i of S1 we define a corresponding SP S(i,2) representing a BMU asso-

ciated to that portion of space. In this case the structure is more complex. Fig. 6 shows a scenario in

which a system S(i,2) has been activated for remodelling and is in an intermediate state of its evolution.

If a BMU is activated for remodelling it contains, at the beginning, a particular starter object s in a cer-

tain cell. Note that if such an object is not present no evolution rule can be applied making S(i,2) to run

silently for the given MAX_SIM_BMU number of evolution steps that are to be specified for the lower level

9λ is the empty string.
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Figure 6: A Spatial P system representing a BMU activated for bone remodelling. In the current phase

some osteoclasts have already formed and started to destroy the upper part of the surface of the mineral-

ized part.

process to be completed. If the BMU is activated, the initial configuration depends on the actual degree

of mineralisation (given by the higher level). In any case, the grid is divided into two zones: the left one

is mineralized and the right one is not. The mineralisation is represented by ME objects Oy (representing

a little portion of bone containing an osteocyte) or C (the same portion, but not containing an osteocyte).

Note that on the right side of the grid there is an inner membrane 2. This membrane represents the

link of the BMU with blood and the bone marrow. From it all the cells necessary to the process will come

out at the proper times, “called” by the objects already present in the non-mineralized part. The signal s

has to spread over the non-mineralized part moving towards East until it finally reaches membrane 2 in

which it enters. To simulate this we have the rules (in membrane 1):

s → sNsEsS s → sE s → sin2
s → sout

As soon as the first s enters membrane 210 a certain number of pre-osteoclasts Pc and pre-osteoblasts Pb

are released in the non-mineralized zone of membrane 1 from membrane 2. The rules to make this are

the following (in membrane 2):

s → s′(Pc)
k
out(Pb)

ℓ
out s′s → s′ s′ → s′s′N s′ → s′s′S

Here k and ℓ are parameters of the model (like the threshold, expressed with n and m, at the tissue level).

Note that all the signals s, after the first one, that eventually end up in membrane 2 are destroyed by s′,

which replicates and spreads itself all along membrane 2.

The pre-osteoclasts Pc and the pre-osteoblasts Pb are now free in the non-mineralized space. The

Pbs, at this stage, do not move, while Pcs have to start a process of aggregation in order to form a full Oc.

To realize this we make Pcs move randomly around with the possibility to start an aggregation as soon

10They all eventually end up into membrane 2 or are expelled out of the skin membrane.
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as 4 of them are close to each other. An object Cn, with 4 ≤ n < N_OC, continuously absorbs Pcs in its

neighbourhood (counting one for each of them) until it reaches the number N_OC, a parameter of the

model indicating at which number of aggregated Pcs the aggregation becomes a fully grown osteoclast.

The rules are the following (in membrane 1):

Pc → Pc Pc → PcN Pc → PcS Pc → PcO Pc → PcE Pc
h →Ch Pc

h1 −Pc
h2 → λ −Ch1+h2

Ch −Pc →Ch+1 −λ ChPc →Ch+1 CN_OC−1 −Pc → Oc0 −λ CN_OC−1Pc → Oc0

where instances of the rules with variables h,h1 and h2 are present for all values such that 4 ≤ h < N_OC,

4 ≤ h1 +h2 < N_OC.

After an Oc is formed it starts moving towards the mineralized zone to destroy the existing bone.

To simulate this, we make them move towards West11 until they cannot proceed because another ME

object (a mineralized cell with or without osteocyte) is present. In this case they destroy it and count one.

They continue to destroy towards West until they destroyed a given number of cells N_DC at which they

decide to die. Their death starts another signal o that, similarly to the first s, will trigger the formation of

osteoblasts for bone reconstruction. The rules are:

Oc → OcW Oy −Ocz → Ocz+1 −λ

C−Ocz → Ocz+1 −λ Oy −OcN_DC−1 → λ −o C−OcN_DC−1 → λ −o

Note that, in this case, a delay can be introduced in order to represent the fact that an Oc takes some time

to destroy a portion of the bone.

For the sake of brevity, we do not continue the description of the other phases of the bone remod-

elling. The reader can easily figure out how they proceed. Moreover, it is easy to see that this model can

be enriched with more details and made more complex using the qualitative and quantitative information

available in the literature about the bone remodelling phenomenon. Our purpose is just to show that such

a model can be constructed and coupled with the higher level model. In the following we explain the

coupling in more details.

Integration scheme. We use coupling functions f ↓ and f ↑ to integrate the two models at the two

considered scales. Function f ↓ says, for each cell i of S1, the initial configuration of the Spatial P system

S(i,2). In particular, if the object r is present at cell i in S1 it will make the object s available in some cell of

S(i,2). Moreover, considering the mineralisation of cell i represented by the number of c objects in there,

it determines how many cells on the left side of S(i,2) contains ME objects representing the mineralized

zone. Conversely, f ↑ tells, considering the whole S(i,2) state after MAX_SIM_BMU evolution steps have

been performed, how many c objects must be placed on cell i of S1. The whole coupled process is as

follows:

1. Initialize S1 putting in each cell the initial number of c objects and the activator a

2. Determine, using the model of forces and the data on mineralisation, in which cells of S1 objects g

and h have to be placed

3. Perform three evolution steps of S1

4. Apply f ↓ from each cell i of S1 to each S(i,2)

5. Perform MAX_SIM_BMU evolution steps on all S(i,2)

11Another modelling choice could be that Ocs move around randomly. In this case, however, we chose to model a gradient

of attraction towards the mineralized part by forcing them to move only to the West direction.
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6. Apply f ↑ from each S(i,2) to each cell i of S1

7. Goto step 2.

To conclude, we want to underline that the simplification about the maximum number MAX_SIM_BMU of

evolution steps can be simply overcome by defining a termination condition for the lower level Spatial

P systems in order for them to reach a final state of the process in the BMU. In this case, however, two

different S(i,2) and S( j,2) could take different times to complete step 5. of the above process. This could

make the coupling a little bit more complicated to implement.

4 Conclusion and future work

The SP paradigm has been here exploited to define a uniform multiscale model for bone remodelling,

taking inspiration from the CxA proposed in [5]. Scale-independence property and ability of expressing

spatial information are altogether elements which heavily draw up both modelling approaches. In this

perspective, we plan to stress SPs in the attempt of implementing other CxA composition patterns, i.e.

taking into account other multiscale scenarios where scales are not necessarily related according to a

micro-macro scheme.

SPs, differently from CxA, are able to handle an infinite number of different “states” because in each

cell any number of different objects can be locate. Moreover, localized update rules seem to be more

expressive than the single deterministic update rule of CxA. As a consequence, a formal study of the

expressive power of the above modelling approaches is under investigation.

Finally, since the highly detailed cellular view of bone remodelling here proposed in term of SP is

very close to that one depicted in [4] in terms of shapes, we believe that such an expressiveness study

must also include, maybe pivoting on CxA, the shape-based approach described in [3, 4].
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Delays in biological systems may be used to model events for which the underlying dynamics cannot
be precisely observed, or to provide abstraction of some behavior of the system resulting more com-
pact models. In this paper we enrich the stochastic process algebra Bio-PEPA, with the possibility
of assigning delays to actions, yielding a new non-Markovian process algebra: Bio-PEPAd. This
is a conservative extension meaning that the original syntax of Bio-PEPA is retained and the delay
specification which can now be associated with actions may beadded to existing Bio-PEPA models.
The semantics of the firing of the actions with delays is the delay-as-duration approach, earlier pre-
sented in papers on the stochastic simulation of biologicalsystems with delays. These semantics of
the algebra are given in the Starting-Terminating style, meaning that the state and the completion of
an action are observed as two separate events, as required bydelays. Furthermore we outline how
to perform stochastic simulation of Bio-PEPAd systems and how to automatically translate a Bio-
PEPAd system into a set of Delay Differential Equations, thedeterministic framework for modeling
of biological systems with delays. We end the paper with two example models of biological systems
with delays to illustrate the approach.

1 Introduction

The contribution of computer science in the interdisciplinary field of Systems Biology is to provide lan-
guages, tools and techniques for the description and analysis of complex biological systems. In particular,
there exist many formal languages, either based on process algebras or term–rewriting systems, worth
noting: Bio-PEPA [10, 11], the stochasticπ-calculus [23, 24, 26], Bioambients [25], theκ -calculus [13],
LBS [21], the CLS [19, 3, 4], to name but a few.

Biological systems can often be modeled at different abstraction levels. Specifically, a simple event
in a model that describes the system at a certain level of detail may correspond to a rather complex
network of events in a lower level description. The choice ofthe abstraction level of a model usually
depends on the knowledge of the system and on the efficiency ofthe analysis tools to be applied to the
model.

Delays can appear in a biological system at any level of abstraction. In particular, there are two good
reasons for considering delays. Firstly, when there is a network of events whose dynamics cannot be
precisely observed, or measured in terms of kinetic rates and, secondly, when a complex portion of a
system is to be abstracted by means of a smaller one. In both cases, a delay may represent the time
necessary for the underlying network of events to produce some result observable in the higher level
model. In both cases, the state space of the model with delayswill be a reduction of the complete one as
some parts are abstracted by the delays.

In mathematics, the modeling of biological systems with delays is mainly based on Delay Differen-
tial Equations (DDEs), a kind of differential equations, obtained by generalizing Ordinary Differential
Equations (ODEs), in which the derivative of the unknown function at a certain time is given in terms
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of the values of the function at previous times. This framework is very general and allows both simple
(constant) and complex (variable or distributed) forms of delays to be modeled. Practically, DDEs have
been used to describe biological systems in which events have a non-negligible duration [6, 29] or in
which a sequence of simple events is abstracted as a single complex event associated with a duration
[28, 12].

It is well-known that the analysis of ODEs can become imprecise due to the approximation intro-
duced by representing discrete quantities with continuousvariables when quantities are close to zero,
and the same problem can arise in DDEs. Thus techniques for performing stochastic simulation of bio-
logical systems with delays have been defined. The Delay Stochastic Simulation Algorithms (DSSAs)
[1, 2, 5], often exploiting the Gillespie’s Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA) of chemical reactions
[16], permit computation of a time–trace of the non–Markovian stochastic process underlying a model
with delays. These algorithms permit different interpretation of delays [1, 2], in particular, it is possible
to have adelay-as-durationapproach to the firing of reactions, or apurely delayedone. In the former
[1, 5], the reactants are removed at the beginning of a reaction and the products are added at its end,
namely after the delay plus an exponentially distributed time quantity. In this sense, during the time of
firing of the reaction, the reactants will not be able to take part in other reactions. However, in [1, 2] the
need for a different interpretation of delays is discussed via an example of the cell–cycle with delays.
More precisely, it is shown that, for some biological systems, it is necessary that reactants involved in
a reaction with delay can have other interactions while waiting for the delay to complete. Indeed, the
latter interpretation, namely the purely delayed approach, is such that the reactants involved in a reaction
can have other interactions during the firing of the reactionitself. The reactions are hence scheduled
and fully performed after the delay and the stochastic time quantity have expired, if the reaction is still
applicable.

In this paper, we define a process algebra for the modeling of biological systems with delays. More
precisely, we use constant delays in the DDEs and, for the DSSAs, we take the delay-as-duration ap-
proach presented in [1]. These restrictions are reasonablesince they permit us to have a simple algebra
obtained by extending a well-known one, Bio-PEPA [10, 11]. Also, later versions of this algebra may be
extended to more complex forms of delay and interpretation of delays.

Bio-PEPA is a stochastic process algebra for the modeling and the analysis of biochemical networks.
Bio-PEPA is based on PEPA [17], a process algebra originallydefined for the performance analysis of
computer systems, and extends it in order to handle some features of biochemical networks, such as
stoichiometry and different kinds of kinetic laws. A main feature of Bio-PEPA is the ability to support
different kinds of analysis. In particular, Bio-PEPA models can be analyzed by performing stochas-
tic simulation based on the Gillespie’s SSA [16] and steady state analysis can be performed on the
Continuous–Time Markov Chain underlying the semantics of amodel. Furthermore, Bio-PEPA models
can be translated into equivalent deterministic models based on ODEs and, finally, they can be model
checked using the PRISM [18, 27] model checker. The Bio-PEPAmodeling paradigm isprocesses-as-
speciesrather thanprocesses-as-molecules, as in the Stochasticπ−calculus [23]. This choice, in general,
permits a smaller state space and hence a model whose analysis is feasible.

In this paper, we enrich the stochastic process algebra Bio-PEPA with the possibility of assigning
delays to actions, yielding the definition of a new non–Markovian process algebra: Bio-PEPAd. The new
algebra is based on the same syntax as Bio-PEPA, hence the definition of Bio-PEPAd systems with delays
can be easily obtained by adding, to a Bio-PEPA system of the target model, the delay specifications.
Bio-PEPAd contains two issues to tackle model reduction: the use of the level of concentrations for the
species, as in Bio-PEPA, and the delays, as a new feature. Thesemantics of the algebra is given in the
Starting-Terminating style [9], which allows us to observethe start and the completion of an action as
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two separate events, as required by delays. Following previous work on Bio-PEPA analysis, we outline
how to perform stochastic simulation of Bio-PEPAd systems using the DSSAs introduced in [1], and
how to automatically translate a Bio-PEPAd system in a set ofDDEs.

At the end of the paper we present some examples of biologicalsystems described by Bio-PEPAd.
In particular, we show the semantics of a toy model in order toclarify the ideas underlying the definition
of the algebra. Also, we encode in Bio-PEPAd a well-known model of the cell–cycle with delays where
the passage of cells from different phases of the cell cycle is modeled by a delay. Such a model is then
translated into a set of DDEs which match with the first definition of the model, appearing in [28]. We
end the paper with some discussions about the future work we plan.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we recall thedefinitions of Bio-PEPA that we main-
tain in the definition of Bio-PEPAd. In Section 3 we separately introduce the syntax and the semantics
of the language. In Section 4 we present analysis techniquesfor Bio-PEPAd systems based on DDEs
and DSSAs. In Section 5 some examples of Bio-PEPAd systems are presented and, finally, in Section 6
conclusions and future work are discussed.

2 Bio-PEPA

Bio-PEPA [10, 11] is a stochastic process algebra, based on PEPA [17], for the modeling and the analysis
of biochemical networks. The operators of this algebra are designed for easily describing biochemical
networks. Indeed, features such as stoichiometry of reactions and general kinetic laws can be easily
described in Bio-PEPA models. Furthermore, as already saidin the previous section, the algebra supports
multiple analysis techniques for the defined models. Stochastic simulations, steady state analysis of the
CTMC, automatic translation in sets of deterministic ODEs and, finally, model checking analysis can be
performed on Bio-PEPA models.

The processes-as-species modeling paradigm of Bio-PEPA permits a smaller state space and, conse-
quently, a model whose analysis is feasible. A model is described by sequential components representing
species, and by some model components representing their possible interactions.

In this section we recall the parts of the definition of Bio-PEPA that we will use to define Bio-PEPA
with delays. We assume a set of action typesA and we start by recalling the syntax of the processes.

Definition Bio-PEPA processes are defined by the following grammar:

S ::= (α ,κ )op S
∣

∣ S+S
∣

∣ C

P ::= P ⊲⊳
L

P
∣

∣ S(l)

whereop= ↓ | ↑ | ⊙ | ⊕ | ⊖, α ∈ A , L is a set of actions andl ,κ ∈ N. We denote withS the set of
all possible species specifications, and we denote withP the set of all possible well–formed Bio-PEPA
processes, as defined in [10].

The componentsSandP represent species and their possible interactions, respectively. The elementC is
used to define constant processes.

Bio-PEPA actions are used to model the events (i.e. the reactions) happening in the biological sys-
tems we model. The prefix terms in this algebra contain information about the role of the species in the
actions. In particular, for(α ,κ )op Swe have that(α ,κ ) is the prefix, whereα ∈A is the action type and
κ is the stoichiometry coefficient of the species in the reaction. The prefix combinator“op” represents
the role of the species in the reaction. In particular,↓ indicates a reactant,↑ a product,⊕ an activator,
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⊖ an inhibitor and⊙ a generic modifier. The actions can appear in a summation termS1 + S2, whose
meaning is the classical “choice” of process algebras.

In Bio-PEPA a discrete concentration levell is associated with each species. During the simulation
of a system, the concentration of a speciesS, denoted byS(l) ranges over{0, . . . ,NS}, whereNS is its
maximum level of concentration statically defined to bound the population size. Also, a fixed step size
h for all the species is defined. This means that, changing the level concentration of a species by one,
implies a change inh units of concentration of that species. The granularity, aswell as the rate functions,
are defined in terms of the step sizeh of the concentration intervals. This choice permits us to deal with
incomplete information in the exact number of elements, andleads to a reduction of the state space as
there are less states for each component.

Bio-PEPA supports multiway synchronization, i.e. synchronization can involve more than two com-
ponents. This makes it easy to model n-ary reactions, whose modeling in dyadic process algebras is not
trivial. The termP1

⊲⊳
L

P2 denotes cooperation betweenP1 andP2 over thecooperation setL , which
determines those activities on which the cooperands are forced to synchronise. For action types not in
L , the components proceed independently and concurrently with their enabled activities.

A Bio-PEPA model specification is given in terms of systems, where a system is defined as follows.

Definition A Bio-PEPA systemP is a 6-tuple〈V ,N ,K ,F ,Comp,P〉 where:

• V is the set of compartments;

• N is the set of quantities describing each species;

• K is the set of parameter definitions;

• F is the set of functional rate definitions;

• Compis the set of sequential component definitions;

• P is the initial process definition.

Notice that in Bio-PEPA the kinetic characteristics of the actions are not specified in the syntax
of processes as in other calculi but, instead, they are separately represented in the notation of system.
Indeed, in this definition the information about rates is given byF and that about kinetic constants is
given byK , while the initial process definition isP.

The semantics of Bio-PEPA is given by a Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) [22], similar to
the one for PEPA. The semantics is based on a capability relation which supports the derivation of
quantitative information and which is auxiliary to a stochastic relation. The stochastic relation associates
the rates with the actions performed. The rates are obtainedby evaluating the functional rate associated
with the action, divided by the step size, and by using the quantitative information derived from the
capability relation, as explained in [10]. The use of two relations allows for the association of the rate
with the last step of the derivation representing a given reaction, which makes it easier to derive the rate
in the appropriate way, especially in the case of general kinetic laws different from mass-action.

For the precise definitions and explanations of the components of a Bio-PEPA system, as well as for
the formal definition of the SOS of Bio-PEPA, we refer to [10].

3 Bio-PEPAd: Bio-PEPA with delays

In the following sections we separately present the syntax and the semantics of Bio-PEPA with delays
(Bio-PEPAd).
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3.1 Syntax and process configurations

Processes of Bio-PEPAd are defined by the same syntax as Bio-PEPA processes, hence it will be possible
to easily encode a Bio-PEPA system in one with delays.

As in Bio-PEPA the general kinetic information is specified separately from the syntax of processes.
The delays, which are also properties of the actions which can be performed, are similarly represented
separately in Bio-PEPAd. Indeed, they are defined by functions as

σ : A 7→ {r ∈ R | r ≥ 0} (1)

such thatσ(α ) denotes the delay of actionα ∈A . From the biological perspective, the choice of usingσ
to specify the delays implies that, for every participant inan actionα , a unique delayσ(α ) corresponds,
which is sound since for each species involved in the reaction modeled byα the delay is unique. A
Bio-PEPAd system is defined as an extension of a Bio-PEPA one as follows.

Definition A Bio-PEPAd system is a 7-uple〈V ,N ,K ,F ,Comp,σ ,P〉 where:

• 〈V ,N ,K ,F ,Comp,P〉 is a Bio-PEPA system;

• σ is a function satisfying (1) and used to specify the delays ofthe actions.

We denote withP̃ the set of all possible Bio-PEPAd systems.

Again, moving from a Bio-PEPA system specification to a Bio-PEPAd one is straightforward. This will
permit us, in the future, to reuse the system specifications for Bio-PEPA in the context of Bio-PEPAd. In
order to define the semantics of Bio-PEPAd we define a notion ofprocess configuration.

Definition Bio-PEPAd process configurations are defined by the following syntax:

CS ::= (α ,κ )op CS

∣

∣ CS+CS

∣

∣ C

CP ::= CP
⊲⊳
L

CP
∣

∣ CS(l ,L)

whereL is a list of 4-tuples(l ,κ ,α ,op) with l ,κ ∈ N, α ∈ A andop= ↓ | ↑ | ⊙ | ⊕ | ⊖. We denote with
C the set of all well–formed processes configurations.

The notion of well–formed process configuration is straightforward; any process configuration is
well–formed if, by removing the listL, its corresponding Bio-PEPA process is well–formed. For clarity,
in the following we denote a generic process configuration asS(l ,L).

A speciesS(l ,L) is a species with a discrete level of concentrationl , like the speciesS(l) in Bio-
PEPA, but which is currently involved in the actions with delay described by the listL. In particular, if
the listL contains an entry(l ′,κ ,α ,op), this means that there areκ levels of concentration of speciesS
involved in a currently running actionα which fired when the discrete level of concentration of species
Swasl ′, its role in this instance of action is described byop.

Consequently,L is to be considered as a view of the scheduling list used in thealgorithms described
in [1] for simulating stochastic models with delays. More precisely,L is a view of only the scheduled
events which involve elements of speciesS.

In order to define the semantics of Bio-PEPAd, it is necessaryto define some auxiliary functions for
manipulating the scheduling listL. We denote withD the domain of all the possible tuples of the form
(l ,κ ,α ,op), and withLD all the possible lists built overD , henceL ∈ LD . We start by defining, in
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a functional style [20], a functionφ : A 7→ LD 7→ D to extract the first scheduled events with a given
action name from the listL as follows:

φ α L = match L with

| [ ] →⊥;

| (l ,κ ,α ,op) :: xs → (l ,κ ,α ,op);

| x :: xs → φ α xs.

The function valueφ α L is⊥ if no entries of actionα exist inL (i.e. no actionsα are currently running),
otherwise it is the first entry obtained by a left-to-right recursive scan ofL. Notice that we assume the
syntactic priority of pattern matching.

Now, we define a functionζ : A 7→ LD 7→ LD such thatζ α L is a new list obtained by removing
the first, if any, occurrence of an actionα obtained by a left-to-right recursive scan ofL. We defineζ as
follows:

ζ α L = match L with

| [ ] → [ ];

| (l ,κ ,α ,op) :: xs → xs;

| x :: xs → x :: ζ α xs.

As this is an event list, the ordering of insertion of the tuples determines their ordering for extraction.
The functionsφ andζ , together with the classical append function on lists, namely function @, will be
used to implement a First-In First-Out (FIFO) policy for insertion and extraction of elements inL.

Furthermore, as in Bio-PEPA we want to keep the state representation of the models finite by using
some constraints for the starting of actions. Thus, let us denote the scheduled actions in which the species
S is involved as a product byπ L, whereπ : LD 7→ LD is a recursive function defined as

π L = match L with

| [ ] → [ ];

| (l ,κ ,α ,↑) :: xs → (l ,κ ,α ,↑) :: π xs;

| x :: xs → π xs.

The speciesS(l ,L) is currently involved in the delayed actions as follows: forthe scheduled actions in
π L it is involved as a product, and for the other ones it is involved either as a reactant, a modifier, an
activator or an inhibitor. Furthermore, let us denote byρ : LD 7→ N the function

ρ L = match L with

| [ ] → 0;

| (l ,κ ,α ,op) :: xs → κ +ρ xs.

This function computes how many levels of concentration areinvolved in all the actions described in its
input list, regardless of the role of the species in the scheduled event. By following the delay-as-duration
of approach [1] in the interpretation of the delays this implies that, for speciesS, there are exactlyρ π L
levels of concentrations of speciesSwhich are currently waiting for their delay to expire beforebecoming
available in the speciesS. These two functions will be used to define the constraints tokeep the state
space finite, as presented in the next sections.
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A Bio-PEPAd system specification is typically given in termsof a processP∈ P whose semantics
is given in terms of its equivalent process configurationPC ∈ C . Intuitively, we want the initial termP to
be modified in the corresponding initial configurationPC where every species declarationS(l0, [ ]) in PC

is such thatS(l0) is in P. The initial process configuration is obtained by adding an empty scheduling list
to each species because, in the initial configuration, thereare no instances of actions with delay currently
running. Formally, we define, by structural recursion on theprocesses’ syntax a functionµ : P 7→ C

such that

µ((α ,κ )op S) = (α ,κ )op S µ(P1 ⊲⊳
L

P2) = µ(P1) ⊲⊳
L

µ(P2)

µ(S1 +S2) = S1 +S2 µ(S(l)) = S(l , [ ]).

We augment the definition of Bio-PEPAd systems to 7-tuples ofthe form〈V ,N ,K ,F ,Comp,σ ,PC〉
wherePC is a process configuration of a process. In the following, we may use the notationP to refer
to either a process or a process configuration; it will be clear from the context to which of them we are
referring. We denote the extended set of all Bio-PEPAd systems with process configurations asP .

Similarly to Bio-PEPA where the SOS is defined by means of two relations, in this algebra the SOS,
given in a Starting–Terminating (ST) style [9], is defined bymeans of three relations that we present in
the following section.

3.2 A Structural Operational Semantics

In the following subsections we define astart relationon process configurations which, in the same style
as the Bio-PEPA capability one, contains the quantitative information needed to evaluate the functional
rates and modifies the process configurations to model the start of an action. Also, we define acompletion
relation on process configuration which describes the termination ofan action. Finally, along the line
of the stochastic relation in Bio-PEPA, we define astochastic relationfor Bio-PEPAd systems, based on
the start and completion relations, which associates rateswith transitions.

The start relation

This relation contains the quantitative information to compute rates of starting actions. Also, this relation
modifies the process configuration to model the starting of anaction.

The start relation is−→st⊆ C ×Θ+ ×C whereθ+ ∈ Θ+ contains, like the capability relation in
Bio-PEPA, the information to evaluate the functional rate.We define the labelsθ+ as

θ+ := (α +,w)

wherew is defined asw ::= [S : op(l ,κ )] | w@w, with S∈ S , op an operator,l the level andκ the
stoichiometry coefficient of the components. The listw is of the same type as the one exhibited as a label
by the capability relation of Bio-PEPA. The Bio-PEPAd startrelation is defined as the minimum relation
satisfying the rules presented in Figure 1.

Formally, if a species((α ,κ )↓S)(l ,L) is involved as reactant in an action, then by following the
delay-as-duration approach [1] its concentration level isdecreased byκ . Differently, in the case of a
species involved as a product, its concentration level is not changed because, as previously stated, this
relation models the starting and not the completion of an action with delay. In the case of a species taking
part in the reaction as a modifier, an inhibitor or an activator, its concentration level is not changed, as
expected. Independently of the role of a species, its scheduling list L is modified to record that some
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((α ,κ )↓S)(l ,L)
(α +,[S:↓(l ,κ )])
−−−−−−−−→st (S)(l −κ ,L@[(l ,κ ,α ,↓)]) κ ≤ l ≤ N

((α ,κ )↑ S)(l ,L)
(α +,[S:↑(l ,κ )])
−−−−−−−−→st (S)(l ,L@[(l ,κ ,α ,↑)]) 0≤ l +ρ π L ≤ N

((α ,κ )op S)(l ,L)
(α +,[S:op(l ,κ )])
−−−−−−−−−→st (S)(l ,L@[(l ,κ ,α ,op)]) 1≤ l ≤ N and op= ⊙,⊖

((α ,κ )op S)(l ,L)
(α +,[S:op(l ,κ )])
−−−−−−−−−→st (S)(l ,L@[(l ,κ ,α ,op)]) κ ≤ l ≤ N and op= ⊕

S1(l ,L)
(α +,w)
−−−−→st S′1(l

′,L′)

(S1 +S2)(l ,L)
(α +,w)
−−−−→st S′1(l

′,L′)

S2(l ,L)
(α +,w)
−−−−→st S′2(l

′,L′)

(S1 +S2)(l ,L)
(α +,w)
−−−−→st S′2(l

′,L′)

P1
(α +,w)
−−−−→st P′

1 α 6∈ L

P1
⊲⊳
L

P2
(α +,w)
−−−−→st P′

1

P2
(α +,w)
−−−−→st P′

2 α 6∈ L

P1
⊲⊳
L

P2
(α +,w)
−−−−→st P′

2

P1
(α +,w1)
−−−−→st P′

1 P2
(α +,w2)
−−−−→st P′

2 α ∈ L

P1
⊲⊳
L

P2
(α +,w1@w2)
−−−−−−−→st P′

1
⊲⊳
L

P′
2

Figure 1: The start relation−→st⊆ C ×Θ+×C .

of its levels of concentration are currently performing action α . Notice that, in order to maintain the
FIFO property on the scheduling listL, we simply use the append function @. This is possible because
of both the multiway synchronization of Bio-PEPAd and the use of fixed deterministic delays. More
precisely, two instances of the same action starting in two subsequent instants, are assumed to terminate
in two subsequent instants. This is true in a framework wheredelays are deterministic however, if they
were stochastic, the two instances could have multiple orderings for completion. Indeed, because of the
multiway synchronization in the scheduling listL the two instances will appear subsequently and, hence,
will complete subsequently. Notice that, in a process calculus with dyadic synchronization, this would
not have held by simply using function @.

We use constraints on the levels to have a finite state space asin Bio-PEPA. The constraints for
starting the actions are the same as those in Bio-PEPA exceptthe one for the products. In particular,
the constraints which must be satisfied by a speciesS(l ,L) to fire an action as a product is, as expected,
0≤ l +ρ πL≤N, if N is its maximum level. Intuitively, this means that the levels of concentration in the
state,l , plus those which already scheduled to be produced,ρ πL, must not cross the capacity threshold
N.

The starting of the actionα , in the style of the ST semantics [9], is denoted by the actionsymbol
α +, exhibited as a label for all the start derivations. The composition of the derivations of this relation is
straightforward.

Some further considerations and comparisons with Bio-PEPAare useful. Firstly, when the actions
have no delay as in Bio-PEPA, whenever an action fires, the changes in the process are immediately
visible in a one–step derivation, since the Bio-PEPA capability relation modifies the process according
to the action. In this algebra, as the instant in which an action starts and terminates are detached, then
the start relation modifies the process to represent just thestarting of the action. Indeed, another relation,
which does not exist in the semantics of Bio-PEPA, will modelthe termination of a currently running
action.

Secondly, by comparing the algorithm presented in [1] and the definition of this relation, it is clear
that the modification of the process to reflect the starting ofan action corresponds to scheduling of the
reaction in the scheduling list.
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φ α L = (l ,κ ,α ,↑)

S(l ′,L)
(α−,[S:↑(l ,κ )])
−−−−−−−−→co S(l ′ +k,ζ α L)

φ α L = (l ,κ ,α ,op)

S(l ′,L)
(α−,[S:op(l ,κ )])
−−−−−−−−−→co S(l ′,ζ α L)

op= ↓,⊙,⊕,⊖

S1(l ,L)
(α−,w)
−−−−→co S′1(l

′,L′)

(S1 +S2)(l ,L)
(α−,w)
−−−−→co S′1(l

′,L′)

S2(l ,L)
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−−−−→co S′2(l

′,L′)
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Figure 2: The completion relation−→co⊆ C ×Θ−×C .

The completion relation

This relation is used to model the completion of an action with delay which is currently running. Also,
this relation contains quantitative information needed tore–compute the functional rate of the action at
the moment in which it started.

The completion relation is−→co⊆ C ×Θ−×C whereθ− ∈ Θ− is a similar label to the one exhibited
by the start relation. We define the labelsθ− as

θ− := (α−,w)

wherew is defined as for the start relation. The completion relationis defined as the minimum relation
satisfying the rules of Figure 2.

Formally, for a speciesS(l ,L) it is possible to get the instance of a currently running action α , if any,
by applying functionφ. More precisely, this permits us to get, from all the possible instances of actions
α , the first which has been scheduled,φ α L, and, hence, the first which will terminate. If the species
is involved as a product, then it is necessary to increase, asdefined by the delay-as-duration approach,
its concentration level by adding the scheduled products. Otherwise, whatever the role of the species,
its concentration level must remain constant. Independently of the role of the species in the action, the
scheduling list is modified by means of the functionζ , hence a new listζ α L is produced by removing
from L the entry which was computed by functionφ.

Obviously, no constraints are stated for the completion of acurrently running action, as the appropri-
ate ones are checked before the starting of actions.

The completion of the actionα , in the style of the ST semantics [9], is denoted by the actionsymbol
α−, exhibited as a label for all the completion derivations. The other label, namely the listw, is defined
like the one exhibited by the start relation. The composition of this relation with the other operators is
straightforward and very similar to the composition of the derivations of the start relation.

Some further considerations are worth noting. Firstly, this relation is a new one with respect to
the Bio-PEPA semantics. Again, in a framework where actionshave no delays the contribution of this
relation to the semantics would have been given by means of a unique relation. Also, as the role of this
relation is to model the completion of an action, it chooses actions to terminate from the list which is
associated with the species, namely the list of actions currently running. The start relation, differently,
chooses the action to fire from the species definition.

Furthermore, as we want the completion relation to exhibit quantitative information to recompute the
functional rate of the action at the moment at which it started, then the labels exhibited by this relation
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P
(α +,w)
−−−−→st P′

〈V ,N ,K ,F ,Comp,σ ,P〉
(α +,rα [w,N ,K ],σ(α ))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→s 〈V ,N ,K ,F ,Comp,σ ,P′〉

P
(α−,w)
−−−−→co P′

〈V ,N ,K ,F ,Comp,σ ,P〉
(α−,rα [w,N ,K ],σ(α ))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→s 〈V ,N ,K ,F ,Comp,σ ,P′〉

Figure 3: The stochastic relation−→s⊆ P ×Γ ×P.

are very similar to those exhibited by the start relation, even if they are computed starting fromφ α L.
This permits us to have a unique policy for computing the functional rates from the input lists, obtained
by derivations of the transitions of these relations.

The stochastic relation

The stochastic relation permits us to associate rates to transitions. Also, this transition permits us to
observe changes in a Bio-PEPAd system due to either the starting or the completion of an action.

The stochastic relation is
()
−→s ⊆ P ×Γ ×P whereγ ∈ Γ is defined as

γ := (α +, rα ,σα ) | (α−, rα ,σα )

with α ∈ A , rα ∈ R
+ and σα ∈ R. As in Bio-PEPA,rα represents the parameter of an exponential

distribution and, as expected, all activities enabled attempt to proceed but only the fastest succeeds.
As this relation is defined on the setP , namely the set of all possible Bio-PEPAd systems with pro-

cess configurations, whenever we refer to the semantics of a system〈V ,N ,K ,F ,Comp,σ ,P〉, where
P is a process, we assume we apply the stochastic relation to the system〈V ,N ,K ,F ,Comp,σ ,µ(P)〉.
Again, this is necessary becauseP is not a process configuration, and we want to build, fromP, the
corresponding initial configurationµ(P), and then we want apply the semantics to the system.

The stochastic relation is defined as the minimum relation satisfying the rules given in Figure 3.
Formally, the starting of an actionα , obtained by composition with a derivation of the start relation,

is denoted by symbolα +. The completion of an action is obtained by composition witha derivation of
the completion relation, as denoted by symbolα−.

The rate of any action is computed as in Bio-PEPA, namely asrα [w,N ,K ] = fα [w,N ,K ] ·h−1.
For the explanation of how the rates are computed because of the levels we refer to [10]. For any possible
derivation of the stochastic relation, the valueσ(α ) denotes the delay of the actionα .

A Stochastic Labelled Transition Systemscan be defined for a Bio-PEPA system with delays.

Definition TheStochastic Labelled Transition Systems(SLTS) for a Bio-PEPAd system is(P,Γ,−→s)
where−→s is the minimal relation satisfying the rules given in Figure3.

4 Analysis techniques

In this section we present some analysis techniques for Bio-PEPAd systems along the line of those
presented in [10] for Bio-PEPA systems. Firstly, we discussthe automatic translation of a Bio-PEPAd
system into a set of Delay Differential Equations (DDEs). Secondly, we discuss how to apply a Delay
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Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (DSSA) to compute the stochastic time–evolution of a Bio-PEPAd
model.

4.1 Translation in Delay Differential Equations

Whenever phenomena presenting a delayed effect are described by differential equations, we move from
ODEs to DDEs. In DDEs the derivatives at current time depend on some past states of the system. The
simplest form of DDE considers constant delays, namely consists of equations of the form

dX
dt

= fx(t,X(t),X(t −σ1), . . . ,X(t −σn))

with σ1 > .. . > σn ≥ 0, σi ∈ R andX(t −σi) denotes the state of the system at the past timet −σi.
This form of DDE allows models to describe events which have afixed duration. Hence it is natural, in
the context of Bio-PEPAd, to reason about the translation ofa model into a set of DDEs. Furthermore,
similar work has been presented in [10] for translating a Bio-PEPA system into a set of ODEs.

In order to define the encoding it is important to recall that we defined Bio-PEPAd in terms of Bio-
PEPA. This means that, given a system specification〈V ,N ,K ,F ,Comp,σ ,P〉 whereP is a valid Bio-
PEPA process, we just need to modify the algorithm defined in [10] to add the information provided byσ
concerning the delays. Formally, the results for Bio-PEPA permit us to encode〈V ,N ,K ,F ,Comp,P〉
in a set of ODEs by using the definition of the stoichiometry matrix associated withP.

The algorithm presented in [10] consists of three steps. In the first the stoichiometry matrix is defined,
in the second the kinetic law vectorνKL is derived and in step three the deterministic variables are
associated with the components. Steps(1) and(3) are unaffected by the use of delays; hence we preserve
them.

Step(2), namely the definition of the kinetic law vectorνKL, must be changed. Such a vector contains
the kinetic law of each reaction; we will explain the definition via an example. For instance, for an action
α involving speciesS1 andS2, and with mass action kineticsfMA(k), its original entry in the vectorνKL

would bekxS1(t)xS2(t) wherexS1 andxS2 are the deterministic variables representing speciesS1 andS2

species, respectively. The variables depend on the state attime t, but in the context of DDEs, the delays
of the actions become dependencies on the past states of the system. Hence, for that particular example,
the correct entry in the vectorνKL must bekxS1(t −σ(α ))xS2(t −σ(α )). Step(2) can be generalized
adding, in the process of the definition ofνKL , the delays of the formxS(t −σ(α )) for all speciesSand
actionsα .

The DDE system can be defined in the same way as the ODE one, namely asdx/dt = D×νKL where
x andD are the results of step(3) and (1) of the algorithm, respectively. The initial conditions are,
however, different from the ones defined for ODEs. In particular, the DDEs, because of the delays, must
be defined also in the interval[t0−σ(α ); t0] whereα is the action with maximum delay.

It is not possible to define a universal initial condition forthe DDEs systems as every possible config-
uration will affect the dynamics of the whole system. Sometimes the initial conditions of a speciesSare
defined via a constant functionφS(t) for t ∈ [t0−σ(α ); t0] such thatφS(t) = hlS,0 wherelS,0 is the initial
concentration level forS in the Bio-PEPAd model andh is the step size for the concentration levels (see
[1] for details). In general, we leave this part of the translation to the modeler who will tune the initial
conditions with respect to the specification of the target system.
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4.2 Stochastic Simulation

The stochastic simulation of biological systems is typically based on the SSA by Gillespie [16] and its
variants. Anyway, the SSA, as well as all its variants, are not able to deal with actions with delays but
only with Markovian actions. As a consequence, some DSSAs [1, 5] have been defined to perform the
stochastic simulation of a system where actions have a fixed delay.

In this section we briefly explain how to perform the stochastic simulation of a Bio-PEPAd system by
using the DSSAs presented in [1], where all the reactions follow a delay-as-duration approach. Also in
this context the choice of reusing part of the Bio-PEPA definitions in BIo-PEPAd is crucial. In particular,
this permits us to completely re-use the techniques defined in [10] to perform the stochastic simulation
of Bio-PEPA systems by using the SSA.

The main steps in preparing a Bio-PEPAd system for the application of the DSSA are the two.
Firstly, given an initial system〈V ,N ,K ,F ,Comp,σ ,P〉, whereP is a Bio-PEPA process as well as a
Bio-PEPAd one, a vector describing the initial numbers of molecules to be simulated must be obtained
by an encoding ofP. Secondly, the actual rates of the reactions have to be defined, by cases, starting
from F .

Both the two issues are independent of the target algorithm (hence of the delays). More precisely,
since both the SSA and the DSSA simply assume a vectorX(t0) describing the initial state of the system,
and asP is also a Bio-PEPA process since it is not in a configuration, then we can simply use the
techniques developed in [10] to computeX(t0) from P.

Also the definition of the actual rates of the reactions can bedone again in the same way for both
Bio-PEPA and Bio-PEPAd systems. This is possible since the DSSA we refer to is based on the SSA.
Indeed, it assumes the same type of definition of propensity functions to compute the probability of
the reactions,. Finally, asF is defined in the same way for both Bio-PEPA and Bio-PEPAd, then the
techniques developed in [10] to define fromF the actual rates can be used also in the context of Bio-
PEPAd.

Once these two steps have been performed, the resulting systems can be simulated by the DSSA
presented in [1, 2] where all the actions follow a delay-as-duration approach.

5 Examples

In this section we present a toy example of a Bio-PEPAd model to illustrate the approach, followed by
an encoding of a well–known model of the cell cycle in Bio-PEPAd.

A toy example

In order to clarify the modeling with Bio-PEPAd we present a toy example of a model. We assume a

single reaction channel of the formA
k,σ ′

−−→ B to denote a transformation of an element of speciesA into
an element of speciesB with a kinetic constantk and a delayσ ′. The initial state contains three elements
of speciesA and no elements of speciesB; formally it is described by the vectorX(t0) = (3,0)T .

The Bio-PEPAd processes modeling the species can be easily defined as follows:

A
def
= (α ,1)↓A B

def
= (α ,1)↑B

whereα is the action which models the reaction, the functional rates are defined according to the mass–
action kinetics,fα = fMA(k) and the delay is defined according to the functionσ(α ) = σ ′. The Bio-
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Figure 4: A graphical representation of the stochastic process obtained by applying the semantics to the
process configuration for the toy example.

PEPAd process describing the interacting components isA ⊲⊳
{α}

B. By considering levels we assume the

species to have some maximum levelsNA and NB whereNA > 3 andNB > 3. The initial levels of
concentrations are described by the vectorX(t0), and the initial configuration of the process, obtained by
applying functionµ , is the following

A(3, [ ]) ⊲⊳
{α}

B(0, [ ]) .

By applying the stochastic relation to the system with this process configuration we obtain all the
possible evolutions of the configuration. The obtained LTS,as expected, is finite, and, because of the
delays, it corresponds to a non–Markovian stochastic process. Intuitively, there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between both the states and the transitions of theLTS and of the stochastic process, exactly
as between the LTS for Bio-PEPA systems and the CTMCs.

A graphical representation of the stochastic process is given in Figure 4. In that figure, all the states
are represented as circles where the notation(n1,n2) : m represents the discrete levels of concentration
of the speciesA, n1, andB, n2. The numberm represents the number of instances of the unique possible
actionα currently scheduled in the state. All the arrows represent stochastic derivations of the whole
system, where the labels are exactly those computed by that relation. The full arrows represent stochastic
derivations based on start derivation, empty arrows represent stochastic derivations based on completion
derivation. For this particular example, any empty arrow built from a derivation with a rater refers to the
completion of the unique action started with the same rater.

Figure 5 presents a table showing the explicit mapping of thestates described in Figure 4 and the
corresponding process configuration obtained by the semantics. For the sake of clarity, as in this simple
example there is just one action,α , andA always participates in that action as a reactant andB as a
product, this information is omitted from the scheduling lists.

As expected, this system, starting from the initial configurationX(t0), namely state(3,0) : 0, eventu-
ally reaches the final state(0,3) : 0, which corresponds to the final configurationA(0, [ ]) ⊲⊳

{α}
B(3, [ ]) and

to the vectorX(t ′) = (0,3)T , for somet ′ > t0.
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state process configuration

(3,0) : 0 A(3, [ ]) ⊲⊳
{α}

B(0, [ ])

(2,0) : 1 A(3, [(3,1)]) ⊲⊳
{α}

B(0, [(0,1)])

(2,1) : 0 A(2, [ ]) ⊲⊳
{α}

B(1, [ ])

(1,0) : 2 A(1, [(3,1),(2,1)]) ⊲⊳
{α}

B(0, [(0,1),(0,1)])

(1,1) : 1 A(1, [(2,1)]) ⊲⊳
{α}

B(1, [(1,1)])

(1,2) : 0 A(1, [ ]) ⊲⊳
{α}

B(2, [ ])

(0,0) : 3 A(1, [(3,1),(2,1),(1,1)]) ⊲⊳
{α}

B(0, [(0,1),(0,1),(0,1)])

(0,1) : 2 A(1, [(2,1),(1,1)]) ⊲⊳
{α}

B(1, [(1,1),(1,1)])

(0,2) : 1 A(0, [(1,1)]) ⊲⊳
{α}

B(2, [(2,1)])

(0,3) : 0 A(0, [ ]) ⊲⊳
{α}

B(3, [ ])

Figure 5: A table stating the correspondence between the states represented in Figure 4 and the process
configurations obtained by the semantics.

A model of the cell cycle with delays

In this section we encode in Bio-PEPAd a model of the cell cycle with delays as presented in [1]. Such
a model is obtained by simplifying a DDEs model of tumor growth that includes the immune system
response and a phase-specific drug able to alter the natural course of action of the cell cycle of the tumor
cells [28] .

The model of the cell cycle with delays has been analyzed in [1] in order to discuss two possible
interpretations of delays in the delay stochastic simulation algorithms, a delay-as-duration approach and
a purely delayed approach. In this section, we simply show how to encode that model in Bio-PEPAd and
for a detailed analysis of the model we refer to that paper.

The cell cycle is a series of sequential events leading to cell replication via cell division. It consists
of four phases: G1, S, G2 and M. The first three phases (G1, S, G2) are called interphase. In these phases,
the main event which happens is the replication of DNA. In thelast phase (M), called mitosis, the cell
segregates the duplicated sets of chromosomes between daughter cells and then divides to form two new
cells in their interphase. The duration of the cell cycle depends on the type of cell (e.g a normal human
cell takes approximately 24 hours to perform a cycle). Cell death via apoptosis may happen in any phase
of the cell cycle.

The Bio-PEPAd model considers two populations of cells:TI , the population of tumor cells during
cell cycle interphase, andTM, the population of tumor cells during mitosis. We consider four possible
actions,α , β , γ andδ, one for each of the events that we want to model. In particular, actionα models
the passage from the interphase to the mitotic phase, with rate a1, β models the mitosis, with ratea4, γ
the death of a cell in the interphase, with rated2, andδ the death of a cell in the mitotic phase, with rate
d3. All the rates in the model refer to mass action kinetics.

The Bio-PEPAd model is defined by the following species definitions:

TI
def
= (α ,1)↓+(β ,2)↑+(γ,1)↓

TM
def
= (α ,1)↑+(β ,1)↓+(δ,1)↓
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where the species behave as reactants or products, depending on their role as previously specified. Also,
as all the actions obey a mass action kinetic law, we simply assume fα = fMA(a1), fβ = fMA(a4), fγ =
fMA(d2) and fδ = fMA(d3). The Bio-PEPAd process modeling the interactions is given by

TI(n
I
0)

⊲⊳
{α ,β}TM(nM

0 )

wherenI
0 andnM

0 represent the initial concentration levels for the cells inthe interphase and in the mitotic
phase, respectively. Notice thatγ andδ are not in the cooperation set since model reactions involving a
single species. Also, we recall that this is also a valid Bio-PEPA process specification.

A delay σ ′ is used to model the duration of the interphase, hence the passage of a tumor cell from
the population of those in the interphase to the population of those in the mitotic phase, namely the event
modeled by actionα , is delayed. To specify the delay in the Bio-PEPAd system to analyze, it is enough
to define a functionσ where

σ(α ) = σ ′ σ(β) = σ(γ) = σ(δ) = 0.

As a consequence, the Bio-PEPAd process initialized by applying functionµ , namely the process con-
figurationTI (nI

0, [ ]) ⊲⊳
{α ,β}TM(nM

0 , [ ]), together with the functionσ , completes the definition of the Bio-

PEPAd system representing the cell cycle model.
By applying one of the techniques discussed in this paper this system can be analyzed. In particular,

the Bio-PEPAd model can be automatically translated into a set of DDEs by applying the algorithm
presented in Section 4.1. By computing the following vectorof the kinetic laws

νKL = (a1TI(t −σ(α )), a4TM(t −σ(β)), d2TI(t −σ(γ)), d3TM(t −σ(δ)))T

= (a1TI(t −σ ′), a4TM(t), d2TI(t), d3TM(t))T

the following set of DDEs can be computed:

dTI

dt
= 2a4TM −d2TI −a1TI(t −σ ′)

dTM

dt
= a1TI(t −σ ′)−d3TM −a4TM .

As expected, this DDEs system is analogous to the one presented in [1]. The termsd2TI and d3TM

represent cell deaths. The cells reside in the interphase atleastσ ′ units of time; then the number of cells
that enter mitosis at timet depends on the number of cells that entered the interphaseσ ′ units of time
before. This is modeled by the termsTI (t −σ ′) in the DDEs. Also, each cell leaving the mitotic phase
produces two new cells in theTI population, as given by terms−a4TM and 2a4TM. As a consequence,
by defining the appropriate initial conditions for the resulting DDEs system it would be possible to
reproduce the results presented in [1] for the deterministic model.

As far as the stochastic analysis of the Bio-PEPAd systems isconcerned, we can notice that the
system we defined corresponds to the following set of reactions

TI
a1−→ TM with delayσ TM

a4−→ 2TI TI
d2−→ TM

d3−→ .

Again, this is exactly the same reactions–based model used in [1] to compare the deterministic and the
stochastic models for the cell cycle. Consequently, by applying the DSSA as explained in Section 4.2, it
would be possible to reproduce the results presented in [1] for the stochastic model.
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6 Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we have enriched the stochastic process algebra Bio-PEPA with the possibility of assigning
delays to actions, yielding the definition of a new non–Markovian process algebra: Bio-PEPAd. The use
of delays in biological systems is suitable to model events for which the underlying dynamics cannot be
precisely observed. Also, delays can be used to abstract portions of systems, leading to a reduced state
space for models. From this point of view Bio-PEPA, which is based on the idea of levels to tackle the
problem of state space explosion, was an appropriate candidate for defining our algebra.

The algebra is based on the syntax of Bio-PEPA. Hence the definition of Bio-PEPAd systems with
delays can be easily obtained by adding, to a Bio-PEPA systemof the target model, the delay specifica-
tions.

The semantics of the firing for the actions with delays is the delay-as-duration approach, as presented
in the definition of DSSAs. In future work, we may enrich Bio-PEPAd with the other interpretation of
delays presented in [1, 2], in order to have the purely delayed approach and its combination with the one
we currently consider.

The semantics of the algebra has been given in the Starting-Terminating style. This permits us to
observe the start and the completion of an action as two separate events, as required by delays. In future
work, we will consider equivalence relations for Bio-PEPAdsystems and processes, as done in [14] for
the Bio-PEPA ones.

In keeping with the techniques developed for analyzing Bio-PEPA models, we outlined how to per-
form stochastic simulation of Bio-PEPAd systems and how to automatically translate a Bio-PEPAd sys-
tem in a set of Delay Differential Equations, the deterministic framework for the modeling of biological
systems with delays. Moreover, the software framework for Bio-PEPA [7] could be extended to provide
a tool for the automatic analysis of Bio-PEPAd systems.

As a proof of concept, we presented two examples of Bio-PEPAdsystems. The first one, a toy
example, has been shown to illustrate the semantics we defined. The second one, a well–known model
of the cell–cycle where phase passages are abstracted by means of a delay, has been presented in order to
show the translation of the Bio-PEPAd system into both a stochastic process with delays to be simulated
by a DSSA, and a set of DDEs which can automatically derived bythe system specification.

In the future, we plan to define Bio-PEPAd models of biological systems with delays and to analyze
such models using the anlysis techniques we defined in this paper.

An interesting area for further future work will be to compare Bio-PEPAd with non–Markovian
Stochastic Petri Nets such as DSPN [15].
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The modelling and analysis of biological systems has deep roots in Mathematics, specifically in

the field of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Alternative approaches based on formal calculi,

often derived from process algebras or term rewriting systems, provide a quite complementary way

to analyze the behaviour of biological systems. These calculi allow to cope in a natural way with

notions like compartments and membranes, which are not easy (sometimes impossible) to handle

with purely numerical approaches, and are often based on stochastic simulation methods. Recently,

it has also become evident that stochastic effects in regulatory networks play a crucial role in the

analysis of such systems. Actually, in many situations it is necessary to use stochastic models. For

example when the system to be described is based on the interaction of few molecules, when we

are at the presence of a chemical instability, or when we want to simulate the functioning of a pool

of entities whose compartmentalised structure evolves dynamically. In contrast, stable metabolic

networks, involving a large number of reagents, for which the computational cost of a stochastic

simulation becomes an insurmountable obstacle, are efficiently modelled with ODEs. In this paper

we define a hybrid simulation method, combining the stochastic approach with ODEs, for systems

described in CWC, a calculus on which we can express the compartmentalisation of a biological

system whose evolution is defined by a set of rewrite rules.

1 Introduction

The most common approach of biologists to describe biological systems is based on the use of deter-

ministic mathematical means like, e.g., ordinary differential equations (ODEs for short). ODEs make

it possible to abstractly reason on the behaviour of biological systems and to perform a quantitative

in silico investigation. This kind of modelling, however, becomes more and more difficult, both in

the specification phase and in the analysis processes, when the complexity of the biological systems

taken into consideration increases. This has probably been one of the main motivations for investigat-

ing the description of biological systems by means of formalisms developed in Computer Science for

the description of computational entities [21]. Different formalisms have either been applied to (or

have been inspired from) biological systems. Automata-based models [2, 16] have the advantage of al-

lowing the direct use of many verification tools such as model checkers. Rewrite systems [10, 20, 4]

usually allow describing biological systems with a notation that can be easily understood by biologists.

Both automata-like models and rewrite systems present, in general, problems from the point of view of

compositionality, which allows studying the behaviour of a system componentwise. Compostionality,

instead, is in general ensured by Process calculi, included those commonly used to describe biologi-

cal systems [21, 19, 6]. Quantitative simulations of biological models represented with these kind of

frameworks (see, e.g. [19, 11, 15, 3, 12, 8]) are usually developed via a stochastic method derived by

Gillespie’s algorithm [13].

∗This research is founded by the BioBITs Project (Converging Technologies 2007, area: Biotechnology-ICT), Regione

Piemonte.
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The ODE description of biological systems determines continuous, deterministic models in which

variables describe the concentrations of the species involved in the system as functions of the time.

These models are based on average reaction rates, measured from real experiments which relate to the

change of concentrations over time, taking into account the known properties of the involved chemicals,

but possibly abstracting away some unknown mechanisms. Given the reaction equations (together with

their rates) and the initial amount for each species, an ODEs model can be constructed by writing a

differential equation for each biochemical specie whose concentration changes over time.

In contrast to the deterministic model, discrete, stochastic simulations involve random variables.

Therefore, the behaviour of a reaction is not determined a priori but characterized statistically. Since

biological reactions fall in the category of stochastic systems (the very basic steps of every molecu-

lar reaction can be described only in terms of its probability of occurrence), stochastic kinetic models

are increasingly accepted as the best way to represent and simulate genetic and biochemical networks.

Moreover, when the system to be described is based on the interaction of few molecules, or we want to

simulate the functioning of a little pool of cells it is necessary to use stochastic models.

The stochastic approach is always valid when the deterministic one is, and it may be valid when the

ordinary deterministic is not (i.e. in a nonlinear system in the neighborhood of a chemical instability).

Actually, in the last years it has become evident that stochastic effects in regulatory networks play a

crucial role in the analysis of such systems (for example in case of multi-stable systems). In contrast,

metabolic networks involving large numbers of molecules are most often modelled deterministically.

Thus, because of the bimodal nature of biological systems, it may happen that a purely deterministic

model does not accurately capture the dynamics of the considered system, and a stochastic description

is needed. However, the computational cost of a discrete simulation often becomes an insurmountable

obstacle. Computationally, the ODEs method is extremely more efficient. Thus, when the deterministic

approach is applicable, it might be profitable to take advantage of its efficiency, and move to the stochastic

approach when it is not. In a hybrid model, some reactions are modelled in a discrete way (i.e. computed,

probabilistically, according to a stochastic method) and others in a continuous way (i.e. computed, in a

deterministic way, by a set of ODEs).

Hybrid models for the simulation of biological systems have been presented in the last few years for

purely mathematical models [23, 14, 9]. In this paper we adapt the hybrid simulation technique within

the programming language approach to describe and analyse the dynamics of biological systems.

In [8] we proposed the Calculus of Wrapped Compartments (CWC for short), a simplification of the

Calculus of Looping Sequences (CLS for short) [4, 3]. Starting from an alphabet of atomic elements,

CWC terms are defined as multisets of elements and compartments. Elements can be localized by

compartmentalisation and the structure of a compartment can be specified by detailing the elements of

interest on its membrane. The evolution of the system is driven by a set of rewrite rules modelling the

reactions of interest. We provided CWC with a stochastic operational semantics from which a continuous

time Markov chain can be build following the standard Gillespie’s approach [13].

In this paper we define a hybrid simulation method for systems described in CWC; thus: (1) we

are able to simulate systems with compartments, (2) we use the stochastic simulation method when the

deterministic one is not valid, and (3) we exploit the efficiency of the deterministic approach whenever

it is applicable.

Summary. Section 2 introduces the CWC formalism. Section 3 recalls the stochastic and the deter-

ministic simulation methods. Section 4 introduces the hybrid simulation technique and Section 5 applies

it to the analysis of the HIV-1 transactivation mechanism. Finally, in Section 6, we draw our conclusions.
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Simple terms syntax

t ::= a
∣

∣ (a⌋ t)ℓ

Structural congruence

t u w v ≡ t w u v

if a ≡ b and t ≡ u then (a⌋ t)ℓ ≡ (b⌋u)ℓ

Figure 1: CWC term syntax and structural congruence rules

2 The Calculus of Wrapped Compartments

Like most modelling languages based on term rewriting (notably CLS), a CWC (biological) model con-

sists of a term, representing the system and a set of rewrite rules which model the transformations de-

termining the system’s evolution. The calculus presented here is a slight variant of the one introduced

in [8]. Namely, compartments are enriched with a nominal type which identifies the set of rewrite rules

that can be applied on that compartment.

Terms and Structural Congruence A term of the CWC calculus is intended to represent a biological

system. A term is a multiset of simple terms. Simple terms, ranged over by t, u, v, w, are built by

means of the compartment constructor, (−⌋−)−, from a set A of atomic elements (atoms for short),

ranged over by a, b, c, d, and from a set L of compartments types (represented as labels attached to

compartments and rules), ranged over by ℓ,ℓ′, ℓ1, . . .. The syntax of simple terms is given at the top of

Figure 1. We write t to denote a (possibly empty) multiset of simple terms t1 · · · tn. Similarly, with a

we denote a (possibly empty) multiset of atoms. The set of simple terms will be denoted by T . The

set of terms (multiset of simple terms) and the set of multisets of atoms will be denoted by T and A ,

respectively. Note that A ⊆ T .

A term t = t1 · · · tn should be understood as the multiset containing the simple terms t1, . . . , tn. There-

fore, we introduce a relation of structural congruence, following a standard approach in process algebra.

The CWC structural congruence is the least equivalence relation on terms satisfying the rules given at

the bottom of Figure 1. From now on we will always consider terms modulo structural congruence. Then

a simple term is either an atom or a compartment (a⌋ t)ℓ consisting of a wrap (represented by the multiset

of atoms a), a content (represented by the term t) and a type (represented by the label ℓ). We write the

empty multiset as • and denote the union of two multisets u and v as u v. Let’s extend the notion of

subset (denoted as usual as ⊆) between terms interpreted as multisets.

An example of term is t = a b (c d ⌋e f )ℓ representing a multiset consisting of two atoms a and b

(for instance two molecules) and an ℓ-type compartment (c d ⌋e f )ℓ which, in turn, consists of a wrap

(a membrane) with two atoms c and d (for instance, two proteins) on its surface, and containing the

atoms e (for instance, a molecule) and f (for instance a DNA strand). See Figure 2 for some graphical

representations.

Rewrite Rules, Variables, Open Terms and Patterns A rewrite rule is defined as a pair of terms

(possibly containing variables), which represent the patterns defining the system transformations, to-

gether with a label ℓ representing the compartment type on which the rule can be applied. Compartments

are identified by the notion of (labelled) reduction context introduced below. A rule is applicable in a

compartment if its content matches the left-hand side of the rule via a proper instantiation of its variables
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Figure 2: (i) represents (a b c⌋•)ℓ; (ii) represents (a b c⌋(d e⌋•)ℓ′)ℓ; (iii) represents

(a b c⌋(d e⌋•)ℓ′ f g)ℓ

(note this instantiation is in general not unique). A system transformation is obtained by replacing the

reduced subterm by the corresponding instance of the right-hand side of the rule.

In order to formally define the rewriting semantics, we introduce the notion of open term (a term

containing variables) and pattern (an open term that may be used as left part of a rewrite rule). In

order to respect the syntax of terms, we distinguish between “wrap variables” which may occur only in

compartment wraps (and can be replaced only by multisets of atoms) and “term variables” which may

only occur in compartment contents or at top level (and can be replaced by arbitrary terms). Therefore,

we assume a set of term variables, V
T

, ranged over by X ,Y,Z, and a set of wrap variables, V
A

, ranged

over by x,y,z. These two sets are disjoint. We denote by V the set of all variables V
T
∪V

A
, and with ρ

any variable in V .

• Open terms are terms which may contain occurrences of wrap variables in compartment wraps and

term variables in compartment contents or at top level. They can be seen as multisets of simple

open terms. More formally, open terms, ranged over by O and simple open terms, ranged over by

o, are defined in the following way:

O ::= o

o ::= a
∣

∣ X
∣

∣ (a x⌋o)ℓ

We denote with O the set of open terms. An open term is linear if each variable occurs at most

once.

• Patterns, ranged over by P, and simple patterns, ranged over by p, are the linear open terms defined

in the following way:

P ::= p

p ::= t
∣

∣ (a x⌋ p X)ℓ

We denote with P the set of patterns.

An instantiation is a partial function σ : V →T . An instantiation must preserve the type of variables,

thus for X ∈ V
T

and x ∈ V
A

we have σ(X) ∈ T and σ(x) ∈ A , respectively. Given O ∈ O , with Oσ

we denote the term obtained by replacing each occurrence of each variable ρ ∈ V appearing in O with

the corresponding term σ(ρ).

Let Σ denote the set of all the possible instantiations and Var(O) denote the set of variables appearing

in O ∈ O .

A rewrite rule is a triple (ℓ,P,O), also denoted by ℓ : P 7−→O, where P ∈ P and O ∈ O are such that

Var(O) ⊆ Var(P). The label ℓ denotes the type of the compartments where the rule can be applied. A
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rewrite rule ℓ : P 7−→O then states that a subterm Pσ , obtained by instantiating variables in P by some

instantiation function σ , can be transformed into the subterm Oσ within any compartment of type ℓ. We

use the special label ⊤ ∈ L to denote the type of the top level of a term.

Contexts The definition of reduction for CWC systems is completed by resorting to the notion of

reduction context. To this aim, the syntax of terms is enriched with a new element � representing a hole.

Reduction context (ranged over by C) are defined by:

C ::= �
∣

∣ C t
∣

∣ (a⌋C)ℓ

where a ∈ A , t ∈ T and ℓ ∈ L . We denote with C the infinite set of contexts.

By definition, every context contains a single hole �. Let us assume C,C′ ∈ C . With C[t] we denote

the term obtained by replacing � with t in C; with C[C′] we denote context composition, whose result is

the context obtained by replacing � with C′ in C. For example, given C = (a b⌋�)ℓ i, C′ = (c d ⌋�)ℓ′ g h

and t = e f , we get C[C′[t]] = (a b⌋(c d ⌋e f )ℓ′ g h)ℓ i.

In order to apply a rule within a compartment of the correct type we define a function that, given a

context, returns the label of the innermost compartment containing the hole. If the hole appears at top

level, the distinguished label ⊤ is returned. The function LAB is defined as follows:

LAB(C) =

{

⊤ if C = � t

ℓ if C = C′[(a⌋� t)ℓ]

Qualitative Reduction Semantics A CWC system over a set A of atoms and a set L of labels is

represented by a set QA ,L (Q for short when A and L are understood) of rewrite rules over A and L .

The qualitative reduction semantics of a CWC system Q is the least transition relation satisfying the

following rule:

ℓ : P 7−→ O ∈ Q σ ∈ Σ C ∈ C LAB(C) = ℓ

C[Pσ ] −→C[Oσ ]

Modelling Guidelines In this section we give some explanations and general hints about how CWC

could be used to represent the behaviour of various biological systems. Here, entities are represented by

terms of the rewrite system, and events by rewrite rules.

First of all, we should select the biomolecular entities of interest. Since we want to describe cells,

we consider molecular populations and membranes. Molecular populations are groups of molecules that

are in the same compartment of the cells and inside them. As we have said before, molecules can be of

many types: we classify them as proteins, chemical moieties and other molecules.

Membranes are considered as elementary objects: we do not describe them at the level of the phos-

pholipids they are made of. The only interesting properties of a membrane are that it may have a con-

tent (hence, create a compartment) and that in its phospholipid bilayer various proteins are embedded,

which act for example as transporters and receptors. Since membranes are represented as multisets of

the embedded structures, we are modeling a fluid mosaic in which the membranes become similar to a

two-dimensional liquid where molecules can diffuse more or less freely [24].

Compartment labels are useful to identify the kind of a compartment. For example, we may use

compartment labels to denote a nucleus within a cell, the different organelles, etc..
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Biomolecular Event CWC Rewrite Rules

State change a 7−→ b

Complexation a b 7−→ c

Decomplexation c 7−→ a b

State change on membrane (a x⌋X) 7−→ (b x⌋X)

Complexation a (b x⌋X) 7−→ (c x⌋X)
on membrane (b x⌋a X) 7−→ (c x⌋X)

Decomplexation (c x⌋X) 7−→ a (b x⌋X)
on membrane (c x⌋X) 7−→ (b x⌋a X)

Membrane crossing a (x⌋X) 7−→ (x⌋a X)
(x⌋a X) 7−→ a (x⌋X)

Catalyzed a (b x⌋X) 7−→ (b x⌋a X)
membrane crossing (b x⌋a X) 7−→ a (b x⌋X)

Membrane joining a (x⌋X) 7−→ (a x⌋X)
(x⌋a X) 7−→ (a x⌋X)

Catalyzed a (b x⌋X) 7−→ (a b x⌋X)
membrane joining (b x⌋a X) 7−→ (a b x⌋X)

(x⌋a b X) 7−→ (a x⌋b X)

Table 1: Guidelines for modelling biomolecular events in CWC

Table 1 lists the guidelines (taken from [8]) for the abstraction into CWC rules of some basic

biomolecular events, some of which will be used in our applications.1 Entities are associated with CWC

terms: elementary objects (genes, domains, etc...) are modelled as atoms, molecular populations as CWC

terms, and membranes as atom multisets. Biomolecular events are associated with CWC rewrite rules.

The simplest kind of event is the change of state of an elementary object. Then, there are interactions

between molecules: in particular complexation, decomplexation and catalysis. Interactions could take

place between simple molecules, depicted as single symbols, or between membranes and molecules:

for example a molecule may cross or join a membrane. Finally, there are also interactions between

membranes: in this case there may be many kinds of interactions (fusion, vesicle dynamics, etc. . . ).

3 Quantitative Simulation Models for CWC

A quantitative operational semantics for CWC can be defined by associating to the rewriting rules of

CWC the kinetic constant k of the modeled chemical reaction. A quantitative rewrite rule is then a

quadruple (ℓ,P,O,k), denoted with ℓ : P
k

7−→O, where ℓ,P and O are in Section 2, and k ∈ IR≥0.

In this section we introduce two (standard) quantitative simulation methods for CWC based respec-

tively on Gillespie’s stochastic simulation algorithm [13] and on the (deterministic) solution of ordinary

differential equations. These two approaches, that will be presented separately in this section, will be

integrated in the next section defining the hybrid semantics of CWC.

A prototype implementation of the hybrid CWC calculus (which encompasses both the pure stochas-

tic and the deterministic versions of the calculus) is available [1].

Remark 3.1 Notice that the stochastic, deterministic and hybrid approaches introduced in this section

simulate well-stirred system of molecules, confined to a constant volume and in thermal equilibrium at

some constant temperature. In these conditions we can describe the systems state by specifying only

1Compartment labels are omitted for simplicity, just notice that the rules shown in the table can be specified to apply only

within a given type of compartment.
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µ A B C

A 0.15 0.2 0.15

B 0.2 0.15 0.2

C 0.15 0.2 0.15

Table 2: Interaction Matrix

the molecular populations, ignoring the positions and velocities of the individual molecules. Different

approaches such as Molecular Dynamics, Partial Differential Equations or Lattice-based methods are

required in case of molecular crowding, anisotropy of the medium or canalization.

Running Example In order to illustrate the quantitative semantics of CWC we consider, as a running

example, a toy case study based on a compartmentalized variant of a system studied in ecology to de-

scribe a generalized competitive Lotka-Volterra dynamics [22]. The variant consists in an schema of

ecoregions bounded by geographical frontiers rendered by compartments. The system has 3 competitive

species in 2 environmental compartments. The supposed population dynamics depend on the following

parameters:

• the interaction matrix µi, j ≥ 0, where the element µi, j represents the relative strength that species

i has on the population of species j, i.e. the competition between species in the same environment

due to incompatibility;

• the carrying capacity Ki ≥ 0 is the population size of the species i that the environment can sustain

indefinitely assuming no interaction between the species;

• the migration rate di associated to each species which migrates between the compartments.

In our tests, we set the interaction matrix in accordance to Table 2. The carrying capacities are

Ki = 100 and the migration rates between the compartments are: dA = 0.01, dB = 0.01, dC = −0.01.

The migration rates are positive for species A and B moving from the compartment to the outside, and

negative for species C which moves in the reverse path. This system has a wide set of possible behaviour,

particularly the compartmentalization can be interpreted as the case of an ecological frontier like a river

or a mountain which partially separates the different populations.

The set of CWC rules adopted in our toy case study is given in Figure 3, where the rates of competi-

tion of the species i against the species j were calculated as ki, j =
µi, j

Ki
. The two environmental compart-

ments are represented by the implicit top level compartment (of type ⊤) and by an explicit compartment

of type IN. Rules (N1−N3) model the migration of the three species between the two compartments. The

other rules model the competition between species (rules B4 −B9) and their reproduction capacity (rules

B1 −B3). Note that rule (B1), is indeed a compact representation for the rules:

(B′
1) ⊤ : A

1
7−→ A A (B′′

1) IN : A
1

7−→ A A

Similarly for the rules (B2), . . . ,(B9). The simulations will be performed for 35 time units, with the

starting term:2

2×C (•⌋2×A 2×B)IN.

2The notation n×a, where n is a natural number and a is an atom, denotes the multiset containing n occurrences of a.
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(N1) ⊤ : (x⌋A X)IN dA7−→ (x⌋X)IN A

(N2) ⊤ : (x⌋B X)IN dB7−→ (x⌋X)IN B

(N3) ⊤ : (x⌋X)IN C
−dC7−→ (x⌋C X)IN

(B1) ⊤, IN : A
1

7−→ A A

(B2) ⊤, IN : B
1

7−→ B B

(B3) ⊤, IN : C
1

7−→C C

(B4) ⊤, IN : A A
kA,A
7−→ •

(B5) ⊤, IN : B B
kB,B
7−→ •

(B6) ⊤, IN : C C
kC,C
7−→ •

(B7) ⊤, IN : A B
kA,B
7−→ •

(B8) ⊤, IN : A C
kA,C
7−→ •

(B9) ⊤, IN : B C
kB,C
7−→ •

Figure 3: CWC rules for the test case

3.1 Stochastic Evolution

A stochastic simulation model for biological systems can be defined by incorporating a collision-based

stochastic framework along the line of the one presented by Gillespie in [13], which is, de facto, the

standard way to model quantitative aspects of biological systems. The idea of Gillespie’s algorithm is

that a rate constant is associated with each considered chemical reaction. Such a constant is obtained by

multiplying the kinetic constant of the reaction by the number of possible combinations of reactants that

may occur in the system. The resulting rate is then used as the parameter of an exponential distribution

modelling the time spent between two occurrences of the considered chemical reaction. Following the

law of mass action, it is necessary to count the number of reactants that are present in a system in order

to compute the exact rate of a reaction. The same approach has been applied, for instance, to define the

quantitative semantics of the stochastic π-calculus [18, 19].

The use of exponential distributions to represent the (stochastic) time spent between two occurrences

of chemical reactions allows describing the system as a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC), and

consequently allows verifying properties of the described system analytically and by means of stochastic

model checkers.

The number of reactants in a reaction represented by a rewrite rule is evaluated considering the

number of distinct occurrences, in the same context, of subterms to which the rule can be applied

producing the same term. For instance in evaluating the application rate of the stochastic rewrite rule

R = ⊤ : a b
k

7−→ c to the term t = a a b b we must consider the number of the possible combinations

of reactants of the form a b in t. Since each occurrence of a can react with each occurrence of b, this

number is 4. So the application rate of R is k ·4.

The evaluation of the application rate of a reduction rule containing variables is more complicate

since there can be many different ways in which variables can be instantiated to match the subterm to be

reduced, and this must be considered to correctly evaluate the application rate. Given two terms t,u and

a reduction rule R we can compute the number of possible applications of the rule R to the term t in a

context C[ ] of type ℓ, resulting in the term C[u]. We denote this number by OCC(R,C[t],C[u]), where the
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function OCC is analogous to the one defined for SCLS in [3]. The stochastic reduction semantics of a

CWC system Q is the least labelled transition relation satisfying the following rule:

R = ℓ : P
k

7−→ O ∈ Q σ ∈ Σ C ∈ C LAB(C) = ℓ

C[Pσ ]
k·OCC(R,C[Pσ ],C[Oσ ])
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→C[Oσ ]

Reductions determined by a rule R are labelled with their rates. The rate of a reduction is obtained as the

product of the rewrite rate constant and the number of occurrences of the rule within the starting term

(thus counting the exact number of reactants to which the rule can be applied and which produce the same

result). The rate associated with each transition in the stochastic reduction semantics is the parameter

of an exponential distribution that characterizes the stochastic behaviour of the activity corresponding

to the applied rewrite rule. The stochastic semantics is essentially a Continuous Time Markov Chain

(CTMC). Given a term t, a global time δ and all the reductions e1, . . . ,eM that can be applied to t, with

rates r1, . . . ,rM such that r = ∑
M
i=1 ri, the standard simulation procedure that corresponds to Gillespie’s

simulation algorithm [13] consists of the following two steps:

1. The time δ + τ at which the next stochastic reduction will occur is randomly chosen with τ expo-

nentially distributed with parameter r;

2. The reduction ei that will occur at time δ + τ is randomly chosen with probability ri

r
.

Running Example: Stochastic Simulations We performed several stochastic simulations of the toy

case study, showing many, different, possible evolutions. Two of these runs are shown in Figure 4.

A characteristic of this example is that in the initial phase, mainly due to the small number of indi-

viduals involved, the evolution of the system is strongly determined by random events that can change

dramatically the destiny of the species. In the first experiment, on the top of Figure 4, the populations

A and C overtake population B both inside and outside compartment IN. The second experiment, on the

bottom of Figure 4, shows a completely different fate for the populations: namely, population B over-

takes populations A and C inside the compartment IN while population C overtakes populations A and B

outside the compartment. Note that the cases shown here are just two possible examples of the many dif-

ferent destinies for the three populations. The second one, in particular, differs sensibly from the average

behaviour appearing in the deterministic simulation which is shown in Figure 5.

3.2 Deterministic Evolution

The standard way to express the evolution of a biochemical system is via ODEs. We define the deter-

ministic reduction semantics for a subset of CWC quantitative rewrite rules, that we call biochemical

rewrite rules, expressing biochemical reactions.

Biochemical rewrite rules are the quantitative rewrite rules of the form ℓ : a
k

7−→ b, where a and b are

multisets of atomic elements.

All the reactants of a biochemical reaction are completely specified, since both sides of the rules do

not contain variables. Moreover, biochemical reactions are local to a single compartment. Reactions

that invoke and/or change the structure of compartments cannot be expressed with biochemical rewrite

rules. Actually, referring to Table 1, we notice that biochemical rewrite rules can be used to model state

change, complexation and decomplexation: these are exactly the kinds of reactions naturally eligible to

be simulated with ODEs.
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Figure 4: Two different runs of the stochastic simulations showing the different behaviour of the dynam-

ics of the competitive species inside the compartment IN (on the left side) and outside the compartment

(on the right side)

A CWC system Q consisting of r biochemical rewrite rules represents a system of r biochemical

reactions. Its deterministic semantics is defined by extracting from Q a system of ODEs to be used for

simulating the evolution of the involved multisets of atoms. For every label ℓ, let

• a1, . . . ,anℓ
(nℓ ≥ 1) denote the nℓ species of atoms that may occur at top level within a compartment

of type ℓ, and

• Qℓ denote the set of rules with label ℓ.

The i-th rule in the set Qℓ is denoted by

ℓ : āi
ki7−→ b̄i i = 1,2, . . . , |Qℓ|

For all species a j ( j = 1,2, . . . ,nℓ) let α−
i, j be the number of atoms of species a j consumed by the i-th

rule and α+
i, j the number of atoms of species a j produced by the i-th rule. The nℓ ×|Qℓ| stoichiometric

matrix Λℓ is defined by νi, j = α+
i, j −α−

i, j.
3

Let [a] denote the concentrations of the atoms of specie a occurring at top level in a given compart-

ment of type ℓ. If āi = ai1 . . . airi
(ri ≥ 1), let [āi] denote the product [ai1 ] . . . [airi

] of the concentrations

3Many of the α−
i, j, α+

i, j are usually 0.
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Figure 5: Deterministic simulation of the dynamics of the competitive species inside the compartment

IN (left figure) and outside the compartment (right figure)

of the species occurring in āi in the considered compartment.4 The evolution of the given compartment

of type ℓ is modelled by the following system of ODEs:

ℓ :
d[s j]

dt
=

|Qℓ|

∑
i=1

νi, j · ki · [āi]

Computationally, ODEs are well studied and understood. They can be solved using a variety of nu-

merical methods, from the Euler method to higher-order Runge-Kutta methods or stiff methods, many of

which are readily available in software packages that can be easily incorporated into existing simulation

code.

Running Example: Deterministic Simulations To perform a deterministic simulation of the toy case

study we have to remodel it by using only biochemical rewrite rules. This can be done by phrasing the

compartmentalisation by using a different name for the species occurring in the compartment IN, namely:

AIN, BIN and CIN. Then, the three non-biochemical rewrite rules (N1), (N2) and (N3) can be converted

into the following biochemical rewrite rules:

(B10) ⊤ : AIN dA7−→ A (B11) ⊤ : BIN dB7−→ B (B12) ⊤ : C
−dC7−→CIN

The conversion of the biochemical rules (B1), . . . ,(B9) is straightforward. For instance rule (B1) is

converted into the two rules:

(B′
1) ⊤ : A

1
7−→ A A (B′′

1) ⊤ : AIN 1
7−→ AIN AIN

The converted starting term is 2×C 2×AIN 2×BIN. The results of the deterministic simulation are

shown in Figure 5.

4Being āi a multiset, if an element a j occurs h times in āi (for instance, for h = 2, ip = iq for some (1 ≤ p,q ≤ iri
, p 6= q) its

concentration is considered h times in [āi], i.e. we take the h-th power of [a j].
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Remark 3.2 The conversion of the original CWC system for the toy case studies into a CWC system

using only the top level compartment and biochemical rewriting rules has been straightforward since the

original system has a fixed compartment structure. Such a conversion, as well as the direct representation

of the modelled biological system in terms of ODEs, might be quite complicate (or even impossible) in

case of biological systems that during their evolution may change the structure of the compartments,

maybe by creating a possibly unbounded number of new compartments.

4 Hybrid Evolution

The stochastic approach is based on a probabilistic simulation method that manages the evolution of exact

integer quantities and often requires a huge computational time to complete a simulation. The ODEs

numerical approach computes a unique deterministic and fractional evolution of the species involved in

the system and achieves very efficient computations. In this section we combine both methods within

CWC, defining a hybrid simulation technique.

Given a CWC system Q we partition it into a set of biochemical rewrite rules B and a set of non-

biochemical rewrite rules N . Rules in N are always applied by using the stochastic method. Rules in B

might be applied with the ODEs approach. In general B might contain both rules that model evolution of

large numbers of molecules according to very fast reactions (whose execution is suitable to be correctly

computed with ODE) and rules that model very slow reactions or reactions that involve a very small

number of reagents. In the latter case it is convenient to compute the execution of the associated rule

according to the stochastic approach.

According to the state of the system, a rule might be dynamically interpreted either as stochastic

or deterministic. For instance, during a simulation, it might happen that a given biochemical rewrite

rule ℓ : āi
ki7−→ b̄i ∈ B is applied initially according to the stochastic semantics, since the associated

compartment contains a very small number of reagents. After the system has evolved for some time,

however, the concentration of the reagents involved in the rule can be substantially increased and it

becomes convenient to model the corresponding reaction according to the deterministic approach.

Actually, at the beginning of each simulation step we build, for each compartment in the term, a

system of ODEs for the simulation of the biochemical rules in that compartment which (1) are sufficiently

fast and (2) involve reagents with a sufficient concentration. For the remaining rules the evolution is

determined by the stochastic simulation algorithm.

In order to describe the hybrid semantics we assume that, given a CWC term t, each compartment

of t is univocally identified by an index ι . The index of the (implicit) compartment at the top level will

be denoted by ι0. The biochemical reagents of a compartment (a⌋ t)ℓ with index ι , written BR(ι), are

expressed by the multiset of the atomic elements appearing in the top level of t. For example, given the

term

t = a a b (c⌋(d e⌋•)ℓ′ f )ℓ (c⌋ f g)ℓ

and assuming that the compartment (c⌋(d e⌋•)ℓ′ f )ℓ has index ι1, the compartment (d e⌋•)ℓ′ has index

ι2 and the compartment (c⌋ f g)ℓ has index ι3, we have that BR(ι0) = a a b, BR(ι1) = f , BR(ι2) = •
and BR(ι3) = f g.

A basic point of our hybrid approach is the criterium to determine, at each computation stage, the

reductions to compute in stochastic or in a deterministic way. In this paper we have chosen simply to

put a threshold on the number of possible reagents and on the speed of the reaction, but other more

sophisticated criteria should be investigated.
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Let t denote the whole term and let I denote the set of compartment indexes occurring in t.

1. For each compartment ι ∈ I:

• Let ℓ be the label of ι , let Dι = Bℓ and let Sι = /0.

• For each biochemical rule Bi = ℓ : āi
ki7−→ b̄i ∈ Dι let āi = ai1 . . . airi

(ri ≥ 1) and let

[ai1 ]
ι , . . . , [airi

]ι denote the concentrations of the species occurring in āi within the multiset

BR(ι). Let Kι
i be the rate of the application of rule Bi in ι . Namely, Kι

i = ki · [ai1 ]
ι · . . . · [airi

]ι .
If Kι

i < φ or min{[ai1 ]
ι , . . . , [airi

]ι} < ψ remove Bi from Dι and put it into Sι .

2. Considering the rules in
⋃

ι∈I Sι ∪N select according to Gillespie’s method and to the semantics

given in Section 3.1 a stochastic transition step C[Pσ ]
k·OCC(R,C[Pσ ],C[Oσ ])
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ C[Oσ ]), where R = ℓ :

P
k

7−→ O ∈ Sι ′ ∪Nℓ

Let τ be the corresponding time interval.†

3. For each compartment ι in I:

• Let Eι denote the system of ODEs for the rules in Dι in the compartment ι as explained in

Section 3.2 without considering, in the compartment ι ′ where the stochastic transition step

takes place, the active reagents appearing in the left part P of the stochastically applied rule.

(If Dι = /0 then Eι = /0.)

• Apply the system of ODEs Eι to the biochemical reagents BR(ι) of the compartment for a

time duration τ .

4. Update the term t according to the right part O of the chosen stochastic rule and to the applications

of the systems of ODEs.

† In some rare case, it may happen that no rule in (
⋃

ι∈I Sι )∪N is applicable. In such cases the evolution of the system

must be determined for some time τ according to the deterministic semantics only. In our implementation we choose as τ the

maximum time calculated by Gillespie’s algorithm for each of the applicable biochemical rules in
⋃

ι∈I Dι .

Figure 6: Steps performed by an hybrid simulation iteration

Given a term t to reduce, a rate thresholds φ and a concentration threshold ψ , each iteration of the

hybrid reduction semantics performs the four steps listed in Figure 6, where, for every label ℓ, the subsets

of B and N containing the rules with label ℓ are denoted by Bℓ and Nℓ, respectively. The first step

identifies, for each compartment ι ∈ I (where I is the set of all compartment indexes occurring in t), two

disjoint sets of biochemical rules, namely Dι (to be applied deterministically) and Sι (to be applied,

together with the rules in N , according to the stochastic method). The second step selects, considering

only the rules in
⋃

ι∈I Sι ∪N the next rule to be applied stochastically. The third step computes a

system of ODEs Eι for each compartment ι ∈ I and applies the ODEs for the time duration selected by

the stochastic step. The fourth step updates the terms according to the results of the simulation.5

In general, if reactions are fast enough, the deterministic ODEs simulation approximate better the

exact stochastic simulations. This is the idea behind the use of the threshold φ . The use of ψ , instead,

allows to prevent the rounding approximation error that may derive when we are dealing with species

at low concentrations. Combined together, the thresholds φ and ψ affect the level of approximation we

5Note that since ODEs deal with fractional quantities, a rounding operation will be needed before computing the next

stochastic step.
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Figure 7: Two different runs of the hybrid simulations showing the different behaviour of the dynamics

of the competitive species inside the compartment IN (on the left side) and outside the compartment (on

the right side)

want to use in our simulations. Notice that with φ = +∞ all reactions will be considered too slow and

the simulation will be computed with the purely stochastic method.

Running Example: Hybrid Simulations The hybrid simulations were performed by using thresholds

φ = 60 and ψ = 60, which were determined as feasible thresholds to catch the initial stochastic effects

for the multistable behaviour of the dynamic system.

In Figure 7 we report two runs of the hybrid simulations showing two different evolutions of the

competitive species inside the compartment IN (on the left side) and outside the compartment (on the

right side). The hybrid method allows the synthesis of these evolutions of the system (among the many

possible ones) by identifying, through the choice of the thresholds φ and ψ , the system state in which

the populations are considered large enough to allow differential equations to take the government of

the system evolution. In this example in fact, as it is easy to verify, while the destiny of the species

is determined by the stochastic bootstrap, after the populations have reached the chosen threshold their

evolution becomes regulated only by ODE transitions. The deterministic computation of the evolution

of the system then tracks an average behaviour reducing the computational load. At this point, in fact,

stochastic fluctuations, can be considered irrelevant for the description of the overall behaviour of the

system. The moment in which the simulations move from the stochastic method to the deterministic one
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can be easily captured in the graphs shown in Figure 7.

The hybrid method provides a faster final solution with respect to the pure stochastic approach by a

factor of 10 giving a very satisfiable qualitative analysis of its behaviour.

5 A Real Model of Different Cellular Fate

To assess the soundness and efficiency of our hybrid approach on a real biological problem we decided

to apply it to a well known system where stochastic effects play a fundamental role in determining its

development: the HIV-1 transactivation mechanism.

After a cell has been infected, the retrotransposed DNA of the virus is integrated in the host genome

and it begins its transcription in mRNA and then the translation to yield viral proteins; the initial speed

of this mechanism, however, is fairly slow. The speedup of the viral production process is determined

by a regulation system driven by the viral protein TAT: this protein is capable of binding cellular factors

of the host to produce the pTEFb complex which in its acetylated form is able to bind to the integrated

viral genome and speed up the transcription machinery, thus ending in more viral proteins and, therefore,

more TAT, determining a positive loop.

The time scale during which this loop is triggered is affected by many factors: the initial low TAT

production and the rate of its degradation, the equilibrium between the active (acetylated) and inactive

form of pTEFb and so on. As a consequence, the stochastic oscillations in this events are considered

pivotal in determining when viral proteins are produced in a sufficient quantity to determine cellular

lysis and viral spreading. Since HIV is known to stay dormant and inactive in some types of cells and

since the time between the infection and the high viral production rate related to the active phase of AIDS

is variable, this transactivation mechanism is of great interest.

We decided to follow the direction taken in a previous study about this system (see [25]), in which

an experimental setting is developed where a fluorescent protein, GFP, is the only one encoded by an

engineered viral genome, along with TAT. In [25] they were able to identify different evolutions in the

GFP level over time: cellular clones with exactly the same genome showed two different behaviour, one

produced a high quantity of GFP (they called it “bright”) and the other one with very little GFP (“off”).

This work also reported that a purely stochastic simulation was able to individuate this bifurcation; a later

work (see [14]) confirmed these results performing purely stochastic and mixed deterministic-stochastic

simulations.

Since CWC systems are able to represent compartments, we slightly modified the original set of rules

used in these works to explicitly represent the cytoplasm and the nucleus of an infected cell; all the kinetic

rates were maintained, the one for TAT nuclear import has been determined from the literature (see [17]).

The set of rules we adopted is given in Figure 8, where we refer to the cytoplasm as the ⊤ compartment

while η is the label used for the nucleus. As regards the rules: (B1) represents the slow basal rate of viral

mRNA transcription; (N1) describes the mRNA export from the nucleus to the cytoplasm; (B2) and (B3)
express the translations of this mRNA into GFP and TAT proteins, respectively; (N2) and (N3) represent

the nuclear import and export of TAT; (B4) models the binding of TAT with (not represented here) host

cellular factors and the viral genome portion LTR that forms pTEFb which, when acetylated (by rule

(B5)) determines an higher transcriptional activity, which is represented in (B7) by the unbinding that

releases LTR and TAT and creates an mRNA molecule (note the higher rate with respect to (B1)); (B6)
represents the pTEFb deacetylation and (B8), (B9) and (B10) model the degradation processes of the

proteins and the mRNA (note that mRNA degrades both in the nucleus and in the cytoplasm, the other

proteins only degrade in the cytoplasm; also note how the compartment labelling mechanism allows to
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(B1) η : LTR
1×10−9

7−−−→ LTR mRNA

(N1) ⊤ : (x⌋mRNA X)η 7.2×10−4

7−−−−→ (x⌋X)η mRNA

(B2) ⊤ : mRNA
0.5
7−→ mRNA GFP

(B3) ⊤ : mRNA
1.32×10−3

7−−−−−→ mRNA TAT

(N2) ⊤ : (x⌋X)η TAT
8.5×10−3

7−−−−→ (x⌋TAT X)η

(N3) ⊤ : (x⌋TAT X)η 7.2×10−4

7−−−−→ (x⌋X)η TAT

(B4) η : TAT LTR
1.5×10−4

7−−−−→ pTEFb

(B5) η : pTEFb
1×10−3

7−−−→ pTEFb ac

(B6) η : pTEFb ac
0.13
7−→ pTEFb

(B7) η : pTEFb ac
0.1
7−→ LTR TAT mRNA

(B8) ⊤ : GFP
3.01×10−6

7−−−−−→ •

(B9) ⊤ : TAT
4.3×10−5

7−−−−→ •

(B10) ⊤,η : mRNA
4.8×10−5

7−−−−→ •

Figure 8: CWC rules for the TAT transactivation system

express this fact in a simple and elegant way).

We performed 100 purely stochastic simulations (i.e. setting φ = +∞) and 100 hybrid simulations

(using φ = 0.5 and ψ = 10). The values of φ and ψ for the hybrid simulation were determined, after a

few experiments, as the right values to be able to grasp the stochastic effects for this system. The initial

term of our simulations is represented by the CWC term

75000×GFP 5×TAT (•⌋LTR)η ,

while the time interval of our simulations has been fixed to 106 seconds (the same parameters are used

in [25, 14]). Both our stochastic and hybrid simulations clearly showed the two possible evolutions

of the system which correspond to the “bright” and the “off” cellular populations (in order to display

Figure 9: Two different simulations pure stochastic (on the left) and hybrid (on the right) started with the

same parameters: “bright” and “off” behaviour
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the double destiny, almost all the biochemical rewrite rules have to be simulated with the stochastic

approach). As could be seen in Figure 9, the hybrid simulations are comparable to the purely stochastic

ones and, even with the relatively high thresholds used in this particular case, the hybrid simulations

were computationally more efficient (almost 40% faster).6

6 Conclusions

As we have seen, CWC allows to model cellular interaction, localisation and membrane structures. Other

formalisms were developed to describe membrane systems. Among them we cite Brane Calculi [6] and

P-Systems [20].

CWC can describe situations that cannot be easily captured by the previously mentioned formalisms,

which consider membranes as atomic objects (extensions of P-Systems with objects on membranes can

be found in [5, 7]). Representing the membrane structure as a multiset of the elements of interest al-

lows the definition of different functionalities depending on the type and the number of elements on the

membrane itself.

In this paper we have defined a hybrid simulation technique for systems described in CWC, which

combines the stochastic approach with the deterministic one obtained through ODEs. The method alter-

nates discrete transitions, computed probabilistically according to the stochastic method, and continuous

transitions, computed in a deterministic way by a set of ODEs. Our technique turns out to accurately

capture the dynamics of systems that exhibit stochastic effects and takes advantage, whenever the deter-

ministic approach is applicable, of the efficiency of the ODEs simulation method.

The running examples used to make comparisons between the different quantitative simulation meth-

ods, and the HIV-1 transactivation mechanism are challenging tests for our hybrid methodology. On the

one hand, the running example shows that, from the methodological point of view, several runs of hybrid

simulations on a model of dynamic competitive populations allow to “synthesize” a set of stochastic

experiments avoiding the statistical assumptions about the initial distributions of the parameters that are

needed in a purely deterministic or purely stochastic analysis. On the other hand, the simulation of the

HIV-1 transactivation mechanism follows a simulation which is almost purely stochastic: only a few

rules pass the threshold condition, thus the computational gain of the deterministic approach is, in this

particular case, very limited (even if still sensible).

Compartment labels introduced in this paper are a novelty with respect to the original CWC calculus

presented in [8]. As we have seen, these labels are necessary when building a system of ODEs for

a compartment of type ℓ. However, we might exploit these labels as an intrinsical information about

the properties of a compartment. For example, assuming that compartments of the same type have

approximatively the same volume, we might use the compartment type to define a set of biochemical

rules whose kinetics incorporate the information about the volume of the compartment on which the

rule could be applied. Suppose, in practice, to analyse a system in which two different kind of cells

may interact. Let’s call ℓ1 and ℓ2 the compartment types of the two kinds of cells. Suppose, then, that

particles a and b are free to float between these cells and the top level interspace hosting all the cells.

Finally, particles a and b may interact by complexation and produce the particle c. If it holds that the top

level interspace on which the different cells float has around 100x the volume of a cell of type ℓ1 and if

a cell of type ℓ1 has around 3x the volume of a cell of type ℓ2, we can express the different speeds of the

a−b complexation in the different compartments (according to their volumes) with the three following

6Comparisons are made using the same stochastic engine, in both cases with no particular optimization.
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rules:

⊤ : a b
k

7−→ c, ℓ1 : a b
k·100
7−→ c, ℓ2 : a b

k·300
7−→ c.

Actually, it is crucial to consider in detail the volumes of the involved compartments and to con-

sider adequate kinetics for the biochemical rules used to simulate the system behaviour. We notice, in

particular, that the approach based on ODEs directly translates chemical reactions into mathematical

equations and computes the concentrations over time of the involved species (usually the molar con-

centration, which denotes the number of moles of a given substance per liter). Models based on the

stochastic approach, instead, simulate the activity of each single individual involved in the evolution of

the system. Such a delicate difference between the two methods should be carefully taken into account

when developing the set of rules to be simulated with the hybrid approach. The version of CWC with la-

belled compartments presented in this paper simplifies this kind of analysis and allows for more accurate

simulations.
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In this paper, we continue our development of algorithms used for topological network discovery.

We focus on two fundamental problems in graph theory: finding the maximum number of node- and

edge-disjoint paths between a source node and target node. We use the standard ideas of maximum

flow, but our implementation approach for realizing this algorithm is distributed, when no structural

information is available and each P system cell has to even learn its intermediate neighbors. For the

node-disjoint version, our membrane computing rules are designed to enforce node weight capacities,

in addition to edge capacities (of one), which are not readily available in the standard network flow

algorithms.

Keywords: P systems, P modules, simple P modules, edge-disjoint paths, vertex-disjoint paths, net-

work flow, network discovery, routing.

1 Introduction

Inspired by the structure and interaction of living cells, P systems provides a distributed computational

model, as introduced by G. Păun in 1998 [13]. The model was initially based on transition rules, but was

later expanded into a large family of related models, such as tissue and neural P systems (nP systems)

[7, 14] and hyperdag P systems (hP systems) [10]. Essentially, all versions of P systems have a structure

consisting of cell-like membranes and a set of rules that govern their evolution over time. A large

variety of rules have been used to describe the operational behavior of P systems, the main ones being:

multiset rewriting rules, communication rules and membrane handling rules. Transition P systems and

nP systems use multiset rewriting rules, P systems with symport/antiport operate by communicating

immutable objects, P systems with active membranes combine all three type rules. For a comprehensive

overview and more details, we refer the reader to [14].

Earlier in [3], we have proposed an extensible framework called P modules, to assist the programma-

bility of P systems. P modules enable the modular composition of complex P systems and also embrace

the essential features of a variety of P systems. In this paper, we will use a restricted subset of this uni-

fying model, called simple P modules, (subset equivalent to neural P systems [7]), to develop algorithms

for finding the maximum number of edge- and vertex-disjoint paths between two cells in a fairly large

class of P systems, where duplex communication channels exist between neighboring cells. We assume

that the digraph structure of the simple P module is completely unknown (even the local neighboring

cells must be discovered [9]) and we need to, via a distributed process, optimally create local routing

tables between a given source and target cell.

There are endless natural applications that need to find alternative routes between two points, from

learning strategies to neural or vascular remodeling after a stroke. In this paper, we focus on a related

but highly idealized goal, how to compute a maximum cardinality set of edge- and vertex-disjoint paths

between two arbitrary nodes in a given digraph.

http://creativecommons.org
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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One obvious application related to networks is to find the best bandwidth utilization for routing of

information between a source and target [16]. For instance, streaming of applications for multi-core

computations uses edge-disjoint paths routing for task decomposition and inter-task communications

[18]. In fact, classical solutions are based on a network flow approach such as given in [5, 4], or on

Menger’s Theorem, an old, but very useful, result, cited below.

Theorem 1 (Menger [8]). Let D = (V,A) be a digraph and let s, t ∈ V . Then the maximum number of

vertex-disjoint s–t paths is equal to the minimum size of an s–t disconnecting vertex set.

Another application is to find a maximum matching (or pairing) between two compatible sets such

as the marriage arrangement problem or assigning workers to jobs.

Our third application (and a motivating problem for the authors) is the Byzantine Agreement problem

[3, 2], in the case of non-complete graphs. The standard solution (also based on Menger’s Theorem)

allows for k faulty nodes (within a set of nodes of order at least 3k + 1) if and only if there are at

least 2k + 1 vertex-disjoint paths between each pair of nodes, to ensure that a distributed consensus can

occur [6].

Briefly, the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give a formal definition of sim-

ple P modules to give a unified platform for developing our edge- and vertex-disjoint path algorithms.

Next, in Section 3 we summarize the standard network flow approaches for finding both edge- and

vertex-disjoint paths in digraphs. We then focus on the edge- and vertex-disjoint path problems for sim-

ple P modules, with a high-level description given in Section 4. The next two sections present low-level

explicit simple P module states and rules for the edge-disjoint case (in Section 5) and for the vertex-

disjoint case (in Section 6). Finally, in Section 7, we end with a conclusion and some open problems.

2 Preliminary

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic terminology and notations: functions, relations,

graphs, edges, nodes (vertices), directed graphs, arcs, paths, directed acyclic graphs (dags), trees, alpha-

bets, strings and multisets [12]. We now introduce simple P modules, as a unified model for representing

several types of P systems. Simple P modules are a simplified variety of the full P modules, which omit

the extensibility features and use duplex communication channels only. With these restrictions, although

their formal definitions are different, simple P modules are essentially equivalent to neural P systems [7].

For the full definition of P modules and further details on recursive modular compositions, the reader is

referred to [3].

Definition 2 (simple P module). A simple P module is a system Π = (O,K,δ ), where:

1. O is a finite non-empty alphabet of objects;

2. K = {σ1,σ2, . . . ,σn} is a finite set of (internal) cells;

3. δ is a binary relation on K, without reflexive or symmetric arcs, which represents a set of parent-

child structural arcs between existing cells, with duplex communication capability.

Each cell, σi ∈ K, has the initial form σi = (Qi,s0,w0,Ri) and general form σi = (Qi,s,w,Ri), where:

• Qi is a finite set of states;

• s0 ∈ Qi is the initial state; s ∈ Qi is the current state;

• w0 ∈ O∗ is the initial multiset of objects; w ∈ O∗ is the current multiset of objects;
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• Ri is a finite ordered set of multiset rewriting rules of the general form: s x →α s′ x′ (u)βγ
, where

s,s′ ∈ Q, x,x′ ∈ O∗, u ∈ O∗, α ∈ {min,max}, β ∈ {↑,↓,l}, γ ∈ {one,spread,repl}∪K. If u = λ ,

denoting the empty string of objects, this rule can be abbreviated as s x →α s′ x′. The application

of a rule takes two sub-steps, after which the cell’s current state s and multi-set of objects x is

replaced by s′ and x′, respectively, while u is a message which is sent as specified by the transfer

operator βγ .

The rules given by the ordered set(s) Ri are applied in the weak priority order [15]. For a cell

σi = (Qi, t,w,Ri), a rule s x →α s′ x′ (u)βγ
∈ Ri is applicable if t = s and x ⊆ w. Additionally, if s x →α

s′ x′ (u)βγ
is the first applicable rule, then each subsequent applicable rule’s target state (i.e. state indicated

in the right-hand side) must be s′. The semantics of the rules and the meaning of operators α , β , γ are

now described.

For convenience, we will often identify a cell σi with its index (or cell ID) i, when the context of the

variable i is clear.

The rewriting operator α = max indicates that an applicable rewriting rule of Ri is applied as many

times as possible, while the operator α = min requires a rule of Ri is applied only once. The communica-

tion structure is based on the underlying digraph structure. In this paper, and we will only use the β = l
and γ ∈ {repl}∪K transfer operators. With reference to cell σi, a rewriting rule using (u)lrepl indicates

that the multiset u is replicated and sent to all neighboring cells (parents and children), i.e. to all cells in

δ (i)∪ δ−1(i). Assuming that cell σ j is a parent or a child of cell σi, i.e. j ∈ δ (i)∪ δ−1(i), a rewriting

rule using (u)l j
indicates that the multiset u is specifically sent cell σ j. Otherwise, if j /∈ δ (i)∪δ−1(i),

the rule is still applied, but the message u is silently discarded. The other non-deterministic transfer

operators (e.g., one, spread, ↑, ↓) are just mentioned here for completeness, without details, and are not

used in this paper. For details, the interested reader is referred to [3].

Remark 3. This definition of simple P module subsumes several earlier definitions of P systems, hP sys-

tems and nP systems. If δ is a tree, then Π is essentially a tree-based P system (which can also be

interpreted as a cell-like P system). If δ is a dag, then Π is essentially an hP system. If δ is a digraph,

then Π is essentially an nP system.

3 Disjoint paths in digraphs

We now briefly describe the basic edge- and vertex-disjoint paths algorithms, based on network flow,

particularized for unweighted edges (i.e. all edge capacities are one), see Ford and Fulkerson [5]. Our

presentation will largely follow the standard approach, but also propose a couple of customizations and

optimizations, specifically targeted for running on highly distributed and parallel computing models,

such as P systems.

We are given a digraph G = (V,E) and two nodes, a source node, s ∈V , and a target node, t ∈V . We

consider the following two optimization problems: (1) find a maximum cardinality set of edge-disjoint

paths from s to t; and (2) find a maximum cardinality set of vertex-disjoint paths from s to t. Obviously,

any set of vertex-disjoint paths is also edge-disjoint, but the converse is not true. For example:

• Figure 1 (a) shows a maximum cardinality set of edge-disjoint paths for a digraph G, which is also

a maximum cardinality set of vertex-disjoint paths,

• Figure 1 (b) shows two maximum cardinality sets of edge-disjoint paths for the same digraph G,

which are not vertex-disjoint.
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• Figure 2 shows a digraph where the maximum number of edge-disjoint paths is greater than the

maximum number of vertex-disjoint paths.

s t

(a)

w x

y z

s t

(b)

w x

y z

Figure 1: For this digraph, the maximum number of edge-disjoint paths from s to t, which is 2, can be

achieved in three ways: (a) paths set {s.w.x.t, s.y.z.t}; (b) either of the following two paths sets: {s.w.x.t,
s.y.x.z.t}, {s.w.x.z.t, s.y.x.t}. Paths shown in (a) are also vertex-disjoint, but paths shown in (b) are not.

s t

u

v

w

x

y

Figure 2: For this digraph, the maximum number of edge-disjoint paths from s to t (2) is greater than the

maximum number of vertex-disjoint paths (1).

In both edge- and vertex-disjoint cases, the basic algorithms work by repeatedly identifying paths,

called augmenting paths, in an auxiliary structure, called residual network or residual digraph. We will

first focus on edge-disjoint paths, because the vertex-disjoint paths can be considered as an edge-disjoint

paths problem, with additional constraints.

For the following “network flow” definition for digraphs with non-weighted arcs, we say that an arc

(u,v) is in a set of paths P, denoted by the slightly abused notation (u,v) ∈ P, if there exists a path π ∈ P

that uses arc (u,v).
If P is a set of edge-disjoint paths from s to t, then nodes in P are called flow-nodes and arcs in P

are called flow-arcs. Given path π ∈ P, each flow-arc (u,v) ∈ π has a natural incoming and outgoing

direction–the flow is from the source to the target; with respect to π , u is the flow-predecessor of v and v

is the flow-successor of u.

Definition 4. Given a digraph G = (V,E), two nodes s and t, {s, t} ⊆ V , and a set P of edge-disjoint

paths from s to t, the residual digraph is the digraph R = (V,E ′), where the arcs in P are reversed, or,

more formally, E ′ = (E \ {(u,v) | (u,v) ∈ P})∪{(v,u) | (u,v) ∈ P}. Any path from s to t in R is called

an augmenting path.

Fact 5. Augmenting paths can be used to construct a larger set of edge-disjoint paths. More precisely,

consider a digraph G and two nodes s and t. A set Pk of k edge-disjoint paths from s to t and an

augmenting path α from s to t can be used together to construct a set Pk+1 of k + 1 edge-disjoint paths.

First, paths in {α}∪Pk are fragmented, by removing “conflicting” arcs, i.e. arcs that appear in Q∪ Q̃,
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where Q = P∩ α̃ (where ˜ indicates arc reversal). Then, new paths are created by concatenating resulting

fragments. For the formal definition of this construction, we refer the reader to Ford and Fulkerson [5].

Note that including a reversed arc in an augmenting path is known as flow pushback operation.

This construction is illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 3 (a) illustrates a digraph G and a set P1 of

edge-disjoint paths from s to t, currently the singleton {π0}, where π0 = s.y.x.t. Figure 3 (b) shows its

associated residual digraph R (note the arcs reversal). Figure 3 (c) shows an augmenting path α in R,

α = s.w.x.y.z.t. Figure 3 (d) shows the extended set P2 (after removing arcs (x,y) and (y,x)), consisting

of two edge-disjoint paths from s to t, π1 = s.w.x.t, π2 = s.y.z.t. Figure 4 shows a similar scenario,

where another augmenting path is found. Note that the two paths illustrated in Figure 3 (d) form both

a maximum edge-disjoint set and a maximum vertex-disjoint set; however, the two paths sets shown in

Figure 4 (d) form two other maximum edge-disjoint path sets, but none of them is vertex-disjoint.

s t s t s t

(a) (b) (c) (d)

s t

w x

y z

w x

y z

w x

y z

w x

y z

Figure 3: A residual digraph and an augmenting path: (a) a digraph G and one (edge-disjoint) path π0

from s to t (indicated by bold arrows). (b) the residual digraph R0 associated to digraph G and path π0.

(c) an augmenting path α in R0 (indicated by hollow arrows). (d) two new edge-disjoint paths π1 and π2,

reconstructed from π0 and α (both indicated by bold arrows).

s t s t s t

(a) (b) (c) (d)

s t

w x

y z

w x

y z

w x

y z

w x

y z

Figure 4: The residual digraph of Figure 3 with another augmenting path and two new paths sets,

{s.w.x.t,s.y.x.z.t}, {s.w.x.z.t,s.y.x.t}, which are edge-disjoint but not vertex-disjoint.

The pseudo-code of Algorithm 6 effectively finds the maximum number (and a representative set) of

edge-disjoint paths from s and t.
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Algorithm 6 (Basic path augmenting algorithm).

Input: digraph G = (V,E) and two nodes s ∈V , t ∈V

P0 = /0, R0 = G, k = 0

loop

α = an augmenting path in Rk, from s to t, if any

if α = null then break

Pk+1 = the larger paths set constructed using Pk and α (as indicated in Fact 5)

k = k + 1

Rk = the residual digraph of G and Pk

Output: k and Pk, which is the maximum number of edge-disjoint paths and a representative set.

This algorithm runs in k +1 stages, i.e. in up to outdegree(s)+1 stages, if we count the number of

times it looks for an augmenting paths, and terminates when a new augmenting path is not found. The

actual procedure used to find the augmenting path separates two families of algorithms: (1) algorithms

from the Ford-Fulkerson family use a depth-first-search (DFS); (2) algorithms from the Edmonds-Karp

family use a breadth-first-search (BFS). As usual, both DFS and BFS use “bread crumb” objects, as

markers, to avoid cycles; at the end of each stage, these markers are cleaned, to start again with a fresh

context. In this paper, we develop P algorithms from the Ford-Fulkerson family, i.e, using DFS.

The edge-disjoint version can be also used to find vertex-disjoint paths. The textbook solution for the

vertex-disjoint problem is usually achieved by a simple procedure which transforms the original digraph

in such a way that, on the transformed digraph, the edge-disjoint problem is identical to the vertex-disjoint

problem of the original digraph. Essentially, this procedure globally replaces every vertex v, other than

s and t, with two vertexes v1 and v2, connected by a single arc (v1,v2). More formally, the new digraph

G′ = (V ′,E ′) has V ′ = {s, t}∪{v1,v2 | v∈V \{s, t}, E ′ = {(v1,v2) | v∈V \{s, t}}∪{(u2,v1) | (u,v)∈E},

where, for convenience, we assume that s1 = s2 = s and t1 = t2 = t are aliases. This standard node-

splitting technique is illustrated in Figure 5. It is straightforward to see that the newly introduced arcs

(w1,w2), (x1,x2), (y1,y2) and (z1,z2), constrain any edge-disjoint solution to be also vertex-disjoint.

s

w x

y z

t

w1

y1 z1

w2

y2 z2

s t

x1 x2

Figure 5: The node splitting technique.

However, as we intend to solve this problem for P systems, we want to avoid changing the digraph

structure, since each node is identified with a membrane cell. Instead of using the standard node splitting

technique, we propose to enforce the out-flow of each v ∈V \{s, t} to be one, using an additional ad-hoc

rule. Specifically, when the (DFS or BFS) search for an augmenting path enters a flow-node v from a

non-flow-node u (see Figures 3 (c) and 4 (c), when the search enters node x from node w):

• For edge-disjoint paths: we continue the normal search in the residual digraph, i.e., trying both

reversed flow-arcs (arc (x,y) in Figure 3 (c)) and non-flow-arcs (arc (x,z) in Figure 4 (c)).
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• For vertex-disjoint paths: we restrict the search, and we only continue with reversed flow-arcs (arc

(x,y) in Figure 3 (c)).

The following theorem is now straightforward:

Theorem 7. If the augmented path search in Algorithm 6 is modified as indicated above, the algorithm

will terminate with a restricted subset of edge-disjoint paths, forming a maximum cardinal subset of

vertex-disjoint paths.

With respect to the implementation, the edge-disjoint version provides its own additional challenge,

not present in the vertex-disjoint version. In the vertex-disjoint version, each flow-node needs only one

pointer to its flow-predecessor and another to its flow-successor. However, in the edge-disjoint version,

a flow-node can have k flow-predecessors and k flow-successors, with k ≥ 1, where each combination is

possible, giving rise to k! different edge-disjoint paths sets, each of size k, passing through this node. A

naive approach would require recording full details of all k! possible size-k paths sets, or, at least, full

details for one of them.

In our simplified approach, we do not keep full path details; instead, a node needs only two size

k lists: its flow-predecessors list and its flow-successors list. Using this information, any of the actual

k! paths sets can be recreated on the fly, by properly matching flow-predecessors with flow-successors.

As an example, consider node x of Figure 4 (d), which has two flow-predecessors, w and y, and two

flow-successors, t and z; thus w is part of four distinct paths. Node w needs only two size-k lists: its

flow-predecessors list, {w,y}, and its flow-successors list {z, t}.

We also suggest a potential speed-up in Algorithm 6. We restrict this discussion to edge-disjoint

paths and standard DFS; however, the discussion can be generalized to more general flows and other

search patterns. Consider Vs = E ∩ ({s}×V ) = {(s,v1),(s,v2), . . .(s,vds
)}, where ds = outdegree(s).

Step 5 systematically tries all arcs in Vs and, without loss of generality, assume that step 5 always tries

arcs in the order (s,v1),(s,v2), . . .(s,vds
), stopping upon the first arc which is identified as starting an

augmenting path α , say (s,vr), where r ∈ [1,ds]. For brevity, we will indicate this by saying that arc

(s,vr) succeeds, while arcs (s,v1), (s,v2), . . . (s,vr−1) fail, or, more concisely, that arc (s,vr) is the first

one that succeeds.

Consider a complete run of Algorithm 6. Assume that this algorithm finds k augmenting paths and

then stops. Assume that stage j ∈ [1,k], finds a new augmenting path α j, which starts with arc (s,vi j
).

Then, at stage j, arc (s,vi j
) is the first one that succeeds. A direct implementation of Algorithm 6 requires

that step 5 starts a completely new search, trying, over and over again, starting with (s,v1), all arcs that

have been previously tried, whether they failed or succeeded.

However, this is not necessary. We propose a speed-up, based on Theorem 8, which indicates that

stage j+1 need not try again nodes that have already been considered (whether they failed or succeeded).

Thus, according to Theorem 8, the indexes indicating the successful arcs in Vs are ordered by stage

number, i1 < i2 < · · · < ik, and at stage j ∈ [1,k], we need only try arcs (s,vi j−1+1), . . . ,(s,vik) (where

i0 = 0), until we find a successful arc, if any.

Theorem 8. Step 5 of Algorithm 6 can start directly with the arc in Vs which follows the previous stage’s

succeeding arc in Vs.

Proof. At stage j ∈ [1,k], after finding augmenting path α j, the algorithm fragments αi together with

the previous set of edge-disjoint paths, Pi, deletes some arcs and reassembles a new and larger set of

edge-disjoint-paths, Pi+1, such that |Pi+1| = |Pi|+1.

(1) Consider arc (s,vi j
), the starting arc of path α j. We first show that a successful arc, such as (s,vi j

),
need not be tried again by step 5, for two arguments:
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(1.1) Arc (s,vi j
) cannot start another augmenting path, because all following residual digraphs will

only contain its reversal (vi j
,s), never its direct form (s,vi j

).

(1.2) Arc (s,vi j
) cannot be revisited as part of another augmenting path. No augmenting path con-

tains arcs from V ×{s}, because the search (DFS or BFS) avoids already visited nodes (marked with

“pebbles”), and s is always the starting point and thus the first node marked. Therefore, once successful

arc (s,vi j
) is never deleted by “flow pushback operations”.

From (1.1) and (1.2), we conclude that, once successful, an arc in Vs will always be the starting arc

of an edge-disjoint path and need not be tried again by step 5.

(2) We next show that, once failed, an arc in Vs will always fail. This part of the proof is by contra-

diction. We select the first arc that succeeds after first failing and we exhibit a contradiction. Consider

that arc (s,vig) is this arc, which succeeded at stage g, but failed at least one earlier stage, and let f be the

earliest such stage, f < g. It is straightforward to see that, in this case, i1 < i2 < · · · < i f−1 < ig < i f <
i f +1 < · · · < ig−1, and arc (s,vig) was tried and failed at all stages between f (inclusive) and g.

As a thought experiment, let us stop the algorithm after step g. We have obtained g augmenting paths,

thus a set Pg, of g edge-disjoint paths, starting with arcs (s,v1), (s,v2), . . . , (s,v f−1), (s,v f ), (s,v f +1),
. . . , (s,vg). Following the same though experiment, let us run the algorithm on digraph G′, obtained from

G, by deleting all arcs in Vs except arc (s,vig) and those arcs that have been successful, before arc (s,vig)
was first tried and failed. More formally, G′ = (V,E ′), where E ′ = E \ (V \V ′

s ), V ′
s = {(s,v1), (s,v2), . . . ,

(s,v f−1), (s,vig)}. Obviously, |V ′
s | = f and digraph G′ admits exactly f edge-disjoint paths, because (a)

each of the remaining arcs in V ′
s can be the start of an edge-disjoint path in Pg (which do not use any

other arc in Vs), and (b) digraph G′ cannot admit more than |V ′
s | = f edge-disjoint paths.

It is straightforward to see that, Algorithm 6, running on digraph G′, will follow exactly the same

steps as running on digraph G, up to the point when it first fails on arc (s,vig). At this point, the run on

digraph G′ stops, after finding f augmenting paths and constructing f edge-disjoint paths.

Thus, the algorithm fails, because f < g, which contradicts its correctness. Therefore, the algorithm

will never succeed on an arc that has already failed and never needs reconsidering again such arcs.

This completes the second part of the proof.

4 Disjoint paths for P systems

In this section, we look at various way to reformulate the digraph edge- and vertex-disjoint path problems

as a P system problem. The P system we consider is “physically” based on a digraph, but this digraph

is not necessarily the virtual communication digraph G = (V,E), on which we intend to find edge- and

vertex-disjoint paths. Given a simple P system Π = (O,K,δ ), where δ is its structural digraph, we first

identify cells as nodes of interest, V ≃ K, but, after that, we see three fundamentally distinct scenarios:

1. We set E ≃ δ . In this case, the forward phase of the search follows the direction of parent-child

arcs of δ , while the backward phase, needed to finalize the paths, follows the reverse direction,

from child to parent.

2. We set E ≃ {(v,u) | (u,v) ∈ δ}. In this case, the forward phase of the search follows the reverse

parent-child arcs of δ , while the backward phase follows the direct direction, from parent to child.

3. We set E ≃ {(u,v),(v,u) | (u,v) ∈ δ}. In this case, the resulting digraph is symmetric, and each of

the arcs followed by the forward or backward phase of the search can be either a parent-child arc

in the original δ or its reverse.
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Cases (1) and (2) are simpler to develop. However, in this paper, we look for solutions in case (3),

which arguably covers all three cases and is the most complex, because all messages must be sent to all

neighbors, parents and children together. Case (3) specifically introduces one additional technical issue,

how to deal with reflexive arcs in the communication digraph, i.e. pairs such as (u,v) and (v,u). In this

case, the virtual communication structure becomes a multi-graph, and our rules must be able to cover

this additional complexity. Figure 6 illustrates a simple P module and these three scenarios.

σ1

σ2 σ3

σ4 σ5

σ6 σ1

σ2 σ3

σ4 σ5

σ6 σ1

σ2 σ3

σ4 σ5

σ6

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Three virtual communication digraphs for the same simple P module. (a) Same “physical” and

communication structure. (b) The communication structure reverses the “physical” structure. (c) The

communication structure covers both the “physical” structure and its reverse.

After fixing the directions used by the virtual graph G, the next problem is to let the nodes identify

their neighbors, i.e. discover the local network topology. Each cell needs to know how to forward a

message to the target. Thus, a local routing table of incoming (predecessor) and outgoing (successor)

pairs is needed. This preliminary phase is identical, for both edge-disjoint and vertex-disjoint versions.

Table 7 illustrates the communication neighborhoods, discovered by Phase I (Section 4.1), for the

P system of Figure 6 (a), with the virtual communication structure shown in Figure 6 (c).

Table 7: Neighbors table for the P system of Figure 6 (a).

Cell Neighbors Objects

σ1 {σ2,σ4} {n2,n4}
σ2 {σ1,σ3,σ4} {n1,n3,n4}
σ3 {σ2,σ4,σ5,σ6} {n2,n4,n5,n6}
σ4 {σ1,σ2,σ3,σ5} {n1,n2,n3,n5}
σ5 {σ3,σ4,σ6} {n3,n4,n6}
σ6 {σ3,σ5} {n3,n5}

4.1 Phase I: Discovering cell neighbors

In this phase, cells discover their own neighbors. Each cell sends its own ID to all its neighbors and

accumulates any IDs sent from its neighbors.

Each cell starts in state s0. A cell, reachable from the start cell, progresses through states s0,s1, . . . ,s4.

The set of objects used in this phase is {a,k,z} ∪
⋃

1≤ j≤n{e j,n j, t j}. The start cell σs has one copy

of tt , representing the ID of the target cell σt , and the other cells have no objects. A cell in state sl ,

l ∈ {0,1, . . . ,3}, transits to state sl+1 in one step. The rules for a cell σi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, in states s0, . . . ,s3

are given below.
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0. Rules for a cell σi in state s0:

1 s0 ti →min s0

2 s0 tt →min s1 ak (et)lrepl
3 s0 ei →min s1 az (ei)lrepl
4 s0 ei →max s1

5 s0 et →min s1 a (et)lrepl

1. Rules for a cell σi in state s1:

1 s1 a →min s2 a (ni)lrepl

2. Rules for a cell σi in state s2:

1 s2 a →min s3 a

3. Rules for a cell σi in state s3:

1 s3 a →min s4 a

2 s3 et →max s4

The behavior of a cell σi, i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n}, in states {s0,s1,s2,s3} is described below.

• In state s0, σi determines whether it is the start cell, the target cell or an intermediate cell. Initially,

only the start cell contains object tt , where t denotes the cell ID of the target cell. Thus, if σi

contains tt , σi is the start cell. The start cell broadcasts object et to all its neighbors. The cell

checks if target cell ID t from et matches its own ID. If the cell IDs match then the cell is the target

cell. Otherwise, the cell is an intermediate cell. Each cell relays received et to all its neighbors.

• In state s1, σi broadcasts ID object ni to all its neighbors. Additionally, σi accumulates any ID

objects from neighbors.

• In state s2, σi accumulates any ID objects from neighbors.

• In state s3, σi accumulates any ID objects from neighbors. Additionally, σi removes any superflu-

ous objects et .

5 Simple P module rules for edge-disjoint paths algorithm

We now give an explicit simple P module formulation and implementation of the edge-disjoint paths

algorithm presented in Section 3. First, we explicitly state our problem in terms of expected input and

output. We need to compute a set of edge-disjoint paths of maximum cardinality between given source

and target cells.

Edge-Disjoint Paths Problem

Input: A simple P module Π = (O,K,E,δ ), where the source cell σs ∈ K contains a token tt identifying

the ID of the target cell σt ∈ K.

Output: If s 6= t, each cell σi ∈ K contains a set of objects Pi = {p j | ( j, i) is a flow-arc} and a set of

objects Ci = {c j | (i, j) is a flow-arc} that represent a maximum set of edge-disjoint paths from s to t,

where the following constraints hold:

flow-arcs: ci 6∈Ci, pi 6∈ Pi, c j ∈Ci ⇔ pi ∈ Pj and c j ∈Ci ⇒ j ∈ δ (i)∪δ−1(i).

source and target: Ps = /0 and Ct = /0.

in flow = out flow: If i 6∈ {s, t} then |Ci| = |Pi|.

only paths: With S(I) =
⋃

i∈I{ j | j ∈Ci}, Sn−1(I) = S(S(· · ·S(I) · · ·)) = /0.

Because of the network flow properties, we must also have |Cs| = |Pt |, which also represents the maxi-

mum number of edge-disjoint paths.
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The expected output for a simple P module with the cell structure corresponding to Figure 6 (a) is

given in Table 8. For convenience, we also list the local neighborhood objects Ni = {n j | j ∈ δ (i)∪
δ−1(i)} for each cell (e.g., known after Phase I of our algorithm, as described in Section 4.1).

Table 8: A representation of maximum edge-disjoint paths for simple P module of Figure 6 (a).

Cell \ Objects Ni Pi Ci

σ1 {n2,n3} /0 {c2,c4}
σ2 {n1,n3,n4} {p1} {c3}
σ3 {n2,n4,n5,n6} {p2, p4} {c5,c6}
σ4 {n1,n2,n3,n5} {p1} {c3}
σ5 {n3,n4,n6} {p3} {c6}
σ6 {n3,n5} {p3, p5} /0

5.1 Phase I: Discovering cell neighbors

This phase is common with the vertex-disjoint variant and has been factored out in Section 4.1.

5.2 Phase II: Finding edge-disjoint paths

The rules for a cell σi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, in states s4, . . . ,s14 are given below, using all j,k ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n},

j 6= k.

4. Rules for a cell σi in state s4:

1 s4 k →min s5 k

2 s4 z →min s6 z

3 s4 a →min s7 a

5. Rules for a cell σi in state s5:

1 s5 an j →min s5 d j ( fi)l j

2 s5 d jy j →min s14 ac jww (r)lrepl
3 s5 d jx j →min s5 am j

4 s5 b j →min s5 (xi)l j

5 s5 f j →min s5 (xi)l j

6 s5 ak →min s14 aaww (a)lrepl

6. Rules for a cell σi in state s6:

1 s6 n j f j →min s6 p j (yi)l j

2 s6 r →min s14 ww (r)lrepl
3 s6 aaz →min s14 aaww (a)lrepl

7. Rules for a cell σi in state s7:

1 s7 r →min s14 ww (r)lrepl
2 s7 aa →min s14 aaww (a)lrepl
3 s7 c jb j →min s10 v j

4 s7 n j f j pk →min s10 q j pk

5 s7 n j f j →min s8 q j

6 s7 f j →min s7 (xi)l j

8. Rules for a cell σi in state s8:

1 s8 an j →min s9 ad j ( fi)l j

2 s8 q j →min s7 m j (xi)l j

9. Rules for a cell σi in state s9:

1 s9 d jy jqk →min s7 c j pk (yi)lk

2 s9 d jx j →min s8 m j

3 s9 n j f j →min s9 m j (xi)l j
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10. Rules for a cell σi in state s10:

1 s10 an j →min s11 ad j ( fi)l j

2 s10 a →min s12 a

11. Rules for a cell σi in state s11:

1 s11 d jy jqk →min s7 c j pk (yi)lk

2 s11 d jy jvk →min s7 c jmk (yi)lk

3 s11 d jx j →min s10 m j

4 s11 c jb j →min s11 c j (xi)l j

5 s11 n j f j →min s11 m j (xi)l j

12. Rules for a cell σi in state s12:

1 s12 ap j →min s13 au j (bi)l j

2 s12 aq j →min s7 am j (xi)l j

3 s12 av j →min s7 ac j (xi)l j

4 s12 u j →min s7 p j

13. Rules for a cell σi in state s13:

1 s13 u jy jqk →min s7 m j pk (yi)lk

2 s13 u jy jvk →min s7 m jmk (yi)lk

3 s13 u jx j →min s12 u j

4 s13 c jb j →min s13 c j (xi)l j

5 s13 n j f j →min s13 m j (xi)l j

14. Rules for a cell σi in state s14:

1 s14 w →min s14

2 s15 r →max s14

3 s14 m j →min s14 n j

4 s14 aa →min s0

5 s14 k →min s5 k

6 s14 z →min s6 z

7 s14 a →min s7 a

8 s14 a →max s0

9 s14 n j →min s0

Theorem 9. For a simple P module with n cells and m = |δ | edges, the algorithm in this section runs in

O(mn) steps.

6 Simple P module rules for vertex-disjoint paths algorithm

We now give an explicit simple P module formulation and implementation of the vertex-disjoint paths

algorithm presented in the Section 3. First, we explicitly state our problem in terms of expected input

and output. We need to compute a set of vertex-disjoint paths of maximum cardinality between given

source and target cells.

Vertex-Disjoint Paths Problem

Input: A simple P module Π = (O,K,E,δ ), where the source cell σs ∈ K contains a token tt identifying

the ID of the target cell σt ∈ K.

Output: If s 6= t, each cell σi ∈ K contains a set of objects Pi = {p j | ( j, i) is a flow-arc} and a set of

objects Ci = {c j | (i, j) is a flow-arc} that represent a maximum set of vertex-disjoint paths from s to t

where the following constraints hold:

flow-arcs: ci 6∈Ci, pi 6∈ Pi, c j ∈Ci ⇔ pi ∈ Pj and c j ∈Ci ⇒ j ∈ δ (i)∪δ−1(i).

source and target: Ps = /0 and Ct = /0.

vertex-disjoint: If i 6∈ {s, t} then |Ci| = |Pi| ≤ 1.

only paths: With S(i) =

{

t if i ∈ {s, t} or |Ci| = 0

j when Ci = {c j}

}

, Sn−1(i) = S(S(· · ·S(i) · · ·)) = t.

Because of the network flow properties, we must also have |Cs| = |Pt |, which also represents the maxi-

mum number of vertex-disjoint paths. Notice the constraints to require only paths has been simplified in
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that the successor S(i) of non-source cell σi is a single cell instead of a set of cells that was needed for

the general edge-disjoint problem.

The expected output for a simple P module with the cell structure corresponding to Figure 6 (a) is

given in Table 9. For convenience, we also list the local neighborhood objects Ni = {n j | j ∈ δ (i)∪
δ−1(i)} for each cell (e.g., known after Phase I of our algorithm, as described in Section 4.1).

Table 9: A representation of maximum vertex-disjoint paths for simple P module of Figure 6 (a).

Cell \ Objects Ni Pi Ci

σ1 {n2,n3} /0 {c2,c4}
σ2 {n1,n3,n4} {p1} {c3}
σ3 {n2,n4,n5,n6} {p2} {c6}
σ4 {n1,n2,n3,n5} {p1} {c5}
σ5 {n3,n4,n6} {p4} {c6}
σ6 {n3,n5} {p3, p5} /0

6.1 Phase I: Discovering cell neighbors

This phase is common with the edge-disjoint variant and has been factored out in Section 4.1.

6.2 Phase II: Finding vertex-disjoint paths

The rules for a cell σi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, in states s4, . . . ,s16 are given below, using all j,k ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n},

j 6= k.

4. Rules for a cell σi in state s4:

1 s4 k →min s5 k

2 s4 z →min s6 z

3 s4 a →min s7 a

5. Rules for a cell σi in state s5:

1 s5 an j →min s5 d j ( fi)l j

2 s5 d jy j →min s16 ac jww (r)lrepl
3 s5 d jx j →min s5 am j

4 s5 b j →min s5 (xi)l j

5 s5 f j →min s5 (xi)l j

6 s5 ak →min s16 aaww (a)lrepl

6. Rules for a cell σi in state s6:

1 s6 n j f j →min s6 p j (yi)l j

2 s6 r →min s16 ww (r)lrepl
3 s6 aaz →min s16 aaww (a)lrepl

7. Rules for a cell σi in state s7:

1 s7 r →min s16 ww (r)lrepl
2 s7 aa →min s16 aaww (a)lrepl
3 s7 c jb j →min s13 c j

4 s7 n j f j pk →min s10 q j pk (bi)lk

5 s7 n j f j →min s8 q j

6 s7 f j →min s7 (xi)l j

8. Rules for a cell σi in state s8:

1 s8 an j →min s9 ad j ( fi)l j

2 s8 q j →min s7 m j (xi)l j

9. Rules for a cell σi in state s9:

1 s9 d jy jqk →min s7 c j pk (yi)lk

2 s9 d jx j →min s8 m j

3 s9 n j f j →min s9 m j (xi)l j
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10. Rules for a cell σi in state s10:

1 s10 c jb j →min s11 c j

2 s10 p jy jqk →min s7 m j pk (yi)lk

3 s10 p jx jqk →min s7 p jmk (xi)lk

4 s10 n j f j →min s10 m j (xi)l j

11. Rules for a cell σi in state s11

1 s11 an j →min s12 ad j ( fi)l j

2 s11 ac j →min s10 ac j (xi)l j

12. Rules for a cell σi in state s12:

1 s12 d jy jck →min s10 c jmk (yi)lk

2 s12 d jx j →min s11 m j

3 s12 n j f j →min s12 m j (xi)l j

13. Rules for a cell σi in state s13:

1 s13 an j →min s14 ad j ( fi)l j

2 s13 ap j →min s15 ap j (bi)l j

14. Rules for a cell σi in state s14:

1 s14 d jy jck →min s7 c jmk (yi)lk

2 s14 d jx j →min s13 m j

3 s14 n j f j →min s14 m j (xi)l j

15. Rules for a cell σi in state s15:

1 s15 p jy jck →min s7 m jmk (yi)lk

2 s15 p jx jck →min s7 p jck (xi)lk

3 s15 n j f j →min s15 m j (xi)l j

16. Rules for a cell σi in state s16:

1 s16 w →min s16

2 s16 r →max s16

3 s16 m j →min s16 n j

4 s16 aa →min s0

5 s16 k →min s5 k

6 s16 z →min s6 z

7 s16 a →min s7 a

8 s16 a →max s0

9 s16 n j →min s0

The running time of our vertex-disjoint paths algorithm runs in polynomial number of steps, since

the algorithm is direct implementation of Ford-Fulkerson’s network flow algorithm.

Theorem 10. For a simple P module with n cells and m = |δ | edges, the algorithm in this section runs

in O(mn) steps.

7 Conclusion and Open Problems

We have presented algorithms for finding edge- and vertex-disjoint paths in simple P modules, based on

network flow ideas, but restricted to cells that start without any knowledge about the local and global

structure. These polynomial algorithms iteratively build routing tables, until they find the maximum

number of disjoint paths.

All of our previous algorithms assumed that the structural relation δ (of a simple P module) supports

duplex communication channels between adjacent P system cells. Substantial modifications are needed

when we consider the simplex communication case. It is not just a simple matter of changing the rules

of the systems to only following out-neighbors when we are finding paths from the source to the target—

we have explicitly utilized the ability to “push back” flow on a flow-arc, by sending objects to their

flow-predecessors, when hunting for augmenting paths. Thus, some new ideas are needed before we can

compute disjoint paths when the structural arcs allow only simplex communication.

We also want to know if we can we solve the problem of finding disjoint paths between k pairs of

(s1, t1) . . .(sk, tk), that is comparable in performance to the O(n3) algorithm of [17].

We are interested to know whether a breadth-first search (BFS) approach would be more beneficial

than a depth-first search. By using BFS we could potentially exploit more of the parallel nature of

P systems.
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By combining this paper’s results with our previous P solutions for the Byzantine problem [3, 2],

we have now solved one of our original goals, i.e. to solve, where possible, the Byzantine problem for

P systems based on general digraphs, not necessarily complete. This more general problem can be solved

in two phases: (1) determine all vertex-disjoint paths in a digraph, assuming that, in this phase, there are

no faults; and then (2) solve the consensus problem, even if, in this phase, some nodes fail in arbitrary,

Byzantine ways. An interesting problem arises, which, apparently, hasn’t been considered yet. What can

we do if the Byzantine nodes already behave in a Byzantine manner in phase (1), while we attempt to

build the vertex-disjoint paths? Can we still determine all or a sufficient number of vertex-disjoint paths,

in the presence of Byzantine faults?

Some of previous experiences [1, 11] have suggested that P systems need to be extended with support

for mobile arcs, to incrementally build direct communication channels between originally distant cells

and we have offered a preliminary solution. The current experience suggests that this support should

be extended to enable straightforward creation of virtual communication digraphs on top of existing

physical digraphs.

We consider that this continued experience will provide good feedback on the usability of P sys-

tems as a formal model for parallel and distributed computing and suggest a range of extensions and

improvements, both at the conceptual level and for practical implementations.
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Table 10: Edge-disjoint paths solution traces (steps 0,1, . . . ,29) of the simple P module shown in Fig-

ure 6 (a), where σ1 is the start cell and σ6 is the target cell.

Step\Cell σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ5 σ6

0 s0 t6 s0 s0 s0 s0 s0

1 s1 ak s0 e6 s0 s0 e6 s0 s0

2 s2 ae2
6k s1 ae6n1 s0 e2

6 s1 ae6n1 s0 e6 s0

3 s3 ae2
6kn2n4 s2 ae2

6n1n4 s1 ae2
6n2n4 s2 ae3

6n1n2 s1 ae6n4 s0 e2
6

4 s4 akn2n4 s3 ae2
6n1n3n4 s2 ae3

6n2n4n5 s3 ae3
6n1n2n3n5 s2 ae2

6n3n4 s1 an3n5z

5 s5 akn2n4 s4 an1n3n4 s3 ae3
6n2n4n5n6 s4 an1n2n3n5 s3 ae2

6n3n4n6 s2 an3n5z

6 s5 d4kn2 s7 an1n3n4 s4 an2n4n5n6 s7 a f1n1n2n3n5 s4 an3n4n6 s3 an3n5z

7 s5 d4kn2 s7 an1n3n4 s7 an2n4n5n6 s8 an2n3n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s4 an3n5z

8 s5 d4kn2 s7 an1n3n4 s7 a f4n2n4n5n6 s9 ad3n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

9 s5 d4kn2 s7 an1n3n4 s8 an2n5n6q4 s9 ad3n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

10 s5 d4kn2 s7 a f3n1n3n4 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

11 s5 d4kn2 s8 an1n4q3 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

12 s5 d4 f2kn2 s9 ad1n4q3 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

13 s5 d4kn2 s9 ad1n4q3x1 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

14 s5 d4kn2 s8 am1n4q3 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

15 s5 d4kn2 s9 ad4m1q3 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3 f2n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

16 s5 d4kn2 s9 ad4m1q3x4 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3m2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

17 s5 d4kn2 s8 am1m4q3 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3m2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

18 s5 d4kn2 s7 am1m3m4 s9 ad2n5n6q4x2 s9 ad3m2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

19 s5 d4kn2 s7 am1m3m4 s8 am2n5n6q4 s9 ad3m2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

20 s5 d4kn2 s7 am1m3m4 s9 ad6m2n5q4 s9 ad3m2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 a f3n3n5z

21 s5 d4kn2 s7 am1m3m4 s9 ad6m2n5q4y6 s9 ad3m2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

22 s5 d4kn2 s7 am1m3m4 s7 ac6m2n5 p4 s9 ad3m2n5q1y3 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

23 s5 d4kn2y4 s7 am1m3m4 s7 ac6m2n5 p4 s7 ac3m2n5 p1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

24 s14 ac4kn2w2 s7 am1m3m4r s7 ac6m2n5 p4 s7 ac3m2n5 p1r s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

25 s14 ac4kn2r2 s14 am1m3m4rw2 s7 ac6m2n5 p4r2 s14 ac3m2n5 p1rw2 s7 an3n4n6r s6 an5 p3z

26 s14 ac4kn2 s14 an1n3n4r s14 ac6m2n5 p4r2w2 s14 ac3n2n5 p1r2 s14 an3n4n6rw2 s6 an5 p3r2z

27 s5 ac4kn2 s14 an1n3n4 s14 ac6n2n5 p4r s14 ac3n2n5 p1 s14 an3n4n6r s14 an5 p3rw2z

28 s5 c4d2k s7 a f1n1n3n4 s14 ac6n2n5 p4 s7 ac3n2n5 p1 s14 an3n4n6 s14 an5 p3z

29 s5 c4d2k s8 an3n4q1 s7 ac6n2n5 p4 s7 ac3n2n5 p1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z
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Table 11: Edge-disjoint paths solution traces (steps 29,30, . . . ,59) of the simple P module shown in

Figure 6 (a), where σ1 is the start cell and σ6 is the target cell.

Step\Cell σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ5 σ6

30 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3n4q1 s7 ac6 f2n2n5 p4 s7 ac3n2n5 p1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

31 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3n4q1 s10 ac6n5 p4q2 s7 ac3n2n5 p1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

32 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3n4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s7 ac3n2n5 p1 s7 a f3n3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

33 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3n4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s7 ac3n2n5 p1 s8 an4n6q3 s6 an5 p3z

34 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3n4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s7 ac3 f5n2n5 p1 s9 ad4n6q3 s6 an5 p3z

35 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3n4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s10 ac3n2 p1q5 s9 ad4n6q3 s6 an5 p3z

36 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3 f4n4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s11 ac3d2 p1q5 s9 ad4n6q3 s6 an5 p3z

37 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s11 ac3d2 p1q5x2 s9 ad4n6q3 s6 an5 p3z

38 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s10 ac3m2 p1q5 s9 ad4n6q3 s6 an5 p3z

39 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s12 ac3m2 p1q5 s9 ad4n6q3 s6 an5 p3z

40 s5 b4c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s13 ac3m2q5u1 s9 ad4n6q3 s6 an5 p3z

41 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s13 ac3m2q5u1x1 s9 ad4n6q3 s6 an5 p3z

42 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s12 ac3m2q5u1 s9 ad4n6q3 s6 an5 p3z

43 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s7 ac3m2m5 p1 s9 ad4n6q3x4 s6 an5 p3z

44 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s7 ac3m2m5 p1 s8 am4n6q3 s6 an5 p3z

45 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s7 ac3m2m5 p1 s9 ad6m4q3 s6 a f5n5 p3z

46 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2 s7 ac3m2m5 p1 s9 ad6m4q3y6 s6 ap3 p5z

47 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s11 ac6d5 p4q2y5 s7 ac3m2m5 p1 s7 ac6m4 p3 s6 ap3 p5z

48 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1y3 s7 ac5c6 p2 p4 s7 ac3m2m5 p1 s7 ac6m4 p3 s6 ap3 p5z

49 s5 c4d2ky2 s7 ac3m4 p1 s7 ac5c6 p2 p4 s7 ac3m2m5 p1 s7 ac6m4 p3 s6 ap3 p5z

50 s14 ac2c4kw2 s7 ac3m4 p1r s7 ac5c6 p2 p4 s7 ac3m2m5 p1r s7 ac6m4 p3 s6 ap3 p5z

51 s14 ac2c4kr2 s14 ac3m4 p1rw2 s7 ac5c6 p2 p4r2 s14 ac3m2m5 p1rw2 s7 ac6m4 p3r s6 ap3 p5z

52 s14 ac2c4k s14 ac3n4 p1r s14 ac5c6 p2 p4r2w2 s14 ac3n2n5 p1r2 s14 ac6m4 p3rw2 s6 ap3 p5r2z

53 s5 ac2c4k s14 ac3n4 p1 s14 ac5c6 p2 p4r s14 ac3n2n5 p1 s14 ac6n4 p3r s14 ap3 p5rw2z

54 s14 a2c2c4w2 s7 a2c3n4 p1 s14 ac5c6 p2 p4 s7 a2c3n2n5 p1 s14 ac6n4 p3 s14 ap3 p5z

55 s14 a4c2c4 s14 a3c3n4 p1w2 s7 a3c5c6 p2 p4 s14 a3c3n2n5 p1w2 s7 a2c6n4 p3 s6 ap3 p5z

56 s0 c2c4 s14 a4c3n4 p1 s14 a4c5c6 p2 p4w2 s14 a5c3n2n5 p1 s14 a3c6n4 p3w2 s6 a3 p3 p5z

57 s0 c2c4 s0 c3 p1 s14 a5c5c6 p2 p4 s0 c3 p1 s14 a4c6n4 p3 s14 a3 p3 p5w2

58 s0 c2c4 s0 c3 p1 s0 c5c6 p2 p4 s0 c3 p1 s0 c6 p3 s14 a3 p3 p5

59 s0 c2c4 s0 c3 p1 s0 c5c6 p2 p4 s0 c3 p1 s0 c6 p3 s0 p3 p5
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Table 10: Vertex-disjoint paths solution traces (steps 0,1, . . . ,28) of the simple P module shown in Fig-

ure 6 (a), where σ1 is the start cell and σ6 is the target cell.

Step\Cell σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ5 σ6

0 s0 t6 s0 s0 s0 s0 s0

1 s1 ak s0 e6 s0 s0 e6 s0 s0

2 s2 ae2
6k s1 ae6n1 s0 e2

6 s1 ae6n1 s0 e6 s0

3 s3 ae2
6kn2n4 s2 ae2

6n1n4 s1 ae2
6n2n4 s2 ae3

6n1n2 s1 ae6n4 s0 e2
6

4 s4 akn2n4 s3 ae2
6n1n3n4 s2 ae3

6n2n4n5 s3 ae3
6n1n2n3n5 s2 ae2

6n3n4 s1 an3n5z

5 s5 akn2n4 s4 an1n3n4 s3 ae3
6n2n4n5n6 s4 an1n2n3n5 s3 ae2

6n3n4n6 s2 an3n5z

6 s5 d4kn2 s7 an1n3n4 s4 an2n4n5n6 s7 a f1n1n2n3n5 s4 an3n4n6 s3 an3n5z

7 s5 d4kn2 s7 an1n3n4 s7 an2n4n5n6 s8 an2n3n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s4 an3n5z

8 s5 d4kn2 s7 an1n3n4 s7 a f4n2n4n5n6 s9 ad3n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

9 s5 d4kn2 s7 an1n3n4 s8 an2n5n6q4 s9 ad3n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

10 s5 d4kn2 s7 a f3n1n3n4 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

11 s5 d4kn2 s8 an1n4q3 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

12 s5 d4 f2kn2 s9 ad1n4q3 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

13 s5 d4kn2 s9 ad1n4q3x1 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

14 s5 d4kn2 s8 am1n4q3 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

15 s5 d4kn2 s9 ad4m1q3 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3 f2n2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

16 s5 d4kn2 s9 ad4m1q3x4 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3m2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

17 s5 d4kn2 s8 am1m4q3 s9 ad2n5n6q4 s9 ad3m2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

18 s5 d4kn2 s7 am1m3m4 s9 ad2n5n6q4x2 s9 ad3m2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

19 s5 d4kn2 s7 am1m3m4 s8 am2n5n6q4 s9 ad3m2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an3n5z

20 s5 d4kn2 s7 am1m3m4 s9 ad6m2n5q4 s9 ad3m2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 a f3n3n5z

21 s5 d4kn2 s7 am1m3m4 s9 ad6m2n5q4y6 s9 ad3m2n5q1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

22 s5 d4kn2 s7 am1m3m4 s7 ac6m2n5 p4 s9 ad3m2n5q1y3 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

23 s5 d4kn2y4 s7 am1m3m4 s7 ac6m2n5 p4 s7 ac3m2n5 p1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

24 s16 ac4kn2w2 s7 am1m3m4r s7 ac6m2n5 p4 s7 ac3m2n5 p1r s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

25 s16 ac4kn2r2w s16 am1m3m4rw2 s7 ac6m2n5 p4r2 s16 ac3m2n5 p1rw2 s7 an3n4n6r s6 an5 p3z

26 s16 ac4kn2 s16 an1n3n4rw s16 ac6m2n5 p4r2w2 s16 ac3n2n5 p1r2w s16 an3n4n6rw2 s6 an5 p3r2z

27 s5 ac4kn2 s16 an1n3n4 s16 ac6n2n5 p4rw s16 ac3n2n5 p1 s16 an3n4n6rw s16 an5 p3rw2z

28 s5 c4d2k s7 a f1n1n3n4 s16 ac6n2n5 p4 s7 ac3n2n5 p1 s16 an3n4n6 s16 an5 p3wz
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Table 11: Vertex-disjoint paths solution traces (steps 29,30, . . . ,57) of the simple P module shown in

Figure 6 (a), where σ1 is the start cell and σ6 is the target cell.

Step\Cell σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ5 σ6

29 s5 c4d2k s8 an3n4q1 s7 ac6n2n5 p4 s7 ac3n2n5 p1 s7 an3n4n6 s16 an5 p3z

30 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3n4q1 s7 ac6 f2n2n5 p4 s7 ac3n2n5 p1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

31 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3n4q1 s10 ac6n5 p4q2 s7 ab3c3n2n5 p1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

32 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3n4q1 s10 ac6n5 p4q2 s13 ac3n2n5 p1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

33 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3 f4n4q1 s10 ac6n5 p4q2 s14 ac3d2n5 p1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

34 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s10 ac6n5 p4q2 s14 ac3d2n5 p1x2 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

35 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s10 ac6n5 p4q2 s13 ac3m2n5 p1 s7 an3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

36 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s10 ac6n5 p4q2 s14 ac3d5m2 p1 s7 a f4n3n4n6 s6 an5 p3z

37 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s10 ac6n5 p4q2 s14 ac3d5m2 p1 s8 an3n6q4 s6 an5 p3z

38 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s10 ac6 f5n5 p4q2 s14 ac3d5m2 p1 s9 ad3n6q4 s6 an5 p3z

39 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s10 ac6m5 p4q2 s14 ac3d5m2 p1 s9 ad3n6q4x3 s6 an5 p3z

40 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s10 ac6m5 p4q2 s14 ac3d5m2 p1 s8 am3n6q4 s6 an5 p3z

41 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s10 ac6m5 p4q2 s14 ac3d5m2 p1 s9 ad6m3q4 s6 a f5n5 p3z

42 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s10 ac6m5 p4q2 s14 ac3d5m2 p1 s9 ad6m3q4y6 s6 ap3 p5z

43 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s10 ac6m5 p4q2 s14 ac3d5m2 p1y5 s7 ac6m3 p4 s6 ap3 p5z

44 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1 s10 ac6m5 p4q2y4 s7 ac5m2m3 p1 s7 ac6m3 p4 s6 ap3 p5z

45 s5 c4d2k s9 ad3m4q1y3 s7 ac6m4m5 p2 s7 ac5m2m3 p1 s7 ac6m3 p4 s6 ap3 p5z

46 s5 c4d2ky2 s7 ac3m4 p1 s7 ac6m4m5 p2 s7 ac5m2m3 p1 s7 ac6m3 p4 s6 ap3 p5z

47 s16 ac2c4kw2 s7 ac3m4 p1r s7 ac6m4m5 p2 s7 ac5m2m3 p1r s7 ac6m3 p4 s6 ap3 p5z

48 s16 ac2c4kr2w s16 ac3m4 p1rw2 s7 ac6m4m5 p2r2 s16 ac5m2m3 p1rw2 s7 ac6m3 p4r s6 ap3 p5z

49 s16 ac2c4k s16 ac3n4 p1rw s16 ac6m4m5 p2r2w2 s16 ac5n2n3 p1r2w s16 ac6m3 p4rw2 s6 ap3 p5r2z

50 s5 ac2c4k s16 ac3n4 p1 s16 ac6n4n5 p2rw s16 ac5n2n3 p1 s16 ac6n3 p4rw s16 ap3 p5rw2z

51 s16 a2c2c4w2 s7 a2c3n4 p1 s16 ac6n4n5 p2 s7 a2c5n2n3 p1 s16 ac6n3 p4 s16 ap3 p5wz

52 s16 a4c2c4w s16 a3c3n4 p1w2 s7 a3c6n4n5 p2 s16 a3c5n2n3 p1w2 s7 a2c6n3 p4 s16 ap3 p5z

53 s16 a4c2c4 s16 a4c3n4 p1w s16 a4c6n4n5 p2w2 s16 a5c5n2n3 p1w s16 a3c6n3 p4w2 s6 a3 p3 p5z

54 s0 c2c4 s16 a4c3n4 p1 s16 a5c6n4n5 p2w s16 a5c5n2n3 p1 s16 a4c6n3 p4w s16 a3 p3 p5w2

55 s0 c2c4 s0 c3 p1 s16 a5c6n4n5 p2 s0 c5 p1 s16 a4c6n3 p4 s16 a3 p3 p5w

56 s0 c2c4 s0 c3 p1 s0 c6 p2 s0 c5 p1 s0 c6 p4 s16 a3 p3 p5

57 s0 c2c4 s0 c3 p1 s0 c6 p2 s0 c5 p1 s0 c6 p4 s0 p3 p5
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The induction of a signaling pathway is characterized by transient complex formation and mutual

posttranslational modification of proteins. To faithfully capture this combinatorial process in a math-

ematical model is an important challenge in systems biology. Exploiting the limited context on which

most binding and modification events are conditioned, attempts have been made to reduce the com-

binatorial complexity by quotienting the reachable set of molecular species, into species aggregates

while preserving the deterministic semantics of the thermodynamic limit. Recently we proposed a

quotienting that also preserves the stochastic semantics and that is complete in the sense that the

semantics of individual species can be recovered from the aggregate semantics. In this paper we

prove that this quotienting yields a sufficient condition for weak lumpability and that it gives rise to a

backward Markov bisimulation between the original and aggregated transition system. We illustrate

the framework on a case study of the EGF/insulin receptor crosstalk.

1 Introduction

Often a few elementary events of binding and covalent modification [31] in a biomolecular reaction

system give rise to a combinatorial number of non-isomorphic reachable species or complexes [17, 18].

Instances of such systems are signaling pathway, polymerizations involved in cytoskeleton maintainance,

the formation of transcription factor complexes in gene-regulation.

For such biomolecular systems, traditional chemical kinetics face fundamental limitations, that are

related to the question of how biomolecular events are represented and translated into a mathematical

model [24]. More specifically, chemical reactions can only operate on a collection of fully specified

molecular species and each such species gives rise to one differential equation, describing the rate of

change of that species’ concentration. Many combinatorial systems do not permit the enumeration of all

molecular species and thus render their traditional differential description prohibitive. However, even if

one could enumerate them, it remains questionable whether chemical reactions are the appropriate way

to represent and to reason about such systems.

As the dynamics of a biomolecular reaction mixture comes about through the repeated execution of a

few elementary events one may wonder about the effective degrees of freedom of the reaction mixture’s

dynamics. If the velocity of all events – or their probabilities to occur per time-unit per instance –
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are different for all complexes (w.r.t. modification) and pairs of complexes (w.r.t. binding) to which

the events can apply to, then the degrees of freedom would equal to the number of molecular species.

However, due to the local nature of physical forces underlying molecular dynamics, the kinetics of most

events appear to be ignorant with respect to the global configuration of the complexes they are operating

on. More provocatively, one may say that even if there would be variations of kinetics of an event from

one context to another, experimental biology does not – and most likely never will – have the means to

discern between all different contexts. For instance, fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), may

report on a specific protein-binding event and even its velocity, however we have no means to determine

whether the binding partners are already part of a protein complex – not to speak of the composition and

modification state of these complexes. To this end, molecular species remain elusive and appear to be

inappropriate entities of descriptions.

To align with the mentioned experimental insufficiencies and with the underlying biophysical lo-

cality, rule-based or agent-based descriptions were introduced as a framework to encode such reaction

mixtures succinctly and to enable their mathematical analysis [8, 3]. Rules exploit the limited context

on which most elementary events are conditioned. They just enumerate that part of a molecular species

that is relevant for a rule to be applicable. Thus, in contrast to chemical reactions, rules can operate on a

collection of partially specified molecular species. Recently, attempts have been made to identify the set

of those partially specified species that allow for a self-consistent description of the rule-set’s dynamics

[11, 6]. Naturally, as partially specified species – or fragments – in general encompass many fully speci-

fied species, the cardinality of that set is less than of the set of molecular species. These approaches aim

to obtain a self-consistent fragment dynamics based on ordinary differential equations. It represents the

dynamics in the thermodynamic limit of stochastic kinetics when scaling species multiplicities to infinity

while maintaining a constant concentration (multiplicity per unit volume) [22]. In many applications in

cellular biology this limiting dynamics is an inappropriate model due to the low multiplicities of some

molecular species – think of transcription factor - DNA binding events. We recently showed that the

obtained differential fragments cannot be used to describe the finite volume case of stochastic kinetics

[12]. Exploiting statistical independence of events we instead derived stochastic fragments that repre-

sent the effective degrees of freedom in the stochastic case. Conceptually, the procedure replaces the

Cartesian product by a Cartesian sum for statistically independent states. In contrast to the differential

case, stochastic fragments have the important property that the sample paths of molecular species can be

recovered from that of partially specified species.

We believe that interdisciplinary fields, such as systems biology, can move forward quickly enough

only if the well-established knowledge in each of the disciplines involved is exploited to its maximum,

i.e. if the standardized, well-established theories are recognized and re-used. For that reason, in this

paper we translate our abstraction method ([12]) into the language of well-established contexts of ab-

straction for probabilistic systems-lumpability and bisimulation. Lumpability is mostly considered from

a theoretical point of view in the theory of stochastic processes [19, 13, 26, 28, 27, 4]. A Markov chain

is lumpable with respect to a given aggregation (quotienting) of its states, if the lumped chain preserves

the Markov property [21]. A sound aggregation for any initial probability distribution is referred to as

strong lumpability, while otherwise it is termed weak lumpability [4, 29]. Approximate aggregation

techniques for Markov chains of biochemical networks are discussed in [14]. Probabilistic bisimulation

was introduced as an extension to classic bisimulation in [23]. It is extended to continuous-state and

continuous-time in [9] and, for the discrete-state case, to weak bisimulation [2]. For instance, in [9]

the authors use bisimulation of labelled Markov processes, the state space of which is not necessarily

discrete, and they provide a logical characterization of probabilistic bisimulation. Another notion of

weak bisimulation was recently introduced in [10]. Therein two labeled Markov chains are defined to
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be equivalent if every finite sequence of observations has the same probability of occurring in the two

chains. Herein we recognize the sound aggregations of [12] as a form of backward Markov bisimulations

on weighted labeled transition systems (WLTS), and we show it to be equivalent to the notion of weak

lumpability on Markov chains.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In the Section 2, we introduce weighted

labeled transition systems (WLTS) and we assign it the trace density semantics of a continuous-time

Markov chain (CTMC). Moreover, we define the Kappa language, and we assign a WLTS to a Kappa

specification. Based on the notion of the annotated contact map we briefly summarize in Section 3 the

general procedure to compute stochastic fragments, as it is offered in [12]. In Section 4, we introduce

the characterizations of sound and complete abstractions on WLTS as a backward Markov bisimulation.

Moreover, we define it being equivalent to the weak lumpability on Markov chains. Finally, we provide

in Section 5 results for the achieved dimensionality reduction for a rule-based model of the crosstalk

between the EGF/insulin signaling pathway [6]. This mechanistic model comprises 76 rules giving rise

to 42956 reactions and 2768 molecular species.

2 Preliminaries

The stochastic semantics of a biochemical network is modelled by a continuous-time Markov chain

(CTMC). The main object that we will use in the analysis is the weighted labelled transition system

(WLTS) on a countable state space. We will assign a WLTS to a given Kappa specification, and we

manipulate that object when reasoning about abstractions.

2.1 CTMC

We will observe the CTMC that is generated by the weighted labelled transition system (WLTS) on a

countable state space. We define the CTMC of a WLTS, by defining the Borel σ -algebra containing all

cylinder sets of traces [20] that can occur in the system, and the corresponding probability distribution

among them. We also introduce the standard notation of a rate matrix, which we will use when analysing

the lumpability and bisimulation properties in Sec. 4.

Definition 1. (WLTS) A weighted-labelled transition system W is a tuple (X ,L ,w,π0), where

• X is a countable state space;

• L is a set of labels;

• w : X ×L ×X →R
+
0 is the weighting function that maps two states and a label to a real value;

• π0 : X → [0,1] is an initial probability distribution.

We assume that the label fully identifies the transition, i.e. for any x ∈X and l ∈L , there is at most one

x′ ∈X , such that w(x, l,x′) > 0. Moreover, we assume that the system is finitely branching, in the sense

that (i) the set {x | π0(x) > 0} is finite, and (ii) for arbitrary x̂ ∈X , the set {x′ | w(x̂, l,x′) > 0, l ∈L } is

finite.

The activity of the state xi, denoted a : X → R
+
0 is the sum of all weights originating at xi, ie

a(xi) := ∑{w(xi, l,x j) | x j ∈X , l ∈L }.

The definition of a WLTS implicitely defines a transition relation→⊆X ×X , such that (xi,x j)∈→,

if and only if there exists a non-zero transition from state xi to state x j, i.e. the total weight over all labels

is strictly bigger then zero, written ∑{w(xi, l,x j) | l ∈L }> 0. Moreover, we can differentiate the initial

set of states I ⊆X , such that their initial probabilities are positive, i.e. I = {x ∈X | π0(x) > 0}.
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Definition 2. (Rate matrix of a WLTS) Given a WLTS W = (X ,L ,w,π0), we assign it the CTMC rate

matrix R : X ×X → R, given by R(xi,x j) = ∑{w(xi, l,x j) | l ∈L }.

The consequence is that we do not enforce R(xi,xi) = −∑{R(xi,x j)|i 6= j}, as it is usual for the

generator matrix of CTMCs. This however does not affect the transient, not the steady-state behavior

of the CTMC [1]. We do so for the following reason. When abstracting the WLTS by partitioning the

state space, we get another WLTS. If the two states x and x′ which have a transition between each other

were aggregated in the same partition class x̃, it will result as a prolongation of the residence time in the

abstract state x̃, i.e. we will have a self-loop in the abstract WLTS.

If we refer to the generated stochastic Markov process, written as a continuous-time random variable

{Xt}t∈R
+
0

, over the countable state space X . We write Pr(Xt = xi), the probability that the process takes

the value xi at time point t. It thus holds that Pr(X0 = xi) = π0(xi), and Pr(Xt+dt = x j|Xt = xi) = R(xi,x j)dt

when i 6= j, whereas Pr(Xt+dt = xi|Xt = xi) = R(xi,xi)dt +(1−∑{R(xi,x j′)dt | x j′ ∈X }), which gives

after simplification: Pr(Xt+dt = xi|Xt = xi) = 1−∑{R(xi,x j′)dt | j′ 6= i}.
We define the cylinder sets of traces that can be observed in the system W . By observing the trace at

a certain time point, we mean observing the sequence of visited states, labels that were assigned to the

executed transitions, and time points of when the transition happened.

Definition 3. (A trace of a WLTS) Let us observe the WLTS W = (X ,L ,w,π0) and its CTMC. Given a

number k in N, we define a trace of length k as τ ∈ (X ×L ×R
+
0 )k×X , written

τ = x0
l1,t1
→ x1 . . .xk−1

lk,t1+...+tk→ xk.

If the trace τ is such that (i) π0(x0) > 0, and (ii) for all i, 0≤ i≤ k, we have that w(xi, li,xi+1) > 0, then

we say that τ belongs to the set of traces of W , and we write it τ ∈T (W ).

The ‘time stamps’ on each of the transitions denote intuitively the absolute time of the transition,

from the moment when the system was started (t = 0). We cannot assign the probability distribution to

the traces in T (W ), since the probability of any such trace is zero. We thus introduce the cylinder set of

traces over intervals of times.

Definition 4. (Cylinder set of traces) If IR is the set of all nonempty intervals in R
+
0 , then we define the

cylinder set of traces τIR ∈ (X ×L × IR)k×X , such that:

τIR = x0
l1,I1
→ x1 . . .xk−1

lk,Ik→ xk (1)

denotes the set of all traces τ = x0
l1,t1
→ x1 . . .xk−1

lk,t1+...+tk→ xk, such that ti ∈ Ii, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. If the cylinder

of traces τIR is such that π0(x0) > 0, and for all i = 0, ...,k−1, we have that w(xi, li,xi+1) > 0, then we

say that τIR belongs to the cylinder set of traces of W , and we write τIR ∈TIR(W ).

Let Ω(TIR(W )) be the smallest Borel σ -algebra that contains all the cylinder sets of traces in

TIR(W ). We define a probability measure over Ω(TIR(W )) in the following way.

Definition 5. (Trace density semantics on a WLTS) Given a WLTS (X ,L ,w,π0), and a number k in N,

the probability of the cylinder set of traces τIR ∈TIR(W ), specified as in expression (1), is given by:

π(τIR) = π(x0
l1,I1
→ x1 . . .xk−1

lk,Ik→ xk) = π0(x0)
k

∏
i=1

w(xi−1, li,xi)

a(xi−1)

(

e−a(xi−1)·inf(Ii)− e−a(xi−1)·sup(Ii)
)

.

Note that
∫

Ii
a(xi−1)e

−a(xi−1)·tdt = e−a(xi−1)·inf(Ii)− e−a(xi−1)·sup(Ii) is the probability of exiting the state

xi−1 in a time interval Ii−1, since the probability density function of the residence time of xi−1 is equal to

a(xi−1)e
−a(xi−1).
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2.2 Kappa

We present Kappa in a process-like notation. We start with an operational semantics, then define the

stochastic semantics of a Kappa model.

We assume a finite set of agent names A , representing different kinds of proteins; a finite set of

sites S , corresponding to protein domains; a finite set of internal states I, and Σι ,Σλ two signature maps

from A to ℘(S ), listing the domains of a protein which can bears respectively an internal state and a

binding state. We denote by Σ the signature map that associates to each agent name A ∈A the combined

interface Σι(A)∪Σλ (A).

Definition 6. (Kappa agent) A Kappa agent A(σ) is defined by its type A ∈ A and its interface σ . In

A(σ), the interface σ is a sequence of sites s in Σ(A), with internal states (as subscript) and binding

states (as superscript). The internal state of the site s may be written as sε , which means that either it

does not have internal states (when s ∈ Σ(A)\Σι(A)), or it is not specified. A site that bears an internal

state m ∈ I is written sm (in such a case s ∈ Σι(A)). The binding states of a site s can be specified as sε ,

if it is free, otherwise it is bound (which is possible only when s ∈ Σλ (A)). There are several levels of

information about the binding partner: we use a binding label i ∈ N when we know the binding partner,

or a wildcard bond − when we only know that the site is bound. The detailed description of the syntax

of a Kappa agent is given by the following grammar:

a ::= N(σ) (agent) s ::= nλ
ι (site)

N ::= A ∈A (agent name) n ::= x ∈S (site name)

σ ::= ε | s,σ (interface) ι ::= ε | m ∈ I (internal state)

λ ::= ε | i ∈ N (binding state)

We generally omit the symbol ε .

Definition 7. (Kappa expression) Kappa expression E is a set of agents A(σ) and fictitious agents /0.

Thus the syntax of a Kappa expression is defined as follows:

E ::= ε | a,E | /0,E.

The structural equivalence≡, defined as the smallest binary equivalence relation between expressions

that satisfies the rules given as follows:

E ,A(σ ,s,s′,σ ′) ,E ′ ≡ E ,A(σ ,s′,s,σ ′) ,E ′

E ,a ,a′ ,E ′ ≡ E ,a′ ,a ,E ′

E ≡ E , /0

i, j ∈ N and i does not occur in E

E[i/ j]≡ E

i ∈ N and i occurs only once in E

E[ε/i]≡ E

stipulates that neither the order of sites in interfaces nor the order of agents in expressions matters, that

a fictitious agent might as well not be there, that binding labels can be injectively renamed and that

dangling bonds can be removed.

Definition 8. (Kappa pattern, Kappa mixture) A Kappa pattern is a Kappa expression which satisfies

the following five conditions: (i) no site name occurs more than once in a given interface; (ii) each site

name s in the interface of the agent A occurs in Σ(A); (iii) each site s which occurs in the interface of

the agent A with a non empty internal state occurs in Σι(A); (iv) each site s which occurs in the interface

of the agent A with a non empty binding state occurs in Σλ (A); and (v) each binding label i ∈ N occurs

exactly twice if it does at all –there are no dangling bonds. A mixture is a pattern that is fully specified,

i.e. each agent A documents its full interface Σ(A), a site can only be free or tagged with a binding label

i ∈ N, a site in Σι(A) bears an internal state in I, and no fictitious agent occurs.
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Definition 9. (Kappa rule) A Kappa rule r is defined by two Kappa patterns Eℓ and Er, and a rate

k ∈ R
+
0 , and is written: r = Eℓ→ Er@k.

A rule r is well-defined, if the expression Er is obtained from Eℓ by finite application of the following

operations: (i) creation (some fictitious agents /0 are replaced with some fully defined agents of the form

A(σ), moreover σ documents all the sites occurring in Σ(A) and all site in Σι(A) bears an internal state

in I), (ii) unbinding (some occurrences of the wild card and binding labels are removed), (iii) deletion

(some agents with only free sites are replaced with fictitious agent /0), (iv) modification (some non-empty

internal states are replaced with some non-empty internal states), (v) binding (some free sites are bound

pair-wise by using binding labels in N).

From now on, we assume all rules to be well-defined. We sometimes omit the rate of a rule. More-

over, we denote by Eℓ↔ Er@k1,k2 the two rules Eℓ↔ Er→@k1 and Er→ Eℓ@k2.

Definition 10. (Kappa system) A Kappa system R = (πR
0 ,{r1, . . . ,rn}) is given by finite distribution

over initial mixtures πR
0 : {M01

, . . . ,M0k
}→ [0,1], and a finite set of rules {r1, . . . ,rn}.

In order to apply a rule r := Eℓ→ Er@k to a mixture M, we use the structural equivalence≡ to bring

the participating agents to the front of E (with their sites in the same order as in Eℓ), rename binding

labels if necessary and introduce a fictitious agent for each agent that is created by r. This yields an

equivalent expression E ′ that matches the left and side (lhs) Eℓ, which is written E |= Eℓ as defined as

follows:

E |= ε σ |= σℓ =⇒ N(σ) |= N(σℓ) ι |= ιℓ∧λ |= λℓ =⇒ nλ
ι |= n

λℓ
ιℓ

a |= aℓ∧E |= Eℓ =⇒ a ,E |= aℓ ,Eℓ σ |= ε ιℓ ∈ {ε, ι} =⇒ ι |= ιℓ
/0 |= /0 s |= sℓ∧σ |= σℓ =⇒ s,σ |= sℓ,σℓ λℓ ∈ {−,λ} =⇒ λ |= λℓ

Note that in order to find a matching, we only uses structural equivalence on E, not Eℓ. We then

replace E ′ by E ′[Er] which is defined as follows:

E[ε] = E N(σ)[N(σr)] = N(σ [σr]) nλ
ι [nλr

ιr
] = n

λ [λr]
ι [ιr]

(a ,E)[ar ,Er] = a[ar] ,E[Er] σ [ε] = σ ιr ∈ I =⇒ ι [ιr] = ιr

/0[ar] = ar (s,σ)[sr,σr] = s[sr],σ [σr] λr ∈ N∪{ε} =⇒ λ [λr] = λr

ar[ /0] = /0 λ [−] = λ

This may produce dangling bonds (if r unbinds a wildcard bond or destroys an agent on one side of a

bond) or fictitious agents (if r destroys agents), so we use ≡ resolve them.

2.2.1 Population-based stochastic semantics

In addition to the rate constants k(r), careful counting of the number of times each rule can be applied to

a mixture is required to define the system’s quantitative semantics correctly [7, 25]. Thus we define the

notions of embedding between a mixture and an expression. Let Z = a1 , . . . ,am and Zℓ = c1, . . . ,cn be

two patterns with no occurrence of the fictitious agent and such that there exists a pattern Z′ = b1, . . . ,bm

that satisfies both Z ≡ Z′ and Z′ |= Zℓ (and so, in particular, n≤ m).

The agent permutations used in the proof that Z ≡ Z′ allow us to derive a permutation p such that

ap(i) ≡ bi. The restriction φ of p to the integers between 1 and n is called an embedding between Zℓ and

Z. This is written Zℓ �φ Z. There may be several embeddings between Zℓ and Z for the same Z′; if so,

this influences the relative weight of the reaction in the stochastic semantics. We denote by [Z,Z′] the set

of embeddings between Z and Z′. This notion of embedding is extended to patterns (including fictitious
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agents) by defining Zℓ �φ Z if, and only if, (↓ /0 Zℓ)�φ (↓ /0 Z), where ↓ /0 removes all occurrences of the

fictitious agent in patterns.

We assume that Eℓ is the lhs of a rule r := Eℓ → Er@k and Z is a mixture such that Eℓ �φ Z. Let

Z = a1, . . . ,am and ↓ /0 Eℓ = c1, . . .cn. Given Z′ ≡ Z (we write ↓ /0 Z′ = b1, . . . ,bm) and a bijection p such

that we have Z′ |= Eℓ, bi ≡ ap(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and φ( j) = p( j) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The result of applying r

along φ to the mixture Z is defined (modulo ≡) as any pattern that is ≡-equivalent to Z′[Er]. In other

words the embedding φ between Eℓ and Z fully defines the action of r on Z up to structural equivalence.

We are now ready to define the stochastic semantics by the mean of a WLTS. In this semantics, the

state is a soup of agents, that is to say that we do not care about the order of agents in mixture. So the

states of the system are the class of ≡-mixture.

Defining species as connected mixture, the state of the system can be seen as a multi-set of species.

The formal definition of a Kappa species is as follows:

Definition 11. (Kappa species) A pattern E is reducible whenever E ≡ E ′,E ′′ for some non-empty pat-

terns E ′, E ′′; A Kappa species is the ≡-equivalence class of a irreducible Kappa mixture.

As explained earlier, the action of a rule r on a mixture E is fully defined (up to ≡) by an embedding

φ between the lhs Eℓ of the rule r and the mixture. So as to consider computation steps over≡-equivalent

of mixtures, we introduce an equivalence relation ≡L over triples (r,E,φ) where φ is an embedding of

the lhs Eℓ of r into E. We say that (r1,E1,φ1) ≡L (r2,E2,φ2) if, and only if, (i) r1 = r2 and (ii) there

exists an embedding ψ ∈ [E1,E2] such that φ2 = ψ ◦φ1.

Definition 12. (WLTS of a Kappa system) Let R = (πR
0 ,{r1, . . . ,rn}) be a Kappa system. We define the

WLTS WR = (X ,L ,w,π0) where: (i) X is the set of all ≡-equivalent classes of mixtures; (ii) L is the

set of all ≡L -equivalence classes of triples (r,E,φ) such that φ is an embedding between the lhs Eℓ of r

and E; (iii) w(x, l,x′) =
k

|[Eℓ,Eℓ]|
whenever there exist a rule r = Eℓ→ Er@k, two mixtures E and E ′, and

embedding φ ∈ [Eℓ,E], such that x = [E]≡, l = [r,E,φ ]≡L
, and E ′ is the result (up to≡) of the application

of r along φ to the mixture E; otherwise w(x, l,x′) = 0; (iv) π0(x) = ∑{πR
0 (E ′) | E ′ ∈ Dom(πR

0 )∩ x}.

The stochastic semantics of a Kappa system R is then defined as the trace distribution semantics of

the WLTS WR .

3 Reduction procedure

In this section, we assume, without any loss of generality that Σι and Σλ are disjoint sets. This can always

be achieved by taking two disjoint copies Sι and Sλ of S and using site names in Sι to bear internal

states, and site names in Sλ to bear binding states.

Informally, a contact map represents a summary of the agents and their potential bindings.

Definition 13. (Contact map) Given a Kappa system R, a contact map (CM) is a graph object (N ,E ),
where the set of nodes N are agent types equipped with the corresponding interface, and the edges

are specified between the sites of the nodes. Formally, we have that N = {(A,Σ(A)) | A ∈ A } and

E ⊆ {((A,s),(A′,s′)) | A,A′ ∈A and s ∈ Σ(A),s′ ∈ Σ(A′)}. If the site s of an agent of type A and the site

s′ of an agent of type A′ bear the same binding state in the rhs Er of a rule, then there exists an edge

e = ((A,s),(A′,s′)) ∈ E between s ∈ Σ(A) and s′ ∈ Σ(A′).

We say that a site s of the agent a is tested by the rule r, if it is contained in the lhs Eℓ of the rule r.
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Definition 14. (Annotated Contact map) Given a Kappa system R, and its CM (N ,E ), a valid an-

notated contact map (ACM) (N ,E ) is a contact map where all agents are annotated with respect to

the rule set R. The annotation on the agent of type A ∈ A with respect to the rule r is given by the

equivalence relation on its set of sites ≈A⊆ Σ(A)×Σ(A) such that:

• If a rule r tests the sites s1 and site s2 of agents a1,a2 (it is possible that a1 = a2) of type A, then

s1 ≈A s2;

• If a rule r creates an agent a of type A, then all the sites of Σ(A) are in the same equivalence class,

i.e. ≈A= Σ(A)×Σ(A);

Note that there can be several annotations of the agent type A ∈ A which satisfy the conditions. More

precisely, if the equivalence relation ≈A meets the condition, then so does any of its refinement. This

allows to define the smallest such equivalence relation ≈A which we call the minimal annotation of

agent A. An ACM is minimal whenever each agent type is annotated by its minimal annotation.

Let r be a rule and an ACM which is valid with respect to the singleton {r}. Then for any agent

type A ∈A , either A does not occur in the lhs of r, or A occurs but all occurrences of A have an empty

interface, or A occurs, tests some sites which all belongs to a same equivalence class C in ≈A. In the

latter case, we define testACM
r (A) = C, otherwise, we define testACM

r (A) = /0.

The meaning of the ACM is to summarize the dependences between sites that can occur during the

simulation of a Kappa system. If the two sites s and s′ in the Σ(A) are correlated by the relation ≈A,

i.e. s≈A s′, it suggests that they are dependent in the following way. We must not aggregate in the same

equivalence class any two states x and x′, such that they contain the agent A in a different evaluation

of the sites s and s′. On the other hand, if the two sites s and s′ are not correlated by ≈A, then we

may aggregate the states by the ’marginal’ criteria, i.e. the condition which involves only one of the

sites. Therefore, the less states are related by (≈A)A∈A , the better the reduction will be. To numerically

justify this, we can imagine having an agent type A whose interface has n different sites s1, ...,sn, and

each of them has two possible internal state modifications. Let us observe the two limiting relations ≈A,

i.e. ≈A= {(si,s j) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n,1 ≤ j ≤ n}, and ≈′A= {(si,si) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. The annotation ≈A enforces at

least to 2n states to describe all modifications of the agent A, whereas the annotation ≈′A suggests that it

is enough to use only 2 ·n of them.

The ACM can be used to identify parts of Kappa species that we call fragments.

Definition 15. (Kappa fragments) A fragment is the ≡-equivalent class of a non empty irreducible pat-

tern E such that: (i) the set of sites in the interface σ of an agent A(σ) in E is an equivalence class of

≈A, (ii) sites can only be free or tagged with a binding label i ∈ N and sites in Σι are tagged with an

internal state in I, (iii) there is no occurrence of fictitious agent /0.

We can use fragments to abstract the WLTS WR , by identifying the mixtures which have the same

(multi-)set of fragments. To reach that goal, we first overload the definition of ≡ in order to identify

mixtures having the same fragments. We introduce the binary relation ≡♯ as the smallest equivalence

relation over patterns which is compatible with ≡ and such that:

A(σ),A(σ ′),E ≡♯ A(↑C σ ′,↑Σ(A)\C σ),A(↑C σ ,↑Σ(A)\C σ ′),E

for any agent type A ∈ A , σ ,σ ′ interfaces, E pattern, and C an ≈A-equivalence class of sites. For any

set of sites X ⊆S , the projection function ↑X over interfaces keeps only the sites in X , formally ↑X is

defined by ↑X ε = ε , ↑X (sλ
ι ,σ ′) = sλ

ι , ↑X σ ′ whenever s ∈ X , and ↑X (sλ
ι ,σ ′) =↑X σ ′ otherwise.

Now we define the relation ∼L ♯ which stipulates that the rule r1 applies on E1 along φ1 the same

way as the rule r2 on E2 along φ2. More formally, we write (r1,E1,φ1) ∼L ♯ (r2,E2,φ2) whenever the

following properties are all satisfied:
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1. r1 = r2;

2. E1 ≡
♯ E2;

3. φ2 = ψ ◦φ1, where ψ is the permutation which tracks how the sub-interface ↑testACM
r (Ai)

(Ai(σi)) is

moved in the proof that E1 ≡
♯ E2, for any agent Ai(σi) occurring in E1.

More precisely, the transposition [ii+1] is associated to an agent permutation of the agents at position

i and i+1; the transposition [12] is associated to a step which permutes the sub-interface testACM
r (A)

of two agents of type A, for any agent type A ∈ A ; any other step is associated with the identity

function (over N). The function ψ is defined as the composition of all the permutations (in the

reverse order) which are associated to the elementary steps in the proof that E1 ≡
♯ E2.

4. the result of the application of r1 to E1 along φ1 is ≡-equivalent to the result of the application of

r2 to E2 along φ2.

Definition 16. (Abstract WLTS of a Kappa system) Let R = (πR
0 ,{r1, . . . ,rn}) be a Kappa system. We

define the WLTS W̃R = (X̃ ,L̃ , w̃, π̃0) where:

• X̃ is the set of all ≡♯-equivalent class of mixture;

• L̃ is the set of all ≡♯
L

-equivalent class of triples (r,E,φ) such that φ is an embedding between

the lhs Eℓ of r and E;

• w̃(x̃, λ̃ , x̃′) is equal to
k

|[Eℓ,Eℓ]|
whenever there exist a mixture E, a rule r, an embeddings φ such that

x̃ = [E]≡♯ and λ̃ = [r,E,φ ]
≡♯

L

; otherwise, w̃(x̃, λ̃ , x̃′) is equal to 0;

• for any x̃ ∈ X̃ , π̃0(x̃) = ∑E ′∈Dom(πR
0 )∩x̃ πR

0 (E ′).

Let us define the relation ∼ over X by [E1]≡ ∼ [E2]≡ if, and only if, E1 ≡
♯ E2 and the relation ∼L

over L by [λ1]≡L
∼L [λ2]≡L

if, and only if, λ1 ≡
♯
L

λ2.

4 Abstraction

We introduce abstractions on WLTS by aggregating the states and labels into partition classes. We

obtain a new WLTS defined over the aggregated states and labels. Each non-trivial abstraction is a loss

of information. However some of them are such that it is possible to do the stochastic analysis on the

aggregates rather than on concrete states. We address the problem of characterizing when this is possible,

and if so, how the weights in the abstracted system are computed. We also discuss the reverse process

- given the abstracted system, and a particular probability distributions over the aggregates, whether we

can make conclusions about the traces in the concrete system. We do the general theoretical analysis of

the abstractions on WLTS, and afterwards we show the relation with the reduction of Kappa systems,

that is presented in Sec. 3.

Definition 17. (Abstraction) Consider a WLTS W = (X ,L ,w,π0), and a pair of equivalence relations

(∼,∼L ) ∈X 2×L 2, such that each ∼-equivalence class and each ∼L -equivalence class is finite. We

denote the equivalence classes by x̃, l̃, and we write x ∈ x̃, to indicate that x belongs to the equivalence

class x̃, and l ∈ l̃ to indicate that the label l belongs to the equivalence class l̃.

A WLTS of the form W̃ = (X/∼,L/∼L
, w̃, π̃0), where π̃0(x̃) = ∑{π0(x)|x∈ x̃} is called an abstraction

of W , induced by the pair of equivalence relations (∼,∼L ). Note that more abstractions can be induced

by W , depending on how w̃ is defined.

Moreover, for any two cylinder sets of traces τ̃IR ∈ TIR(W̃ ) and τIR ∈ TIR(W ), we say that τ̃IR =

x̃0
l̃1,I1
→ x̃1 . . . x̃k−1

l̃k,Ik→ x̃k is an abstraction of τIR = x0
l1,I1
→ x1 . . .xk−1

lk,Ik→ xk, and we write it τIR ∈ τ̃IR.
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Definition 18. (Sound abstraction: Aggregation) We say that the abstraction W̃ is a sound abstraction

of W , if the probability of any cylinder set of traces τ̃IR ∈TIR(W̃ ) is equal to the sum of the probabilities

of all the cylinder sets of traces τIR ∈TIR(W ), whose abstraction is τ̃IR:

π(τ̃IR) = ∑{π(τIR)|τIR ∈ τ̃IR}.

We introduce a function γ : X/∼→ (X → [0,1]) which assigns to each of the partition class x̃∈X/∼

a probability distribution over the states that belong to this partition class. The set of all such vectors γ

we denote by ΓX ,∼ is defined as:

{γ|γ : X/∼→ (X → [0,1])∧∀x̃ ∈ X̃ ,∑
x∈x̃

γ(x̃,x) = 1}.

We can think of the value γ(x̃,x) as the conditional probability of being in the state x, knowing that we are

in state x̃, i.e. Pr(Xt = x |Xt ∈ x̃) = γ(x̃,x). We note that, when thinking of γ as the conditional probability,

it should be a time-dependent value. However, we refer to γ as to a single, constant distribution. This

will be justified in Lem. 1.

Definition 19. (Complete abstraction: Deaggregation) We say that the abstraction W̃ is a complete

abstraction of W for γ ∈ ΓX ,∼, if the following holds. Given the probability of an arbitrary abstract

cylinder set of traces of length k ≥ 1, that ends in the abstract state x̃k (written τ̃IR → x̃k), we can

recompute the probability of ending the trace in the concrete state xk ∈ x̃k in the following way:

π(τ̃IR→ xk) = γ(x̃k,xk) ·π(τ̃IR→ x̃k).

Sound and complete abstractions W̃ cannot be induced by any pair of relations (∼,∼L ), because

there might not exist a weighting function w̃ : X/∼×L/∼L
×X/∼→ R, such that the conditions from

Dfn. 18 and Dfn. 19 are met. Moreover, even if such w̃ exists, the remaining question is whether the

information on the abstract system is enough to compute them.

We now restate the main Theorem from [12], that the abstractions for Kappa systems, that we re-

sumed in Sec. 3, are sound and complete.

Theorem 1. (The abstraction induced by the ACM is sound and complete) Given a Kappa system R =
(πR

0 ,{r1, ...,rn}), and an ACM (N ,E ), an abstraction W̃R = (X/∼,L/∼ , w̃, π̃0) induced by the partition

classes (∼,∼L ) ⊆X 2×L 2, as proposed in the Def. 16 is a sound and complete abstraction of the

WR = (X ,L ,w,π0), provided that for any two mixtures M and M′ such that M ≡♯ M′, we have:

π0([M]≡) · |[M′,M′]|= π0([M
′]≡) · |[M,M]|.

We consider a mixture M. We denote by x ∈X the equivalence class [M]≡, and by x̃ ∈ X̃ the equiva-

lence class [M]≡♯ = [x]∼. The conditional probability γ(x̃,x) is computed as the ratio of the number of

automorphisms of x (embedding between x and x) and the sum of the number of automorphisms of any

∼-equivalent state. Thus we have:

γ(x̃,x) =
|[x,x]|

∑{|[x′,x′]| | x∼ x′}
.

The reader can find the detailed proof in [12].
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4.1 Lumpability

Now we define different versions of lumpability and investigate the relationship with sound and complete

abstractions.

Definition 20. (Lumped process) Given a WLTS W = (X ,L ,w,π0), where X = {x1,x2, ...}, and

partition on its state space ∼⊆X ×X , we observe the continuous-time stochastic process {Xt}t∈R
+
0

,

that is generated by W (Dfn. 2). We define the lumped process {Yt} on the state space X/∼ = {x̃1, x̃2, ...}
(denoted by capital indices, i.e. x̃I , x̃J) and with initial distribution π̃0, so that

Pr(Yt = x̃J|Y0 = x̃0) = Pr(Xt ∈ x̃J|X0 ∈ x̃0).

The lumped process is not necessarily a Markov process.

Definition 21. (Lumpability) Given a WLTS W = (X ,L ,w,π0) that generates the process {Xt}, we say

that it is lumpable with respect to the equivalence relation ∼⊆X ×X if and only if its lumped process

{Yt} has the Markov property.

The evolution of a process depends on the initial distribution, and so does the lumpability property.

We thus define the set of initial distributions, for which the lumpability holds. We denote the set of all

probability distributions over X as PX :

PX = {π|π : X → [0,1] and ∑
xi∈X

π(xi) = 1}

Moreover, we denote the set of initial distributions that produce a chain lumpable with respect to the

given equivalence relation ∼ by PI
X ,∼:

P
I
X ,∼ := {π| the lumped process initialized with π is lumpable with respect to ∼}.

Whenever a distribution π ∈PX is positive on the equivalence class x̃, i.e. ∑{π(x) | x ∈ x̃}> 0, we

denote by π|x̃(x), the conditional distribution over the states of x̃: π|x̃(x) = π(x)/π(x̃), when x ∈ x̃, and

π|x̃(x) = 0, otherwise.

Definition 22. (Strong and weak lumpability) Given a WLTS W = (X ,L ,w,π0) that generates the

process {Xt}, and an equivalence relation ∼⊆X ×X , we say that {Xt} is:

• strongly lumpable with respect to ∼, if the lumped process {Yt} is Markov with respect to any

initial distribution, i.e. PI
X ,∼ = PX ;

• weakly lumpable with respect to ∼, if there exists an initial distribution that makes the lumped

process {Yt}Markov, i.e. PI
X ,∼ 6= /0.

Note that the definitions of strong and weak lumpability involve the quantifiers ”for all” and ”exists”

over the probability distributions over a set of states. Thus, checking for either of them involves in general

an infinite number of checks. People have given sufficient conditions of strong and weak lumpability on

discrete-time Markov chains (DTMC’s) [21, 28]. The results had been extended to the continuous-time

case [4, 27]. We rephrase the sufficient conditions stated therein.

Note that in order to aggregate two states in the CTMC, they must not have different waiting times

until the next transition. It is therefore enforced that the states can be aggregated in the CTMC only if

they have the same activities.

In order to understand the sense of the weak lumpability characterization, we discuss the meaning

of γ . We recall the semantics of a WLTS W by observing the cylinder sets of traces, i.e. τIR = x0
l1,I1
→
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x1 . . .xk−1
lk,Ik→ xk ∈TIR(W ). The abstraction W̃ of W , induced by (∼,∼L) generates an abstract cylinder

set of traces, denoted τ̃IR = x̃0
l1,I1
→ x̃1 . . . x̃k−1

lk,Ik→ x̃k ∈TIR(W̃ ).
For any cylinder set of traces τ̃IR ∈ TIR(W̃ ), we denote by γτ̃IR

the distribution of the conditional

probabilities over the lumped state x̃k, knowing that the abstract cylinder of traces τ̃IR, which ends in the

abstract state x̃k, was observed, ie

γτ̃IR
(xk) =

π(τ̃IR→ xk)

π(τ̃IR)
.

The definition of the complete abstraction suggests that, if γτ̃IR
was independent of the traces on which it

is conditioned, i.e. τ̃IR, then the completeness would hold.

Theorem 2. (Lumpability on CTMCs) Let us observe a WLTS W = (X ,L ,w,π0) that generates the

process {Xt}, and an equivalence relation ∼⊆X ×X . We consider the rate matrix R : X ×X → R.

If the lumped process is Markov, then we denote its rate matrix by R̃ : X/∼×X/∼→ R. Then we have

the following characterizations about the lumped process {X̃t}:

• If for all xi1 ,xi2 ∈X such that xi1 ∼ xi2 , and for all x̃J ∈X/∼, we have that

a(xi1) = a(xi2) and ∑
x j∈x̃J

R(xi1 ,x j) = ∑
x j∈x̃J

R(xi2 ,x j), (2)

then {Xt} is strongly lumpable with respect to ∼; We have:

R̃(x̃I, x̃J) = ∑{R(xi1 ,x j) | x j ∈ x̃J};

• If there exists a family of probability distributions over the lumped states, γ ∈ ΓX ,∼, such that for

all x j1 ,x j2 ∈X such that x j1 ∼ x j2 and for all x̃I ∈X/∼, we have that

a(x j1) = a(x j2) and
∑xi∈x̃i

R(xi,x j1)

γ(x̃J,x j1)
=

∑xi∈x̃I
R(xi,x j2)

γ(x̃J,x j2)
, (3)

then

1. If the distribution γ is in accordance with π0, i.e. π0|X/∼
= γ , then for any finite sequence of

states (x0, . . . ,xk) ∈X k+1 and any sequence of time intervals (I1, . . . , Ik) ∈ IR
k, we consider

the set τ̃IR of the traces of the form x′0
l1,t1
→ x′1 . . .x′k−1

lk,t1+...+tk→ x′k. For all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k and

xi ∼ x′i, and for all i, 1≤ i≤ k, ti ∈ Ii and li ∈L , we have that: if π(τ̃IR) > 0 then γτ̃IR
= γ .

In other words, knowing that we are in state x̃I , the conditional probability of being in state

x ∈ x̃I is invariant of time.

2. The process {Xt} is weakly lumpable with respect to ∼. Moreover, we have:

R̃(x̃I, x̃J) =
∑{R(xi,x j2) | xi ∈ x̃I}

γ(x̃J,x j2)
;

One shall notice that Thm. 2 gives a weaker condition than the completeness of WLTS abstraction

(eg see Dfn. 19). The main reason is that we do not ’track’ transition labels, in the sense that we observe

the abstraction on the cylinder sets of traces induced only by∼, and not also by∼L. Yet, in the particular

case when states fully define the transition labels (ie, if w(x1, l1,x
′
1) > 0, w(x2, l2,x

′
2) > 0, x1 ∼ x2, and

x′1 ∼ x′2, then l1 ∼L l2), the given condition for weak lumpability coincides with the definition of the

complete abstraction of WLTS.
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The characterization of weak lumpability given in Thm. 2 is sufficient, but not a necessary condition:

there exist systems which are strongly or weakly lumpable, but do not satisfy the conditions given in the

theorem. Interestingly, there are systems, such that the characterization from Thm. 2 would detect as

strong, but not weakly lumpable, which is counter-intuitive with the terminology.

We consider a WLTS W = (X ,L ,w,π0), and the set of all equivalence relations ∼ on X , denoted

PTX . We introduce the subsets of PTX , denoted PS, PW , CS, CW in the following meaning: (i) PS -the

set of all equivalence relations such that {Xt} is strongly lumpable with respect to ∼; (ii) PW - the set

of all equivalence relations such that {Xt} is weakly lumpable with respect to ∼; (iii) CS - the set of all

equivalence relations such that {Xt} satisfies the condition for strong lumpability given in the Thm. 2;

(iv) CW - the set of all equivalence relations such that {Xt} satisfies the condition for weak lumpability

given in the Thm. 2;

Lemma 1. (Relations on lumpability properties and conditions) Consider an arbitrary WLTS W =
(X ,L ,w,π0) and the equivalence relation∼⊆X ×X . We have the following relations: (1a) if∼∈ PS

then ∼∈ PW, if ∼∈ CS then ∼∈ PS; and if ∼∈ CW then ∼∈ PW; The converse implication does not

hold for any of the statements; (2a) If ∼∈CW, that does not imply ∼∈CS. (2b) If ∼∈CS, that does not

imply ∼∈CW.

Proof. The statement in the part (1) trivially follows from the Dfn. 21 and Thm. 2. To show (2a) and (2b),

we consider the WLTS W specified in the Fig. 1(a), with the state space X = {x,y1,y2,y3,z1,z2,z3}.
Let ∼1 be an equivalence relation on X , such that y1 ∼1 y2 and z1 ∼1 z2. By lumping the states by ∼1,

we get the system W̃1, as shown in Fig. 1(b). It is easy to check that ∼1∈CS. Moreover, we have that

∼1∈CS, since for

γ =

(

x y12 y3 z12 z3

1 (0.5,0.5) 1 (0.5,0.5) 1

)

the weak lumpability condition is satisfied, so ∼1∈CS∩CW . We further lump the states y12 and y3, by

taking the transitive closure of the relation ∼1 union (y1,y3), denoted ∼2= tc(∼1 ∪(y1,y3)) (Fig. 1(c)).

This lumping is such that ∼2 /∈CS because we have

y1 ∼ y3, but w(y1, l,z12) > 0, and w(y3, l,z12) = 0.

On the other hand, for

γ =

(

x y123 z12 z3

1 (1/3,1/3,1/3) (0.5,0.5) 1

)

we argue that ∼2∈CW . Therefore, if the initial distribution is in accordance with γ , the abstraction W̃2

is sound and complete.

If we rather lump z1 and z2, by ∼3= tc(∼1 ∪(z1,z3)), we get the system W̃3 (Fig. 1(d)). This system

is such that ∼3∈CS \CW . More precisely, we cannot find a γ which would witness ∼3∈CW : if such

a γ existed, we would have γ({x})(x) = 1, and consequently γ(y12) = (0.5,0.5), and γ(y3) = 1. This

implies that the conditional distribution γ(z123) cannot be invariant of time - it will alternate between the

distributions (0,0,1) and (0.5,0.5,0), depending on the choice made in x. Note that, since ∼3∈ CS, it

follows that ∼3∈ PS, and this implies ∼3∈ PW .

This discussion indicates that if we decide to check for weak lumpability instead of for strong by us-

ing the characterization from Thm. 2, it might happen that we eliminate the aggregations that are strongly

lumpable. In the case of reductions of Kappa systems, we will use the weak lumpability characterization.
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Figure 1: Different abstractions of system W

4.2 Bisimulations

Aiming to define the algorithm that is abstracting the WLTS of a Kappa system, we start by redefining

the lumpability properties in the bisimulation notions. Bisimulation is typically defined by logically

characterizing the distinguishing property of the states that may be aggregated.

We define three kinds of bisimulation relations on the WLTS, which are based on the lumpability

characterizations given in Thm. 2. We adopt the terminology of [5]. The forward bisimulations arise

from the characterization for strong lumpability: the bisimilar states have the same forward behaviour in

the sense that they are each targeting any other lumped state with the same total affinity (total outgoing

rate). This concept is well established for dependability or performance analysis [16, 15]. What we use in

the abstractions of Kappa systems is backward bisimulation. The bisimilar states have the same backward

behaviour in the sense that they are reached by the predecessors from one lumped state with the same

probabilistic quantity, which becomes the rate in the abstract system. It is however less established and

only applied in very few approaches for stochastic modelling [30]. The backward uniform bisimulation

is an instance of a backward bisimulation with an additional constraint that only the equally-probable

states may be aggregated.

Definition 23. Given a WLTS W = (X ,L ,w,π0), and (∼,∼L) a pair of equivalence relations respec-

tively over X and L , we define a function δF : X ×L/∼L
×X/∼ → R

+
0 :

δF(xi, l̃, x̃ j) = ∑{|w(xi, l,x j)| | l ∈ l̃ and x j ∈ x̃ j}.

Furthermore, given a family of probability distributions over the partitions γ ∈ ΓX ,∼, we define the

quantity δB : X/∼×L/∼L
×X → R

+
0

δB(x̃i, l̃,x j) =
∑{γ(x̃i,xi) · |w(xi, l,x j)| | l ∈ l̃,xi ∈ x̃i}

γ(x̃ j,x j)
.

Specifically, if we have that γ is a uniform distribution over the equivalence classes, we can express

the latter expression in terms of cardinalities of the equivalence classes:

δBU(x̃i, l̃,x j) =
|x̃ j|

|x̃i|
∑{|w(xi, l,x j)| | l ∈ l̃,xi ∈ x̃i}.
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Definition 24. (Forward and backward Markov bisimulation) Given a WLTS W = (X ,L ,w,π0), and

(∼,∼L) a pair of equivalence relations respectively over X and L , we say that (∼,∼L) is a

1. Forward Markov Bisimulation, if for all xi and x j, the following is satisfied: xi ∼ x j, iff for all

equivalence classes x̃ ∈X/∼ ,l̃ ∈L/∼L
, we have that a(xi) = a(x j) and δF(xi, l̃, x̃) = δF(x j, l̃, x̃).

Remark. Note that this involves the bisimulation in the classical sense: if xi has a successor in

some class, x j has it as well, and they are related by appropriate labels (and probabilities in this

case).

2. Backward Markov bisimulation, if for all xi and x j, there exists an γ ∈ ΓX ,∼, such that the follow-

ing is satisfied: xi∼ x j, iff for all equivalence classes x̃∈X/∼ , l̃ ∈L/∼L
, we have that a(xi) = a(x j)

and δB(x̃, l̃,xi) = δB(x̃, l̃,x j).

Theorem 3. (Forward Markov bisimulation implies sound abstraction) Let W = (X ,L ,w,π0) be a

WLTS. If (∼,∼L) induces a forward Markov bisimulation, then for any aggregates x̃i, l̃, and x̃ j, we can

define

w̃(x̃i, l̃, x̃ j) = δF(xi, l̃, x̃ j).

The so defined abstraction W̃ = (X/∼ ,L/∼L
, w̃, π̃0) is sound. We then say that W refines W̃ by a forward

Markov bisimulation (∼,∼L), written W �F,(∼,∼L) W̃ .

Theorem 4. (Backward Markov bisimulation implies sound and complete abstraction) Given a WLTS

W = (X ,L ,w,π0), if (∼,∼L) induces a backward Markov bisimulation with conditional probabilities

over the aggregates γ ∈ ΓX ,∼, then for any aggregates x̃i,l̃, and x̃ j, we can define

w̃(x̃i, l̃, x̃ j) = δB(x̃i, l̃,x j). (4)

If γ(x̃) = π0|x̃, then the so defined abstraction W̃ = (X/∼ ,L/∼L
, w̃, π̃0) is sound and complete. We then

say that W refines W̃ by a backward Markov bisimulation (∼,∼L) with conditional distributions γ ,

written W �B,(∼,∼L),γ W̃ .

In particular, if we know that γ is uniform, the equation (4) becomes w̃(x̃i, l̃, x̃ j) = δBU(xi, l̃, x̃ j),
written also W �BU,(∼,∼L) W̃ .

4.3 Proving bisimulations

The forward bisimulation relation for abstracting the transition systems with CTMC semantics has been

established and used in applications (eg, [16, 15]). Moreover, computing the backward uniform bisimu-

lation when γ is uniform is defined [5, 30]. It is based on an alternative characterization of the backward

uniform Markov bisimulation, which eases the analysis.

Lemma 2. (Proving backward uniform Markov bisimulation) Let W = (X ,L ,w,π0) be a WLTS and

(∼,∼L) be a pair of equivalence relations respectively over X and L . For any state x′ ∈X , and any

pair of classes x̃, l̃ ∈ X/∼×L/∼L
, let us define the set Pred(x̃, l̃,x′) of transitions from a state in x̃ to the

state x′ and with a label in l̃ as follows:

Pred(x̃, l̃,x′) = {(x, l) ∈ x̃× l̃ | w(x, l,x′) > 0}.

Assume that: (1) π0|X/∼
= π̃0, and (2) for any x′i,x

′
j ∈ X such that x′i ∼ x′j and any x̃ ∈ X/∼, l̃ ∈

L/∼L
, there exists a bijective map φ between Pred(x̃, l̃,x′i) and Pred(x̃, l̃,x′j), such that for any (xi, li) ∈

Pred(x̃, l̃,x′i), if φ(xi, li) = (x j, l j), then we have that w(xi, li,x
′
i) = w(x j, l j,x

′
j).

Then we have that W is the backward uniform bisimulation of the abstraction W̃ =(X/∼,L/∼, w̃, π̃0),

ie W �BU,(∼,∼L) W̃ .
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W̃WWi W̃W⇒
!BU,(∼2,∼L2)

!BU,(∼1,∼L1) !B,(∼,∼L),γ

Figure 2: Proving backward refinement

On the other hand, as soon as γ over the aggregates is not uniform, we cannot observe the bijection

between predecessors over the states. Proving that the given abstraction is a backward bisimulation

cannot be established unless we have a right ’guess’ of the distributions γ . Lem. 3 states how to avoid

proving backward bisimulation by instead proving two uniform backward bisimulations. More precisely,

if we want to prove the backward refinement between the systems W and W̃ , it is enough to observe the

system W i, which is a backward uniform refinement of both of the systems W and W̃ (Fig. 4.3).

Lemma 3. (Proving backward Markov bisimulation) Consider a WLTS W = (X ,L ,w,π0), and any

aggregation relation (∼,∼L), such that W̃ = (X/∼,L/∼L
, w̃, π̃0). We assume that there exist a sys-

tem W i = (X i,L i,wi,π i
0), and the two pairs of equivalence relations (∼1,∼L1), (∼2,∼L2), such that

W i�BU,(∼1,∼L1) W , W i�BU,(∼2,∼L2) W̃ ,∼1�∼2 (in the sense that, for any xi
1,x

i
2 ∈X i, xi

1∼1 xi
2⇒ xi

1∼2

xi
2), ∼L1�∼L2, and, for any xi

1,x
i
2 such that xi

1 ∼2 xi
2, the number of states which are ∼L1- equivalent to

xi
1 is equal to the number of states which are ∼L1- equivalent to xi

2. Under this assumption, we have that

W �B,(∼,∼L),γ W̃ , where γ is defined as

γ(x̃,x) =
|{xi ∈X i | xi ∼1 xi

0}|

|{xi ∈X i | xi ∼2 xi
0}|

, for any [xi
0]∼1 = x.

This Lemma contains the key observation for the abstraction of Kappa systems, and for proving

Thm.1. It thus completes the intention of the theoretical analysis in this paper. More precisely, we

observe the WLTS W R of a given Kappa system R, as defined in Dfn. 12 and its abstraction generated

as proposed in the reduction procedure (Sec. 3, Dfn. 16). The main observation is that the system W

is already an abstraction. More concretely, the states of W are multisets of species, and as such, they

abstract the individual species. For example, a state that contains two agents of type A(su) abstracts away

the potential individual behavior of these two agents, for example A1(su) and A2(su). To show that the

abstraction is sound and complete, we observe the system W i, which is the individual-based semantics of

a Kappa system, where each individual agent is uniquely identified. The backward uniform refinement is

established between W i and W by the modeling assumptions. We are left to prove the backward uniform

refinement between W i and W̃ . This is done by inspections on the ACM’s (Dfn. 14).

4.4 Example

We consider the following Kappa system. We have the agent types A = {A,B}, the site names {s, t}, the

signatures Σι(A) = Σι(B) = {s} and Σλ (A) = Σλ (B) = {t}, the alphabet of internal states I = {u, p}. The

contact map is defined by (N ,E ), such that N = {(A,s),(A, t),(B,s),(B, t)} and E = {((A, t),(B, t))}
and the following rules:

r1 : A(su)→ A
(

sp

)

@k1,k1−

r2 : B(su)→ B
(

sp

)

@k2,k2−

r3 : A(t) ,B(t)→ A
(

t1
)

,B
(

t1
)

@k3,k3−
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Moreover, using the minimal ACM for annotating the agents, as written in Dfn. 14, we get that ≈A has

two equivalence classes {s} and {t}; and that ≈B has two equivalence classes {s} and {t} as well.

The fragments derived from an ACM (Dfn. 15) are the following: F1 = A(su), F2 = A
(

sp

)

, F3 = A(t),

F4 = A
(

t1
)

,B
(

t1
)

, F5 = B(su), F6 = B
(

sp

)

, F7 = B(t).
Let us pick a (finite) initial distribution π0. Now we observe the WLTS W = (X ,L ,w,π0) assigned

to the Kappa system RAB (introduced in Dfn. 12), and the state y which is the ≡-equivalence class of the

mixture Ey defined as follows:

A
(

sp,t1
)

,B
(

sp,t1
)

,A
(

su,t2
)

,B
(

su,t2
)

,A
(

su,t3
)

,B
(

su,t3
)

The unique (up to ≡) non ≡♯-equivalent mixtures is Ey′ which is defined as follows:

A
(

sp,t1
)

,B
(

su,t1
)

,A
(

su,t2
)

,B
(

sp,t2
)

,A
(

su,t3
)

,B
(

su,t3
)

We denote y′ = [Ey′ ]≡, ỹ′ = [Ey′ ]≡♯ . We compute however that the distribution among state ỹ = [Ey]≡♯ .

We have: γ(ỹ,y) = 1/3 and γ(ỹ,y′) = 2/3. Roughly speaking this comes from the fact that if we

annotate fragments of type A and B in ỹ with the identifiers 1, 2, 3 (there are 36 possible annotation), and

if we assume that agents with the same identifiers are bound together. Then there are 12 annotations so

that the phosphorilated A and B are bound together, and 24 where this is not the case. A more detailed

analysis of this model is given in [12].

5 Case study

In this section, we apply our framework to a case study. We have indeed refactored in Kappa the model

of a crosstalk between the EGF rececptor and the Insulin receptor pathways which is described in [6]. In

this model, two kinds of receptors, EGF receptor (EGFR) and insulin receptor (IR) can recruit a protein

called Sos, which can be phosphorylated, or not. Each kind of receptor has its own pathway, and these

two pathways shared some common proteins.

The contact map is given in Fig. 3. One can notice that some sites can be bound to several other

sites, which denotes a competition (concurrency). Moreover, the site d of a EGF receptor (EGFR) can be

bound to the site d of another EGFR (since there is a loop in the CM). Moreover rules are given in Table

1. We do not give the rate for rules, but we assume no hypotheses on the rates (rates are parameters,

some of them might be equal, or not). Moreover, each rule is reversible.

We roughly explain how each pathway works, by focusing on the forward direction of rules. First, we

describe how EGFR can recruit a transport molecule (Grb). EGFR can recruit a ligand (EGF) on site a

(r01,r02), and two EGFRs can form a dimer (r03,r04,r05). We have used two rules to encode EGF/EGFR

binding, in order to model the fact that the rate of association may depend on the fact whether EGFR is

in a dimer, or not. The same way, the rate of dimer formation/dissociation may depend on the number of

ligands that are bound to receptors. The site b of EGFR can be phosphorylated (r06,r07) at a rate which

depends whether the receptor is in a dimer, or not. Then, EGFR can recruit an adapter molecule called

Shc (r08). Then, EGFR can phosphorylize Shc (r09,r10) (the rate depend on the fact whether the receptor

is still in a dimer, or not). Shc can then recruit a transport modecule (Grb) (r11). Yet, each receptor has

a shorter way to recruit a transport molecule. The site c of EGFR can be phosphorylated (r12,r13), and

then recruit Grb directly (r14,r15).

Then, we describe how an insulin receptor (IR) can recruit Grb. IR can recruit insulin molecules (Ins)

on two sites a (r16,r17) and b (r18,r19) (the rate may depend on the fact whether an insulin molecule
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Figure 3: Contact map for the EGFR/Insulin crosstalk.

r01: EGF(a) , EGFR(a,d)←→ EGF
(

a1
)

, EGFR
(

a1,d
)

r02: EGF(a) , EGFR(a,d−)←→ EGF
(

a1
)

, EGFR
(

a1,d−
)

r03: EGFR(a,d) , EGFR(a−,d)←→ EGFR
(

a,d1
)

, EGFR
(

a−,d1
)

r04: EGFR(a,d) , EGFR(a,d)←→ EGFR
(

a,d1
)

, EGFR
(

a,d1
)

r05: EGFR(a−,d) , EGFR(a−,d)←→ EGFR
(

a−,d1
)

, EGFR
(

a−,d1
)

r06: EGFR(bu,d)←→ EGFR
(

bp,d
)

r07: EGFR(bu,d−)←→ EGFR
(

bp,d−
)

r08: EGFR
(

bp

)

, Shc(a)←→ EGFR
(

b1
p

)

, Shc
(

a1
)

r09: EGFR
(

b1
p,d

)

, Shc
(

a1,bu

)

←→ EGFR
(

b1
p,d

)

, Shc
(

a1,bp

)

r10: EGFR
(

b1
p,d−

)

, Shc
(

a1,bu

)

←→ EGFR
(

b1
p,d−

)

, Shc
(

a1,bp

)

r11: Grb(a) , Shc
(

bp

)

←→ Grb
(

a1
)

, Shc
(

b1
p

)

r12: EGFR(cu,d)←→ EGFR
(

cp,d
)

r13: EGFR(cu,d−)←→ EGFR
(

cp,d−
)

r14: EGFR
(

cp,d
)

, Grb(a)←→ EGFR
(

c1
p,d

)

, Grb
(

a1
)

r15: EGFR
(

cp,d−
)

, Grb(a)←→ EGFR
(

c1
p,d−

)

, Grb
(

a1
)

r16: IR(a,b) , Ins(a)←→ IR
(

a1,b
)

, Ins
(

a1
)

r17: IR(a,b−) , Ins(a)←→ IR
(

a1,b−
)

, Ins
(

a1
)

r18: IR(a,b) , Ins(a)←→ IR
(

a,b1
)

, Ins
(

a1
)

r19: IR(a−,b) , Ins(a)←→ IR
(

a−,b1
)

, Ins
(

a1
)

r20: IR(a,b,cu)←→ IR
(

a,b,cp

)

r21: IR(a−,b,cu)←→ IR
(

a−,b,cp

)

r22: IR(a,b−,cu)←→ IR
(

a,b−,cp

)

r23: IR(a−,b−,cu)←→ IR
(

a−,b−,cp

)

r24: IR
(

cp

)

, Shc(a)←→ IR
(

c1
p

)

, Shc
(

a1
)

r25: IR
(

a−,b−,c1
)

, Shc
(

a1,bu

)

←→ IR
(

a−,b−,c1
)

, Shc
(

a1,bp

)

r26: IR(a,b,du)←→ IR
(

a,b,dp

)

r27: IR(a−,b,du)←→ IR
(

a−,b,dp

)

r28: IR(a,b−,du)←→ IR
(

a,b−,dp

)

r29: IR(a−,b−,du)←→ IR
(

a−,b−,dp

)

r30: IR
(

dp

)

, IRS(a)←→ IR
(

d1
p

)

, IRS
(

a1
)

r31: IR
(

a−,b−,d1
)

, IRS
(

a1,bu

)

←→ IR
(

a−,b−,d1
)

, IRS
(

a1,bp

)

r32: Grb(a) , IRS
(

bp

)

←→ Grb
(

a1
)

, IRS
(

b1
p

)

r33: Grb(b) , Sos(du)←→ Grb
(

b1
)

, Sos
(

d1
u

)

r34: Grb(b) , Sos
(

dp

)

←→ Grb
(

b1
)

, Sos
(

d1
p

)

r35: Grb
(

b1
)

, Sos
(

d1
u

)

←→ Grb
(

b1
)

, Sos
(

d1
p

)

r36: Sos(du)←→ Sos
(

dp

)

r37: Shc(bu)←→ Shc
(

bp

)

r38: IRS(bu)←→ IRS
(

bp

)

Table 1: Rule set for the EGFR/Insulin crosstalk.

has already been recruited). The site c of the IR can be phosphorylated (r20,r21,r22,r23) at a rate which

depends on the number of recruited insulin molecules (in practice the rates of rules r21 and r22 are the

same). Then, IR can recruit an adapter Shc (r24). Whenever IR is also bound to two insulin molecules,

Shc can be phosphorylized (r25). Shc can then recruit Grb (r11). Yet, IR has an other way of recruiting

a Grb. The site d of IR (r26,r27,r28,r29), and then recruit another adapter called IRS (r30) which can be

activated when the insulin receptor is bound to two insulin molecules (r31). Then, IRS can recruit Grb

(r32).

Independently, Grb can recruit a protein Sos (r33,r34). And Sos can be activated (r35,r36) at the rate

which may depend on the fact whether it is bound to a Grb, or not. Other rules describe the recuitment

of Sos by Grb. And spontaneous (de)phosphorylation of Shc (r37) and IRS (r38).

In this model, 2,768 different complexes may occur. This number is mainly due to the fact that each

dimer made of two proteins EGFR has 4 sites (the sites b and c for each EGFR) to recruit a Grb, which

induces a small combinatorial blow up. Scanning the set of rules, one can notice that no rule tests both the

site a and b of some proteins Grb. Thus, the partition {{a},{b}} can be used safely for the sites of Grb,

in the annotated contact map. As a consequence, the number of fragments is only 609. Unfortunatly,
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this is the only reduction that we can do (ie, the partition for the sites of any other kind of proteins, is the

coarsest one).

Last, one can notice that, given some additional hypotheses on the rate of some rule, that the sites

a and b of IR have a symetric role in the system. We could consider this symetry to reduce the set of

considered fragments, by identifying two symetric fragments, such as IR
(

a1,b
)

, Ins
(

a1
)

and IR
(

a,b1
)

,

Ins
(

a1
)

.

6 Conclusions

Reducing the complexity of combinatorial reaction mixtures is an important milestone towards simula-

tion and analysis of large-scale realistic models of cellular signal transduction. In this paper we study a

scalable reduction method, that is applicable to any rule-based specification. The reduction is sound and

moreover complete, i.e. the sample traces of individual molecular species can be reconstructed from the

traces of aggregated species in the reduced model. We put this method into the general context of abstrac-

tions of probabilistic transition system and show that it yields a sufficient condition for weak lumpability

and that it is equivalent to backward Markov bisimulation. The reduction factor depends on the number

of independent molecular events and is strictly smaller than that of the less-demanding reduction based

on the differential semantics.

A compelling problem for future work is thus to analyze differential fragments in the context of

stochastic semantics and to obtain error bounds for this reduction as a function of the kinetic parameters

of the system.
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In this paper, we aim at modelling and analyzing the regulation processes in multi-cellular
biological systems, in particular tissues. The modelling framework is based on interconnected
logical regulatory networks (à la René Thomas) equipped with information about their spa-
tial relationships. The semantics of such models is expressed through colored Petri nets to
implement regulation rules, combined with topological collections to implement the spatial
information. Some constraints are put on the the representation of spatial information in
order to preserve the possibility of an enumerative and exhaustive state space exploration.
This paper presents the modelling framework, its semantics, as well as a prototype imple-
mentation that allowed preliminary experimentation on some applications.

1 Introduction

Regulation processes are the corner stone to understand many aspects of biological systems.
Regulations occur at many levels: transcription and translation of the genetic material, protein
modifications, etc. They define complex networks of interactions that cannot be easily under-
stood without resorting to formal modelling and automated analysis. The generalized logical
formalism initially proposed by René Thomas in the 70s [25, 26, 27], is a discrete modelling
formalism that has proved to be an effective way to capture regulation processes and analyze
them. It has been successfully applied to the study of a variety of regulatory networks compris-
ing relatively large numbers of components [20, 21]. This formalism however does not provide
any modelling device to specifically address the question of multi-cellular systems, where the
regulatory networks of cells can influence each other in a way that is dependent on the spatial
relationships between the cells.

This paper is a step toward providing a modelling framework for the regulation in multi-
cellular systems, in particular tissues, taking into account cells migration, division and apoptosis
(death). This framework will be applied to the analysis of systems such as developmental
processes, invasive cancers, plant growth, etc.

In such a modelling framework, we would like to preserve the ability to perform model-
checking based analysis in order to be able to assess causality-related properties and observe
rare events, which usually cannot be obtained through simulation. This constrains the possible
choices for modelling spatial information. In particular, their should be a finite number of
possible spatial evolutions from a given configuration and they should be enumerable. Moreover,
each spatial configuration should be represented in a normalized form, allowing the recognition
of two identical configurations. For instance, floating-point positions are not a possible solution,

http://creativecommons.org
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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instead, we shall use solutions based on discrete representations. Finally, we would like to be able
to obtain easily a graphical representation of a cell population, i.e., the chosen representation
of spatial information should be compatible with existing graphical rendering techniques.

Contributions. Our starting point is a modelling approach developed in [2, 6] and extended
later to introduce modularity [5, 4]. This approach itself is based on logical regulatory net-
works [25, 26, 27] that allow for modelling regulation within a biological system. A Petri net
semantics is provided in order to analyze the various properties of so modelled systems. In [5, 4],
modularity allows an easier modelling of multi-cellular systems, each cell being represented by
a module. However, the spatial relationship between the modules within a model is represented
in a very abstract way, with no link to any kind of geometrical or topological information.

Our main contribution in this paper is twofold. First, we propose a way to specify such
information in a very flexible way, without significantly increasing the complexity of the original
framework. Second, we define devices to model efficiently the spatial transformations related to
the apoptosis, migration and division processes. The former goal is achieved by decoupling the
regulation rules in the model from the spatial information and transformations. Both aspects
being linked through a standardized interface, allowing the modeler for using various approaches
to spatial representation. The latter goal is achieved by a careful design of this interface in order
to enable a smooth bi-directional communication between the two parts of a model.

Then, we present two approaches to the modelling of spatial information. One is based
on predefined grids and another is based on bounded-degree graphs. Both methods have pros
and cons, depending on the application domain of interest. Finally, our framework is given a
Petri net semantics that is implemented in a prototype, allowing to prove the feasibility of the
approach and to run preliminary experiments on simple applications.

Notice that the approach presented in this paper is applicable only if one sort of module is
considered at the same time, i.e., when all the cells in a tissue are of the same kind. The extension
to take into account multi-sorted systems is quite straightforward, but the resulting notations are
much more complex. Our prototype implementation actually does not have any such limitation.
However, for this paper, an intuitive and simpler presentation has been preferred.

Outlines. The next section introduces the background of our work, in particular the modelling
framework we start from. Our contributions are then presented in sections 3 and 4, the former
being dedicated to the modelling of spatial information while the latter presents the extended
modelling framework. The paper ends with a conclusion and a discussion about future works.

2 Background

2.1 Logical regulatory networks

A logical regulatory network is usually depicted as a graph whose nodes are regulatory compo-

nents, for instance genes or proteins, and whose arcs indicate how each component is influenced
by others. A simple regulatory network in depicted in the left part of Fig. 1.

More formally, a regulatory network is defined as a set G of regulatory components, each
component G ∈ G being associated with a regulatory function KG that provides the following
information:
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A B

C

KA : xC →{0,1}
df

= 1− xC

KB : xA →{0,1}
df

= xA

KC : xB →{0,1}
df

= xB

Figure 1: A simple regulatory network with three components, A, B and C, such that A is an
activator for B, B is an activator for C, and C is an inhibitor for A.

• its co-domain defines the range of values G can assume, the current value of G being
denoted as xG;

• its arguments define the regulatory components G depends on;

• its evaluation defines the level toward which G is called to evolve, by steps of ±1.

For instance, the right part of Fig. 1 provides the formal definition of the regulatory network
depicted in the left part. This example is a Boolean network in which all the components
may have values in {0,1}. In order to model systems where different thresholds have different
influences, more values may be used for component ranges.

A state of a regulatory network is a G -indexed vector that provides for each component
G ∈ G its current level xG. Given a state s, and a component G, it is possible to evaluate KG,
yielding a target value x′G for G. If x′G 6= xG, this defines a possible evolution of the system to a
state s′ that is such that s′[H]

df

= s[H] for all H ∈ G \{G} and:

s′[G]
df

= xG ⊲ x′G
df

=











xG +1 if x′G > xG ,

xG −1 if x′G < xG ,

xG otherwise.

(Notation ⊲ will be useful later on to define the Petri nets semantics.) Such an evolution is
denoted by s → s′. Given an initial state s0 of a regulatory network, it is then possible to define
the reachable state space as the smallest graph such that s0 is a node and, whenever s is a
node and s → s′, then s′ is also a node and there is an arc from s toward s′. Such a graph
defines a transition system that is suitable to perform model-checking of various reachability- or
causality-related properties.

For instance, consider state [1,0,0] of the previous network (indexed as [xA,xB,xC]). Only
component B may evolve, because KB(xA) 7→ 1, KA(xC) 7→ 1 and KC(xB) 7→ 0 in state [1,0,0]; this
yields a new state [1,1,0]. The state space reachable from [1,1,0] is depicted in Fig. 2.

1,0,0 1,1,0 1,1,1 0,1,1 0,0,1 0,0,0

Figure 2: The state space of the regulatory network from figure 1 reachable from state
[xA,xB,xC] = [1,0,0] (depicted in bold).
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A B

C C

KA : xC →{0,1}
df

= 1− xC

KB : xA,σC,B →{0,1}
df

= max(0,xA −σC,B),

KC : xB →{0,1}
df

= xB

Figure 3: A regulatory module based on the regulatory network of figure 1.

2.2 Modular extension

In [5, 4], a modular extension of logical regulatory networks is introduced in order to model
regulatory networks encompassing several cells, each cell being modelled as a regulatory module.
This extension consists of two parts:

• a regulatory module is defined as a regulatory network equipped with inputs and whose
regulatory functions are adapted in order to take inputs into account;

• identified regulatory modules can then be connected, their spatial relationships being de-
fined by a map δ associating a real value in the segment [0;1] to every pair of module
identifiers, where value 0 represents no influence of one module over another, and 1 repre-
sents a maximal influence. We call this value the neighboring between two modules, and
the connected modules form a regulatory bundle.

For instance, Fig. 3 depicts a regulatory module based on the previous example. It specifies
that component B is repressed by the presence of C outside the module. The uncircled node thus
denotes an input of the module. Notice that no output needs to be specified since any component
can be an input for any neighbor module. The regulation function KB is adjusted in order to
take into account the additional information about external C. It thus takes a new argument
σC,B, called an integration function, whose unique argument is a set of pairs ( j,xC, j), where j is
the identifier of a neighbor module and xC, j is the level of C in module j. Intuitively, for every
module at non-zero neighboring to the current module, such a pair belongs to the argument of
σC,B. This function is then responsible for computing a unique value within the admissible range
of C, that integrates all the information from the neighborhood. The rationale behind the use of
a [0;1] map to define the neighboring is to take into account a notion of distance. For instance,
diffusion of chemicals depends on a notion of distance and cannot be easily handled through the
graph of neighborhood: two cells i and j can be in contact with a cell k, but because of their
different sizes, the time used by a chemical diffusing from i to k will be different from the time
taken for a chemical diffusing from j to k.

In the example, KB evaluates to 0 when xA = 0 or σC,B 7→ 1 and to 1 otherwise. Function σC,B

has not been specified, for instance, it may be defined as

σC,B : ( j,xC, j) j≥1 7→ max
j≥1

(round(δ (i, j) · xC, j)) ,

where round returns the rounded value of its argument and i is the identifier of the evolving
module. If j = 0, we define σC,B 7→ 0 because there is no C in the neighborhood.

A bundle of such modules, each identified by a unique value (for instance an integer), can then
be formed just by defining the neighboring relation. For instance, Fig. 4 shows such a bundle.
In this example, the effective arguments of σC,B in module 0 will be the singleton {(1,xC,1)},
while for module 1, it will be the 2-elements set {(0,xC,0),(0.5,xC,2)}.
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A B

C C

0

A B

C C

1

A B

C C

2

1 0.5

0

Figure 4: A bundle of regulatory modules encompassing three copies of the module from Fig. 3.
The neighboring relation is depicted by the dotted double-arrowed arcs.

A state of a regulatory bundle is also defined as a vector of component levels, but that
is indexed with the components as well as the module identifiers. For instance, states of the
bundle in Fig. 4 may be indexed by [xA,0,xB,0,xC,0,xA,1,xB,1,xC,1,xA,2,xB,2,xC,2]. The state space of
bundles is computed similarly to the state space of regulatory networks, except that it involves
the evaluation of integration functions, taking into account the neighboring relation δ .

2.3 Petri net semantics

In order to analyze regulatory bundles, a Petri net semantics has been defined [5]. For this
purpose, a colored variant of Petri nets [13] has been used in which:

• places model containers of tokens, the latter being arbitrary values, e.g., pairs of integers
as in the following;

• transitions model activities that consume and produce tokens in places;

• arcs connect places to transitions (and vice-versa), indicating how tokens are consumed or
produced by the transitions.

Fig. 5 shows an example of such a Petri net, that is actually the semantics of the regulatory
bundle from Fig. 4. As usual, places are depicted by round nodes, transitions by square nodes
and arcs by directed edges. In this net, places A, B and C are used to store the current level
of each component in each module. For this purpose, they may be marked with tokens that
are pairs (i,xG,i) storing the level of a component G for a module identified by i. The marking
thus corresponds to the state of the regulatory bundle. Then, transitions are used to implement
the evolution of components. Consider for instance transition tA, it consumes a pair (i,xA,i)
from place A, as well as a pair (i,xC,i) from C; the latter is reproduced in the same place, as
denoted by the double-arrowed arc, while the former is replaced by a pair (i,xA,i ⊲KA(xC,i)), that
is, the evolution of A in module i. This evolution may happen for any module identifier, the
consistency of consumed/produced values is ensured by the selection of a unique value for i

during the execution, or firing, of tA. Transition tC behaves similarly. Transition tB is slightly
different because the evolution of B depends on A in the evolving module but also on the values
of C in its neighborhood. So, tB consumes (i,xA,i) and (i,xB,i) as expected, but also a set of pairs
( j,xC, j) that is computed dynamically on the arc from C to tB, with respect to the function δ

that encodes the neighboring relation. This set of pairs is bound to a variable ~xC that is then
used to compute σC,B during the evaluation of KB, allowing to produce in place B the new level
of component B for module i.
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A

B

C

tA

(i,xA,i)

(i,xAi
⊲KA(xC,i))

(i,xC,i)
tC

(i,xC,i)

(i,xC,i ⊲KC(xB,i))

(i,xB,i)

tB

(i,xB,i)

(i,xB,i ⊲KB(xA,i,σC,B(~xC)))

~xC
df

= {( j,xC, j) | δ (i, j) > 0}

(i,xA,i)

Figure 5: The Petri net defining the semantics of the regulatory bundle from figure 4.

The initial state of the regulatory bundle is rendered as the initial marking of the Petri net
that defines its semantics: for each component G in a module i with the initial level xG,i, one
token (i,xG,i) is added to the marking of place G.

2.4 Topological collections

We have just seen that the neighboring relation within a regulatory bundle can be encoded as
a function δ that returns for each pair (i, j) of module identifiers (with i 6= j), the neighboring
value of i with respect to j. This is a very general encoding but it is not related to any kind
of geometrical, spatial or topological information. Our goal in this paper is to provide such an
information in a way that allows for: spatial evolutions, enumerations of the possible evolutions,
graphical rendering of spatial information. To do so, we resort to topological collections.

Topological collections have been introduced in [9] to describe arbitrary complex spatial
structures that appear in biological systems [10]. They have been used to represents states
of dynamical systems with a time varying structure [7, 12]. We will use them in this paper
as a unifying framework to represent arbitrary neighborhood relationships. In this context, a
neighborhood relationship between modules is represented by a labelled graph. Each vertex in
this graph is labelled by a module identifier and a given identifier is the label of only one vertex.
Two modules i and j are neighbors and δ (i, j) = α if there is an edge labelled by α between
the vertices associated with i and j. However, as we will see later on, such graphs will not be
represented explicitly. Instead, relation δ will be computed dynamically with respect to some
lower-level neighboring information.

Topological collections of various kinds have been implemented in an experimental program-
ming languages called MGS [16]. This language is used here to implement a database that
records the neighborhood relationships and that can be queried and updated efficiently.

3 Representing spatial information

In this section, we apply topological collections to the representation of spatial information in
two ways. A first solution based on predefined grids is proposed: it is simple and efficient, but
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e

2 ·n

n

2 ·n+ e

0 ·n = 0 · e

nnw

2 ·n

e

2 ·n+ e

0 ·n = 0 ·e
= 0 ·nw

Figure 6: Left: a GBF defining a square grid, with two generators e and n. Right: a GBF
defining a triangular grid with three generators e, n and nw, and a constraint n−nw = e.

it is limited to represent systems in which modules may be inserted or moved only into existing
“holes” in the grid. In order to overcome this limitation, we then propose another, more complex
solution based on undirected graphs with limited degrees.

3.1 Placing modules on grids

Simple topological collections can be defined as group based fields (GBF), that can be considered
as associative arrays whose indexes are elements in a group [8]. The latter is defined by a finite

presentation: a set of generators together with some constraints on their combinations. Thus a
GBF can be pictured as a labelled graph where the underlying graph is the Cayley graph of the
finite presentation. The labels are the values associated with the vertices and the generators are
associated with the edges.

For instance, in order to define a square grid, we may use two generators e (east) and n

(north), supporting addition, difference and multiplication by an integer. This is illustrated in
the left part of Fig. 6.

Similarly, a triangular grid can be defined by means of three generators n, e and nw (north-
west) and a constraint n− nw = e, as illustrated in the right part of Fig. 6. Notice that such
a triangular grid is adequate to represent cells with a hexagonal shape, since the grid can be
paved with hexagons centered at the positions in the grid. As shown by the dashed path, we
have 2 ·n+ e = 2 · e+n+nw, which can be also checked in an algebraic way, by substituting nw

with n− e in this equality as allowed by the constraint.
The GBF structure is thus adequate to define the arrangement on a grid, in any number

of dimensions. In such grids, a distance can be naturally defined as the minimum number of
steps in order to reach one point from the other (this is the approach of geometric group theory).
For instance, in the triangular grid of Fig. 6, points at e and n are at distance 1 because only
one step in direction nw is required to reach the latter from the former; similarly, points n and
2 ·n+ e are at distance 2. Let us denote by ∆(x,y) the distance between two points x and y. It
is easy to check that ∆(x,y) = ∆(y,x) for any x and y.

Such a distance can be used to implement our neighboring relation, for instance, for x 6= y,
we could define:

δ (x,y)
df

=
1

∆(x,y)

which matches the intuition that δ (x,y) = 1 for two immediate neighbors while δ (x,y) converges
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0

1

2

3 4

5 6

Figure 7: A square grid with modules (denoted by their identifiers) placed on it.

toward 0 when x and y become farther one each other.
The main drawback with grids is that inserting new elements is possible only if a hole is

already present. Consider for instance Fig. 7 and assume that the modules represent cells
forming a tissue. It would be difficult to model the division of cell 3, because there is no free
position adjacent to 3. But in many biological system, we may expect that the division of cell 3
results in “pulling away” the neighboring cells. Similarly, if cell 3 is called to die, removing it
from the grid will result in a disconnected tissue, which may be undesirable too.

However, the simplicity of grids is well adapted to model, e.g., accretive growth that occurs
at the borders of a tissue like leaves in plants [11]. Notice also that the graphical rendering of
GBF is trivial to obtain because the grids are predefined.

3.2 A generalization of grids

In order to overcome the limitations of grids in the presence of cells migration, division or
apoptosis, we now consider a topological collection based on undirected graphs, whose degree
will be kept bounded. Modules will be located on the nodes of such graphs and edges will
represent immediate neighboring. For instance, by bounding degree to 6, which we call a 6-

bounded degree graph (6-BDG), we shall obtain a result similar to triangular grids, as illustrated
in Fig. 8.

Consider first the left part of Fig. 8: it depicts a 6-BDG with three nodes 0, 1 and 2, each
being an immediate neighbor of the others, as depicted by the plain lines. The black dots and
the dotted lines depict all the free locations next to node 0. Indeed, a new immediate neighbor
next to 0 may be also a neighbor of 1, 2, both, or none of them. Notice that the geometrical
position of nodes is not relevant, but only the edges between them are important. For instance,

0

12

0

12

3

4 5

6 0

12

3

4 5

6

7

Figure 8: Left: a 6-BDG with 3 nodes and 4 possible insertion points from node 0. Middle: a
6-BDG with 7 nodes and 6 possible insertion points from node 0. Right: the same 6-BDG after
the insertion of node 7 on edge 0—6. Dotted lines represent further possibilities to place node 6.
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the black dot at the bottom may be equivalently depicted inside the triangle formed by nodes
0, 1 and 2. As long as node degrees is limited, the number of free locations next to a given node
is limited as well.

When no new node can be inserted without violating the degree boundary, we proceed by
splitting an existing edge. This is the case for instance in the middle of Fig. 8 where the black
dots depict all the possible insertion points of a node next to 0. Dotted lines indicate the
neighboring that would result from inserting a node on the edge from 0 to 6. This insertion
results in “pulling away” node 6, which is depicted in the right part of the figure. White dots
and dotted lines indicate alternate positions for the pulled node 6. In every case, there is also a
limited number of possible graph transformations.

Deletion of nodes is handled in the most simple way, just by removing them in the graph.
How the neighbors of a deleted node are then reconnected is modelled as a migration process.
For instance, consider again the left part of Fig. 8, in particular the two left-most black dots,
and assume a cell at the position of the lower dot (the one only connected to 0). This cell
may be isolated from 2 because another cell, placed at the second dot, has just disappeared.
The remaining cell may then migrate to fill this freshly freed position, or any of the positions
depicted as black dots. In other words, a cell’s death creates a hole that may then be filled by
the migration of other cells around.

This system is thus much more flexible than the previous solution, but at the price of more
complexity. However, this complexity is largely alleviated by MGS that provides almost ready-
made solutions to implement such a system. An additional difficulty is to produce a graphical
rendering of an n-BDG. Here also, MGS simplifies the problem by proposing graph layout algo-
rithms that have been already proved relevant to represent graphically cells positions [19, 22].

In an n-BDG, a notion of distance can be defined as the length of the shortest path between
two nodes. If such a path does not exist, i.e., if the graph is not connected, the distance can be
assumed infinite. Using this distance, we can then define the neighboring relation δ exactly as
in GBFs.

4 Spatialized regulatory bundles

This section introduces an extension of regulatory bundles in order to take into account the
spatial representations we have defined above. As a first step, we define a uniform interface for
spatial information, that is independent of the actually chosen representation. The idea is that,
at the level of semantics, this interface is queried from the Petri net part and, on the other hand,
implemented on the top of a topological collection.

4.1 Spatial interfaces

Let us denote by I the set of module identifiers. We also define a set L of (abstract) locations

that represent the positions in the chosen spatial representation. A spatial interface is a tuple
(θ ,δ ,η) where:

• θ is a partial function I → L that maps some identifiers to locations, its domain being
denoted by Iθ ;

• δ : (Iθ )2 \{(i, i) | i ∈ Iθ}→ [0;1] is the neighboring relation as previously;
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• η : Iθ → 2L returns for every module a set of empty locations in the immediate neighborhood
of the module (this set may be empty).

In order to simplify notations, we may consider these functions as sets of pairs.
Intuitively, Iθ defines the allocated identifiers, i.e., those that correspond to actually existing

modules, or living cells. On this allocated identifiers, δ encodes the neighboring relation. Finally,
η is used when a cell is called to migrate or divide: in both cases, a new location next to the cell
is needed, either as a new location for a migrating cell, or as a location for the newly created
cell. Apoptosis, or freeing of a location after a migration, are simply modelled by restricting the
domain of θ .

When a GBF-based representation is used, L is simply the set of all possible normalized
linear combinations of generators, δ can be implemented as shown in section 3.1, and η(i)

df

=
{ℓ ∈ L\θ(Iθ ) | ∆(θ(i), ℓ) = 1}, i.e., all the locations not already allocated and at distance 1 from
the location of i. Exactly the same approach can be used for n-BDG, except that θ in the case
must record positions is the graph, which is even simpler if the nodes are numbered consistently
with the modules.

4.2 Regulatory modules with transformations

So far, a regulatory module defines the rules to change the levels of its components. This is
not enough to model the migration, division or apoptosis processes. So we extend regulatory
modules with three functions to specify these transformations:

• a function K† for apoptosis, whose arguments are as for the regulatory functions, i.e.,
levels of components within the module or its neighborhood. It returns a Boolean value
indicating whether the cell modelled by the module should die or not;

• a function K for migration, whose arguments are as for K†, plus an additional L ⊆ L. It
returns a subset of L that indicates the locations where the cell is allowed to migrate, taking
into account information about the local and external levels of regulatory components;

• a function K% for division, whose arguments are as for K and that returns the set of
locations where the new cell resulting from the division can be placed. In this paper, we
assume that when a cell i divides, it yields the same cell i together with a new, identical
cell associated with an unallocated identifier j ∈ I\ Iθ . As shown later on, this policy can
be easily replaced by another that is more suited to the biological system of interest.

How these transformation processes are regulated can be graphically rendered as special
nodes, similar to regulatory components nodes. See for instance Fig. 9 that defines the trans-
formations (right part) and depict them (left part):

• the cell may die whenever there is no more A expressed within the cell or its environment,
which indeed means that A is a repressor for apoptosis;

• the cell may migrate to any available location if (and only if) there is some A or B expressed
within the cell;

• the cell may divide, spawning to any available location, if (and only if) there is some A

expressed in its environment but not inside the cell.

Notice that we defined K and K% so that they can return a subset of their argument L.
This has not been exploited in the example to keep it simple. But it is possible to implement
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A B

C C

†

A

%

 

K† : xA,σA,† → xA = 0∧σA,† = 0

K : xA,xB,L → L if xA + xB > 0 else /0

K% : xA,σA,%,L → L if σA,% − xA > 0 else /0

Figure 9: A regulatory module with transformations, based on the regulatory module of Fig. 3.
Special nodes allow to depict how apoptosis (†), migration ( ) and division (%) are regulated.
Function σA,† and σA,% may be defined for instance as σC,B previously.

complex functions that select among the locations in L only the “best” ones for migration or
division. For instance, a function K with an argument σG, may be designed to migrate in the
directions of cells with a given level of component G among those proposed in its argument L.

4.3 Spatialized regulatory bundles

A spatialized regulatory bundle can be defined as a set of regulatory modules with transforma-
tions, together with a spatial interface. For example, we could build a bundle similar to that
of Fig. 4 by using the module with transformations defined in Fig. 9 and equipping it with the
following GBF-based spatial interface:

• θ
df

= {(0,0 ·n),(1,e),(2,3 · e)};

• δ (i, j)
df

= 1/∆(θ(i),θ( j)) if ∆(θ(i),θ( j)) ≤ 2 else 0;

• η(i)
df

= {ℓ ∈ L\θ(Iθ ) | ∆(θ(i), ℓ) = 1} as previously defined.

One can check that δ returns the same values as in the previous version of our example. (And
this actually holds independently of whether square or triangular grids are used.)

The Petri net semantics is defined as before except that we need to add transitions to
implement the spatial transformations. Moreover, the Petri net evolution is dependent on the
spatial interface, that in turn may be modified when spatial transformations are executed. In the
following, we consider that the interface elements are stored into some kind of global variables,
that may be accessed from any part of the Petri net. (This could be implemented directly within
Petri nets but would result in more complex notations.)

A

†
K†(xA,i,σA,†(~xA))

θ := θ \{(i,θ(i))}

{(i,xA,i)}∪ ~xA

~xA

B

(i,xB,i)

C

(i,xC,i)

Figure 10: The Petri net semantics of transformation K†, where ~xA
df

= {( j,xC, j) | δ (i, j) > 0}.
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ℓ ∈ K (xA,i,xB,i,η(θ(i)))

θ := {(i, ℓ)}∪θ \{(i,θ(i))}

B

(i,xB,i)

C

(i,xA,i)

Figure 11: The Petri net semantics of transformation K .

The semantics of the apoptosis transformation for our example is depicted in Fig. 10. It
consumes all the current component levels for a module i, plus the levels of A in the neighborhood
of i. The various levels of A are used to evaluate the Boolean expression K†(xA,i,σA,†(~xA)) that
appears as the guard of the transition, i.e., a condition for its firing. Whenever the transition
fires, it also updates θ by removing i from its domain; the transition also reproduce ~xA in place
A. The effect of this evolution is to remove from the places and from θ all the information
related to module i, which corresponds to how its disappearing is rendered.

The Petri net semantics of the migration transformation for our example is depicted in
Fig. 11. As usual, it consumes and reproduces the necessary levels in the adequate places.
Then, thanks to the guard ℓ ∈ K (xA,i,xB,i,η(θ(i))), a target location for migration is selected
among the possible ones, and θ is updated accordingly upon firing.

Finally, the Petri net semantics of the division transformation for our example is depicted
in Fig. 12. It reads (consume/produce) all the information from a module i and, thanks to its
guard, binds to ℓ an acceptable location. The second part of the guard, k = min(I\ Iθ ), allows to
bind to k, an unallocated identifier for the newly created cell. Its component levels are saved to
the appropriate places as exact copies of the levels in module i so that the division creates two
identical cells (at two adjacent locations), as required by the policy chosen above. If another
rule is preferred, it can be implemented simply by changing the Petri net semantics of K%; for
instance by computing new states and/or locations for the cells resulting from the division.
Notice that we choose for k the smallest unallocated identifier (assuming that I is ordered) in

A

%
ℓ ∈ K%(xA,i,σA,%(~xA),η(θ(i)))∧ k = min(I\ Iθ )

θ := {(k, ℓ)}∪θ

{(i,xA,i)}∪ ~xA

{(i,xA,i),(k,xA,i)}∪ ~xA

B

(i,xB,i) {(i,xB,i),(k,xB,i)}

C

(i,xC,i) {(i,xC,i),(k,xC,i)}

Figure 12: The Petri net semantics of transformation K%, where ~xA is the same as previously.
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order to reduce the combinatorial explosion during the evaluation of the guard. If min would not
be used, every unallocated identifier could be bound to k, leading to as many successor states
as the size of I\ Iθ . On the contrary, it is important that the selection of ℓ is not constrained in
the same way, which allows to explore all the possible evolutions of the spatial structure.

4.4 Implementation and applications

Spatialized regulatory bundles have been implemented as a prototype, using SNAKES [18, 17]
for the Petri net part, and MGS [16] for the topological collections part. SNAKES is a general
purpose Petri net library implemented in Python, that is particularly suitable for the quick
development of prototypes. This implementation allows to define regulatory modules as special
cases of Python classes in which methods implement the evolution and transformation rules.
Bundles can then be populated with instances of these modules and their locations can be
specified as MGS expressions, consistently with the chosen spatial interface. The Petri nets
semantics can be automatically computed (and then exported or drawn) and its state space can
be explored for analysis purpose.

For our implementation, we have actually reused a previous prototype developed in the
context of [5] and extended it as follows:

• spatial interfaces have been implemented within MGS on the top of both GBFs and BDGs;

• a bridge to allow calls to MGS from Python has been realized by driving the MGS shell
from Python through a pair of pipes;

• the original implementation of the neighboring relation (a simple map from pairs of iden-
tifiers to float values) has been replaced by queries to the spatial interface;

• the semantics of transformations for cells migration, division or apoptosis has been added.

This prototype implementation has been applied to the study of two simple biology-inspired
examples, allowing to test various features of our framework [3]:

1. A system with transcription signal cascading resulting in a cell division allowed to observe
the alternation of growth phases and divisions, which can be interpreted as a mutual influ-
ence between components evolutions and spatial transformations. Moreover, by controlling
a chosen set of growth factors, the duplication of the modelled cells could be controlled.
This example used a GBF representation for the spatial information.

2. A simplified model of epithelial cellular healing has been defined with cells arranged on a
ring defined as a 2-BDG. A ring has been chosen in order to simulate an infinitely long
chain of cells, avoiding the healing process to be triggered at the borders of the chain.
When one cell of the ring is removed (or dies), the regulation results in the duplication of
one of the cells at distance 2 from the removed cell. This is consistent with the observed
biological behavior where division does not occur on the edges of a wound but one “layer”
of cells farther.

5 Related and future works

Integrative modelling of biological processes (e.g. in system biology) relates different models
that operate on different levels of abstraction and various spatial and time scales. For instance,
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in developmental biology, the spatial organization of cells is especially crucial and the descrip-
tion of the morphogenetic processes at a cellular level [19] implies the integration of molecular
mechanisms such as cell-cell signaling, mechanical stresses and genetic regulation on a complex
dynamic geometry. Various formalism have been proposed to face these needs relying on various
explicit representations of space [24]: molecular dynamics, spatial Gillespie [23], partial differ-
ential equations (PDE), lattice based methods (e.g., cellular automata), etc. See Fig 13 for a
brief taxonomy of space representation in biological modelling.

In this context, we want to develop a modelling framework suitable to represent and study
the regulations in multi-cellular systems, taking into account the spatial relationships between
the cells as well as the spatial transformations resulting from cells divisions, migrations, or apop-
tosis. Discrete algebraic formalisms like P systems, process algebra or Petri net are very relevant
because the automated tools that can be used to help both the modelling and the systematic
analysis of the system behavior. Such formalisms take into account spatial relationships. For
instance, classical membrane systems rely on membranes inclusion to abstract the spatial or-
ganization of cellular processes. The limitations of this structure has been recognized [9] and
leads to the development of several variants: tissue P systems [28], population P systems [1],
etc. Some process algebra (e.g., used to study mobility or variants of π-calculus used for bi-
ological modelling) rely also on a notion of localization but often the spatial relationships are
not explicitly exposed (the algebra of locations is coded into identifiers) or too limited (nesting
structures).

The framework presented in this paper is based on the well-known formalism of logical
regulatory networks and extends it with spatial information and a definition of the spatial
transformations. A Petri net semantics of the resulting formalism has been proposed in order to
allow for the simulation and the analysis of the modelled systems (e.g., through model-checking,
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Figure 13: Various representation of space in systems biology according [24]. (a) In particle
space, molecules are represented as individual particles with positions in a continuum space.
(b) Such methods accommodates a discrete dynamics when particles jump in time and space
by calculating the maximum distance that the particle can travel and interact in the time slot.
Lattice discretizes regularly the space: in microscopic lattices (c) at most one particle is allowed
to occupy a lattice site while mesoscopic methods (d) allows several. (e) Mesh spaces are usually
used to solve PDE (e.g., in reaction-diffusion systems). (f) Compartmental spaces focus on the
molecular transfers between compartments.
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invariant extraction, etc.). Our solution is particularly flexible and general thanks to a decoupling

of various concerns: in particular the regulation aspects are grasped by regulatory networks
while the spatial aspects are handled through topological collections which unify several spatial
representations. These different aspects are addressed using their own adequate tools. They are
then related by means of a general interface allowing a smooth bi-directional interaction while
preserving the decoupling.

The current presentation is limited to systems in which only one kind of cell can exist. Our
prototype implementation does not have such a limitation since this is not a technical limitation
but a deliberate presentation decision to in order to focus on the intuition about our approach.
Future works will provide a generalized formal definition of the framework presented in the paper.
We also intend to run several case studies in order to assess the relevance of our proposal: in
particular we shall consider models of Drosophilia embryo as in [5] and extend them with cells
divisions. Another aspect will be addressed in the future: allowing that cells division immediately
results in the possibility of infinite state space systems. This can be tackled by limiting the
number of living cells at a given time (i.e., use a finite set of module identifiers); another
possibility is to resort to abstraction, for instance by applying to module identifiers a state
space reduction technique originally designed for systems with dynamic process creation [14, 15].
Finally, we intend to study an alternative approach for spatial information in order to address
systems such as blood-cells populations. The idea is to implement the spatial relation as a purely
stochastic relation reflecting the idea that such cells are in constant movement but may meet
occasionally.
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